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The Pigmented-Rat Optic Nerve: Fibre Count and Fibre
Diameter Spectrum

A. HUGHES
Department ofPhysiology, John Curtin School ofMedical Research, The Australian National
University, Canberra, 2601 Australia

ABSTRACT A well distributed electron microscopic sample of 52,000 fibres
from the pigmented rat optic nerve cross section indicates a total count of
120,000 ± 1,600 (S.E.M.) fibres ranging from 0.437 p. to 5.2 p in diameter. The
fibre diameter spectrum is essentially unimodal with a peak at 1.0 p with a well
developed "tail." These results are identical to those available in the literature
for the albino rat.

The presumed retinal ganglion cell popula¬
tion of the mammalian retina usually exceeds
the optic nerve fibre count by no more than
20% (cat: Hughes and Wassle, '76; rabbit:
Vaney and Hughes, '76; hamster: Tiao and
Blakemore, '76). Complete enumeration of
optic nerve fibres in several rhesus monkeys
(Potts et ah, '72) suggests that variation be¬
tween individuals may account for discrepan¬
cies of up to 15% between ganglion cell and
optic nerve fibre total counts obtained from
different subjects. A discrepancy between
ganglion cell and optic nerve fibre populations
is also commonly accepted as incorporating
the erroneous identification of "displaced
amacrines" (Gallego, '71) as ganglion cells. So
far, however, a substantial excess of presumed
ganglion cells over optic nerve fibres has been
reported only in birds (70%, pigeon: Binggelli
and Paule, '69) which, in contrast to mam¬
mals, are classically described as containing a
large population of "displaced amacrine cells"
(Cajal, '55) in the retinal ganglion cell layer.

A recent estimate (in preparation) of the
total retinal ganglion cell population of the
pigmented rat, which was based upon the inte¬
gration of neurone density maps of the gangli¬
on cell layer, indicates the presence of some
190,000 neurones—presumed to be ganglion
cells—somewhat fewer than the 260,000 re¬

ported by Lasliley ('32). However, this number
substantially exceeds the published electron
microscopic optic nerve fibre total counts for
the albino rat of 117,000 (Forrester and Pe¬
ters, '68) or 109,000 (Treff et al., '72) fibres
and thus calls into question the criteria em¬
ployed for ganglion cell identification in this
animal.

The presence of a greater ipsilateral projec¬
tion in the pigmented than in the albino rat
(Lund, '65) suggested the possibility that the
total optic nerve fibre population of the pig¬
mented animal may also be greater than that
of the albino. The optic nerve count of the pig¬
mented rat has in fact been reported to be
7% greater than that of the albino animal
(Bruesch and Arey, '42) but light microscopy
was employed. If this is true then the neuron¬
al population of the ganglion cell layer of the
pigmented rat could be accounted for without
postulating an unusually large population of
displaced amacrine cells or doubting the crite¬
ria for the discrimination of neurones from
glia. The subsequent optic nerve fibre count
was thus undertaken on the same strain of
pigmented rat as that used for ganglion cell
total counts.

METHODS

Optic nerves of adult dimensions (Math-
eson, '70) were obtained from 3-month old D.
A. agouti rats weighing no less than 230 gm.
The animals were anaesthetised with 1 cc of
urethane injected intraperitoneally and an
eye enucleated with its attached length of in-
tra-orbital optic nerve whose orientation was
noted before it was cut away and fixed by im¬
mersion. The procedures for fixation, prepara¬
tion of sections and measurements were simi¬
lar to those previously reported for the cat
(Hughes and Wassle, '76) and rabbit (Vaney
and Hughes, '76).

The thin section employed for this study
was taken between 1 mm and 2 mm posterior
to the lamina cribrosa and, although slightly
oval, showed no sign of oblique cutting. Thir-

J. COMP. NEUR., 176: 263-268. 263
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Fig. 1 Diagram of the rat optic nerve thick section. The regions of the thick section corresponding to those

obscured in the thin section by the supporting grid-bars are indicated. Sample areas of 0.00265 mm2 on the thick
section are marked by a circle or disc whose adjoining number indicates the fibre count for the sample. The
variation in fibre count per sample i3 small and thus the fibre packing density across the nerve is relatively
uniform; its range is indicated by three isodensity contours between 490,000 and 570,000 fibres/mm2. Samples
from the six points marked with an open circle were subject to a fibre diameter survey and the results pooled as
data for figure 2.

ty-nine sample photographs, each represent¬
ing 0.00237 mm2 on the thin section, were
spaced along three vertical, two oblique and
one horizontal axis; the distribution was in¬
fluenced by the support bars of the grid. The
sample positions were noted on a photo-micro¬
graph of an adjacent thick section and final
prints of the sample photographs made at a
linear magnification of X 5,135.

The compression of the thin section along
the direction of cutting (Vaney and Hughes,
'76) was determined by quantitative compari¬
son between photomicrographs of the thick
and thin sections and amounted to a linear
and areal compression of some 11%.

The relative thickness of the myelin sheath
is somewhat greater for small than for large
optic nerve fibres of the rat (Matheson, '70)
but whether the outside fibre diameter or

axon diamet"'" should be measured remains a

vexed question with differing conclusions ap¬

parent in the literature (Ogden and Miller,
'66; Tapp, '73). The common use of the outside
fibre diameter for estimation of conduction
velocity (Ogden and Miller, '66) and recon¬
struction of the compound action potential
(Bishop et al., '69) as well as the more ready
availability of this information for other spe¬
cies led to its use in this study. The fibre diam¬
eter spectrum was established by matching
the area of each measured fibre to a series of
circular holes in a plastic sheet. The equiva¬
lent mean diameter of the fibre was taken as

that of the smallest circle whose area was

equal to, or larger than, that of the fibre in¬
cluding its myelin sheath. No correction was
made for possible compression of the fibres or
for shrinkage during processing.

RESULTS

The criteria employed for the identification
of axons were similar to those presented else-
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Fig. 2 Fibre diameter distribution for the rat optic nerve. The equivalent mean diameter of each fibre, in¬

cluding the myelin sheath, was taken as that of the circle which matched its cross sectional area. The percent¬
age of the total sample of 1,808 measured fibres within each 0.22 n. diameter increment is shown as a unimodal
distribution with its mode at 1.0 n diameter. The range of the distribution is from 0.43 n to 3.9 ji within the
measured sample; a search through the 50,000 sampled hut unmeasu
diameter.

bres revealed the largos i/x in

where (Hughes and Wassle, '76; Vaney and
Hughes, '76); no unequivocal nonmyelinated
fibres were encountered although nonmyelin¬
ated figures concluded to be nodal sections
amounted to some 0.15% of the sample.

The matrix of sampling areas and the num¬
ber of fibres counted in each sample are shown
within the outline of the thick section of the
nerve in figure 1. The unsampled region
masked by the grid support bars is outlined
after correction for the compression of the
thin section. The total area of the thick sec¬

tion was found to be 0.236 mm2 compared with
0.21 mm2 for the thin section. Each E.M. pho¬
tograph representing 0.00237 mm2 on the thin
section thus represented 0.00265 mm2 on the
thick section and 88.9 such samnling areas
would be required to completely cover the
thick section. The 39 sample photographs
thus survey 0.1035 mm2 of the thick section or

some 44% of the nerve cross sectional area.

The mean fibre count for the 39 0.00265 mm2
photographs was 1,349 ± 18.7 S.E.M. and
thus the total count for the 0.236 mm2 area of
the nerve is estimated to be 120,060 ± 1,660
S.E.M. fibres.

The mean fibre density in the nerve is some
509,000 fibres/mm2; this ranges from a low of
450,000 fibres/mm2 in the central region to a
high of 590,000 fibres/mm2 in the inferior re¬
gion. A set of iso-density contours are shown
for the nerve of figure 1. The rat fibre density
distribution is relatively homogeneous unlike
that of the cat.

The fibre diameter spectra of sampled re¬
gions of the nerve were not markedly different
from each other. There was an impression of
slightly increased frequency of larger fibres in
the upper region of the nerve. In view of the
similarities of the different regions, the six
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samples 01 about 300 measured fibres taken
from areas marked with open circles on figure
1 were pooled to give a total sample of 1,808 fi¬
bres; the diameter histogram for these is
shown in figure 2. The fibre diameters range
from 0.43 /x to 3.9 /x with the modal diameter
at 1.0 p.; the distribution is essentially uni-
modal.

DISCUSSION

The total optic nerve fibre count of 120,000
obtained for the pigmented D.A. agouti rat is
close to the count for albino animals of
117,000 (Forrester and Peters, '68) and ex¬
ceeds the 109,000 of Treff et al. ('72) by only
10%. In agreement with Forrester and Peters
('68), Treff et al. ('72) and Schlote ('70) no sig¬
nificant unmyelinated fibre population was
observed even with examination of thin sec¬

tions at high E.M. magnifications. The ab¬
sence of unmyelinated fibres is consistent
with results from most other mammals (cat:
Hughes and Wassle, '76; rabbit: Vaney and
Hughes, '76; monkey: Potts et al., '72; man:
Cohen, '67) although, curiously, Tiao and
Blakemore ('76) describe the hamster optic
nerve as containing 58% unmyelinated fibres.
In this latter instance it is possible that the
section was taken very close to the lamina
cribrosa where myelination may not be
complete.

The presence of some 120,000 fibres in the
rat optic nerve indicates that the correspond¬
ing retinal ganglion cell population must be of
very similar magnitude. The excess of retinal
neurones over optic nerve fibres encountered
in the presumed ganglion cell total count
which precipitated this study must therefore
represent a population of "displaced ama-
crines" or arise from confusion of glia with
neurones. A recent Nissl-criterion study (Fu-
kuda, '77) claims the presence of some 115,000
neurones in the rat retina in good agreement
with available optic nerve fibre counts and
thus does not support the presence of any sub¬
stantial population of Nissl staining "dis¬
placed amacrines." However, detailed exami¬
nation of these results suggests that the situ¬
ation is not so clear. Fukuda's count is a

minimum estimate obtained by summing the
product of the area lying between each pair of
adjacent retinal isodensity contours with its
lower bounding density value. A more accur¬
ate integration of Fukuda's ganglion cell map
(fig. 3: Fukuda, '77) would sum the products of

the area between each pair of isodensity con¬
tours with the mean of the high and low hound¬
ing values. An enlarged copy of Fukuda's map
was therefore cut up and areas between iso¬
count lines measured by weighing. Integra¬
tion by the first method confirms Fukuda's re¬
sults but the second indicated a total ganglion
cell population of 146,000 cells. Fukuda's
claim of agreement between the total neurone
count and the optic nerve population is thus
subject to doubt because of the excess of neu¬
rones over the optic nerve count in the more
accurate integration. In addition, the retinal
areas shown (figs. 1, 3; Fukuda, '77) are be¬
tween 50% and 70% of the adult value (60
mm2: Hughes, '77); if this discrepancy arises
from shrinkage greater than the 10% claimed
then it will not influence the total count but if
the retinas are incomplete then the true popu¬
lation must be further increased.

It is of interest to note that Bunt et al. ('74)
describe a large population of the small neu¬
rones in the rat retinal ganglion cell layer as
failing to take up horseradish peroxidase
when it is injected into the lateral geniculate
nucleus or superior colliculus; under similar
conditions no such cells were observed in the
cat retina (Kelly and Gilbert, '76). Of course,
these small neurones may project to other re¬
gions of the brain but, alternatively, they are
consistent with the presence of a large popula¬
tion of "displaced amacrine" cells.

The fibre diameter spectrum of the pig¬
mented rat optic nerve is essentially unimo-
dal although its "tail" is almost prominent
enough to be identified as a mode. The largest
fibre encountered in an examination of over

44% of the nerve cross sectional area on E.M.
photographs was 5.2 /x in diameter, substan¬
tially smaller than the 8 p. maximum de¬
scribed by means of light microscopy (Mathe-
son, '70). The range of fibre size and the modal
value are in excellent agreement with the re¬
sults obtained by Forrester and Peters ('68)
from the albino rat. The regional spectra did
not show any hint of changing to a trimodal
distribution although such a transition is ap¬
parent in the presumed-ganglion-cell diam¬
eter spectra of the rat retina when passing to¬
wards the periphery (Fukuda '77; author's un¬
published observations). However, in view of
the doubts concerning ganglion cell identifica¬
tion the trimodality must be of questionable
significance. The relatively uniform fibre
packing density and regional fibre diameter
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spectra of the rat nerve contrast with the ra¬
dial variation encountered in the cat nerve

(Hughes and Wassle, '76); this contrast paral¬
lels the difference between the retinal gangli¬
on cell density gradients of the two species.
However, it is apparent from the rabbit optic
nerve (Vaney and Hughes, '76) that the re¬
gional fibre diameter spectra and packing
density distribution of the nerve do not invar¬
iably retain the topography of the correspond¬
ing features of the retinal ganglion cell layer.
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The .Rabbit Optic Nerve: Fibre Diameter Spectrum,
Fibre Count, and Comparison with a Retina!
Ganglion Ceil Count

D. I. VANEY and A. HUGHES
Department of Physiology, John Curtin School of Medical Research, The
Australian National University, Canberra City, Australia 2601

ABSTRACT This electron microscopic study indicates that the rabbit optic
nerve contains 394,000 ± 20.000 (p < 0.05) nerve fibres, of which at least
98% are myelinated. The fibre diameter spectrum of the nerve is unimodal and
ranges from 0 25-7 with its peak at 0.75 /j.rn. The projection of the visual
streak fibres is not apparent in local diameter spectra near the optic nerve head,
integration of a ganglion cell density map of the retina from another rabbit
indicates a total ganglion cell count lying between 455,000 and 547,000. The
optic nerve fibre and ganglion cell counts are both substantially greater than
the maximum fibre count previously reported.

An estimate of the number of ganglion
cells in a retina may be obtained by count¬
ing neurons in the ganglion cell layer. The
accuracy of (he total count then depends
upon the proportion of displaced ganglion
cells (Bunt et al,, '74) and the histological
criteria used to discriminate either glia
from neurons, or ganglion cells from both
displaced amacrines and intrarednal asso¬
ciation neurons (Binggeli and Paule, '69;
Hughes, '75). In practice the count is
made by integrating a density distribution
map of the presumed ganglion cells (Stone,
'65; Hughes, '75).

Counting the number of fibres in the op¬
tic nerve provides an alternative means of
estimating the ganglion cell population.
If there is a significant proportion of cen¬
trifugal fibres in the nerve such a count
overestimates the number of ganglion cells.
In addition, the failure of light microscopy
to resolve small fibres in the optic nerve is
well established and larger total fibre
counts have been obtained for anurans

(Maturana, '59), pigeon (Binggeli and
Paule, '69), rat (Forrester and Peters, "67),
and cat (Hughes and Wassle, "76) using
electron microscopy.

The very large visual field and extensive
visual streak of the lateral eyed rabbit
(Hughes, '71) distinguish it from frontal
species such as cat and monkey, and this
contrast makes the rabbit an important
subject for visual neurophysiology and anat¬
omy. Bruesch and Arey ('42) estimated

J. Comp. Neur.. 170: 241-252.

from light microscopy of the rabbit optic
nerve that it contains 265,000 myelinated
fibres. There has, however, been no quan¬
titative electron microscopic study of the
nerve, and a retinal ganglion cell total
count is not available for the rabbit. Yuri
('60) and Nara ('61) have made cursory,
electron microscopic observations on the
rabbit optic nerve.

This paper provides a fibre count and a
fibre diameter spectrum for one rabbit op¬
tic nerve. A second estimate of ganglion
cell number is obtained by integrating a
ganglion cell density map of the fiat-
mounted retina of another rabbit.

MATERIALS AND .METHODS

Rabbit optic nerve
A 3 month-old laboratory rabbit was

anaesthetized with urethane and the right
eye, with 6 mm of the optic nerve attached,
was enucleated. The dural sheath was

quickly dissected from the nerve, and the
eye immersed in the primary fixative (2%
glutaraldehyde/1 % formaldehyde in 0.12
m phosphate buffer). The orientation of
the optic nerve was marked by passing a
silk suture through the neyve 4 mm from
the globe and knotting it over the dorsal
surface. The nerve was then supported in
a trough of plasticine and cut transversely
1 mm behind the globe.

The optic nerve was fixed in the glutar-
aldehyde solution for two and one-half
hours, postfixed in 2% OsO^ for two hours,

241
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stained in 2% uranyl acetate for one-half
hour, dehydrated in an ethanol-acetone
series, and flat embedded in Durcupan
with the dorsal suture knot on one side.
The sections used in this study were cut
0.5 mm from the distal end of the em¬

bedded tissue. Subsequent examination of
the Durcupan block showed that the cut¬
ting face was within 1°—3° of being per¬
pendicular to the long axis of the optic
nerve, as defined by the nerve surface.

Thick sections (1 /iin) and thin sections
(deep gold) were cut with glass knives on
an L.K.B. ultramicrotome, with the knife
edge parallel to the dorsal-ventral axis of
the optic nerve, and the direction of cut
from the temporal to the nasal margin.
The thick sections were stained for light
microscopy with an equal parts mixture of
1 % Azure II and 1 % methylene blue in
1 % borax. The thin sections were sup¬
ported on uncoated, 400 mesh copper grids,
stained with 0.4% Venable's lead citrate
for two minutes, and photographed in a
Philips 200 electron microscope.

The nerve fibre counts and fibre diam¬
eter spectra are extracted from data based
on the uniform sampling of a single, com¬
plete, thin section. Two hundred and six¬
teen electron micrographs were taken on
a (63 nm)2 sampling matrix: one in the
bottom-left corner of each window of the
grid. A micrograph of a calibration grating
replica was included on each 35 mm film
and used to print the survey micrographs
at a uniform magnification of X 16,100.
A square, representing an area of 119 /im!
on the thin section, was marked off on each
micrograph print, and the nerve fibres
within tire square and those touching the
right or bottom margins were identified
and counted.

The outside diameters of the counted
fibres in 94 of the 216 survey micrographs
were measured by matching the cross sec¬
tional area of the fibre, including the my¬
elin sheath, to the area of one circle from
a series of concentric circles printed on
sheet film. The concentric circles corre¬

sponded to diameters of 0.25—5 /j.m in 0.25
fxm steps on the thin section.

Rabbit retina

A cresyl-violet stained whole mount of a
rabbit retina was prepared using methods
which have already been described (Hughes
and Whitteridge, '73). Neurons in the ret¬

inal ganglion cell layer were counted by
direct observation under the light micro¬
scope. Counts were made along parallel
tracks spaced at 2 mm intervals and run¬
ning obliquely to the visual streak. The
distance between sampling points along a
track depended on the local neuron density
gradient and ranged from 0.25—1.0 mm.
A uniform sample size of 50 to 100 neurons
was maintained by increasing the area of
the counting field at lower neuron densities.
The criteria used to identify the neurons,
the presumed ganglion cells of the rabbit
retina, were similar to those reported for
the cat (Hughes, '75), although a lower
density of retinal glia in the rabbit made
discrimination easier. Isodensity contours
in steps of 1,000 ganglion cells/mm2 were
drawn on the density map of the retina
without correction for shrinkage. The area
of each region between adjacent contour
lines was determined.

RESULTS

Nerve axon identification
The preservation of axoplasm ultrastruc-

ture was variable in quality and parts of
the sheath of most myelinated fibres showed
some breakdown of lamellae. Tissue pres¬
ervation was not improved when perfusion
was substituted for immersion in the fix¬
ative.

Over 98% of the counted axons were

overtly myelinated and this feature pro¬
vided an adequate single criterion for iden¬
tification of these fibres, figure la. Under
closer examination, the myelinated fibres
also satisfied the primary criterion that
the axoplasm contain both microtubules
and filaments (Vaughn and Peters, '68).

The remaining processes were classified
at the survey magnification of X 16,100.
The fibrous astrocytes, with their charac¬
teristic paucity of microtubules and high
density of fine filaments, figure la, were
qualitatively different from nerve axoplasm
(Vaughn and Peters, '68; Hughes and
Wassle, '76) and little difficulty was experi¬
enced in differentiating between the two.
The apparently unmyelinated axons, fig¬
ure lb. were few in number and not grouped
together in bundles (Maturana, '60; Bing-
geli and Paule, '69). This suggests that
many of these axons are myelinated fibres
sectioned at the node of Ranvier, and for
some processes this was confirmed by the
presence of sub-axolemmal granular ma-
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Figs, la-c Electron micrographs of axons in the rabbit optic nerve. Over 98°< of the
counted axons were myelinated at the section plane, figure la left and right, and this distinc¬
tive feature provided an adequate criterion for identification. Other processes were classified
as axons if their cytoplasm contained both microtubules and filaments. Some of these axons
were apparently unmyelinated, figure lb left, lacking either the subaxolemmal granular ma¬
terial. figure lc. or the paranodal sheath cytoplasm characteristic of myelinated fibres sec¬
tioned at the node of Ranvier. The cytoplasm of fibrous astrocyte processes contained many
closely packed filaments and very few microtubules, figure la centre, and figure lb. right.

Fig. Id Transverse thick section of the optic nerve 1.5 mm from the globe.
Fig. le High-power light micrograph of oblique fibres in a transverse section of the optic

nerve 5 mm from the globe. The presence of circular fibre cross sections immediately adjacent
to elliptical fibres indicates that the apparent obliquity was not a cutting artifact.

terial, figure lc, or paranodal cytoplasm
(Peters, '66).

Optic nerve cross sections
The thick section of the optic nerve, a

light micrograph of which is shown in fig¬
ure Id, had a mean diameter of 1.2 mm

and a cross sectional area of 1.11 mm'-.
The section was slightly oval with the long
axis of symmetry running from the dorsal-
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temporal to the ventral-nasal surface. The
great majority of nerve fibres did not differ
markedly from circular form, and there
was no evidence at this level in the optic
nerve for either general obliquity of the
fibres or local obliquity of fibre bundles.
Light microscopic examination of the thick
section revealed a relatively high propor¬
tion of large diameter fibres in the middle
of the nerve, and this appeared to be cor¬
related with a lower fibre density. The mid¬
dle region was also characterized by a high¬
er density of darkly stained glial perikaria.

Reconstruction of the optic nerve profile
from the distribution of survey micrographs
indicated the probability of significant com¬
pression of the thin section along the direc¬

tion of cut on the temporal-nasal axis. A
photomosaic of the thin section was made
from a series of low power electron micro¬
graphs, and the nerve boundary interpo¬
lated over the grid bars. The resulting
nerve profile had an area of 0.87 mm2 which
is 78%—79% that of the thick section. The

separation between the dorsal-ventral axis
and seven landmarks, and between pairs
of landmarks, were measured on micro¬
graphs of both thick and thin sections.
These measurements were consistent with
a relatively uniform linear compression of
0.79 along the temporal-nasal axis. As a
third check, a stylized outline of the thick
section was compressed by a factor of 0.80
perpendicular to the dorsal-ventral axis.

Fig. 2 Nerve fibre counts are shown for 205 of the 21G sample points on the thin section of the rab¬
bit optic nerve, figure 2a. The positions of the 1 1 survey micrographs which had nerve sheath within
the 119 //in2 counting square are marked with asterisks; their combined count was 377 fibres in an area
of 814 /am2. A measure of local fibre density around each sample point was derived by summing the
fibre count with its adjacent counts and calculating the mean. Isodensity contours have been drawn
through the resulting smoothed density distribution above mean counts of 43. 53. and 60 fibres, figure
2b. These counts correspond respectively to local densities of 365. 449. and 507 nerve fibres/1,000 /am2
oil the thin section. The 449 contour divides the optic nerve into five higher density regions and an
unbroken lower density region of equivalent area. Within each of the higher density regions, the 507
contour delineates areas of peak density occupying one-eighth of the nerve. The 365 contour encom¬
passes an equivalent area comprising two distinct regions of low fibre density.

fibres counted / 119 Jim2
286 - 365
fibres/1000 ym^

fl 366 - 449I | fibres/1000 ym*
pi 508 - 647liiH fibres/1000 ym?

450 - 507
) yn
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The resulting profile, used in figures 2 and
3, closely matched the nerve boundary on
the thin section photomosaic. The com¬
pression may be a consequence of the great
width of the block cut in this study.

In order to investigate the organization
of optic nerve more proximal to the brain,
serial thick sections were cut from the
same tissue block, 4 mm back from the thin
section cutting face. A relatively high pro¬
portion of large diameter fibres in the
middle of the nerve was also evident in
these sections. However, unlike the sections
cut near the optic nerve bead, the proxi¬
mal sections showed marked obliquity of
fibre bundles, especially in the middle and
nasal-ventral regions of the nerve. That
this obliquity was not a cutting artifact is
demonstrated by the presence of circular
fibres immediately adjacent to elliptical
fibres, figure le. Reconstruction of ellip¬
tical fibres from their serial sections indi¬
cated that many were S-shaped, with the
oblique component almost perpendicular
to the local anatomical axis.

Nerve fibre total count and
density distribution

The distribution of the 21C sampling
points across the thin section is shown in
figure 2a; asterisks mark 11 peripheral
survey micrographs which had nerve sheath
within the counting square. The positions
of the remaining 205 survey micrographs
are marked with their respective fibre
counts. Since each count is the number of
nerve fibres in a square of area 119 ^m2,
figure 2a can be regarded as a point den¬
sity map of the thin section.

The 216 samples contained 11,279 nerve
fibres in an area of 25,209 ,j.m2. Taking
the cross sectional area of the nerve on the
thin section as 0.88 mm2, the above figures
give a fibre total count for the rabbit optic
nerve of 394,000 nerve fibres. The mean of
the sample counts is 53.2 ± 4.9% (2 X
s.e.m.), and these confidence limits ap¬
plied to the fibre total count give a possible
error of ± 19,500 (p < 0.05). To the sta¬
tistical error should be added an estimated
maximum error of ±1% in the calcula¬
tion of the area of the nerve.

Direct presentation of the distribution
of fibre counts, as in figure 2a, provides
only an indefinite map of fibre density be¬
cause the samples are small and may be

influenced by the occurrence of blood ves¬
sels and neuroglia within the counting
square. In order to smooth the density data,
each fibre count was summed with its eight
adjacent counts, and the mean of the nine
assigned to the middle data point as an
index of local density. Three isodensitv con¬
tours, figure 2b, have been drawn through
the smoothed data, and the major feature
of the fibre distribution is the U-shaped
region of minimum density in the middle
of the nerve section. Considering its com¬
plexity, the density distribution is remark¬
ably symmetrical about the dorsal-ventral
axis of the nerve.

Nerve fibre diameter spectrum
The equivalent, outside diameters of

4,692 nerve fibres in 94 of the survey mi¬
crographs were measured in 0.25 steps.
To increase the suhsample size, these mi¬
crographs were grouped in sets of four,
uniformly distributed within the sampling
matrix as shown in figure 3. The number
of fibres measured in each subsample
ranged from 120 to 292. No corrections
were made for the known compression of
the thin section, or for possible volume
changes of the fibres during processing of
the tissue.

Fig. 3 Distribution within the sampling matrix
of the 94 survey micrographs from which fibre
diameter measurements were taken. To increase
the subsample size, adjacent micrographs were
grouped in 20 sets of four and 3 sets of three, which
are numbered consecutively from 1 to 23.
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A fibre diameter spectrum for the whole
nerve was constructed by summing the
counts in corresponding diameter bins
for each of the 94 samples. Figure 4 shows
the percentage of the total fibre population
in each 0.25 fim diameter range, together
with the 95% confidence limits on the
mean sample count for that bin. The con¬
fidence limits embody both the variation
between diameter spectra in different parts
of the nerve section and the variation in
sample size.

The fibre diameter spectrum of the rab¬
bit optic nerve is unambiguously unimodal,
with a peak at 0.75—1 /im, and a mean
diameter of 1 ^m. Analysis of the spectrum
indicates that these two values would not
be significantly altered by corrections which
could be made for the 21% compression
of the thin section, since at the lower end
of the spectrum the bin size is course rela¬
tive to the fibre diameters. The nerve fibres
range in diameter from less than 0.25 (im

to 7 <j/m, as measured on the thick section,
A light microscopic survey of the thick sec¬
tion showed approximately 150 fibres of
diameter greater than 4.5 ^m, and this is
close to the number predicted from the
fibre percentages in the last two bins of
the e.m. diameter spectrum.

Separate diameter spectra were con¬
structed for each of the 23 subsampies,
and are presented topographically ar¬
ranged in figure 5. The individual spectra
are similar in form and their modal diam¬
eters are comparable. X2 analysis does
indicate, however, that nine of the sub-
samples were drawn from populations sig¬
nificantly different (p < 0.01) from that
of the whole nerve. The extremes in the
diameter distribution are represented by
those spectra with a high proportion of
either small diameter fibres (No. 14, No.
18, No. 19) or large diameter fibres (No. 7).
The differences between these spectra and
the fibre diameter spectrum of the whole

4,692 fibres measured

FIBRE DIAMETER (jjm)
Fig. 4 Fibre diameter spectrum of the rabbit optic nerve. The outside diameters of the

counted fibres in the 94 micrographs indicated in figure 3 were measured by matching the
cross sectional area of each fibre to the area of one circle in a series with diameter increments
of 0.25 fxm. The 95% confidence limits on the mean value for each bin are marked with a
vertical line.
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nerve are highly significant (p = 0.001). presumed ganglion cells in the rabbit ret-
„ . ina is shown in figure 6. Tire visual streak,Retinal ganglion cell count as defined by the 2,000 ganglion celis/rnm2

An isodensity map of the distribution of contour, is a narrow band of high density

FIBRE DIAMETER (ym)
1 2 3

Fig. 5 Topographical presentation of the fibre diameter spectra for the 23 subsamples
whose local distribution is indicated in figure 3. The secondary modes apparent in the sub-
sample spectra occur mainly in diameter bins containing only a small percentage of the mea¬
sured fibres and, even then, are quite variable in position. This suggests that many of these
modes represent sampling errors arising from the comparatively small number of fibres (n)
measured in each subsample. However, spectra No. 8 to No. 11 show secondary modes with
peak values between 10.5% and 16.5% of the subsample, and this bimodal form is the most
visible feature of the diameter distribution in the middle of the nerve. Spectra No. 8, No. 10,
and No. 11 have a secondary mode at 1.5 p.m diameter, while that of spectrum No. 9 is at
1.25 fjt m.
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Fig. G Ganglion cell density map of a flat-mounted rabbit retina. Numbers or. the isoden-
sity contours are thousands of ganglion cells per mm2. In order to estimate the ganglion cell
number in the inferior retina below the 1,000 isodensity line, additional contours were drawn
through the sample counts at densities of 400, 600, and 800 cells/mm2. The corresponding
region in the superior retina had a mean density of 550 ganglion cells/mm2.

TABLE 1

Density range Estimate of Estimate of
(gang, cells/mm2) mean density ganglion cell No.

Lower Upper
Area

(mm2) Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

5,000 6,000 8.7 5,000 5,500 43,700 45,900
4.000 5,000 10.2 4,000 4,500 40,900 46,000
3,000 4,000 16.2 3,000 3,500 48,700 56.900
2,000 3,000 37.0 2,000 2,500 73,900 92,300
1 ,000 2,000 95.4 1.000 1.500 95,400 143,100
Inferior retina:

350 1,000 144 500 580 72,200 83,200
Superior retina:

55C mean 145 550 550 79,700 79,700

Whole retina: 457 995 1,197 454,500 547,100

whose peak runs horizontally across the
retina about 2.8 mm below the centre of
the optic nerve head. The organization of
this retina has been described previously
(Hughes, '71) and it is only necessary to
consider the integration of the isodensity
map required for an estimation of the total
ganglion cell population. A minimum esti¬
mate of the ganglion cell population for

each inter-isocount region is provided by
the product of its area with the lower bor¬
dering density, and a maximum estimate
by the product of its area with the mean
of the lower and upper bordering densities.
Limiting estimates of the ganglion cell
population for each inter-isocount region
and for the whole retina are given in table
1, and the total population lies between

SUPERIOR

NASAL

5 mm
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45t>,000 arid 547,000 presumed ganglion
cells.

DISCUSSION

Optic nerve fibre count
The estimated total count of 394,000

fibres for the rabbit optic nerve greatly ex¬
ceeds Bruesch and Arey's ('42) maximum
light count of 265,000 fibres. The ratio of
counts obtained with the two techniques is
comparable to those found for other mam¬
malian optic nerves (Forrester and Peters,
'67; Hughes and Wassle, '76). The fibre
diameter spectrum indicates that the lower
figure is consistent with Bruesch and Arey
having counted all fibres greater than 0.8
nm; a value close to the limiting resolution
of the light microscope. Thick sections and
close packing of fibres in the optic nerve
would prevent the theoretical limit being
attained in the resolution of individual
fibres (Hughes and Wassle, '76).

It is likely that a centrifugal fibre pro¬
jection to the rabbit retina exists, but there
are no estimates of its magnitude (Cragg,
'62; Ogden, '68; Luciano et al., '71). Such
fibres would preclude a precise correspond¬
ence between the fibre total count and the
ganglion cell number. However, estimates
of the number of centrifugal fibres in the
cat optic nerve are available and range
from zero (Briiidlev and Hamasaki, '66) to
less than 1% of the fibre population
(Brooke et al., '65). It is thus probable that
the fibre total count, within statistical er¬

ror, provides an accurate estimate of the
number of ganglion cells in the rabbit
retina.

The ratio of the fibre total count to the
number of presumed ganglion cells lies be¬
tween 0.72 and 0.87 in the rabbit. This
range is based on the minimum and maxi¬
mum estimates of ganglion cell number,
and does not accomodate the calculated
statistical error in the fibre count. The
apparent excess of neurons in the ganglion
cell layer could support Ramon y Cajal's
('55) suggestion that there is a small pop¬
ulation of displaced arnacrines in the gan¬
glion cell layer of the mammalian retina.

The discrepancy between the fibre and
cell body counts may reflect individual
variability of ganglion cell number. In most
studies individual variation within a spe¬
cies is masked by the statistical error aris¬

ing from limited sampling of the total
population of retinal ganglion cells or optic
nerve fibres. This error has been eliminated
by Potts et al. ('72a) who have obtained
replicable counts of all the fibres in two
rhesus monkey and two human optic nerves;
they reported individual variation of 13.5%
for the rhesus counts and 8.5% for the
human counts. The possibility of confusion
between glia and neurons further reduces
the significance of the fibre/neuron ratio.
As a result of these difficulties the eel)
body count is a less satisfactory measure
of ganglion cell number than the fibre
count.

Fibre topography in the optic nerve

The diameter spectra of ganglion cells
in the area centralis and periphery of the
cat retina exhibit pronounced differences
(Fukuda and Stone, '74) which are re¬
flected in the axons! spectra of the two
regions (Stone and Hollander, '71). Com¬
parable differences between the diameter
spectra of axons from the visual streak and
periphery of the rabbit retina would be
expected because the central and periph¬
eral ganglion cell spectra (Hughes, '71)
are as dissimilar as those of the cat. How¬
ever, local fibre diameter spectra are com¬
paratively uniform across the rabbit optic
nerve, figure 5, and this suggests a break¬
down of retinal topography in the fibre pro¬
jection to the optic nerve head.

Both the cat area centralis and the pri¬
mate macula are characterized by a high
density of small ganglion cells in the tem¬
poral retina, and this pattern is reflected
in the topography of the fibres in the optic
nerve proximal to the globe (Potts et til.,
'72b,c; Hughes and Wassle, '76). The ra¬
dial flow of fibres converging on the optic
disc of these animals results in the main¬
tained association of fibres from the cir¬
cumscribed area centralis (Stone and Hol¬
lander, '71; Ogden, '74). By contrast, in
the rabbit, axons from the inferior retina
pass vertically in small bundles to join one
of two bands of myelinated fibres which
flow into the optic disc from the temporal
and nasal retina (Hughes, '71). These bun¬
dles contain the outflow of visual streak
and peripheral ganglion cells which lie on
the same retinal meridian. If this associa¬
tion continues along the myelinated bands
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then the topographical relationships of the
fibres in the optic nerve would not reflect
that of their cells of origin.

The apparent absence of a topograph¬
ical projection into the nerve, as suggested
by the local fibre diameter spectra in sec¬
tions taken ciose to the globe, contrasts
with the report of Brouwer ('23) that the
quadrants of the rabbit retina project dis¬
cretely in the nerve, with the fibres from
the upper retina lying in a crescent over
those from the lower retina. The large num¬
ber of oblique fibres encountered in the
optic nerve 5 mm from the globe, figure le,
could lead to a reorganized topography
consistent with Brouwer's results. Unfor¬
tunately Brouwer did not specify the level
of his optic nerve sections.

It is not implied that fibre organization
proximal to the globe is random. The cen¬
tral region of the nerve is qualitatively dif¬
ferent from its periphery. Nerve fibre den¬
sities are lower; the proportion of large
diameter fibres is higher; the density of
glial perikaria is greater; and there is some
evidence for a secondary mode in the fibre
diameter distribution.

Reconstruction of the compound action
potential from the whole nerve fibre diam¬
eter spectrum was attempted on the as¬
sumptions that spike amplitude is propor¬
tional to fibre cross-sectional area and that
conduction velocity is proportional to fibre
diameter. Both the complex geometric re¬
construction of Gasser and Erlanger ('27)
and the pragmatic arithmetic approxima¬
tion of Landau et al. ('68) were used, but
neither method provided a result compar¬
able to the compound action potentials
recorded by Granit and Marg ('58) in the
rabbit optic nerve.
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The Cat Optic Nerve: Fibre Total Count
and Diameter Spectrum
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ABSTRACT An electron microscopic examination of two cat optic nerves
indicates a mean total count of 193,000 fibres ranging from 0.5 p. to 13.5 p in
diameter. This count, although nearly double any previously reported, supports
recent minimum estimates of the retinal ganglion cell population of the cat eye.
A radial gradient of packing density exists across the nerve close to the globe; a
high density "core" with a unimodal fibre diameter spectrum may be identified
as the area centralis outflow and a peripheral low density region with a trimodal
diameter spectrum contains the projection of the peripheral retina. Division of
the peripheral fibre spectrum suggests the percentages of a, /i and ganglion ceils
in the peripheral retina to be 5% , 42% and 53% respectively.

The total number of axons in the cat

optic nerve has been estimated with fair
conformity by several investigators who
employed light microscopy (119,000 fibres,
Bruesch and Arey, '42; 120,000, Bishop
et a!.., '53; 63,000 Van Crevel and Ver-
haart, '63; 86,000, Donovan, '67). In agree¬
ment with these counts Stone ('65) re¬
ported the total retinal ganglion cell popu¬
lation of the cat. eye to be some 80.000
cells. By contrast, however, recent inde¬
pendent integrations of the cat retinal neu¬
ron population have suggested minimum
totals of 190,000 (Wassle et al., '74) and
217,000 (Hughes, '75) neurones which are
considerably in excess ofprevious estimates
of either retinal ganglion cell or optic nerve
fibre populations. If the excess of these
recent retinal neurone counts over that
of Stone ('65) is not made up of misclas-
sified glia, displaced amacrine cells or
retinal association neurones, then the cat
optic nerve fibre population must have been
seriously underestimated.

That light microscopy (Bruesch and
Arey, '42) may lead to underestimation of
the optic nerve fibre population because
of its failure to resolve small myelinated
and unmyelinated fibres has been estab¬
lished from the larger total counts obtained
with electron microscopy in anurans (Ma-
turana, '59), pigeon (Binggeli and Paule,
'69) and rat (Forrester and Peters, '67).
Electron microscopy has, however, not so
far provided a total fibre count for the cat

and even the fibre diameter spectra ob¬
tained by its use are in conflict. According
to Friede et al. ('71) the fibre diameter
spectrum obtained by electron microscopy
of the cat optic nerve has the same 2.5
p. modal diameter as that based upon
light microscopy (Donovan, '87) in con¬
trast, Bishop et al. ('69) report a modal
diameter of about lu based upon electron
micrographs of the cat optic nerve (both

■groups measured the smallest diameter
of non circular axons). The subsequent
electron microscopic investigation of the cat
optic nerve was undertaken in an attempt
to resolve these conflicts and has already
been reported in preliminary form (Hughes
and Wassle, '75).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Optic nerves were obtained from adult
cats, weighing more than 3.0 kg, at the
termination of three to four day neuro-
physiologica) experiments in which nitrous
oxide had been employed as an anaesthetic.
After the administration of a dose of nem¬

butal adequate for deep anaesthesia the
optic nerve was cut close to the rear of
the orbit and the eye enucleated. The
nerve was laid in a groove in plasticine and
cut perpendicular to its long axis into 2
mm lengths; immediately afterwards it
was immersed in ice-cold 2.5% glutaraide-

1 Current address: Universitiit Konstanz, Fachbereich
Psychologic, 775 Konstanz, Postfach 733, West Germany.
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hyde, phosphate buffered (pH 7.4) and made
up in Earle's saline (Cohen, '67). Fixation
for several hours in glutaraldehyde was
followed by one hour in 2 % osmium tetrox-
ide, staining in 1% uranyl acetate, dehy¬
dration in alcohol and acetone, and em¬

bedding in Durcupan.
Thick sections for light microscopy,

orientation and area measurement were

taken at 1 fj. and stained with Azure II/'
methylene blue in borax solution. Ultra-
thin cross sections of the whole nerve were

then cut for electron microscopy, mounted
on a square mesh copper grid bearing a
formvar film and counterstained with 1 %
lead citrate. The thin sections were exam¬

ined in a Phillips EM301 electron micro¬
scope at magnifications ranging from 300
to 6,000.

Three sections were employed for this
study, each corning from a different cat.
Section A was taken immediately behind
the globe, section B at a distance of some
2mm, and section C some 7mm away. Sec¬
tion B was sampled along four diameters
centered on the middle of the nerve and
spaced at intervals of 45". Section C was
sampled more crudely along its major and
minor diameters. Each sampling photo¬
graph was located on a light photomicro¬
graph of a thick adjacent section by means
of visible glial and connective tissue ele¬
ments. A calibration grid ruled with 2,160
lines/mm was included on each 35 mm
film from the electron microscope and es¬
tablished that the fibre counts and diam¬
eter measurements were made on prints
which represented 0.00198 mm2 of section
B and 0.00182 mm-' of section C; sample
photographs for B and C were printed at
an overall linear magnification of 4,630
and 4,847 respectively. A detailed survey
of section A was not conducted. Higher
magnifications were employed in certain
areas of the nerve to make detailed in¬

vestigation of its structure.
Few fibres had major to minor axis ratios

of more than 2:1 so that their effective
mean diameter was swiftly and accurately
obtained by matching the total fibre cross
sectional area, on photographs ofmagnifica¬
tion 4,630, to that of a series of holes drilled
in a plastic sheet. The mean diameter was
taken as that of the smallest circle whose
area was equal to or larger than that of
the fibre including its myelin sheath.

The nerve area in the thin sections was

measured on a plot of the sheath inner
margin drawn from successive readings of
the calibrated electron microscope traverse
micrometers as the border was followed in
the viewing system. An estimate of the
section area based on a square by square
survey of a calibrated grid agreed within
2%. The compression of the thin relative
to the thick section was established from
measurement of the thick section area by
tracing its outline enlarged X 100 onto
transparent graph paper and counting 1
mm squares. A similar method was em¬
ployed to determine the area of regions in
the subsequently described isodensity con¬
tour maps.

RESULTS

Criteria for axon identification
Preservation of the nerve was not per¬

fect after either immersion in, or perfusion
by, the fixative; the myelin sheaths of
some fibres revealed small patches of dis¬
organisation and the cristae of glial mito¬
chondria were frequently disrupted. The
preservation was completely adequate for
the identification of small processes at high
magnification, with the exception of a few
small patches at the periphery of the nerve.

The criterion for the identification of an

axon cross section is that its axoplasm
contains both microtubules and filaments
(Peters, '66). The great majority of the cat
nerve fibres are myelinated, figures la,b,
so that the lomellated sheath provides a
straightforward additional criterion; few
such axons possessed less than four la¬
mellae.

Amongst the myelinated fibres were oc¬
casionally encountered apparently un¬
myelinated axons, figs. ]e,d,e; the presence
of filaments amongst the microtubules
serves to differentiate such axons from

oligodendroglial processes, possibly figure
Ig, (Peters, '66; Vaughn and Peters, '69)
which are reported to be common in the
post-laminar region of the cat optic nerve
(Blunt et al., '65). The rare and solitary ap¬
pearance of such axons suggested them
to be myelinated fibres sectioned at the
node of Ranvier and this was confirmed in
many instances by the presence of para-
nodal cytoplasm and sub-axolemmal elec¬
tron-dense granular material (Peters, '66),
figures ld,e; very rarely both of these fea-
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Fig. 1 Criteria for axon identification irl electron micrographs of the cat optic nerve, a and
b, myelinated axons with distinctive sheath, neurotubules and filaments; c, unmyelinated axon
with tubules and filaments but lacking the sub-axolemmal electron dense deposit and para-
nodal cytoplasm which permits the identification of a myelinated fibre sectioned through the
node of Ranvier, d and e; f, process of a fibrous astrocyte containing numerous filaments, g.
process lacking filaments but containing microtubules, possibly oligodendroglial. The bar scale
on all photographs is 0.5 /r long.

tures were absent, figure lc, and the ele¬
ment was accepted as an unmyelinated
fibre ( < 0.1 % ). But even under high magni¬
fication survey no clusters of unmyelinated
nerve fibres of classic appearance (Ma-
turana, '60; Binggeli and Paule, '69; Cog-
geshall et al., '74) were observed.

The space between the axons is packed
with the glial perikaria, processes and
blood vessels. The fibrous processes of the
astrocytes with their dense and irregularly
packed filaments lack microtubules and are
readily distinguished, figure If, from axons

(Cohen, '67; Vaughn and Peters, '69;
Hogan et al., '71). The proportion of ele¬
ments of uncertain identification under
high magnification electron microscope
examination is less than 1 % .

Section planes
Examination of the cat optic nerve was

confined to its S-shaped intra-orbital divi¬
sion. Although the sections were somewhat
oval there was no sign of either universal
obliquity of axon profiles or of symmetrical,
diametrically opposed density variations.
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The plane of section is thus assumed to
have been effectively perpendicular to the
local longitudinal axis of the fibre bundles
and nerve.

Several regions of the cat optic nerve may
be differentiated by light microscopic exam¬
ination of its sections, In the immediately
post-laminar region, section A, the nerve
is much narrower than elsewhere with a

mean diameter of 1.2 mm and area of
1.13 mm2. Some 2-3 mm behind the globe,
section B, it is possible to discern a tem¬
porally off-centre core of high fibre density,
a peripheral region containing many large
fibres and the vestigial central retinal ar¬
tery. The section employed from this region
had a mean diameter of 1.6 mm and an

area of 1.9 mm- Five to seven millimeters
distal to the globe the central retinal art¬
ery penetrates the optic nerve and runs to¬
wards the eye (Davis and Story, '43); regions
more distal to the globe are thus readily
identifiable under the light microscope and
in addition appear to have a more uni¬
form distribution of' large fibres and no
obvious high density core. The section C
was taken some 7 mm from.the globe and
found to have a mean diameter of 1.8 mm

with an area of 2.6 mm2.

Optic nerve fibre total count and
density distribution

The distribution of sampling points and
the fibre count at each is shown in figure
2 for the two thick sections B and C. Each
sample position was marked on a large

Eig. 2 Position and fibre count of each sample
photograph in sections B and C of the cat optic
nerve. Section B was from some 2mm behind the
globe as indicated by the position and size of the
central artery and was surveyed with samples re¬
presenting 0.0022 mm2 on the thick section. A
"core" region with the relatively high mean density
of 150,500 fibres mm2 is situated temporally in
the nerve surrounded by an intermediate region of
99,100 fibres mm2 mean density and this by the
peripheral area of density 75,500 fibres mm2. Sam¬
ple counts suffixed by a black dot indicate the
photographs from which measurements were taken
for the fibre diameter spectrum of each region. The
cruder sampling pattern of section C, each sample
representing 0.00214 mm2 of thick section area,
does not permit its detailed subdivision: the den¬
sities in the upper half of this section are higher
than those of the lower but there was no clearly de¬
lineated "core" upon direct visual inspection under
the microscope. The mean fibre densities of the cen¬

tral, peripheral and whole nerve are much lower
for section C, which was taken some 7mm distal
of the globe, than for B.
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photograph of an adjacent thick section
and located by means of glial and connec¬
tive tissue cues during electron microscopy
of the thin sections.

Landmark separations along different
axes within the body of the nerve were
compared on thick and thin sections. Little
or no dimensional change was found in
the thin section along axes parallel to the
knife's edge but perpendicular to this there
was linear compression, as reported by
Vaney and Hughes ('76), of about 0.9
for section B and 0.85 for section C. Sim¬
ilar compression occurs in material from
other species prepared by moderately and
highly skilled .microtomists. Compression
appeared fairly uniform thoughout the
nerve. The compression factor was em¬
ployed to adjust the sample photograph area
to that which it represented on the thick
section. The visual location of the sample
points resulted in their being represented
at their appropriate locations in figure 2
in spite of compression. The total fibre
population of the nerve could then readily
be obtained from the information given in
table 1. 'Hie sample area differed between
the two nerves; the most extensively exam¬
ined was section B of which 8.2% of the
area was photographed.

The total fibre count was computed in
various ways for sections B and C. (1) a
raw total was obtained as the product of
the section area and the mean of all the
pooled sample counts; (2) appropriate
weighting was applied to allow for the great¬
er area represented by the more eccentric
samples and a pooled total then computed;
(3) an isodensity map for the section was
drawn and another total count formed as

the sum of the products of the mean density
and area of each of its regions. Neither
light nor electron microscopy revealed sud¬
den changes in fibre packing density, or
fibre diameter distribution, in the un-

sampled areas of these sections so that it
was justifiable to divide them by visual
inspection into two or three arbitrary
regions separated by isodensity lines. The
redundancy inherent in the regularity of
the density distributions makes acceptable
the use of the relatively small samples em¬
ployed above.

The retinas of cats 1, 2 and 3 were normal
in appearance and certainly free from
feline central degeneration. The most
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straightforward estimate of the total fibre
count, the pooled estimate of table 1, gives
191,400 ± 12,000 (p < 0.05) fibres in sec¬
tion B and 194,000 dt 14,500 (P < 0.005)
in section C. The estimates of the total popu¬
lation computed by the three methods dif¬
fer by less than 7% for one section, and
when computed in the same fashion, by a
similar amount between nerves.

The differences between the mean fibre
densities in the isodensity map regions of
sections B and C are highly significant
(P < 0.001). In passing from the optic
nerve head towards the brain it appears that
this radial gradient of fibre density across
the nerve decreases, as does the mean fibre
density, from 178,000 fibres/mm2 in the
immediate post-laminar region, A, to some
72,500 fibres/mm2 7 mm distal to the
globe, C.

Optic nerve fibre diameter spectrum

Cursory inspection of the light and elec¬
tron microscope photographs, figure 3, re¬
vealed that the fibre diameter spectrum
and packing density were not uniform
throughout the nerve at the level of cross
section B, 2—3 mm distal of the globe, al¬
though more homogeneous in section C.
The mean diameter of 5,543 fibres, includ¬
ing the myelin sheath, was measured in
photographs from section B. The diameter
was recorded in steps of 0.22 fx up to
3.5 fj. and 0.44 fx, or 0.66 /x, up to 13^.
The location of the sample photographs
upon which diameter measurements were
made is indicated on the nerve cross section
of Fig. 2. No correction was made for
shrinkage or compression of the fibres.

Separate diameter spectra were estab¬
lished for samples from each of the three
fibre density regions of section B, figs.
4b,c,d. The 95% confidence limits on the
mean percentage of fibres in a given di¬
ameter range is indicated for each region.
About 20% of the confidence limit's range
was attributable to variation in the sample
size; the remainder arose from variation in
the spectrum between different parts of
the nerve subregions.

Summation of the computed spectra for
the three regions of the nerve, after ap¬
propriate weighting for their relative con¬
tribution to the total fibre count, supplied
a fibre diameter spectrum for the whole
nerve, Fig. 4a. This has an almost unimod-

al appearance with a mode of 1/x and
range from 0.5 /x to 13.6 fx. Within the
nerve there is a clear transition from a

unimoda! diameter spectrum for the nerve
core, ranging from 0.5 /x to 8.0 /x and
with a peak of 0.86 /x, through an inter¬
mediate spectrum to a bi- or possibly tri-
modal peripheral distribution of 1.19 /x
modal value, Fig. 4d. The centro-peripheral
gradient in the fibre diameter spectrum
clearly indicates that the density regions
of section B are not homogeneous; how¬
ever, the samples taken from each are
sufficiently well distributed to be repre¬
sentative.

DISCUSSION

The total optic nerve fibre count
The mean electron microscopic fibre

counts reported above for two cat optic
nerves, 191,400 and 194,900 respectively,
are almost double the greatest value previ¬
ously recorded, 120,000 (Bishop et ah,
'53), and even further exceed Donovan's
('67) complete light microscopic count of
86,000 fibres above 1 /x in diameter.

The high fibre counts obtained by elec¬
tron relative to light microscopy are com¬
monly explained as arising from the failure
of the latter technique to resolve small
myelinated or unmyelinated fibres and such
an explanation appears applicable in this
instance. The 107,000 fibre excess of the
above electron microscopic count over the
light count of Donovan is predominantly
composed of small fibres, Fig. 4a. Only 16%
of Donovan's population is below 1.7 u in
diameter whereas this size range forms 48 %
of the above sample.

The majority of the excess fibres are
greater than 1 /x in diameter which is
surprising in view of the ability of the
light microscope to resolve fibres of at least
0.6 /x diameter (Forrester and Peters, '67)
or less under phase contrast, 0.25 /x (Potts
et al., '72a,b). That light microscopy can
be adequate for counting fibres of less than
1.8 fx diameter in the cat optic nerve is
demonstrated by the results of Bishop and
Clare ('55) who observed 50% of the popu¬
lation to be smaller than this in agreement
with the above electron microscope spec¬
trum. Clearly the conditions for counting
even relatively large fibres when closely
packed in thick sections may be critical
with light microscopy.
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TABLE 2

Fibre size % of Absolute Total

range/n spectrum number count

Donovan ('67) light 5*6.05 3.4 2,921 85,926
5*3.5 27.3 22.426 85,926

Bishop and Clare ('55) 5*3.5 14.0 — —

light
Section B; electron 5*6.05 1.19 2,300 191,400

microscope
5*3.5 12.13 23,200 191,400

If Donovan is accepted to have counted all fibres larger than 3.5 /x then the total count for her nerve
may be estimated from the E M. diameter spectrum to be between (1/0.0119) X 2,921 = 245,460 and
(1/0.1213) X 22,430 = 184,880 fibres; a mean total fibre count of 215,170 which is in good agreement
with the total presented above.

TABLE 3

Total Fibre Modal
fibre diameter diameter
count range/x /x

Teleost 200,000 0.26-9.2 1.0
x (Tapp,'73)

Frog 485,000 0.15-6.0 0.3 (Maturana, '59)
Duck 1,500,000 0.3-6.0 1.15 (O'Flaherty, 71)
Pigeon 2.379,000 0.1-7.0 0.75 (Binggeli and Paule, %69)
Rat 118,000 0.4-^1.5 0.9 (Forrester and Peters, '67)
Rabbit 394,000 0.25-7.0 0.8 (Vaney and Hughes, '76)
Cat 193,200 0.5-13.0 1.0 (Hughes and Wassle, '76)
Rhesus 1.700,000 0.25-2.5 0.5 (Potts et al., '72a,b). Light microscopy.
Man 1,200,000 0.25-2.5 0.5

The electron microscopic diameter spec¬
trum presented above effectively confirms
that of Bishop et al. ('69) but not that of
Friede et al. ('71). Variations in shrinkage
may influence comparisons between the
fibre spectra obtained by different inves¬
tigators but the range of diameters in this
study, 0.5 /x to 13.5 /i, is similar to that
of Donovan ('67), 1 /i to 10.5 /x, and any
disparities may result from the more distal
position of Donovan's section relative to the
globe. It is of interest to note that, in spite
of the differences at the small fibre end
of the spectrum, the number and distribu¬
tion of fibres greater than 3.5 fj. diameter
is almost identical in the above and Dono¬
van's ('67) results (> P = 0.99). A com¬
parison of the large-fibre populations of
section B with those of Donovan is given
in table 2. The correspondence between
the absolute numbers of large fibres, in

Fig. 3 Overall view of a cat optic nerve thick
transverse section adjacent to section B and showing
the location of light and electron microscope photo¬
graphs of the core and peripheral regions. The dif¬
ferences in packing density and fibre size between
the two regions are immediately obvious.

spite of their different percentages, lends
substance to the interpretation of the total
cotim difference as arising from failure to
resolve small fibres alone.

Donovan ('67) reports that an error of
— 4% to 10% occurs when only 10% of the
area of the cat optic nerve is counted and
argues that large samples are necessary in
order to obtain a more accurate estimate
of the total fibre population. Donovan's
sviall samples were, however, rather local¬
ised yet the form of the sample distribu¬
tion may he as important as its absolute
size for economical sampling of a non-
homogeneous nerve. 'Hie variations in fibre
density and diameter spectrum across the
nerve are systematic in the above results
and enable smooth isodensity lines to be
drawn; the total fibre count may thus be
estimated from relatively small but well
distributed sample areas. In view of the
absence under high magnification survey
of visually differentiable regions between
the employed sampling rows it is apparent
that a total count would offer little improve¬
ment in accuracy. The estimated 95% con¬
fidence limits of ± 6% of the mean total
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passing towards the large fibre end of the spectrum. The 95 9c confidence limits on the mean
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count for an 8.2% sample are similar in
magnitude to the error range assessed by
Donovan ('67) for equivalent sample sizes.

The above optic nerve fibre total count
is in good agreement with recent estimates
of the minimum retinal ganglion cell popu¬
lation of the cat as 190,000 (Wassle et al.,
'74) and 217,000 cells (Hughes, '75) rather

than with an earlier report of 90,000
ganglion cells (Stone, '65).

The ratio of cat optic nerve fibres to
presumed retinal neurones thus lies be¬
tween 0.9 and 1.0 on the basis of the mini¬
mum ganglion cell population estimates.
The least probable, maximum, estimate of
260,000 retinal neurones (Hughes, '75)
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would lower the ratio to 0.75. It has been
argued elsewhere (Hughes, '75) that con¬
fusion of gha with neurones could con¬
tribute significantly to this discrepancy.
Arey and Gore ('42) found the ratio of
optic nerve fibres to ganglion cells to be
0.94 in the dog but few other species have
been investigated and most available re¬
sults require confirmation with modern
methods. Vaney and Hughes ('76) find
the fibre/neurone ratio to lie between 0.72
and 0.87 in the rabbit so that the available
mammalian results eontrast with the value
of 0.57 obtained for the pigeon (Binggeli
and Paule, '69). In accordance with the his¬
tological evidence (Cajal, '55) the optic
nerve fibre/retinal neurone ratio contra-
indicates the presence of a large internun-
cial neurone population in the ganglion
cell layer of the mammalian retina (cat,
rabbit and dog) while substantiating it in
the bird (pigeon).

It is improbable that the centrifugal
fibre population of the cat optic nerve in¬
troduces significant error into the compar¬
ison between the total fibre and ganglion
cell counts because it has at most been
estimated to amount to only 1 % of the
fibre population of the nerve (Brooke et
al., '65).

A comparison of the total fibre count,
fibre diameter range and modal diameter
between species so far investigated with
the electron microscope is presented in
table 3. The range of total counts is con¬
siderable, from 0.12 million in the rat to
2.4 million fibres in the pigeon, but has
yet no teleological explanation. The range
of fibre size and modal diameter vary much
less between species in spite of the nor
standardization of section planes.

Fibre topography in the optic nerve
The area centralis of the cat retina is dis¬

tinctive because of the high density and
small size of its ganglion cell population.
The modal diameter and proportion of
larger cells increases towards the periphery
(Stone, '65). The intra-retinal diameter spec¬
trum of the area centralis axonal outflow
has been demonstrated by Stone and Hol¬
lander ('71) to have a lower modal diameter
than that of a peripheral population; some
95% of the central axons, and only 50%
of the peripheral, were less than 1 /x
in diameter. The difference reported above

between the diameter spectra of the
core and peripheral nerve fibre samples
are qualitatively similar to those between
the intra-retinal area centralis and periph¬
eral axonal outflows; they strongly indicate
that the axonal outflow of the area centralis
is represented by the core region in the
nerve. This view is substantiated by the
temporal situation of the core in nerve
sections close to the globe; an indication
of the close correlation between the topog¬
raphy of the retina and proximal nerve
sections in the cat. In both human and
monkey optic nerve (Potts et al., '72c) the
macular bundle is also found to be repre¬
sented by a region of high fibre packing
density which contains a large proportion
of small fibres.

The cat retina has recently been described
as possessing at least three major classes
of retinal ganglion cell termed y, (i and «
in order of increasing size and axon di¬
ameter (Boycott and Wassle, '74). The
distinctive size ranges of these eel! and
axon types suggests that their proportions
in the retina, which are difficult to arrive
at from either Golgi whole mounts or Nissl
stained material, might be obtained from
the optic nerve spectrum. Unfortunately
the fibre spectrum of the core is obvious¬
ly unimodal; however the peripheral dis¬
tribution is essentially trimodal with a di¬
vision at 2.25 n and an extensive "tail,"
representing the larger axons, which is rath¬
er arbitrarily assumed to begin at 5 /t diam¬
eter. The more extensive sample than pre¬
viously available (Hughes and Wassle, '75)
indicates that 53% of the fibres range
from 0-2.25 n in diameter, 42% from
2.25-5 /x, and that 5% are larger than 5
the proportions are similar for the "inter¬
mediate" and total population spectra and
appear to represent the y, /} and a axons
respectively. The proportion of small fibres,
y axons, is thus high in comparison with
the results of Fukuda and Stone ('74)
which suggested values of 39%, 52% and
9%, based upon division of the peripheral
retinal ganglion cell diameter spectrum.

The action potential reconstructed from
the fibre diameter spectrum of Bishop et
;il. ('69) indicates the three gross poten¬
tials of the cat optic nerve, Ts, T2 and Ti
to correspond with the fibre diameter groups
of >2 n and >6 ^ respectively.
These three conduction velocity groups
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have been identified with three retinal re¬

ceptive field classes (W, X and Y: Stone
and Fukuda, '74; or sluggish, brisk-sus¬
tained and brisk-transient: Cieland and.
Levick, '74). Hodieck ('73) thus employed
these fibre diameter ranges to estimate
from Bishop et al.'s ('69) spectrum the
true proportions of the retinal unit classes,
rather than their physiological encounter
rates (Cleland and Levick, '74: Wassle, et
al., 75), as 52% W, 44% X arid 4%. Y.
These percentages are similar to those de¬
rived for the y, /3 and « cells by division
of the above fibre diameter spectrum.

The whole-nerve fibre diameter spectrum
described above leads to a result similar
to that of Bishop et al. ('69) when employed
in conjunction with their pragmatic tech¬
nique for the reconstruction of the optic-
nerve compound action potential. The
need for a pragmatic approach to such re¬
constructions may well arise both from the
non-homogeneity of fibre packing density
and diameter spectrum at one level, of the
nerve and front changes in these factors
along its length.
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A Quantitative Analysis of the Cat Retinal Ganglion
Cell Topography

A. HUGHES
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ABSTRACT A retinal ganglion cell distribution map has been prepared for
the cresyl violet stained cat retina. It differs from previously published maps in
revealing the visual streak to be more substantial and in showing a higher peak
density of 9-10,000 ganglion cells/mm- at the presumed visual pole. The map
was used to obtain a minimum estimate of the retinal ganglion cell population
as 217,000 cells, more than double the total previously reported. The problem
of classifying the cells of the ganglion cell layer is discussed in detail and ex¬

amples of criterion cells illustrated. The paper also includes an account of
retinal mensuration (dimensions, area, etc.) and a discussion of the visual streak
orientation.

The cat has been variously described as
possessing either a limited area centralis
(Ganser, 1882; Chievitz, 1889, 1891;
Krause, 1891; Ztim, '02) or a band of ele¬
vated ganglion cell density running across
the retina (Slonaker, 1897). The presence
of both structures was confirmed by Stone
('65) who provided topographic maps of
cat retinal ganglion cell distribution.

Similar maps obtained in this laboratory
during a survey of mammalian retinal
ganglion cell topography axe in agreement
with those of Stone ('65) in so far as they
also confirm tiie presence of a limited area
centralis and an "arm" of elevated gan¬
glion cell density. However, substantial
quantitative differences are obvious; the
ganglion cell density of the area centralis
peak is 40% greater and that of the periph¬
eral limit of the "arm" of elevated density
is 440% greater than in Stone's results.
These discrepancies are sufficiently large
to be important in estimating the total
number of ganglion cells in the cat's eye
and when seeking correlations between
morphology and physiology. Possible sources
of discrepancy are analysed in the dis¬
cussion.

The retinal ganglion cell distribution
map which is presented below reveals the
nasal arm of elevated ganglion cell density
to be so well developed that it merits the
description "visual streak" by analogy with
the distribution so termed in a great vari¬
ety of other species (Chievitz, 1889, 1891;

Slonaker, 1897). The term "visual streak"
is thus subsequently employed when refer¬
ring to the "arm of elevated ganglion cell
density."

The above topographic findings are ac¬
companied by a set of quantitative obser¬
vations on the linear dimensions, area and
orientation of the retina in the normal eye
which are not at present available, in the
literature.

METHODS

The retinas used for the following in¬
vestigations were obtained at the termina¬
tion of neurophysiological experiments
from the eyes of adult cats weighing more
than 3 kg. A cut was made around the eye
in front of the ora terminalis and the an¬

terior segment removed with as much of
the vitreous as possible. The retina was
subsequently dissected from the eye cup
immersed in saline; the optic nerve was
severed by means of a scalpel blade cut¬
ting in the photoreceptor plane. The retina
was lifted through the surface of the saline
bath on a gelatinised slide whereupon it
was flattened by surface tension; four ra¬
dial cuts about the retinal periphery made
this possible with a minimum of folding of
the hemispherical organ. Surplus moisture
was removed from the slide and the retina
moved along to a relatively dry area. A
mixture of 96% of absolute alcohol and
4% of 40% formalin was sprinkled on the
retinal surface which was subsequently

J. Comp. Neuil, 163: 107—128. 107
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covered with lint-free filter paper, topped
with a clean glass slide and placed for 20
minutes under a 100 gm weight in a bath
of the fixing fluid. The retina was washed
and stained with 0.1% cresyl violet for
about three minutes in order to ensure

penetration through the whole ganglion
cell layer and light staining of the cells of
the inner nuclear layer. Preparations were
dehydrated in alcohol, cleared in xylene
and mounted in Xam.

The large number of cells to be classi¬
fied required swift identification based
upon direct microscopic observation. Cells
of uncertain classification were re-exam¬

ined with an oil immersion objective. The
principal criteria employed will be described
subsequently but it should be stated here
that the not-uncommon difficult judge¬
ments depended upon detailed cues de¬
rived from colour and differential focus¬
sing. The identifications made would be
considered unreliable if performed only on
photographs after the manner of Stone
('65) and Fukuda and Stone ( 74).

RESULTS

Retinal ganglion cell distribution in
the adult cat retina

Shrinkage during processing. Measure¬
ments of cell densities obtained from dehy¬
drated retinas have been subjected to large
corrections for shrinkage during processing
(e.g. Stone, '65) but direct inspection sug¬
gested shrinkage to be slight in retinas
prepared by the above process.

To test this impression the coordinates
of vascular landmarks around the retinal
periphery have been determined before and
after fixation, staining arid mounting of
the retinas of several species of animal
including cat, rabbit, squirrel and rat
(Hughes, '75). The distance between any
two points within the body of the retina
was reduced by usually less than 1—2%
during processing; larger changes oc¬
curred adjacent to the retinal margins and
radial incisions.

One such preparation is shown in its
fresh state, figure 1A, and after dehydra¬
tion and mounting, figure IB; the various
marks occasioned by adherent tapetum or
regions of stripped receptors may be used
for the estimation of peripheral and inter¬
nal shrinkage. The magnification of the
two prints differs by 0.3% and this is al¬

lowed for in tabic 1 which compares se¬
lected intervals of figure 1, A and B. Dur¬
ing processing the retinal margins may
undergo considerable distortion but in Hie
main body of the retina the linear shrink¬
age is so small, about 1%, that the cell
densities measured in this region require
correction by a factor of between 1.0 and
0.98- which has been subsequently ne¬
glected.

The variability of peripheral shrinkage
within one preparation and between prep¬
arations means that the total area change
during processing cannot be derived from
a linear scaling factor but must be mea¬
sured from photographs of the fiat mount
taken before and after the histological
procedures. Before dehydration the retina
of figure 1A had an area of 497 mm2
determined by counting the number of
squares contained within its outline drawn
on 1 mm squared paper; after dehydra¬
tion and mounting, figure IB, a reduction
of 11% in area occurred to 439 mm2.
An extra round of processing for stain¬
ing induced further shrinkage to 425 mm2
peculiar to this preparation. For seven
retinas of area ranging from 460 to 545
mm2 when fresh the range of dehydrated
retinal area was 430 to 508 mm2; this
amounted to an average area shrinkage
of 7%, range 1—12%. The magnitude of
the area shrinkage is thus very variable
but the average value is close to that for
the smaller rat retina (11%) when sub¬
jected to similar procedures. It is to be
emphasized that most of the retinal shrink¬
age is confined to the periphery and is
especially concentrated at the radial cuts
made during mounting.

Criteria for cell classification in the
ganglion cell layer of the retina. The de¬
finitive criterion for the identification of a

neurone in the retinal ganglion cell layer
as a retinal ganglion cell is that it sends
an axon into the optic nerve. Unfortunately
neither the dendritic morphology nor the

TABLE J

Interval A. Fresh
B. Dehydrated
and mounted B/A

mm mm.

a-b 25.9 25.4 0.98
1-2 18.9 18.7 0.99
3—4 20.7 20.5 0.99



Fin.1Theretinafromwhichtheganglioncellmapoffigure7Awasconstructedisshownlaidflat
ontheslide1A.beforefixingandIB,aftermountinganddehydration,linearshrinkageduringproc¬ essingmaybeassessedbycomparingmeasurementsmadeonbothphotographsbetweenagivenpair ofthenumerouslandmarksvisibleonthescleradsurface.Thesuffixedarrowsrefertomeasurements presentedintable1.thebroadandcurvedarrowsareexplainedinthetext.
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axon are visible in the cresyl violet stained
material used in this study and the cells
of the retinal ganglion cell layer must be
classified by the appearance of their peri-
karya alone.

The presence of Nissl substance enables
the differentiation of neurones of the ret¬
inal ganglion cell layer from glia and vas¬
cular elements; the reliability of this dis¬
crimination is discussed later. It is difficult,
however, to assess the influence of dis¬
placed amacrine cells (Cajal, 1892; Gal-

lego, '71) on the total count. If containing
Nissl substance they will be miscounted as
ganglion cells but if staining like cells of
the inner nuclear layer they could be clas¬
sified as glia. References to glia and gan¬
glion cells must be thus understood to refer
to presumed glia or presumed ganglion
cells. The substantiation of the classifica¬
tion is taken up in the discussion (p. 122).

Some photographic examples of criterion
cells have been presented in figure 2 in
order to illustrate, to the extent possible

c GLIA
Fig. 2 These photographs illustrate the basis for the classification of the cells of the retinal ganglion

cell layer into neurones, n, and glia, g. The criterion cells were selected from an area about 1 mm dis¬
tant from the area centralis peak count. A. The large, 1, and medium, 2, sized neurones are of classic
appearance with prominent nucleolus, plentiful cytoplasm and Nissl substance. B. The larger members
of the small neurone population, B2-B5, are similar in appearance to the cells of group A except in
their relatively less profuse cytoplasm and commonly eccentric nuclei. The smallest neurones, B6 and
B7, require high power oil immersion inspection to differentiate their limited peripheral cytoplasmic
Nissl substance from the peripheral nuclear chromatin of some glial cells. The nucleolus is commonly
relatively larger than that of similarly sized glial cells. C. The glial cells have a variety of forms but the
majority are smaller than the smallest ganglion cells in the same area. The upper glial cell, g, of figure
C4 and the middle one of figure C6 have nuclei as large as those of the ganglion cells of B6 and B7 but
are differentiated by their small nucleoli and the absence of Nissl substance or stained cytoplasm. The
glial cytoplasm can, however, be readily seen around some cells, C8. Cell Cld is of doubtful classifica¬
tion, its nucleolus is large but the peripheral staining appears to be nuclear chromatin rather than
cytoplasmic Nissl substance. Chromatin is visible at the margins of the glial cells C2 and C3. The two
glial cells of C7 illustrate the class of larger, oval cells with a small nucleolus and the small, darker
staining circular form which possesses a relatively large nucleolus (p. III).
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with a photograph, the basis of the classi¬
fication. The large and medium sized neu¬
rones of the retinal ganglion cell layer,
figure 2A, have the classic appearance of
Nissl-stained neurones; the large nucleus
contains a prominent nucleolus, the peri¬
karyon is irregular in outline and the plen¬
tiful cytoplasm contains numerous obvi¬
ous Nissl granules. The cells are much
bigger than the presumed glial nuclei and
there is no possibility of these three classes
being confused.

In general the description of the small
and large neurones is similar, figure 23;
the cytoplasm of the small cells is relatively
more limited but contains obvious Nissl
granules. There may, however, be some
confusion of the smallest neurones with
the largest glial cells Usually at least one
Nissl granule may be observed near the
border of the irregular and often elongated
outline of the perikaryon of the small neu¬
rone; failing this the relatively large nu¬
cleolus and diffuse pink or purple cyto¬
plasmic staining serve to differentiate it
from the surrounding glia. The size of the
perikaryon was employed by Stone ('65)
and Fukuda and Stone ('74) as a criterion
for the discrimination of glia from ganglion
cells but the vagaries of perikaryal shrink¬
age between different regions of even one
retina and the shift of the mean perikaryal
diameter to the small end of the spectrum
in areas of high density make it unreli¬
able for general use. The nature of cyto¬
plasmic staining was thus employed as the
determining criterion in the classification
of a doubtful cell.

In Nissl preparations the glial cyto¬
plasm does not stain well. It may be seen
as a thin shell which surrounds the stained
nucleus but commonly the glial cells ap¬
pear to be composed of bare nuclei and
look smaller than the ganglion cells with
stained cytoplasm. Several categories of
glia may be observed of which the least
common has the irregular, often spindle
shaped, outline, lightly stained nucleo¬
plasm and prominent fragmented chroma¬
tin which is characteristic of microglia
(Smart and Leblond, '61). More frequent
are circular or slightly oval nuclei with
relatively smooth borders. A small circular
class with dark staining nucleoplasm, no
chromatin granules visible at the nuclear
periphery and a fairly prominent nucleolus

111

may be differentiated from a larger some¬
what more irregularly shaped class with
light staining nucleoplasm, a very small
nucleolus and obvious chromatin around
the nuclear periphery. The largest of these
nuclei are some 6 ^m in diameter and the
two groups may correspond with the dark
and light oligodendrocytes of Mori and
Leblond ('70) and Ling et. al., ('73). Classi¬
fication of glia was not attempted but char¬
acteristic types arc shown in figure 2C.

Vascular cells offer little possibility of
confusion with the neuronal elements be¬
cause of their characteristic linear ar¬

rangement and in any case they are pri¬
marily capillary endothelial cells which
are readily recognised.

The greatest potential error in the neu¬
rone counts thus remains as the possible
confusion between small neurones and
glial cells; in most parts of the retina the
glia greatly outnumber the neurones in
the retinal ganglion cell layer and only a
small proportion of them mistakenly iden¬
tified as neurones would lead to large ab¬
solute errors in the ganglion cell distribu¬
tion maps. A quantitative investigation
was made in order to estimate the possible
magnitude of this source of error.

Estimation of the percentage of cells of
doubtful classification. In order to avoid
the unconscious use of some absolute size
threshold as a criterion for discrimination
the following measurements were made
on photographs of unknown magnification;
the scale was added subsequent to the
measurements A region of retina near to
the area centralis was randomly selected,
photographed and printed, figure 3. Each
cell in the photograph, regardless of clas¬
sification, was matched in area to one of a
set of holes drilled in a thin plastic sheet.
The diameter of the smallest hole whose
area was equal to, or greater than, that
of the cell was used as an index of soma

size and the count distributed amongst bins
which represented increments of 1 mm in
diameter. During this procedure it was
noted when doubt as to the classification
of the cell had arisen and this was almost
invariably found to be associated with cells
allocated to the 5th bin. Cells with an

equivalent diameter which attributed them
to bins 4 and below were invariably con¬
cluded to be glia; those attributed to bins
6 onwards were undoubtedly neurones.
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Fig. 3A Photograph of an area of cresyl violet
stained cat retina which is 1 mm distant from the
area centralis peak count and adjacent to the
2,000 ganglion cell/mm2 isodensity line.

Inspection by light microscopy Of the
retinal region shown in figure 3 revealed
the presence of 130 neurones classifiable
as ganglion cells according to the critefia
outlined above, figure 3B. The area con¬
taining these cells was 66,700 #rtn2 and
the ganglion cell density 1,950 neurones/
mm2. The sampled area was found to be
situated 1.1 mm above and temporal to the
area centralis and close to the 2,000 cells/
mm2 isocount fine of figure 7A.

The histogram obtained by this proce¬
dure is shown in figure 4 accompanied by
enlarged photographs of a selection of
cells from figure 3 which are attributed to
the bins corresponding to their equivalent
diameters on the original print. Three
modes are apparent; the first lies with the
giant cells of greater than 20 /*m diam¬
eter, the second between 12 and 16 p.m
and the third between 2.5 and 12 |im. This
last group is divided by the transition bin,
5, into glial and neuronal components.
The identified glial cells are shown by the
stippled area on the histogram; of the 319
cells counted in figure 3 some 57 % , or
181, were glia. Of the remaining 138 cells
only 130 were accepted as neurones dur¬
ing the count under the microscope and
the area corresponding to these on the his¬
togram is shown hatched; the white region
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Fig. 3B Outlines of the 130 cells of the photo¬
graph in figure 3A which were identified under an
oil immersion objective as neurones. The cells
shown in black with numbers to the right hand
side are those whose enlarged photographs have
been employed to illustrate the size categories of
the histogram in figure 4. The stars indicate the
location of the two glial cells of figure 4.

of bin 5 represents the eight cells which
did not meet the criteria for ganglion cells.
Given that the classification of cells of
diameter greater or less than those in
bin 5 is very reliable we may centre our
consideration of the accuracy of the count
on the 27 cells in this bin. If all eight
doubtful cells are neurones then the count

of 130 underestimates the total by 5% ; if
all 19 presumed neurones included in bin
5 are glia then the count is overestimated
by 15% .

A second histogram of this kind was
made for a region 10 mm nasal of the area
centralis and selected randomly from the
visual streak. The region counted is shown
in figure 5A and the corresponding histo¬
gram in figure 6. A direct count by micros¬
copy revealed the presence of 59 neurones,
figure 4B, in the retinal region illustrated
in figure 4A. The area was 0.0578 mm2
so that the neuronal density amounted to
1,020 neurones/mm2.

The histogram differs in some respects
from that of figure 4; the cells in this re¬
gion of lower density than that of figure
3A show four modes in their distribution,
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Fig. 4 Histogram showing the number of cells in figure 3, which fall into arbitrary ranges of mean

soma diameter, measured as described in the text. One hundred and thirty of the 319 cells in figure 2
were identified as neurones and they are represented by the hatched part of the histogram; the stippled
region indicates the cells identified as glia. The white region of the histogram indicates cells whose
identification was in doubt. The cell, 3, whose mean diameter in the original photograph led to its
inclusion in the column bearing the unhatched region contains cytoplasmic Nissl substance and is
classed as a neurone.

the large cells greater than 20 p in diam¬
eter, a second group ranging from 12 to
18 p, a third from 7 to 12 p and the fourth
from 3 to 7 p.. Inspection during measure¬
ment revealed the last group to be glia
of slightly larger size than in the previous
histogram; the extra mode arises because
of the clear separation of the ganglion cells
of the third mode from the glia. The cells
of doubtful classification are thus con¬

tained in bin 6 of this distribution and, of
its eight cells, three were identified as
ganglion cells.

The hatched area of figure 6 indicates
the 59 neurones identified by direct in¬
spection; we may again obtain an estimate

of the range of error of classification by
adding the remaining five cells of bin 6 to
the total so as to indicate a possible 8%
under estimation of the neuronal count or

subtracting the included three cells to give
a possible overestimate of 5% .

The stippled region of the histogram
again indicates the identified glia which
amount to 139 of the 201 cells in the field
or 69% compared with 57% in the previ¬
ous region; the absolute count of glia is
little changed from 2,800 mm2 to 2,400
mm2.

The retinal ganglion cell distribution.
The results of the preceding section indi¬
cate that the error associated with mis-
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Fig. 5A A region of the cat retina some 10 mm
nasal of the area centralis and close to the visual
streak 1,000 ganglion cell/mm2 isocount line.

classification of glia and ganglion cells
amounts to no more than ± 10% of the
total ganglion cell count near to the area
centralis. This error may be smaller for
samples from the visual streak and is
probably negligible in the peripheral ret¬
ina because the size range of the two cell
types does not overlap.

A map of the outline of the retina and
its major blood vessels was prepared by
centering each desired point in the micro¬
scope field and noting its coordinates on
a sheet of graph paper. An initial survey
of ganglion cell distribution was made by
assessing ganglion cell densities at the
intersections of a 1 mm square lattice over
the retina.

The ganglion cell densities below 500/
mm2 were sampled over an area of 0.178
mm2, those below 5,000/mm2 over an area
of 0.0355 mm2 and those above this density
over an area of 0.0089 mm2. The sample
size was thus held at between 50 and 150
cells. In regions of rapid density variation
some extra counts were made at intervals
of 0.5 and 0.25 mm. Isocount lines were

drawn through regions corresponding to
the beginning of densities of 300, 750,
1,000, 2,000, 5,000 and 10,000 ganglion
cells/mm2. The resulting isocount line dis¬
tribution is shown in figure 7A and related

40^im
o

Fig. 5B Outlines of the 59 neurones of figure
5A which were identified by light microscopy.
Right and bottom border intersections with peri-
karya were not counted.

MEAN SOMA DIAMETER y

Fig. 6 Histogram showing the number of cells
in figure 5A which fall into arbitrary ranges of
mean soma diameter. The construction and con¬

ventions of this figure were the same as for figure
4. Fifty-nine of the 201 cells in figure 5 are identi¬
fied as neurones and represented by the hatched
area; the identified glia correspond to the stippled
area.

to the blood vessel distribution in figure 7B.
A finer counting matrix of 0.2 mm ver¬

tical and 0.25 mm horizontal intervals
was employed to produce a more detailed
map of the region about the area centralis.
The corresponding isocount lines for den¬
sity increments of 1,000 cells/mm2 are
displayed in figure 8.
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Fig. 7A Retinal ganglion cell density map of
a cat retina wliich has been flat-mounted in the
manner described in the text. The 300, 500, 750,
1,000, 2.000, 5;000 and 10,000 ganglion cell/mm2
isodensity lines are shown. Note the great nasal
extent of the visual streak indicated by the 1,000
ganglion cell/mm2 isodensity line.

The form of the map with its sharply
localised area centralis and the visual
streak extending across the nasal retina
is similar to that described by Stone ('65).
The isocount lines for the higher cell den¬
sities become progressively less elongated
but in this preparation, unlike those of
Stone ('65), the highest density isocount
lines do not become circular but retain
a. major to minor axis ratio of at least
1.6:1. It is perhaps worth rioting that the
1,000 and 2,000 isocount lines show supe¬
rior, temporal and inferior bulges which
correspond to those observed in the alpha
cell distribution of Wiissle, Levick and
Cleland ('74) but are by comparison poorly
developed. The area centralis and the vis¬
ual streak are both almost free of the larg¬
er blood vessels and their major branches.

The relatively high ganglion celi densi¬
ties of the temporal arm are best observed
by comparison of the ganglion cell density
profile passing through the area centralis
and horizontally along the arm, figure 9A,
with that for a vertical section through the
area centralis, figure 9B. The logarithmic
scale enables more detailed comparison of
the lower density regions and readily re-

INFERIOR
mm

Fig. 7B The major blood vessels of the retina
of figure 7A avoid the region of the visual streak
as defined by the 1.000 ganglion cei!/mrn:i .isoden¬
sity line.

veals the more rapid decay of the vertical
than the horizontal nasal profile.

The cat ganglion cell distribution illus¬
trated in figures 7—9 is quantitatively very
different from that of Stone ('65). The
peak count in the area centralis amounts
to 10,000 ganglion cells/mm- in this prep¬
aration but only 5,800/rnm- in that of
Stone ('65). Other preparations show peak
counts of similar magnitude at 9,800 and
9,300 neurones/mm2. In moving out along
the visual streak we find the 150% dis¬
crepancy with Stone's ('65) result for the
peak count increasing until, at the nasal
limit of the retina, the peak count of the
arm of high density is found to be about
800 cclls/mm2 compared with an estima ted
180 cells/mm2 in Stone's map, a 440% dif¬
ference.

A direct comparison of the horizontal
ganglion cell density profile of figure 9A
with that of Stone (fig. 3, '65) cannot be
made because it runs across the retina at

a different orientation. Stone presents a
density profile across the mean fixation
plane of the paralysed cat (Vakkur et al.,
'63) which passes through the area cen¬
tralis at an angle, 'TB 22.5° to the area
centralis — optic nerve head axis. The
small angle of intersection of the sampling
axis and the long axis of the narrow iso-

CAT RETINAL GANGLION CELL DISTRIBUTION
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SUPERIOR

TEMPORAL

INFERIOR
Fig. 8 Map cf Ihe ganglion cell isodensity lines of the area centralis region on a larger scale than

that of the previous figure. Numbers on the isodensity lines refer to thousands of ganglion cells/mm2.
It is to be noted that the form of'even the peak isodensity lines remain elongated in this preparation.

density contours which define the visual
streak makes the form of the profile ob¬
tained by this convention very sensitive to
small changes of the angle of intersection.
Identical contour maps would thus give dif¬
ferent profiles.

In this paper the axis of the visual
streak, defined by a straight line passing
through the area centralis and extreme
nasal and temporal peak counts, is pre¬
sented as horizontal. The horizontal den¬
sity profile of figure 9A is taken along this
relatively invariant feature of the cat ret¬
ina which is subsequently suggested to
represent the fixation plane of the con¬
scious as opposed to the paralysed cat. For
comparison, estimates of the density pro¬
file along the arm of elevated density were
derived from figure 2 of Stone ('65) and
plotted in figure 10 together with the cor¬
responding data from the present work.

The difference between the two profiles
is substantial and its origin is taken up
in the discussion.

The number of ganglion cells in the cat
retina. The revised ganglion cell isoden¬
sity lines for the cat retina which are pre¬
sented in figures 7A and 8 may be em¬
ployed to obtain minimum and maximum
estimates of the total retinal ganglion cell
population of this species.

The isodensity lines of figure 7A were
transferred to 1 mm squared paper and
the area between successive lines was

determined. The product of each of these
areas, with the value of its lower bordering
isodensity line, was summed to give the
minimum estimate of the total ganglion
cell population. The region peripheral to
the 300 cells/mm2 line was estimated from
the density profiles to have a mean density
of 210 cells/mm2. The breakdown of gan-
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Fig. 9 Centro-peripheral ganglion cell density gradient for A, a horizontal section running
along the peak count of the visual streak in the retina of figure 7 A and B, for a vertical section
passing through the peak count of the area centralis perpendicular to the section A. The
dotted line indicates the region of the optic disc where ganglion cell density could not be
sampled.

glion cell distribution shown in table 2
was obtained with a minimum estimate of
the total population as 217,000 cells.

The maximum estimate of the total
count was obtained by taking the sum of
the products of inter-isocount areas with
the mean of the upper and lower bordering
isodensity line values. By this means an
estimated population of 260,000 cells was
compu ted.

The mean used to compute the maxi¬
mum estimate of the ganglion cell popula¬
tion does not take into account the rough
circular symmetry of the isodensity lines.
Its product with the area of each irregular
ring thus underestimates the contribution
of the low density "shell" and overesti¬
mates that of the high density "core."
Tiie resulting excess in the estimate of the
ring's population is compounded by the
overall concavity of the isodensity profiles.
The magnitude of the consequent overesti¬

mate in the summed retinal ganglion cell
population is difficult to assess so that in
future discussion the minimum estimate
cf 217,000 ganglion cells has been em¬
ployed with the knowledge that it repre¬
sents at least 84% of the total population
to be obtained in the limit by integration.

This minimum estimate of 21 7,000 gan¬
glion cells as the total population of the
cat retina considerably exceeds the figure
of 90,000 provided by Stone ('65). The pop¬
ulation of 190,000 ganglion cells indirectly
computed from the total a cell count of the
cat retina by Wassle et al. ('74) is, how¬
ever, within 12% of the minimum estimate.

Mensuration of the cat retina
Horizontal and vertical extent of the

retina. Average dimensions of the cat
retina have not so far been reported in the
literature. It is unsatisfactory to simply
assume those of the available flat mount
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APE A CENTRALIS

D.'STANCE PROM AREA CENTRALIS mm

Fig. 10 The eentro-peripheral ganglion cell
density profile along the visual streak axis of the
retina in figure 7A on a linear density scale for
comparison with the corresponding profile derived
from figure 2 of Stone ('65).

preparations because, in spite of the small
central distortion, shrinkage near the
periphery is great enough to significantly
reduce the overall dimensions in some

specimens. It also does not follow that the
dimensions of even a fresh flattened retina
are representative for the tissue when in
situ in the globe under 20 cm HeO pres-

Area Density No. cells

123 mm2 at 210 ganglion
cells/mm2 = 25,830

66 300 1.9.800
85 400 34.000
52 500 26,000
49 750 36,750
35.5 1,000 35,500
11.64 2.000 23,280

1.26 3,000 3,780
0.89 4,000 3,560
0.63 5,000 3,3 50
0.45 6,000 2,700
0.24 7,000 1,680
0.08 8,000 640
0.09 9,000 810

Totai 217,480
ganglion ceils

sure. The
thus been

dimensions of the retina have
tabulated in table 3 for various

stages of preparation.
The horizontal extent of the frozen ret¬

ina in situ was determined from photo¬
graphs of sections through the frozen globe
at the level of the optic nerve head and in
a plane parallel to that containing the
posterior ciliary vessels (thus slightly below
and parallel to the long axis of the visual

TABLE 3

Retinal dimensions

Herri retinal extent
relative to O.N.H.

Width
mean S.D. Nasai S.D. Tom poral S.D.

Height
mean S.D. n.

Weight
mean

mm mm mm mm m m mm mm nun kg
. Frozen eye corrected
for expansion ( — 1.03) 28.2 0.63 15.2 0.33 13.0 0.35 — 4 3.3

54%. of width 46%
. Fresh retina in sitn
-ciliary body intact 28.0 1.2 15.2 0.9 12.8 0.86 27.7 0.83 5 3.4

54% 46%
. Fresh retina excised
and flat 27.9 1.1 15.0 1.0 12.9 0.8 28.0 1.0 4 3.3

99% of A 54% 46%
. Select stained and
mounted retinas 27.5 1.1 14.8 0.84 12.7 0.79 27.2 1.3 7 3.6

98% of A 54% 4S%
. Unselected intact
stained and mounted
retinas 26.5 1.39 26.1 1.45 14 —

94% of A

Hemiretinal extent
relative to A.C.

. Same group as in D. 27.5 1.1 18.0 0.88 9.6 0.77 27.2 1.2 7 3.6
65% of width 35%

Weight range 2.8-3.8 kg. A to D and F; 2.2-4.0 kg. E. Groups B,C,D, and F contain the companion eyes to
group A.
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streak). The globe was frozen at an inter¬
nal pressure of 20 cm H20 and the retinal
width, when corrected for expansion of the
vitreous upon freezing ( — 1.03 for linear
dimensions), is very similar to that deter¬
mined from X 5.5 photographs of either
the in situ retina in the flattened and
pinned out eye cud or the excised retina
laid out on a dry slide. The retina would
thus appear to be under Little or no tension
in (he normal globe under pressure.

The difference between the mean ex¬

tent of the frozen retinas corrected for
expansion and their excised companion
retinas thus amounts to only about 1%.
A somewhat larger select population of
mounted and stained retinas is only 2%
shorter overall than the fresh organ. These
select retinas were followed through proc¬
essing by photography and are known to
be free from gross peripheral shrinkage.
The larger population of 14 unselected
retinas evidenced greater overall shorten¬
ing of 6% relative to die in situ retinal
mean length. The retinal dimensions in¬
crease with the weight of the cat over the
range from 2.0 to 3.5 kg. The variation
has not been thoroughly investigated but
it would appear that the mean length at
the bottom of this range is about 27 mm
and at the top about 28.5 mm.

The vertical extent of tire retina was

measured along an axis through the optic
nerve head and perpendicular to the pos¬
terior ciliary vessels. From table 3 it does
not seem to be significantly different from
the horizontal extent of the retina.

The scale accompanying Stone's figure
2 ('65) reveals the illustrated retina to be
34.G mm wide which is readily seen to be
some 5.6 standard deviations greater than
the mean width of the fresh excised ret¬
inas of table 3.

The extent of the nasal and temporal
hemiretinas. For some purposes it is con¬
venient to have available the mean extent
of the nasal and temporal hemiretinas de¬
termined with respect to either the optic
nerve head or the area centralis. For con¬

venience these measurements were made
along the axis passing through the optic
nerve head parallel to, although slightly
below, the visual streak. The results are

presented in table 3.
Distance between the peak count of the

area centralis and the centre of the optic

nerve head. An accurate mean value for
this distance is important for the deter¬
mination of the projection of the visual
axis in neuro-ophthalmological experi¬
ments on the cat (Bishop et al., '62; Vak-
kur et al., '63). Earlier measurements of
the separation of the blind spot, B, from
the macroscopically estimated centre of
the area centralis, A, in methylene blue
stained retinas (Bishop et al., '62; Vakkur
et al., '63) have been pooled (Nikara et al.,
'68) to give a mean value for BA of 3.37
± 0.25 mm S.D. (n = 30). Examination of
Stone's ('65) retinal ganglion cell maps
was claimed to reveal (Nikara et al,, '68)
that the peak of the area centralis count
is some 0.24 mm lateral of the geometrical
centre of the area identified as "A"; a
correction of BA by this amount was sub¬
sequently adopted to bring the mean sep¬
aration of the peak count and optic disc
to .3.37 + 0.24 = 3.61 mm. This round¬
about derivation was necessary because
only one published map is available on
which the distance may be directly mea¬
sured (Stone, '65: fig. 2).

The flat mounts used in this investiga¬
tion provide directly measured values for
the area centralis peak/optic nerve head
separation of 22 retinas in which the loca¬
tion of the peak count of the area centralis
was determined microscopically. The re¬
sults are presented in table 4 where the
mean separation i.s shown to be 3.35 mm.
A 2% correction for shrinkage must be
applied to this result in order to obtain an
estimate of the distance in the unfixed and
hydra ted retina as 3.4 mm. This result is
in very good agreement with the value of
3.37 mm presented by Nikara et al. ('68)
and does not support the use of their 0.24
mm correction; macroscopic examination
of the stained retina in the earlier papers

TABLE 4

Area centralis peak density — optic nerve
head centre separation, mm

3.55 3.41 3.29 3.4)
3.40 2.95 3.08 3.45
3.33 3.18 3.20 3.60
3.33 3.32 3.41 3.44
3.35 3.55 3.48 3.15
3.50 3.35

Mean separation 3.35 mm ± 0.16 mm S.D. (n~22).
Estimated separation for the fresh in situ retina (cor¬
rection for 2C,'< shrinkage) is 3.42 mm.
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TABLE 5

Retinal area

Retinal area

mm2

Computed from schematic
eye 549

Mean of 7 unfixed 510 range 460—545 mm2 } 7% difference
Mean of 7 stained and

mounted 465 range 430—508 mm2 \ 9% shrinkage

Frozen companion eye dimensions
corrected for expansion

Measured Cup Retinal Computed Measured/
area radius extent retinal area Computed

mm2 mm mm mm-

Largest unfixed retina 545 11.7 28.7 572 0.97
Smallest unfixed retina 460 9.9 27.3 498 0.92

From retina of figure 7.
Percentage of total retinal area

Temporal Nasal Upper Lower
hemiretina hemiretina retina retina

28% 72% 60% 40%

Absolute area for unfixed retina of figure 7
139 mm2 358 mm2 298 mm2 3 99 mm2

accurately defined the position of the area
centralis peak count.

Area of the cat retina. The schematic
eye for the cat (Vakkur and Bishop, '63;
Vakkur et ah, '63) does not deal with ret¬
inal mensuration; Stone's measurement
of 730 mm- as the cat retinal area is alone
available ('65). This is 150% greater than
the 497 mm2 reported for the retina of
figure 7 when unfixed and quite outside
of the range of unfixed excised retinal
areas encountered in this series.

The retinal areas were measured by
transferring the 5.5 times enlarged photo¬
graphic outline of either the fresh excised
retina or of the stained and mounted or¬

gan to 1 mm squared paper and counting
the number of squares contained within
it. The results presented in table 5 after
appropriate scaling. The range of area
for seven fresh excised retinas was from
460 mm2 to 545 mm2 with a mean of 510
mm2.

The in situ retina of the cat approxi¬
mates a portion of a sphere so that its area
may be computed as that of a spherical
segment. From Vakkur et al. ('63) we have
the posterior wall of the cat eye as of ra¬
dius 12.5 mm and thickness 0.47 mm. The
radius of curvature of the major portion

of the photoreceptor layer is thus close to
12.0 mm and this is assumed to apply over
its whole extent. Given the earlier result
that the mean width of the fresh retina
is 28.0 mm (table 3) we obtain by simple
trigonometry that the height of the spher¬
ical segment is 7.28 mm whereupon the
area of its surface, 27rrh, is found to be
549 mm2. This is only 69—73% of the areas
computed by Stone ("65) in unspecified
fashion from the schematic eye but is with¬
in the range encountered in this series and
differs from the mean by only 8%. Thus
neither Stone's ('65) measurement of the
cat retinal area nor his corroboratory cal¬
culation were confirmed.

The representation of the in situ retinal
area by that of the excised organ was sup¬
ported in addition to the above calculation
by measurements on the companion eyes
to those providing the largest and smallest
retinas. The in situ area was calculated
from the retinal extent and radius of cur¬

vature, corrected for expansion, in photo¬
graphs of a section through the plane of
the optic nerve head of the frozen globe.
The assumption of identical retinal extent
along different diameters is supported by
the measurements in table 3. The mea¬

sured excised retinal area was within 8%
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of that computed for the in situ organ of
the companion eye, table 5, which is nor¬
mally of very similar dimensions (Vakkur
et al., '63).

The retina may be divided about a line
through the area centralis either perpen¬
dicular to the axis of the visual streak to

give nasal and temporal hemiretinal areas
or along the streak to give upper and lower
retinal areas. Mean values for a popula¬
tion of retinas are not available but the
divisions have been presented for the typ¬
ical retina of figure 7a in table 5. Its area
of 497 mm2 when fresh and unfixed is
close to the mean value of 510 mm2 ob¬
tained for seven retinas so that the abso¬
lute areas may be taken to be generally
representative.

Orientation of the cat visual streak
The paralysed animal. Considerable ef¬

fort has been expended by Bishop and his
co-workers (Bishop et al., '62; Vakkur et
al., '63) in the accurate determination of
the position of paralysis of the cat eye
which they assume to be close to the pri¬
mary position of the eyes in the conscious
animal. A fixation plane has been defined
which intersects the retina as a horizontal
line passing through the peak ganglion
cell density of the area centralis when the
eye is in the position of paralysis.

The orientation of the eye about the pre¬
sumed visual pole is defined by the angle,
TB, formed between a line joining the es¬
timated centre of the area centralis to the
optic nerve head centre and a line repre¬
senting the presumed fixation plane (Bish¬
op et al., '62). From Bishop et al. ('62) we
have that TB is 24.4° ± 4.26° s.d. (n =

40) which is in agreement with a larger
sample of Hammond (personal communica¬
tion) for which TB is 25.2 ± 4.3° s.d.
(n = 90). A more commonly employed re¬
sult is that of Vakkur et al. ('63) which
suggests 22.2°, range 16.0° to 26.0° and
estimated s.d. 3.0° (n = 12).

An estimate of the mean orientation of
the cat visual streak with respect to the
presumed fixation plane in the paralysed
animal may thus be obtained if the mean
angle, TS, between the long axis of the
streak and the area centralis — optic nerve
head reference axis is known. Measure¬
ments of this angle have been made for
12 flat mounted retinas on either complete

121

TABLE G

Angle, Ti, between the area rentralisloptic nerve
head axis and the long axis of the cat

visual streak, in degrees

15.0 12.0
15.5 19.0
16.0 18.0
20.0 14.0
16.0 18.5
17.5 18.0

Mean 16.63" ± 2.30° S.D. (n = 12)

ganglion cell density distributions or lim¬
ited maps localised to the area centralis
and to the terminations of the streak in
the nasal and temporal retina. The results
are shown in table 6.

The difference between the mean value
for T'B of 22.2° in the position of paralysis
and the mean value of 16.63° for TS (ta¬
ble 6) is 5.57°, the standard error of this
difference is 1.14°. The t-test indicated
that the difference between the means is

very unlikely to have arisen as a sampling
error. Such an event is even more improb¬
able for ihe 8.6° angle between the streak
and the presumed fixation plane obtained
from the larger samples of mean VII =
25.2°. The visual streak thus lies at a

mean angle of between 5.6° and 8.6° to
the horizontal in the paralysed cat. Wassle
et al. ('74) similarly estimate an angle of
6.0° from the a cell distribution.

DISCUSSION

The origin of the discrepancy between
the above results and those

of Stone ('65)
The directly determined area centralis

peak density in the dehydrated preparation
of Stone's figure 2 ('65) was 8,700 gan¬
glion cells/mm2 which is in substantial
agreement with the values of 9—10,000/
mm2 reported above and very close to the
mean value of 8,800/mm2 (n =4) described
by Wassle et al. ('74). Stone's application
of a shrinkage correction factor of 0.67 to
the peak density of the area centralis re¬
duced its value to 5,800 ganglion cells/
mm2 and introduces a discrepancy with
the result of this paper.

It was demonstrated in an earlier sec¬

tion that shrinkage in the region of the
area centralis was very small for the prep¬
aratory technique employed above and
Stone ('65) makes a similar claim for his
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method. Stone did not, however, make a
direct determination of shrinkage of the
dehydrated preparation of his figure 2 but
carried out control counts on five non-

dehydx'ated wet mounts from which he ob¬
tained a mean peak density of only 5,800
ganglion cells/mm2 rather than about
9,000 as in the dehydrated preparation.
He concluded that the dehydrated retina
had undergone shrinkage of 33% in area
and thus arrived at his correcting factor
of 0.67.

It is suggested that difficulty in observ¬
ing all the cells of the double layered area
centralis in the uncleared preparation led
to a serious underestimate of the peak
density in the control wet mounts and a
considerable overestimate of the extent of
shrinkage.

The validity of this interpretation of
the discrepancy between the peak ganglion
cell densities presented above and those
of Stone ('65) is substantiated by consid¬
eration of the reported retinal dimensions.
Stone reduced the linear scales of his il
lustrations relating to the dehydrated prep¬
aration by a factor of 0.84 in order to com¬
pensate for shrinkage of 19% linear. If
shrinkage had not occurred then the di¬
mensions of the retina should be excessive
by this amount. It has already been pointed
out (p. 19) that the retina of his figure 2,
at 34.6 mm wide, is some 5.6 S.D. longer
than the mean for retinas of this series.
Elimination of the unnecessary shrinkage
correction recovers the original dimension
as 29.0 mm which, although large for a
mounted preparation, is within the range
of this series. Similarly, the retinal area
quoted by Stone ('65) is 730 mm2; correc¬
tion to the original dimensions by multiply¬
ing with a factor of 0.842 indicates an
area of 515 mm2 which is close to the
mean value of 510 mm2 reported and 549
mm2 calculated in this paper. The question
of criteria for ganglion cells does not ap¬
pear to be involved in relating the two sets
of results for the peak density of the area
centralis.

In figure 11 the horizontal ganglion cell
density profile along the peak count of the
cat visual streak which was obtained in
this study, A, is again presented for com¬
parison with an equivalent profile of the
streak derived from Stone's figure 2 ('65),
B, but this time plotted on a logarithmic

scale which reveals more clearly the differ¬
ences in the lower density regions which
were previously displayed in figure 10.

If the correction for shrinkage were the
only source of discrepancy then a vertical
shift on the logarithmic plot should be suf¬
ficient to make the two sets of results co¬

incide. This does not occur as is shown
by the hatched area separating lines C
and D of figure 11. In curve D the sepa¬
ration of the sampling points derived from
Stone's map has been corrected by the
elimination of his shrinkage compensation
so as to represent their original relative
positions on the retina.

The ganglion cell densities reported in
this paper are also invariably greater than
those of Stone above and below the plane
of the cat visual streak. Some 55% of the
retina of his figure 2 ('65) is outside the
125 c.eils/mm2 isocount line (188 cells/
mm2 corrected) whereas in the map of
figure 7A only 30% of the retina bears the
higher minimum density of less than 300
and more than 200 cells/mm2. Thus, in
regions away from the area centralis, a
superfluous shrinkage correction by no
means accounts for the discrepancy be¬
tween Stone's ('65) results and those pre¬
sented above. The question thus remains
as to whether the densities reported above
exceed those of Stone as a result of the
improper inclusion of giia and displaced
amacrine cells or because of the inclusion
of previously neglected ganglion cells.

Has the retinal ganglion cell population
of the cat been overestimated

in this s tudy ?
The discrepancy between the retinal

ganglion cell densities described by Stone
('65) and those reported above manifests
itself most conveniently, and independent
of shrinkage, in the difference between
the total ganglion cell populations obtained
upon integrating the two isodensity maps.
It has been pointed out that Stone ('65)
estimates the total ganglion cell population
of the cat retina to be 90,000 in contrast
to 217,000 above and 190,000 reported by
Wassle et al. ('74).

Stone supports his estimate of the total
retinal ganglion cell population by indi¬
cating that it falls within the reported
range of from 66,000 to 120,000 fibres in
the optic nerve (120,000, Bishop et al.,
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Fig. 11 The absolute discrepancy between the centro-peripheral ganglion cell density profiles along
the visual streak axis of this paper, A, and of Stone ('65), B, revealed more clearly by comparison on a
logarithmic scale. Shifting the two profiles so that the peak counts coincide and densities are expressed
as percentages of their respective peak value, C and D, eliminates the differences which arise in Stone's
use of an unnecessary shrinkage correction. The hatched region indicates the considerable residual
discrepancy which must have its origin in other sources. A detailed discussion of this figure is given in
the text.

'53; 119,000, Bruesch and Arev, '42;
66,000, Van Crevel and Verhaart, '63;
75,000 and 86,000, Donovan, '67), Unfor¬
tunately, all of these counts were based
upon light microscopy which leads to con¬
siderable underestimation of the total op¬
tic nerve fibre count because of inability
to resolve the small fibres (Binggeli and
Paule, '09). The modal diameter of the cat
optic nerve fibre spectrum obtained by
Ann Donovan with light microscopy, 2.5
/am, is much greater than the 1 /am re¬
ported by Bishop et al. ('69) from mea¬
surements on E.M. photographs and clearly
implies that many small fibres have re¬
mained unresolved in the light microscope
counts with the consequence that they
may appear to substantiate a low total
ganglion cell count.

This conclusion is supported by the re¬
sults of an E.M. investigation of the cat
optic nerve fibre population (Hughes and
Wassle, '74) in which fifteen thousand
fibres were counted in 70 photographs
distributed so as to enable the isodensity
map of the nerve to be constructed. The
minimum total population estimated by
the integration of this map was 200,000
fibres ± 5,000 s.e.m. which is in good
agreement with the minimum total retinal
ganglion cell count of 217,000 cells re¬
ported above and that of Wassle et al. ('74)
of 190,000 cells. The excess of these two
counts over Stone's total of 90,000 gan¬
glion cells is thus not predominantly made
up of mistakenly counted glia or displaced
amacrine cells but represents true gan¬
glion cells which send axons into the optic
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nerve. The agreement betivecn the optic
nerve fibre count and the total ganglion
cell count of the present paper is strong
support for the criteria employed in the
identification ofganglion cells.

It is improbable that the discrepancy
arises in the identification of large and
medium sized neurones of the retinal gan¬
glion cell layer. The other possibility is
that a very large population of small neu¬
rones has been left uncounted by Stone.
An examination of figures 6 (Stone, '65)
and lc (Stone, '66) may convince the read¬
er of a substantial basis for this inter¬

pretation.
The ganglion cell diameter analysis of

Stone ('65) indicates a mean threshold
diameter of about 8 /xin for the differenti¬
ation of neurones from glia. It is conceiv¬
able that over the majority of the retina
there is a population of small cells of mean
diameter falling below this criterion which
would account for their being overlooked
in the earlier study.

After elimination of the unnecessary
shrinkage correction the relatively small
excess of the above counts over those of
Stone ('65) in the region of the area cen¬
tralis may be accounted for in terms of his
formal 8 /;m diameter threshold for gan¬
glion cell classification. It is clear from
direct measurement that this is an inap¬
propriate value for the immediate vicinity
of the peak count. Fukuda and Stone ('74)
and Stone and Fukuda ('74) incorporate
some 10% of cells smaller than 8
mean diameter at the area centralis and a

similar proportion, ranging down to 6 ,urn
in diameter, has been reported by Wassle
et al. ('74). In the region temporal of the
area centralis sampled in the histogram
of figure 4 the discrepancy with the nor¬
malised count of Stone ('65) is about 25% ,

figure 13, and the percentage of cells of
less than 8 p.m estimated mean diameter
amounts to 30% of the population.

These very small cells are, however, not
particularly numerous in the sample taken
from the visual streak some 10 mm nasal
of the area centralis. In the corresponding
histogram of figure 6 it is obvious that the
retinal ganglion cells of less than 8 /urn
mean diameter make up less than 5% of
the population. Their complete neglect by
Stone ('65) would suffice to account for
only 9% of the 230% difference in density

remaining between his and the above sam¬
ple for this region after their normalisa¬
tion to eliminate the unnecessary shrink¬
age correction (C,D in figure 13). In
peripheral retina the < 8 /urn cells are even
less common.

Thus, for the majority of the retinal
area and of the ganglion cell population,
an explanation other than small size must
be sought to account for the earlier fail¬
ure to identify some 50% of the popula¬
tion. The size distribution of the previously
neglected cells thus remains unspecified
hut small cells, probably corresponding to
members of the y classification described
by Boycott and Wassle ('74) must pre¬
dominate.

The peak density of the kitten retinal
ganglion cell distribution

Stone ('66) reports the peak density of
the area centralis in a dehydrated whole
mount preparation of a seven week old kit¬
ten retina to be 8,500 ganglion cells/mm2
(fig. 6, Stone, '66). The excess of this
value over the previously reported adult
peak count of 6,000 ganglion cells/mm2
is said to be "due to the relatively small
size of the eve" and is suggested as disap¬
pearing with the increase in kitten retinal
area by a factor of 1.42 during growth to
cathood. The discrepancy which gives rise
to this suggestion would, however, be elim¬
inated if the true adult peak count is ac¬
cepted to be 8,700 cells/mm2 in Stone's
('65) preparation as was indicated in the
earlier part of this discussion.

Stone's claims were reinvestigated by
sampling in the central area of two 14 day
old kitten retinas. The cells of the area

centralis were well differentiated but more

peripherally their identification was diffi¬
cult and an isocount map has not been
presented here. The peak count was be¬
tween 10,000 and 11,000 ganglion cells/
mm2 in both retinas, within 10% of the
peak counts reported earlier for the adult
cat. The reported difference of 40% be¬
tween the kitten and cat peak densities
(Stone, '66) was not confirmed. Rather,
these counts suggest that the kitten's area
centralis is well differentiated by 14 days
of age, and that the peak ganglion cell
density changes little during subsequent
growth.
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Does rolling of the eye occur in the
anaesthetised and paralysed cat?

It has been shown that in flat mount

preparations the visual streak lies at a
mean angle of 5.6° to 8.6° below the pre¬
sumed fixation plane of the paralysed cat.
Distortion of the equatorial strip of retina
which contains the visual streak and area

centralis seems to be an unlikely explana¬
tion of the discrepancy in view of the good
fit of the streak axis to a straight line
when radial relief incisions have been
placed before mounting. Again, the retinal
vessels in a fundus photograph match the
normalised flat mount vessel pattern al¬
most perfectly thus suggesting minimal
distortion. For the larger landmark sepa¬
rations this may amount to ± 5% which
could account for only a 1° deviation of
the streak from the presumed fixation
plane.

The question thus arises as to whether
the visual streak deviates from the hori¬
zontal in the conscious as well as in the
paralysed cat It is teleologically unlikely
that it does; in the more lateral eyed spe¬
cies the visual streak is normally held,
horizontal (rabbit, Hughes, '71; goat,
Hughes and Whitterridge, '73). A medial
rotation of the upper part of the pupil dur¬
ing paralysis would account for the devia¬
tion of the visual streak from the horizon¬
tal in that condition.

Sanderson ('72) has reported the pres¬
ence of rotation in two of six animals but
it was opposite in sense to that suggested
above. His method involves receptive field
plotting to determine the borders of the
homonymous hemifield but is rather in¬
direct. His findings conflict with those of
Hubel and "vViesel ('62) who describe the
upper margins of the pupils as rotating
inwards by 5° during anaesthesia and
paralysis and of Bishop et al. ('62) who
give a more detailed account. These au¬
thors find the angle formed between the
upwardly converging pupils of the con¬
scious cat to be 11.0° ± 2.5° S.D. (n = 12).
In four anaesthetised and paralysed ani¬
mals this angle increased to 21.0° because
of inward rolling of the eyes. The rolling
of each eye thus averages (21.0°—11.0°)/
2 = 5.0°, which is in good agreement with
the estimate of 5.6° of rolling based on
the assumption that the streak is horizon¬
tal in the conscious cat and is regarded as

strong support for this hypothesis. The
question of torsion of the eye under anes¬
thesia and paralysis is currently under
re-examination.

General

Whitterridge ('73) and his co-workers
have shown that the area of the cat lateral
geniculate laminae (Seneviratne, '63), vis¬
ual cortex (Bilge et al., '67) and superior
eolliculus (Vejbaesya, '67) have respective¬
ly 33% , 42% and 40% devoted to the up¬
per and 67%, 58% and 60% devoted to
the lower field representation. Bilge et al.
('67) suggest that no such asymmetry ap¬
pears in the retinal ganglion cell distri¬
bution.

The results presented in table 6 show,
however, that when divided about the pre¬
sumed fixation plane of the streak axis,
the relative areas of the lower, 40% , and
upper, 60%, retina are in similar ratio to
the areas of the corresponding representa¬
tions of the upper, mean 38%, and lower,
62% , visual field in the electrophysiolog¬
ical maps. Integration of die map of figure
7 reveals that the lower retina contained
98,700 ganglion cells and the upper
118,500 or 45%, and 55% respectively.

The revised cat retinal ganglion cell
distribution map, figure 7, reveals the vis¬
ual streak to be a more prominent feature
of die distribution than has previously
been described; the 1,000 ganglion cells/
mm- isocount line encloses 34% of the
total retinal ganglion cell population within
only 12% of the retinal area (p. 118). This
result is in keeping with the reports of
Whitteridge ('73) and his co-workers who
describe the sectors of the visual hemifield,
150°—180° and I80°-210°, which adjoin
the horizontal and project to the visual
streak, as obtaining a disproportionate rep¬
resentation in the lateral geniculate nu¬
cleus (Seneviratne, '63; Whitteridge, '73),
visual cortex (Bilge et al., '67) and supe¬
rior colliculus (Vejbaesya, '67). According
to Vejbaesya ('67) these two sectors oc¬
cupy 53% (n = 5) of the mapped superior
colliculus area rather than the 33% to
be expected from the fraction of the visual
field represented.

The elongated form of the isodensity
profiles has been found to obtain even for
those defining the region of peak count
in lire area centralis of three retinas (in
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8 retinas Wassle has found all but one to

possess oval peak isocount contours; per¬
sonal communication). It is of interest that
rod and cone peak isodensity contours are
also oval (Steinberg et al., '73). In contrast,
Stone ('65, '66) defines the peak count by
circular isocount lines in all retinas and
suggests that the transition from the oval
form at the lower densities may signify a
continuous qualitative change in the or¬
ganisation between centre and periphery.
The form of the peak density isocount line
is of some significance in estimating the
overlap of hemiretinal distributions in
tract sectioned cats (Stone, '66).

The revised retinal ganglion cell distri¬
bution maps necessitate the re-examina¬
tion of previously obtained correlations
between the ganglion cell density profile
of Stone ('63) and factors such as LGN
magnification (Sanderson, '71) or receptor
density (Steinberg et al., '73). Careful
choice of the orientation of the selected
ganglion density profile employed for such
comparative purposes is also required. The
determination of the centro-peripherai vari¬
ation in the rod or cone convergence ratio

onto the ganglion cells (Steinberg,et al.,
'73) will be subject to the possibility of
considerable error if the receptor densities
are not compared with those of the func¬
tionally related ganglion cells. The ONH-
AC axis is available for relating the
profiles but if they are from different prep¬
arations then the range of TS alone is
sufficient to ensure the possibility of sub¬
stantial misalignment of the major axes
of the two distributions and consequently
erroneous convergence ratios.

Electrophysiological magnification fac¬
tor profiles are commonly determined with
the eyes in the position of paralysis. Such
results may be compared with a ganglion
cell density profile (Sanderson, '71) across
the projection of the mean presumed fixa¬
tion plane onto an individual retina (Stone,
'65). An additional ganglion cell density
profile has been presented in figure 12 for
this purpose and is accompanied by the
equivalent profile of Stone ('65) for com¬
parison. Both profiles aie at an angle, TK,
to the OHN-AC axis of 22.5°, but, again,
the range of ± 13° for this angle may
make the profile quite unsuited to the
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representation of the situation in the orig¬
inal experiment.

The wisdom of seeking a correlation
between the profile of magnification factor

.at some central station and that of the
total retinal ganglion cell density may be
questioned. The retinal ganglion cell pop¬
ulation has been demonstrated to contain
three morphological classes, a, fi and y
cells (Boycott and Wiissie, '74) each with
different central projections established
from the relationship between perikaryon
size, axon diameter (Boycott and YVassle,
'74) and the components of the compound
action potential in the central visual path¬
ways (Bishop et al., '69; Stone and Fukuda,
'74). Only if the proportions of these classes
are constant throughout the retina is it
justifiable to substitute the total ganglion
cell profile for those representing the spe¬
cific classes projecting to a given desti¬
nation.

The proportion of the different classes
of cell in various regions of the retina has
not yet been definitively established. Was-
sle et al. ('74) argue that the a cells form
a relatively constant 3.3% of the retinal
population, whereas Fukuda and Stone
('74) report them as varying from 1 % cen¬
trally to 9% in the periphery. Failure of
the latter workers to count the whole pop¬
ulation of peripheral ganglion cells would
lead to a discrepancy of this order in the
periphery. In temporal retina Fukuda and
Stone ('74) argue that the relative propor¬
tions of X and W cells remain constant

over a range of 20° temporal of the area
centralis at 60% and 40% respectively.

The cat has so far been behaviourally
shown to achieve the resolution of gratings
of only 11' period (Smith, '37) although
the use of cortical evoked potentials sug¬
gests a minimum capability of 10' (Berk¬
ley and Watkins, '71). The peak ganglion
cell density of 9-10,000 cells/mm2 corre¬
sponds to some 440 cells/degree2 (0.22
mm/° on retina). Of these only the brisk
sustained class, X cells, are regarded as
possibly subserving resolution (Cleland et
al., '71). Provisional acceptance of the
estimate that they form 60% of the area
centralis population indicates that, at
most, only 260 cells/degree2 could be avail¬
able to the cortex for tasks involving reso¬
lution. The corresponding mean angular
separation of their receptive field centres

is 3.7'. A theoretical minimum of 7.4' for
the period of a resolvable grating in the
stabilised retinal image is thus established
and is close to the behaviourally demon¬
strated resolving power of the cat.
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Population Magnitudes and Distribution of the Major
Modal Classes of Cat Retina! Ganglion Cell as
Estimated From HRP Filling and a Systematic
Survey of the Soma Diameter Spectra
for Classical Neurones

A. HUGHES
Department ofPhysiology, John Curtin School ofMedical Research,
The Australian National University, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601 Australia

ABSTRACT A survey of diameter spectra in presented {'or classic neurones of
the cat retinal ganglion cell layer. From these, with the aid of retrograde HRP
filling for central retina, a set of density distribution maps has been prepared for
each of the major modes of the neuronal diameter spectrum. The total population of
classical neurones, the presumed ganglion cells ofHughes ('75), confirms published
values with a minimum ofsome 207,000 comprised 5,600 cells in the a mode, 80,700
cells in the /3 mode, and 120,700 cells in the y mode.

A proportion of classical neurones in the y mode do not fill by retrograde trans¬
port of HRP from either optic nerve or superior colliculus. Their morphology is
characteristic and includes a conspicuous basophilic nuclear bar or fold; they
remain subsequent to ganglion cell retrograde degeneration and resemble some
prifles of the amacrine layer. It is presumed that they represent a class ofdisplaced
arnaerine cells.

Estimates based on ganglion cell identification by HRP filling indicate popu¬
lations of about 80,000 cells in both the y and the p modes and a total count of about
170,000 ganglion cells; a good agreement with Hughes and Wassle's ('76) optic
nerve fibre count, but lower than the classic neurone count.

It is concluded that the distribution maps for ganglion cells in each of the
three.' modes of the soma diameter spectra are similar in form and resemble that of
the total neurone density map. The ganglion cell population of the y mode in the
visual streak is not found to increase in proportion relative to that of the p mode, as
has been reported elsewhere.

Three major groups of ganglion ceil may be
identified by their characteristic dendritic
trees in all regions of the cat retina (Boycott
and Wassle, '74). These a, p, and y cells have
specific physiological classes of receptive field
(Cleland and Levick, '74a,b; Fukuda and Stone,
:74). Their distribution patterns would be of
great interest but cannot be obtained from ca¬
priciously stained Golgi material.

However, the soma diameter of a cells is re¬
moved from the local mean and permits their
being mapped by inspection in Nissl-stained
retinas, where dendritic trees are not visible
(Wassle et al., '75; Stone, '78). Outside a small
strip of central retina, the p and y cells also
occupy predomiantly separate modes of the

soma diameter distribution, and the proportion
of each class might be estimated from ganglion
cell diameter spectra. Even in central retina
the bimodal spectra maj^ be provisionally sub¬
divided by retrograde tilling with horseradish
peroxidase (FIRP) from central injections
(Kelly and Gilbert, '75) into three apparently
class-related components which have the same
distinctive projections as the modes of
peripheral retina.

A survey lias been made of local neuronal
diameter spectra for various regions of the cat
retinal ganglion cell layer. These have been
employed to estimate the density distribution
of cells in each of the three overt modes and, by
the aid of HRP retrograde transport, in (he
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"latent" central modes. The modal density
maps offer an indication of class distributions
but will require correction to the extent that
cross-modal contamination occurs.

Unfortunately, there is doubt whether all the
small neurones of the y mode are gangl ion cells.
Integrations, which are confirmed below, of
published classical neurone distributions
(Wassle et ah, '75; Hughes, '75—presumed
ganglion cells) exceed available optic nerve
fibre counts (Hughes and Wassle, '76; Stone
and Campion, '78). However, retrograde trans¬
port of HRP from the superior colliculus en¬
ables identification of a confirmed ganglion cell
population which amounts to some 170,000
cells, in agreement with the optic nerve count of
Hughes and Wassle ('76), but exceeding even
the revised, 116,000 mean, ganglion cell counts
of Stone ('78). The excess of classical neurones
over the optic nerve fibre population is attri¬
buted below to a morphologically distinct set of
small non-ganglicn cells which resemble cer¬
tain profiles of the amacrine layer.

Similar attempts to estimate class distribu¬
tions from modal proportions have been made
by Fukuda and Stone ('74) and Rowe and Stone
('76). However, they divide their retinal gan¬
glion cell population according to a 14-p size
criterion in all regions away from the area cen¬
tralis, and equate the elevated "small" cell
population of the visual streak with an in¬
creased population of "W" (y) cells. Their con¬
clusion is not supported by the subsequent re¬
sults, which indicate the three modes of the
retinal ganglion cell distribution, as defined by
modal dips and axonal projections, remain in
relatively constant proportion throughout the
retina.

METHODS

Retinal wholemounts

Retinal wholemounts were simultaneously
fixed and attached to a gelatinised slide, with
little areal shrinkage (Hughes, '75), in an
alcohol/formalin mixture. Soma shrinkage was
later reduced by substituting 5% formol-saline
or a mixture of 90 vol% absolute alcohol/8 vol%
of 40% formalin/2 vol% glacial acetic acid. The
retina was covered with glacial acetic acid for
15 seconds, blotted, washed in absolute alcohol,
then flooded with a solution of 0.1% cre-

sylecht-violet (Chroma). Staining was mon¬
itored under the microscope. After washing
with water, the slide was taken through two
changes of acetone into acetone/xvlol, cleared
in xylol, and mounted in either Xam or Per-
mount.

Retrograde transport and development
ofHRP

The optic nerve was exposed at a distance of
some 5 mm from the globe in animals anaes¬
thetised with Nembutal. The sheath was

opened, the fibres sectioned, and HRP crystals
(Sigma VI) applied to the cut ends. The animals
were maintained in a drowsy state by means of
Nembutal for periods between 24 and 48 hours.

The superior colliculus of other cats was ex¬
posed by aspiration while avoiding damage to
the lateral geniculate nucleus. 5 pL of a 20%
solution ofHRP (Sigma VI) were injected over a
period of 30 minutes at several locations.

The eyes were enucleated under deep Nem¬
butal anaesthesia after 36 hours, hemisected,
and briefly prefixed by 15 minutes immersion
in cold 2% formal-saline (Straus, '64). The ret¬
ina was removed, and relief cuts inserted and
laid on filter paper. It was presoaked in a ben¬
zidine dihydrochloride solution (BDHCl) and
developed according to the procedure of Straus
('64) for a blue reaction product. This procedure
was modified by fixation and mounting be¬
tween the development and stabilisation baths
in order to eliminate shrinkage in the stabilisa¬
tion bath without loss of filling or of fine den¬
dritic trees. Sodium nitroprusside was dis¬
solved in the fixative to initiate stabilisation.
The reaction product visibility was intensified
by cresylecht dye. No neurones but some mi¬
croglia and pericytes revealed an endogenous
capability to produce reacting product in con¬
trol retinas.

All operations involving BDHCl were carried
out in plastic bags on a tray covered with
bleach-soaked paper. Protective gloves were
worn, and all utensils and bags were soaked
overnight in bleach before disposal or washing.

Density maps

The mounted retinas were mapped with the
stage micrometers at a magnification of X10.
Local cell'densities (Hughes, '75) were entered
on a 1 mm square lattice or with finer steps at
the area centralis and streak. Oil immersion
was employed for counting, and several fields of
view were averaged in low-density regions to
increase the significance of the samples.

Cells were measured by means of a graticule
and eyepiece micrometer or compared with a
criterion profile viewed through a camera
lucida.

Maps were integrated with a planimeter
(Allbrit); the procedure was repeatable within
0.3%. No allowance was made for shrinkage,
which was less than 2% overall (Hughes, '75).
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Cell diameter spectra
At each sample location, a series of photo¬

graphs was obtained at different planes of focus
with a Zeiss Photomicroscope III. Diameter
spectra was established from the maximum
cross-sectional area of the cells in the photo¬
graphs after classification under oil immersion.
Cells were matched in area to a series of circles
on a plastic film, and their size expressed as the
diameter of the area of the circle just containing
them (Hughes, '75). Various magnifications of
print have been used; these are subsequently
indicated in terms of the bin-width for diameter
increments or print magnification.

The modal percentages in all subsequent his¬
tograms were obtained by division at the
troughs. When a trough was represented by one
bin, the proportion represented was divided
equally between the adjacent modes.

RESULTS

Nomenclature

Rowe and Stone ('76) classify ganglion cells
smaller than 14 p. as "small," 14-20 p "me¬
dium," and those greater than 20 p as "large."
The implicit and argued identification of these
groups is with the W,X,Y classes of Stone and
Fukuda ('74) and, thus, with the y, (3, and a
cells. These criteria were employed in
periphery and streak.

To avoid confusion with the classification of
Rowe and Stone because of the contrasting re¬
sults described below, any reference to small,
medium, and large cells has been avoided. In¬
stead, the components of the soma diameter
spectra are referred to as the a Nissl mode, the
(3 Nissl mode, and the y Nissl mode (abbrevi¬
ated ynm). All that is implied is that the major
component of the mode corresponds to the given
morphological class, rot that other classes are
absent from each mode. Emphasis is thus put on
the modal, rather than single cell, basis for
estimating class proportions.

The modal-dip method of division is a rela¬
tive measure and less influenced by shrinkage
than absolute size criteria when employed to
divide the population. It is more likely to reflect
changes of significance in the underlying func¬
tional classes than a fixed criterion size, which
may readily become arbitrary ifnot justified for
each retina. Kelly and Gilbert ('75) and results
below show that cell size in a given region may
vary from retina to retina, even with the same
preparatory techniques and the absence of
overall retinal shrinkage, and that it certainly
varies with the method of fixation.

Fixed and dehydrated Nissl-stained retinas
Criteria for neurones. Classic neurones were

identified by published criteria (Hughes, '75).
They possess substantial cytoplasm, obvious
Nissl substance, no nuclear chromatin, and an
obvious nucleolus. Published criterion photo¬
graphs of streak and area are supplemented
here by a region of peripheral retina of neu¬
ronal density 430 mm-2, some 8 mm above the
area centralis (Fig. 1A) and its soma diameter
spectrum (Fig. 2). The profiles are illustrated at
higher magnification because of the debate
about criteria (Fig. IB); none of these neurones
has an equivocal appearance. The profile spec¬
trum (Fig. 2) has four modes; the stippled re¬
gion representspresumed glial cells which form
78% of the profiles, compared to 57% 1 mm from
the area centralis (Hughes, '75); their density of
1,490 mm-2 is about 65%- of that near the area
centralis or visual streak. The remaining 22%'
ofprofiles were identified as neurones and show
an obvious trimodal distribution.

The neuronal character of central profiles is
also illustrated (Fig. 3) for a temporal region
near the 2,000 neurones mm"2 isocount line.
The three neuronal diameter modes described
by Boycott and Wiissle ('74) are obvious; the
large cell (1) is equivalent to the a cell ofa Golgi
preparation; the heavily Nissl-staining, round
to oval cells with central nuclei (2-12) predom¬
inantly correspond to the (3 cells, the smaller
cells with eccentric nuclei and Nissl staining in
their limited cytoplasm (13-28) comprise, at
least, the y cells.

The soma size spectrum ofFigure 4 was accu¬
rately determined by weighing cut-out neu¬
ronal profiles to establish their area. The dis¬
tribution independently established by subjec¬
tive circle matching is shown hatched in Figure
4. The result justifies visual matching; jitter in
placement of the cells was one bin, or 0.56 p.,
between the two methods.

The three modes are apparent even in the
small sample of Figure 4. The a cells are detect¬
able by eye because they have diameters well-
displaced from the local mean; the f3 cells are
similar in form, but it is conspicuous that some
87%- of the cells in the yn mode of Figure 4 have
eccentric nuclei, compared to only 7% in the ,6n
mode. That this is not a fixation artefact is
indicated subsequently.

Neuronal diameter spectra. A survey of soma
diameter spectra at 1.4 p bin resolution was
made for seven regions of an alcohol/formal in¬
fixed, Nissl-stained retina. (Fig. 5). Per¬
centages for a cells are based on a very small
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Fig. 2. Mean soma diameter spectrum for the profiles
shown in the area of retina in Figure 1. Thirty-four of the 152
profiles were identified as neurones; the remainder were
classified as presumed glia, whose diameter spectrum is
shown stippled above. The neuronal spectrum is trimodal,
and rough percentage proportions are indicated.

sample and cannot be regarded as significant.
In passing from the area centralis, or visual
streak, the relatively unimodal soma diameter
distributions become trimodal by the 1,000
neurones mm - isocount line. The spectra for
regions other than central streak and area cen¬
tralis are very similar, although the proportion
of neurones in the y mode appears to increase
from about 50ft near the 1,000 neurones mm"*
isocount line to 60% or more in peripheral ret¬
ina.

A 1.4-p, bin has been employed for dem¬
onstrating the general trends in soma diame¬
ter across the alcohol-fixed, fresh, and HRP-
filled retinas. However, the position and mag¬
nitude of the /3nm/ynm dip are established
more precisely with a less convenient oil im¬
mersion survey. Three sets ofsuch spectra were
produced; area centralis to peripheral retina
(Fig. 6), along the streak (Fig. 7), and a vertical
sweep through the visual streak perpendicular
to its axis (Fig. 8).

Spectra from near the area centralis (Fig. 6),
show the /In mode progressively shifting away
from the yn mode, with an increase in mean
value from 11.7 p. at the 5,900 neurone mm *
spectrum to 15.3 p in the 520 neurone mm"2

spectrum. Over this range the y mode mean
only changes from 8.7 u to 9.7 p, a 10% rather
than a 30% increase in mean diameter. In the
regions which can be subdivided, there is an
increase in the y mode proportion from 41% at
the area centralis to some 60% in the peripheral
retina. The position of the /Snm/ynm dip shifts
relatively little until the periphery is reached.

These progressive changes in modal mean
diameter with retinal position have been
shown to be statistically significant (Hughes,
Caille and Vibert, 1981).

Along the visual streak (Fig. 7), the finmj
ynrii dip is weak and variable, and the trimodal
distribution is hardly apparent until the nasal
end is approached. It is not implied that divi¬
sion of the spectra at these /Snm/ynm dips is an
accurate means of designating the mode pro¬
portions. In passing down the retina, through
the streak and into the periphery again (Fig. 8),
the fi mode moves nearer to the stationary yn
mode and then separates again; concormt-
tantly, the maximum size of the finm cells and
the magnitude of the /Inm/ynm dip progres¬
sively reduces and then increases. The changes
are symmetrica! above and below the streak. In
passing down from a local density of 390 neu¬
rones mm - to 1,200 neurones mm"2 and back
to 390 neurones mm"2, the mean diameter of
the yn mode changes only from 10.1 p to S.5 /a
and back to 9.9 p., whereas the mean diameter of
the fin mode shifts from 14.4 p to a 12.7 p
minimum and back to 14.7 p. The position of
the /3nm/ynm dip shifts little in passing
through the streak; from 12 p to 11 p and back.
The ynm proportion changes from 58% in the
periphery to some 50% on the streak.

It is apparent from Figures 6-8 that the mean
diameter of cells in the yn mode is relatively
unchanged over the retina, whereas the mean
diameter of fin mode cells is strongly dependent
upon topography. The progressive shift in the
/6nm/ynm dip in passing from periphery to
streak or area centralis would thus most simply
be attributed to a systematic reduction in fin
cell mean diameter with increasing density. It
is clear that the pattern of changes in the neu¬
ronal diameter spectra which occurs in passing
from peripheral retina to regions ofhigher den¬
sity in either streak or area centralis is similar,
although occuring at different absolute densi¬
ties in the two regions.

Fig. 1. A) Retina stained with cresylecht-violet some 8 mm above the area centralis in a region ofneuronal density 480 mm"2.
This area has a relatively high proportion of small neurones for peripheral retina. Each of the numbered profiles is enlarged and
shown in its optimal focal plane in B. It is apparent that they all have characteristic neuronal appearance in terms of the
classification of.IIughes ('75), based on Nissl staining.
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Fig. 4. Mean soma diameter spectrum for the neurones
1-28 of Figure 3. The outlines of the spectrum represent
mean diameter measured by weighing cut-out profiles; the
hatched regions represent the results measured by the proc¬
ess ofarea matching, as described in Methods. The two tech¬
niques generate a similar spectrum. It is noteworthy that
even for a region close to the area centralis, the ynm com¬
prises 57%, the /Jnm, 39%, and the arun, 4% of the total. The
majority (87%) of neurones in the yn mode have eccentric
nuclei.

Fresh retina; N issl-stained hut neither
fixed, nor dehydrated

Neuronal appearance. Cresyl-fast-violet was
dissolved in Tyrode's solution to stain an un¬
fixed and undehydrated retina in order to de¬
termine the range of modal diameters of fresh
retina for computations related to physiological
encounter rates, and to assess the effects of
soma shrinkage associated with histological
processing.

A region of the area centralis near the lower
1,000 neurones mm"2 isocount line ofsuch fresh
retina is illustrated in Figure 9. The three class¬
es of neuronal size are equally apparent, in
proportions similar to those of fixed and dehy¬
drated retinas. The cytoplasm ofneurones in the
-yn mode is more abundant than in the fixed
material, yet their nuclei remain almost invar¬
iably eccentric, in contrast to the central nuclei
of the flnm neurones, thus indicating that this
feature is not an artefact ofhistological process¬
ing.

Neuronal diameter spectra. Neuronal soma
diameter spectra were produced for five regions
of the fresh retina, (Fig. 10), with a bin width of
1.4 p. for comparison with the dehydrated ret¬
ina of Figure 5.

The relative proportions of the three modes
are similar in corresponding regions of the
fresh (Fig. 10) or fixed retina (Fig. 5). However,
in fresh retina the peripheral /Tnm/ynm dip is
located near 15 p, but in the processed tissue,
shrinkage shifts it to about 12 p. The yn and fin
modes range from 10-25 p in fresh retina, but
from 7-20 p in the processed retina of Figure 5.
The small areal shrinkage of the alcohol/
formalin fixation method (Hughes, '75) is thus
accompanied by about 20% linear shrinkage of
neuronal somata.

The samples of cells in the an mode was too
small for their size distribution to be ascer¬

tained. A diameter spectrum was thus produced
for 1,500 fresh peripheral cells larger than 20 p

(Fig. 11). The anm//3nm dip was found to be
situated at 27 p, and the distribution of 197 an
cells is apparent as a distinct mode, in contrast
to the "tail" of histograms based on small sam¬
ples. The mean diameter of fresh peripheral a
cells was found to be 35 p, compared to about 26
p in alcohol/formalin-fixed material. On the
visual streak, in contrast to Rowe and Stone
('76), the fresh a ceils were found to be signifi¬
cantly reduced in diameter, by some 9%, to 32
M-

The fresh peripheral ynm mean diameter is
12.2 p, the (3nm, 18.5 p, and the anm, 35 p\ the
corresponding values for peripheral Golgi-
Cox-stained cells are 13.5 p, 20 p, and 32.5 p

(Boycott, and Wassle, '74). The size range for an
cell somas in fresh material lies between those
of Boycott and Wassle ('74) for Golgi Cox and
Golgi-rapid processes. Fixation in hot formalin
vapour (Rowe and Stone, '76) appears to cause
similar shrinkage to alcohol/formalin fixation;
shrinkage in 5% formal saline or Carnoy is less
marked.

The topographic variation in
modal percentages

The mode percentages in Figures 5-8 are
summarised in Figure 12, with supplementa¬
tion from additional sites near to the line of
each sweep. The samples were too small for the
local a cell percentage to be accurately as¬
sessed. The true value was thus established for
each site by counting within a larger area, and
the histogram values of /3nm% and ynm% then
corrected by obtaining their product with (100 -

a%)/(/3nm% + ynm%).

Fig. 3. An oil-imrnersion microphotograph of a region of retina near the 2,000 neurones mm-2 isocount line, close to the
area centralis. This material is alcohol/formaiin-fixed. Cell 1 falls in the a mode, 2-12 in the /3 nm mode, and cells 13-28
comprise they nm mode. The cells marked "g" represent presumed glia but see Hughes and Wieniawa-Narkiewicz (1980) for
evidence that many are microneurones.
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Fig. 7. A high-resolution, 0.56-/X bin, oil-immersion survey of neuronal diameter spectra for positions along the visual
streak.

Fig. 8. A high-resolution, 0.56-/x bin, oil-immersion survey of neuronal diameter spectra for position along a vertical line
passing from peripheral retina, through the visual streak, and out to peripheral retina again. Careful examination shows that
the fin mode moves progressively towards the yn mode in passing onto the visual streak and then away again. This results in
obscuration of the intermodal dip in the region of peak density on the visual streak.
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Fig. 9. A region of area centralis near the lower 1,000 neurones mm 2 isocount line of a stained but fresh retina. Cells of
each mode are apparent as distinct size groups. The cytoplasm of cells in the yn mode appears more abundant than in the
alcohol-fixed material of Figure 3, but their nuclei are almost invariably eccentric, indicating that this feature is not a

shrinkage artefact, but is characteristic of peripheral ynm neurones.

The modal percentages summarised in these
diagrams are of varying reliability. The
weakest region is the mid-range of the visual
streak; no dip was apparent from 2-5 mm nasal.
However, the vertical sweep through the end of
this region clearly indicates the probable peak
proportions from the trend in passing through
its flanking values. The /3nm%/ynm% ratio
suggests a shift from a high ynm percentage in
the periphery to a larger /3nm percentage in
both visual streak and area centralis.

These changes of modal proportions in mov¬
ing from the periphery to area or streak, (Fig.

12), are small but progressive and thus likely to
be valid. However, a single model population of
intermediate composition may be statistically
fitted to neuronal spectra from all three regions
and the differences in modal composition be¬
tween the 22 samples of Figures 6, 7 and 8 do
not satisfy a statistical test of significance
(Hughes, Caille and Vibert, 1980).

Vertical and horizontal profiles ofmodal den¬
sity. The modal proportions derived from the
formalin/alcohol-fixed preparations (Fig. 12)
have been used to weight the previously pub-

WNflKED
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Fig. 10. A low-resolution, 1.4-fx bin, survey of soma diameter spectra for stained but fresh, unfixed, retina such as that
shown in Figure 9. The modal proportions in different retinal regions are similar to those of Figure 5 for fixed retina, but the
mean modal diameters are larger. The formalin/alcohol-fixed somata shrink some 20% in diameter, relative to fresh retina.
The modal dimensions in these peripheral size spectra from fresh retina correspond well with those of Boycott and Wassle (74)
for peripheral Golgi material, whose somata must therefore shrink relatively little in their procedures.

lished vertical and horizontal density profiles
of the classic neurone distribution (Hughes,
'75) to obtain /him and ynni densities (Fig. 13).
The alpha cell distribution was determined di¬
rectly.

The unimodal distribution ofsoma size in the
region of the area centralis peak density pre¬

vented directly estimation of the mode pro¬
portions. A region of density 6,000 neurones
mm 2 some 0.4 mm from the peak of the area
contained some 56% of neurones in the fin
mode; this is a similar value to that obtained by
Kelly and Gilbert ('75) for cells projecting to the
LGN from a region of density 5,800 ganglion
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1,550 neurones greater than 19 /x in diameter in fresh retina.
The arrow indicates the finm/anm dip. The a mode mean
diameter is 35 /t, and it ranges from 27 (i to 45 /x. The form of
the a mode is clearly defined by this sample.

cells mm"2 near the area centralis. Extra¬

polating this proportion into the regional peak
ganglion cell density, 10,000 cells mm"2, dem¬
onstrated above suggests a /3nm peak density of
some 5,600 neurones mm 2. HRP injections
into the representation of the area centralis in
the superior colliculus fill at least 3,000 mm 2
smaller cells at the region ofpeak density. If the
majority of these are y cells, this suggests a [3n
mode maximum possible density of some 7,000
neurones mm 2 on the visual axis.

Modal isodensity maps. The density profiles
of the various modes vary in similar fashion
with increasing eccentricity from the area cen¬
tralis (Fig. 12). This was emphasised by a series
of estimated modal density distribution maps.
For modelling simplicity, the a cell proportion
was assumed uniform at 3% of the neurone

count (Wassle et al., '75). The above mode per¬
centage information was plotted on a pre¬
viously published density map (Hughes, '75),
and isopercentage profiles were drawn, (Fig.
14A). This map was then employed to weight
the previously published neuronal densities to
obtain modal distribution maps. The model

anm,/3nm, andynm maps are shown in Figures
14B-D. The form is similar for all three maps;
absolute densities are much lower for the a

mode distribution. Away from the central area,
the ynm densities are higher than those of the
f3nm map, in accordance with the relative pro¬
portions indicated in Figure 14A.

The proportion map (Fig. 14A) was inte¬
grated to estimate the mean percentages of the
modes for the whole retina as 58% ynm, 39%
/8nm, and 3% anm. The separate mode maps
were also integrated to give 5,500 anm cells,
85,000 ftnm cells, and 115,000 ynm cells; a re¬
sult satisfactorily consistent with the propor¬
tions obtained by integration of Figure 14A.
Direct count and confirmation of the an + /3n

mode population
That the 217,000 neurones of the retinal

ganglion cell layer (Wassle et ah, '75; Hughes
'75) substantially represent ganglion ceils has
been questioned by Stone i '78), whose mean
ganglion cell count is only 116,000 cells. Com¬
parison of Stone's maps ('78, Fig. 4) with the
estimated /3nm map of Figure 13C reveal s that
outside the central area the ,8nm isodensity
lines are similar in distribution to those of
Stone's total count map. In addition, the ynm
map of Figure 14D alone shows higher
peripheral densities than Stone's ('78) total
ganglion cell map.

The estimated magnitude of the total {a + (3)
nm population and its distribution was thus
tested by counting all cells larger than the local
jSnm/ynm criterion diameter in a formalin-
fixed retina.

The local criterion diameter for the yn and fin
modes was determined from 25 spectra. These
have been pooled (Fig. 15) to represent three
major regions; their [3nm and ynm proportions
were similar to those of previous studies. The
criterion diameter was 14 p in the periphery
and 12.5 p outside the 2,000 mm"2 isocount
line. Within this line, modal overlap is con¬
siderable, and each local density was divided in
the assumed ratio (a + yS) nm 55%:ynm 45%.
The density of (a + (3) nm cells larger than the
local criterion diameter was determined for 650
sites. Conservative standards of acceptance
were applied. The resultant isodensity map
(Fig. 15) was integrated by summing the prod¬
uct of the area between isodensity lines and the
mean density of (a + (3) nm cells for all sample
sites contained within that area. The total
count of 86,300 (« + f3) nm cells agrees with the
model estimate of 95,000. The map is more
cruciform than the /3nm map of Figure 14C, but
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Fig. 12. The mode percentages ofFigures 5-8 are summarised for various profiles of the retina. The published spectra were
supplemented by other data. The a percentage was determined by direct local counting; the /3nm and ynm percentages of the
original spectra were then corrected as explained in the text. The fi/y modal ratio undergoes an obvious reversal in passing
from periphery to streak or area centralis. But evidence from retrograde transport ofHRP suggests that this may be accounted
for by an increase in the relative proportion of non-ganglion cell neurones in the peripheral retina if the changes in
proportion are significant (Hughes, Caille and Vibert, 1980).

the density distribution is similar. The total
pnm population was thus found to be larger
than the 46,000 suggested by Stone ('78).

A density distribution map for all classic
neurones was established on a sampling matrix
of 600 points (Fig. 16). The density profiles of
this map are more cruciform than previously
published (Hughes '75), but similar inform; the
1,000 mm1' isodensity region gives rise to a
very pronounced streak.

Integration of the map in Figure 16 indicated
a minimum total count of 207,000 neurones.

Subtracting the (« + /3)nm population of86,300
cells, we estimate the -ynm population to be
120,700 cells, compared to 115,000 in the map
of Figure 14D. The earlier result is confirmed.

The a cell population was mapped directly for
the original retina of Hughes ('75) and is
presented as Figure 17. It is similar to that of
Wassle et al. ('75), although its less cruciform
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nm nm

Fig. 14. A modal proportion map (A) and a set of model or estimated modal distributions (B-D) based on the data in
previous figures. The similar form of the modal distribution for the three classes is apparent. Integration of the maps suggests
minimum totals of 5,500 nnm cells, 85,000 finm cells, and 115,000 ynm cells in an overall retinal proportion of 3% anm/39%
/3nm/58% yum.

Fig. 13. The vertical and horizontal density distributions ofneurones from previously published results (Hughes, '75) have
been adjusted by the above local mode percentage to obtain modal density distributions. The a cell distribution was
determined directly, The form of the profiles is similar for the three modes.
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Fig. 16. A density distribution map for all classic neurones of the retina shown in Figure 15. Isodensity contours indicate
classic neurones mm-2. The form of the distribution is similar to that previously published for presumed ganglion cells
(Hughes, '75), but this is more obviously cruciform. The considerable extent of the high density visual streak should be noted.
Integration of this map indicates a minimum total count ofsome 207,000 neurones, compared to the previous value of217,000
(Hughes, '75).

Fig. 15. A density distribution map of the directly counted ganglion cells in the (unm + /3nm) of local size spectra. The
proportion of a cells is small, so that it is effectively a /3nm density map. The three small spectra summarise the information
with which the criterion diameter for inclusion of a cell was determined for a given area. The hatched region of the spectra
indicates accepted cells. Asterisks, triangles, and squares indicate the location of sample sites employed to obtain the
corresponding spectrum. Sample sites at which a count of cells above the criterion size was made are indicated by black dots.
The area centralis peak count is marked by a star and could only be estimated, as indicated in the text, to be about 6,000
ganglion cells per mm2. Isocount lines define zones of (anm + (3nm) density mm-2.

The table gives the area of isocount zones and the mean (anm + /3nm) ganglion cell density obtained by averaging all
sample values within the zone. The product of these two factors determines the total (anm + (3run) count within the zone, and
the sum for all zones gives the total (anm + /3nml population of 86.300 ganglion cells.

The overall shape of the isodensity contours is very similar to that published previously for the total presumed ganglion cell
distribution (Hughes, '75); densities are lower, the cruciform distribution is more apparent. It should be noted that, in contrast
to Rowe and Stone's ('76) suggestion, the visual streak is well defined in this predominently /3nm distribution map.

The density distribution pattern is very similar to that of the model estimate ofFigure 14c, and the integrated population of
86,300-5,600 = 80,700 (3nm cells is in good agreement with the model value of 85,000.
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MEASURED cxn CELL DISTRIBUTION

Fig. 17. The a cell distribution for the retina of Hughes ('75) was determined for comparison with the model
map of Figure 14B. The density distribution is very similar, as would be expected. The form of the distribution is
similar to tha* published by previous authors, and integration of the map indicates a total population of 5,000 a
cells.

appearance resembles that of Stone ('78). The
total population was 5,600 cells, in agreement
with the results of both Wassle et al. ('75.) and
stone ('78).

A comparison of the density profiles of the
previously published retina (Fig. 12) and that
of Figures 15 and 16 is presented for all the
neurones and the /3nm population. It can be
seen from Figure 18 that the results are simi¬
lar.

Ganglion cells identified by HRP retrograde
transport from the optic nerve

Retinal ganglion cells filled with HRP trans¬
ported retrogradely from the end of the tran¬
sected optic nerve gave criteria for ganglion

cells. This method has the potential advantage
of filling cells regardless of their central pro¬
jection. Complete retinal filling was never ap¬
proached. Orientation of the photograph per¬
mitted small areas to be selected in which fill¬
ing appeared complete, but these were too small
to be confident that any non-filling classes of
neurone were represented in true proportion.
These results at least provide local size ranges
for conclusively identified ganglion cells.

The area centralis peak density. It has been
calimed (Hughes, '75) that the peak density of
presumed ganglion cells is 9,000 mm 1 in the
area centralis, rather than 6,000 mm -, as re-
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Fig. 18. Continuous lines represent the density ofneurones in the vertical and horizontal profiles of the retina described by
Hughes ('75): retina A. In the upper diagram the original total count density profiles for retina A are contrasted with the
equivalent profiles for retina B (small triangles), and a set of indirect estimates obtained from the local finm count for retina B
and the reciprocal of the local /I mode percentage (squares). The vertical and horizontal profiles are very similar for both
retinas.

The lower figure compares the fir1m density profiles obtained by counting above the local criterion size and deducting omm
cells (squares), with the finm distribution derived from the local total count for retina A and the mode percentages ofFigures
12 and 14A.

The two sources of data give very similar density profiles.

ported by Stone ('65). The retina showed no
gross area changes in processing, and shrink¬
age was assumed unimportant. Rowe and
Stone ('76) and Stone ('78) confirm this range of
peak density and suggest it to be compatible
with Stone's ('65) results, if adjustment for
shrinkage is ignored (Hughes, '75). But Stone
('65) obtained the same low value in fresh ret¬
ina. Hughes ('75) suggested that the uncleared

preparation prevented identification of all
cells. However, it is possible that the mor¬
phologically distinctive area centralis under¬
goes local shrinkage, and the accepted peak
densities are high, relative to the fresh retina.

The area centralis was photographed in a
stained fresh retina mounted in Tyrode's solu¬
tion. Neurones were identified by microscopic
examination and marked on photographic
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prints. Subsequently, the retina was fixed and
mounted, with no significant change in the
peak density of 9,040 neurones mm"2. Stone's
peak count of 6,000 mm 2 ('65) for fresh retina
was not confirmed.

Because the area centralis cells are small and
uniform in appearance, there is little basis for
the usual identification criteria. Yet the abso¬
lute ganglion cell density of this region is im¬
portant because it determines the maximum
behavioural resolution and is a reference value
for normalising plots of the distribution of vari¬
ous cell classes and magnification factors. A
peak density for ganglion ceils, rather than
neurones, was thus determined from two reti¬
nas with area peaks which had completely
filled after application of HRP to the optic
nerve. The peak density in these retinas was
was 9,500 and 9,880 ganglion cells mm"2.

The peak density measurement in the area
centralis of the fresh retina is within the re¬

ported range for fixed and dehydrated retinas
(Hughes, '75; Stone '78) and indicates shrink¬
age at the area to be small, at most 5%. The
mean peak density of 9,690 ganglion cells mm-2
in the HRP study indicates the majority of
these neurones to be ganglion cells and sub¬
stantiates the presumed ganglion cell peak
count (Hughes, '75).

Criteria based on HRP filling from the
optic nerve

Photomicrographs of HRP-filled retinal
ganglion cells are presented in Figure 19 for
regions 2-5 mm above the area centralis.

Three categories of retinal ganglion cell size
are apparent. Some of the HRP-filled profiles
are veiy smal 1 and would fal 1 in the "debatable"
category of Nissl-stained material (Hughes,
'75); the nucleus often overlays the HRP-filled
cytoplasm, giving an 'mpression of an errone¬
ously low total volume.

The small ganglion cell profiles of Figures 19
A-E are very similar to those of neurones in
Figure 3, 13-28. Two distinct types of small
neurone—no smaller than some filled pro¬
files—were not observed to take up HRP. Of
200 neuronal profiles, 12% were members of
the two classes. Presumed glia were not ob¬
served to take up HRP.

Soma diameter spectra ofganglion cells filled
with HRP from the optic nerve

Soma diameter spectra were constructed for
six regions of two HRP-filled retinas.. Shrink¬
age was reduced by addition of 2 vol% glacial
acetic acid to the formalin/alcohol fixative to

produce Carnoy's fluid.

Theperipheral /3nm/ynm dip lies near- the 15-
p mean diameter for Carnoy-fixed material
(Fig. 20), as in the spectra from fresh retinas.
By contrast, the peripheral spectrum for a
formalin/alcohol-treated retina (Fig. 20) shows
considerable shrinkage, relative to Carnoy ma¬
terial, and the dip is at about 12 p.. Twenty
percent of the y cells are below 8 p in diameter
in this material. Obviously, the size of the cells
is very sensitive to the technique employed.
The spectra for HRP-lilled ganglion cells are
similar to those for neurones in corresponding
regions of fresh and dehydrated retinas.
Criteria for the proportion ofganglion cells in

the yn, relative to the (in mode, based on
filling with HRP from the

superior colliculus
Keliy and Gilbert ('75) have shown that the

majority of neurones in the yn mode fill with
HRP when it is injected into the corresponding,
region of the superior colliculus. However, they
did not accurately specify regions from which
samples were taken, and their criteria for neu¬
rones may not be the same as those employed
here. Their work has thus been repeated by
making massive injections of HRP into the su¬
perior colliculus so as to fill sufficiently large
areas of retina to avoid the need for selective
sampling and consequent error in modal pro¬
portions.

Soma diameter spectra were constructed for
peripheral retina and for the visual streak in
the region where the distribution is ur.imodal.
A sample of HRP-filled peripheral ganglion
cells is shown in Figure 21. The smaller cells
correspond to the classical neurones described
by Hughes ('75) and Stone ('78). Again, a sub¬
stantial number of two types ofclassic neuronal
profile, identical to the group in the optic nerve
sample, did not fill. Such cells have a restricted
cytoplasm, compared to cells of similar size
which do fill. Their nucleus is very clear and
usually contains at least one bar-like element
which appears to be a nuclear fold filled with
basophilic material and aligned with the major
axis of the cell (Fig. 21A). One class of these
cells has a circular nucleus with three major
clumps of basophilic material about it; the
other has an elongated nucleus with basophilic
material at each end. In general appearance
they resemble some of the larger cells of the
amacrine layer (Fig. 21C), whose density ex¬
ceeds 1,000 mm2 in peripheral retina and which
are much too numerous to represent displaced
ganglion cells. After chiasm section (see Ac¬
knowledgments), these cells remain in the gan¬
glion cell layer in regions from which practi-
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cally all neurones of the kind identified as gan¬
glion cells by filling with HRP have become
atrophied or have disappeared (Fig. 21B). Their
cytoplasmic basophilia and the possession of a
dendritic tree resembling that of some ama-
crine cells in supravital methylene blue-stained
material (unpublished observations) suggests
that these cells are not glia.

The total peripheral sample of classic neu¬
ronal profiles is divided into three groups in
Figure 22A, B. The distribution of cells which
filled from the superior colliculus is similar to
that of Kelly and Giibert, '75 (Fig. 22A). Below
these are the diameter spectra of the unfilled
cells, which comprise two components (Fig.
22B). One comprises unfilled cells similar to
those filling with HRP. The other, indicated by
the hatched spectrum, represents a population
of classic neurones which do not fill with HRP
from the optic nerve or superior colliculus. In
peripheral retina they comprise some 26% (85
in 356 cells), which is greater than in the
selected areas filled from the optic nerve and
suggests either a substantial bias in the sam¬
pling of that study or that the cells fill from a site
other than the superior colliculus. Careful ex¬
amination of the cells which fill from the optic
nerve suggests, however, that neurones with'
prominent nuclear folds are not included unless
the reaction product changes their appearance
markedly. It is concluded that the selection of
small, filled regions has introduced bias
against these cells, and accounts for the differ¬
ence in their proportions in the two instances. It
is evident, by comparison of the hatched spec¬
trum of unfilled cells with that of the gamma
mode ganglion cells above, that the unfilled
cells overlap the lower end of the ganglion cell
diameter spectrum.

Figure 22D shows the distribution ofall neu¬
ronal profiles, and it is apparent that the -yn
mode proportion, like that of the above
peripheral neuronal spectra, is about 62%.
Below this (Fig. 22E) is presented the percent¬
age distribution for profiles, excluding the
non-ganglion cell category, whether they are
filled or unfilled. In this spectrum the yn mode
forms only 49% of the total population.

The cell number (Fig. 22C) and percentage
distributions (Fig. 22F) are also shown for a
population of fillable cells from visual streak
some 5 mm from the area centralis. The dis¬
tribution of filled and unfilled cells in this uni-
modal envelope is very similar to that in
peripheral retina if the f3n mode were to abut
the yn mode. The effective "dip" or natural divi¬
sion in this distribution lies at the 13 p. diame¬
ter; division here shows the "latent" yn HRP

mode to be some 47% of the total and not signif¬
icantly different in its proportions to that of the
peripheral ganglion ceil spectrum.

Within 0.4-mm of the area centralis peak, the
proportion ofganglion cells in the ynm may fall
to 42% when the distributions ofKelly and Gil¬
bert ('75) are divided about the ynm/7lnm dip.
At the center of the area, it has been reported
above that the proportion may be lower still;
filling from the superior colliculus has not ex¬
ceeded 30%. Some 5° eccentric, however, the
results of Kelly and Gilbert ('75) show that 46%
of their population lay in the y mode when
division is made about the /3nm/ynm dip.

It is apparent that deviation from the
peripheral ynm proportion of 48% ganglion
cells occurs only in a limited region of the area
centralis, and, although of functional impor¬
tance, this is unimportant when estimating the
total ganglion cell population.

Accepting that the proportion of 48% of gan¬
glion cells in the yn mode of local spectra
applies over most of the retina, we then esti¬
mate the minimum total ganglion cell popula¬
tion as 86,000/( 1-0.48) = 165,000 cells. The true
value is probably somewhat larger.

Another estimate of the peripheral ynm

ganglion cell proportion from the optic
nerve fibre diameter spectrum

The fibre diameter spectrum of the pe¬
ripheral optic nerve differs from those for the
central regions (Hughes and Wassle, '75). The
topography of the retinal cells oforigin appears
to be retained in their projection into the optic
nerve. The peripheral optic nerve fibre spec¬
trum contains three modes in the proportions
53%, 42%, and 5%, in order of increasing size.
These modes probably represent the an, fin,
and yn modes of the retinal ganglion cell dis¬
tribution. In Figure 23 the fibre diameter and
the neuronal spectra for peripheral fresh retina
have been plotted against one another by
employing features such as largest and small¬
est element, dips and peaks of modes, etc. The
points have been fitted by a regression line,
which indicates the similarity between the two
populations.

It has long been suggested that there is pro¬
portionality between the size ofa nerve cell and
the diameter of its axon, as is indicated in Fig¬
ure 23. Only recently has this become directly
demonstrable for individual neurones (Cull-
heim, '78). Figure 23 indicates that the same
regression coefficient is adequate for the three
modes.

The peripheral small fibre mode of 53% lies
between the overall 59% for the neuronal yn
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Fig. 20. A low-resolution survey, 1.06-// bin, of soma diameter spectra for select small areas of retina whose neuronal

population was well-filled with HRP transported retrogradely from the optic nerve. The results give overall size ranges for
ganglion cells identified by HRP-filling, hut the sample sites were so small and oriented so selectively for photography thai the
proportions in the various modes cannot be assumed to be representative of all retinal neurone classes. However, the overall
pattern of change in the spectra when passing across the retina from the area centralis to either streak or periphery is similar to
that of the neuronal population shown previously.

The peripheral spectrum of the formalin/alcohol-fixed material reveals marked shrinkage relative to that of the Carnoy-fixed
retina.

Fig. 19. Photomontage ofselect, well-filled areas of retina in which the majority ofneuronal profiles contain HRP transported
retrogradely from the transected optic nerve. The sample regions were located 2-5 mm above the area centralis in an alcohol/
formalin-fixed retina. The three size categories of ganglion cell are apparent and are indicated by large, medium, and small
arrows. Some particularly small profiles containing HRP granules are indicated by "s," and other unfilled neuronal profiles, by
"n."The large proportion of very eccentric nuclei in the small cell group should be noted. Compare these small ganglion ceils to the
neuronal profiles, of Figure 3, 13-28. Unidentified profiles are presumed glia.
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mode, or the higher values obtained in far
periphery, and the peripheral y mode propor¬
tion of 48% of ganglion cells. The optic nerve
fibre distribution was based on a large sample
of 1,040 measured fibres and probably repre¬
sents the overall peripheral proportions accu¬
rately. in combination with the estimate of the
total a + fin mode population given above, we
obtain from the optic nerve peripheral fibre
proportions an estimate of 86,000/(1-0.53) =
183,000 ganglion cells, the same as Hughes and
Wassle's ('75) estimate of 180,000 fibres for the
total optic nerve fibre population.

Map of the minimum density distribution for
gamma mode ganglion cells

The minimum proportion of HRP-fillable
ganglion cells in the yn mode is thus almost
equal to that of neurones in the an and fin
modes of peripheral and streak retina. Only at
the region of peak density in the area centralis
does the proportion fall, possibly to 30% at the
very center of the area. These changes in the
area will have little influence on the total mag¬
nitude of the yum population.

Given the map of an + fin mode distribution,
we may now draw an isodensity map of gamma
mode ganglion cells by estimating their rela¬
tive proportion from HRP work. This is
presented in Figure 24. The distribution clearly
deviates from the map of the ynm neurones
presented earlier (Fig. 14D) as the periphery is
approached. The implication is that the propor¬
tion of non-ganglion cell neurones of classic
appearance increases in passing from center to
periphery, or that an increasing proportion is
included in the neurone maps.

Integration of this map gives a total
minimum population of gamma mode ganglion
cells of some 78,000; when combined with the
anm and finm populations, this suggests a
minimum total of 165,000 ganglion cells.

DISCUSSION

Total classic neurone and ganglion cell counts
A minimum count of 217,000 neurones was

obtained for the ganglion cell layer of the cat
retina, according to the criteria ofHughes ('75).
These neurones were provisionally defined as
presumed ganglion cells (Hughes, '75; p.110),
but their number exceeded a previous total
count of 90,000 cat retinal ganglion cells
(Stone, '65). This published neurone count has
been confirmed above by a count of 207,000
neurones on a different retina, while Wiissle et
al. ('75) estimate some 190,000 neurones.

Stone ('78) reports a mean total of 116,000
ganglion cells (range 105,000-140,000); this is
substantially lower than the neurone counts of
Hughes ('75) and Wassle et al. ('75), although it
exceeds Stone's earlier total by up to 56%
(Stone, '65).

A neurone is definitively identified as a reti¬
nal ganglion cell if its axon projects into the
optic nerve. The chi omatolytic response to optic
nerve section (Stone, '65> shows the neurones of
the an + fin modes to be ganglion cells. Retro¬
grade filling with HRP from the LGN (Kelly and
Gilbert, '75) and superior colliculus confirms
all neurones in these modes to be ganglion cells.
The similarity between the morphologically
derived anm + finm map of Figure 15 and the
map of anm + finm cells filled with HRP from
the LGN (Cooper and Pettigrew, '79) confirms
the criteria employed above. The modal per¬
centage map for neurones of the ganglion cell
layer (Fig. 14A) enabled production and inte¬
gration of the separate modal isodensity dis¬
tributions (Fig. 14B-U). The neuronal popula¬
tion of the original retina (Hughes, '75) was
estimated to contain 85,000 finm cells and
5,500 anm cells. This was confirmed by a count
of anm and finm cells in another retina, which
suggested the presence of 80,700/3nm cells and
5,600 anm cells.

Fig. 21. A) A photomontage bringing together in nonrepresentative proportions a selection of smaller HRP-filled profiles,
which have been identified as classical neurones. All of these cells were located in a region of density about 500 neurones mm"2
above the area centralis.

The cells with central nuclei "a" and "b" represent the alpha and beta populations of Golgi material, respectively. The cells "g"
are confirmed ganglion cells of the gamma mode and, with the exception of one suffixed "u," are labelled with HRP from the
superior colliculus. The suffix "e" indicates the eccentric nucleus, which is characteristic of many profiles in this mode.

Profiles "n" are classical neurones, identified by cytoplasmic basophilia at the sites indicated by small arrows, with elliptical
nuclei and two cytoplasmic poles. Cells labeled "nt" are similar but have three cytoplasmic poles and a circular nucleus. These
neurones do not fill with HRP from either the transected optic nerve or superior colliculus. They are almost invariably
characterized by a long basophilic nuclear fold, which is very conspicious and not seen in ganglion cell nuclei. A large, but lightly
staining nucleolus is present. The diameter spectrum of such cells is shown in Figure 22.

B) Both types of presumed non-ganglion cell neurones, "n" and "nt," are encountered in the ganglion cell layer some 9 months
after chiasm section and degeneration or atrophy, of the recognised ganglion ceil classes.

C) The amacrine layer also contains profiles which are very similar in appearance to the non-ganglion cell classical neurones of
both classes. This suggests that these profiles may thus represent a class of displaced amacrine. Scale, 10 /x.
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SOMA DIAMETER SPECTRA FOR RETINA FILLED BY INJECTION OF IHRP IN
CONTRALATERAL SUPERIOR COLLICULUS
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Fig. 22. Soma diameter spectra for retina filled by retrograde transport of HRP from injection sites in the contralateral
superior colliculus.

The population ofclassic neuronal profiles from sampling sites in the upper peripheral retina has been divided into three classes
and displayed in A and B. In A, the distribution of filled ganglion cells is presented. The unstippled population of B represents
unfilled profiles whose appearance is otherwise indistinguishable from ganglion cells. The stippled spectrum of B represents
unfilled cells not similar to the population of filled ganglion cells. These neurones have been illustrated in Figure 21, and were
also encountered in the periphery of retinas filled from the optic nerve. They are assumed to be non-ganglion cells, but represent a
population of classic neurones. The percentage spectra, thus, respectively show the modal proportions estimated for the total
profile population ofclassic neurones (D) and those for the distribution of ganglion cells alone (E), identified by filling, large size,
or their similarity to filled cells.

Ganglion cell populations for a region of nasal visual streak are also presented as cell count (C) and percentage population
spectra (F).

It is apparent that the peripheral ynm mode contains a large population of cells which project to the superior colliculus, and it
amounts to about 49% of the total peripheral ganglion cell spectrum. Although the ynm mode is not apparent from the intermoaal
dip in the sample of streak population (F), it is evident that the projection pattern of this region corresponds in its proportions to
that of peripheral retina (E), with the "latent" yn mode amounting to a similar 47% of the total.

These results confirm those of Kelly and Gilbeit ('75) and are understood to indicate that the disappearance of the /?nm/ynm dip
in passing from the periphery to the visual streak (Fig. 8) is consistent with no more than a reduction in the mean diameter of the /3
mode, relative to a yn mode of constant mean diameter.
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Fig. 23. Along the horizontal is plotted the peripheral neuronal spectrum for fresh retina, and along the vertical, the mean
fibre diameter for the peripheral optic nerve fibre population of Hughes and Wassle ('76). The similarity of the two spectra is
evident and has been emphasised by fitting a regression line to the limiting values of the two distributions, the mode peak
values, mean values, and intermodal dips. It is apparent for the cat retinal ganglion cell population that the axon diameter
and cell body diameter are proportional to one another, as has been demonstrated in other regions of the nervous system. The
plot justifies treatment of the small fibre population as representing the outflow of peripheral ynm ganglion cells, and the
conclusion that these cells represent 53% of the peripheral ganglion cell population.

Substraction of the anm + (3nm population
from the total neurone count of their respective
retinas reveals a population of from 121,000 to
126,000 ynm neurones. How many of these are
ganglion cells? Kelly and Gilbert's ('75) results
show that a minimum of 40% to 47% of the local
population of ganglion cells are contained in
the ynm. In periphery and visual streak, which
form the majority of the retina, the results
above indicate 48% of ganglion cells to be in
the yn mode. The yn mode population is thus
slightly smaller than the combined «nm and
/8nm count and amounts to some 79,000 to
83,500 cells in the two retinas considered.

The peripheral spectrum of the optic nerve
fibre diameter distribution (Hughes and Was¬
sle, '76) suggests some 53% of the total fibre
population to be small fibres which probably
arise from cells in the gamma mode. From
Hughes and Wassle's most accurate optic nerve
fibre count, this suggests a population of 95,000
ganglion cells in the gamma mode.

Summing the estimated anm, /3nm, and ynm
ganglion cell populations, we obtain a
minimum total ganglion cell count of 174,000
for the retina for Hughes ('75), and 165,000 for
that of Figure 16.

The original minimum presumed ganglion
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MINIMUM DENSITY MAP OF GANGLION CELLS
IN THE Tnm OF
LOCAL SIZE
SPECTRA

Fig. 24. A minimum-density map for ganglion cells in the ynm of the local size spectra. This was derived from
the HRP spectral proportions and the count of anm + 6nm neurones. Because the results of retrograde HRP-
transport indicate the (3nm and ynm populations to be similar, their distribution maps are also alike and do not
differ significantly in form from the map of total neurone density (Fig. 16.) The star designates the area centralis
peak count. There is no obvious yn mode in this region, and HRP fills no more than 30% of the neurones from the
superior colliculus. If these correspond to the ynm population of peripheral retina, the peak count may be about
3,000 ganglion cells mm 2 in the "latent" yn mode defined by such projection. About 0.4 mm away from the peak
count, however, the density of cells in the overt ynm amounts to some 2,500 ganglion cells mm"2. Integration
suggests a minimum population of 78,000 ynm cells.

The similarity of this estimated map to the /3nm map (Fig. 15) and to the total neuronal distribution contrasts
with the expectations of Rowe and Stone ('76), whose results would suggest substantial differences between the
modal distributions.

cell counts of 217,000 and 207,000 neurones
thus exceed the minimum ganglion cell count
by some 42,000 neurones of classical appear¬
ance. These cells are most apparent in
peripheral retina.

The mean minimum ganglion cell count of
169,500 cells for the above two retinas is in
excellent agreement with Hughes and Wassle's
('76) most accurate integration of the fibre
isodensity distribution to 180,000 fibres. It is

subsequently argued that the excess neurones
are unlikely to represent unfilled ganglion
cells.

The optic nerve fibre total count in cat

Stone and Campion ('78) report cat optic
nerve counts of 112,000 to 147,000 (128,000
mean) fibres. These range from 6291 to 82c/c of
Hughes and Wassle's ('76) count of 180,000-
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190,000 fibres and support Stone's ('78) lower
ganglion cell counts. Stone and Campion ('78)
thus question the corresponding results of
Hughes and Wassle ('76) and, implicilty, the
estimated ganglion cell count above.

Is the 18%~38% difference between the two
sets of counts significant? Three publications
on rat optic nerve obtained counts within 5% of
one another (see Hughes, '77), and Potts et al.
C72) record individual variation in monkey
optic nerve counts to be about 13%. The range
in electron microscopic counts of the cat optic
nerve fibre population appear to be rather
large.

Hughes and Wassle ('76) presented a fibre-
diameter spectrum for the whole nerve which
has recently been confirmed by Freeman ('78).
This suggests that any error in Hughes and
Wassle's ('76) count would have to arise in its
computation from the nerve and sample areas,
but all measurements were cross-checked in
several ways and allowance was made for com¬
pression in cutting (Vaney and Hughes, '76).
The range of nerve areas reported by Stone and
Campion ('78) is very similar.

Stone and Campion ('78) suggest that
Hughes and Wassle ('76) neglect the glial net¬
work when integrating. However, the nerve
capsule and the core surrounding the central
vessel were not included in the computation of
cross-sectional area, and were shown black in
their Figure 2 (Hughes and Wassle, '76) for this
reason. Their sampling matrix was locally ran¬
domised and accepted glial profiles which ap¬
peared in the photographs. Measurement of the
larger glial processes in the electron micro-
photographs employed for the count indicates
them to occupy a minimum 14.6% of the total
area, within and excluding the capsule, which
is within the range of Stone and Campion ('78).
The discrepancy between the two sets of results
did not arise from failure to al low for the area of
glia and capsule in Hughes and Wassle's ('76)
computation.

Freeman's ('78) confirmation of Hughes and
Wassle's ('76) whole nerve fibre diameter spec¬
trum is important. Donovan ('67) counted all
the large fibres in a cat optic nerve by light
microscopy. Given confirmation of Hughes and
Wassle's ('76) spectrum, we may more confi¬
dently accept the total fibre count, estimated
from the proportion of large fibres and their
number in Donovan's count, as from 160,000
to 220,000 (Hughes and Wassle, '76), values
which support the counts ofHughes and Wassle
('76) rather than Stone and Campion .('78).

Reconsideration ofHughes and Wassle's ('76)
results thus reveals no technical reason for
doubting their validity, independent of Stone

and Campion's ('78) observations. It should be
noted that Stone and Campion selectively
exclude glial processes when measuring sam¬
ple area, to obtain a glia-free axon density
which is multiplied by a macroscopic estimate
of glia-free section area to derive the total
count. It is possible that error is introduced by
this procedure, which involved arbitrary
criteria in a manner avoided with the random
sampling of Hughes and Wassle ('76).
The basis of differences between published cat

ganglion cell counts
Differences between counts could arise from

varying techniques of integration. However,
the planimetric integration of all published
maps (Table 1) shows that the presumed gan¬
glion cell counts of Hughes and of Wassle et al.
consistently exceed the ganglion cell counts of
Stone by some 100,000 neurones (Table lc).
Even the minimum ganglion cell estimate of
Hughes (Table IB) exceeds Stone's mean total
by some 57,000 ganglion cells (Table ID).

Presumably, both groups ofauthors count ail
the cells in the anm + )3nm total. The excess of
the above minimum ganglion cell count of
169,500 cells over Stone's most recent mean
count of 116,000 cells must then represent cells
in the -yn mode. The -yn mode in Stone's diame¬
ter spectra would therefore be predicted to be
smaller, relative to the /3n mode, than in either
the neuronal or minimum ganglion cell spectra
above.

HHP-filling suggests that the 169,500 gan¬
glion cell total may be roughly divided by the
modal proportions of Table 2A to give the
counts in section B of Table 2. If the 53,500
difference (Table 2C) between this and Stone's
('78) 116,000 total count is located entirely in
the ynm population, its subtraction from the
total -yn mode count of this paper (Table 2B)
gives the predicted -yn mode counts for Stone et
al.'s results (Table 2D) and the corresponding-
modal percentages (Table 2E). Stone's -yn mode
would then contain the low proportion of 25%> of
his ganglion cell population, much lower than
Rowe and Stone's ('76) "small" or y cell percent¬
age. A similar but independent result is
obtained by subtracting the a + f3n mode cell
population estimated for the neuronal popula¬
tion of the first retina from Stone's total gan¬
glion cell count, 116,000-90,500 = 25,500, a
-ynm proportion of 22% of the total population
identified as ganglion cells.

Fukuda and Stone ('74) regard the peripheral
spectra as possessing similar modal ranges
from 1.5 mm eccentricity. Rowe and Stone's
('76) peripheral spectra 3A, 6A, and 11A are
therefore pooled in Figure 25. It is apparent
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TABLE 1. Integrations ofpublished ganglion cell and neurone maps

Source

A. Total neurone count
Wassle et a!. ('75)
Hughes C75)
Hughes ('81)
Mean

B. Minimum ganglion
cell count

Hughes ('75)
Hughes C81)
Mean

C. Ganglion cell count
Stone ('65)
Rowe and Stone ('76)
Stone ('78)
Stone ('78)

Mean
C. Difference (A-C)
D. Difference (B-C)

Published
Minimum

New integration

190,000
217,000
207,000

204,000

174,000
165,000
169,500

90,000
141,000
114,000
105,000
112,500
91,500
57,000

Minimum

195,000
217,000
207,000

206,000

174,000
165,000

169,500

104,000
121,000
100,000
_85\000
102,500
103,500
67,000

Maximum

277,000
260,000
245,000
261,000

205,000
193,000
199,000

141,000
174,000
147,000
121,000

146,000
115,000
53,000

Min+Max/2

236,000
238,000
226,000

233,000

189,000
179,000
184,000

123,000
148,000
123,000
103,000

124,000
109,000
60,000

The map for Wassle et al. C75) was obtained by reconstruction from their set of total neurone count profiles. Hughes CS1! refers to this paper

TABLE 2. Predicted modal composition of somas in
Stone's total count population

ynm /3nm anra Total

A. Hughes ('81) 48.5% 48.5% 3% 100%
B. Hughes ('81) 82,150 82,150 5,200 169,500
C. Hughes ('81) 53,500 -53,500
D. Predicted 28,650 82,150 5,200 116,000

for Stone's ('78)
total count (B-C)

E. Stone 24.7% 70.8% 4.5% loo's

that the yn mode does appear to be small when
compared to the minimum ganglion cell spectra
above (Fig. 22) or to that of Kelly and Gilbert
('75).

The j8nm/ynm dip of these spectra is located
at a somewhat smal ler diameter than Rowe and
Stone's ('76) 14-ft criterion. The consequence is
that the "smal!" cell population appears to be
generated from the yn mode inflated by incor¬
poration of part of the fin mode. Rowe and
Stone's ('76) own division of their spectra to
obtain a 39% "small" cell proportion thus does
not confute the above prediction of a 25% yn
mode proportion. A generous division about the
/3nm/ynm dip in Figure 25 indicates the yn
mode proportion to be 29%, close to the pre¬
dicted 25%.

Rowe and Stone ('76) thus reject as non-
ganglion cells not only neurones which do not
fill with HRP in this study, but also a substan¬

tial proportion of those which do. Such relative
conservatism is less obvious in work of Fukuda
and Stone ('74), who obtain a 40% yn mode, but
if characteristic of Rowe and Stone's ('76) and
Stone's ('78) mapping criteria, would account
for the difference between their total counts
and the minimum ganglion cell count above.

In terms of this paper's populations, Stone
('78) effects his dichotomy within the small
ganglion cell group, although his own classifi¬
cation would not recognise this, because the
non-ganglion cells are presumed to be
basophilic glia. What criteria justify this divi¬
sion? Stone ('78) emphasises undefined prop¬
erties based on visual comparison between
normal and nerve-sectioned retina as the foun ¬

dation of his classification. The non-ganglion
cells resemble profiles remaining 6 months
after optic nerve section; ganglion cells resem¬
ble those which disappear. Experience gained
in deciding whether or not the unfilled profiles
above are similar to filled profiles in the same
field of view indicates that such comparisons
are difficult to make consistently and objec¬
tively, even when morphological criteria have
been overtly defined.

Small ganglion cells, accordingto Stone ('78),
possess Nissl granules "in a more or less com¬
plete ring around the nucleus." But some 87%
of neurones in the yn mode of fixed retina above
(Fig. 4) are characterized by an eccentric nu¬
cleus, which results in their cytoplasm and
Nissl-staining being restricted around one
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3 POOLED PERIPHERAL SPECTRA > 1.5 mm FROM AREA CENTRALIS
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Fig. 25. Pooled peripheral ganglion cell spectra from
Figures 3A, 6A, and 11A of Rowe and Stone 076) to demon¬
strate the comparatively small ynm mode in their results,
relative to the spectra of Figure 22E. The -ynm dip division
indicated by the broken line is displaced from the 14-p crite¬
rion indicated by the arrow, which forms the boundary be¬
tween their "small" and "medium" cells.

quarter or more of their nuclear circumference.
The proportion is similar in fresh material (Fig.
9). Yet, HRP from the superior colliculus and
optic nerve fills two thirds of the neurones in
the yn mode. HRP-filled cells with only one
cytoplasmic pole are common (Fig. 19). Rejec¬
tion of such cells would lead to a conservative

ganglion cell count.
Neurone counting must overestimate the

ganglion cell population if association neu¬
rones or displaced amacrines are present and if
glia are counted in error (Stone, '78). Con¬
versely, Stone's classification procedure will
underestimate cell count if cells have not dis¬
appeared during the degeneration period (Cole,
'68). The two approaches might be expected to
bridge the true ganglion cell count.

However, the minimum ganglion cell count
of this paper is a direct estimate of the ganglion
cell population employing HRP criteria rather
than a presumed ganglion cell population
(Hughes, '75). A conservative tendency in
Stone's counts is suggested by the discrepancy
between his mean 116,000 ganglion cell count
(Stone, '78) and the 128,000 optic nerve fibre
count of Stone and Campion ('78).

Neurones of classical appearance in the
ganglion cell layer which appear not

to be ganglion cells
The difference between the minimum total

population of neurones of classical appearance
in the retinal ganglion cell layer (207,000-
217,000) and that estimated for either ganglion
cells (169,500) or optic nerve fibres (180,000)
amounts to possibly more than 40,000 cells.

HRP-filling from optic nerve and superior
colliculus has suggested that the excess of
non-ganglion cell neurones is predominantly
located in the peripheral ynm population, and
accounts for the difference between its propor¬
tion of5991 in the neuronal spectrum and 48.5%
in the ganglion cell spectrum identified by pro¬
jections to the superior colliculus.

A morphologically distinct subpopulation of
ganglion cell layer ynin mode profiles has been
described above as failing to fill with HRP
applied to either optic nerve or superior col-
iiculus. It couid be suggested that these are
simply ganglion cells which have failed to fill,
however, the distinctive form, low-ratio of
cytoplasmic-to-nuclear-volume and prominent
basophilic nuclear fold, (Fig. 21A), are not en¬
countered in any ganglion eel Is filled with HRP
from the optic nerve. These, however, are fea¬
tures of profiles in the amacrine layer, (Fig.
21C), whose total population may be some
500,000 ceils, as estimated from a minimum
peripheral density of 1,000 mm2, which is too
great for it to he suggested that the}' represent
displaced ganglion cells. Cytoplasmic ba¬
sophilia and a prominent nucleolus suggest
that such profiles, whether in the amacrine or
ganglion cell layers, are classical neurones
rather than glia.

The dendritic trees of these "bar-cells" in
supravital methylene blue-stained prepara¬
tions (unpublished observations) are very simi¬
lar to those of the similar amacrine population.
Their vital staining is further evidence
suggesting the neuronal nature of these cells.
Examination of a retina 9 months after chiasm
section shows that the "bar-cells" remain un¬

changed in regions where cells of the type
known to fill with HRP, and thus identified as
ganglion cells, have become either unrecog¬
nisably atrophied or have disappeared entirely
(Fig. 21B). The corresponding class ofcell in the
amacrine layer remains unchanged under such
conditions.

Although such ceils form a significant pro¬
portion of peripheral neuronal spectra, they
appear to be relatively uncommon in central
retina, which suggests that neither their- den-
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sity nor proportion remain uniform. Their dis¬
tribution will be dealt with elsewhere (in prep¬
aration).

These non-ganglion cell neurones might be
displaced amacrines (Gallego, '71; Hughes and
Vaney, '80; Perry, '79) or association neurones
of the ganglion cell layer (Gallego and Cruz,
'65). The suggestion that such cells are
basophilic glia (Stone, '78) is unlikely to be true
(Hughes and Vaney, '80); indeed, it has re¬
cently been indicated that a substantial propor¬
tion of the presumed glial population of cat
retina may be made up of microneurones.
(Hughes and Wieniawa-Narkiewicz, '80).

Modal proportions and distributions
The local soma diameter spectra of classic

neurones has been shown (Fig. 6, 8) to change
progressively from trimodal to bimodal, in pass¬
ing from periphery to area centralis or visual
streak. The ynm mean diameter remains quite
constant, but that of the fin mode becomes
smaller as the regions of higher density are
approached, and the /Inm/ynm dip disappears
as the modes merge.

In passing from periphery to area centralis,
the results of Boycott and Wassle ('74) show the
soma diameter of identified y cells to remain
relatively constant, but the a and fi cells be¬
come progressively smaller, until the size
ranges of the fi and y cells overlap. The mean
modal diameters of Nissl preparations thus re¬
flect the soma size of the cell class regarded as
forming their predominant component. Peichl
and Wassle ('79) report preliminary results for
regions from periphery to area centralis, which
suggest that the proportions of identified a, fi,
and y cells undergo changes very similar to
those of the modes in this study.

Golgi criteria are not available for compari¬
son with the Nissl-stained soma diameter
spectra on the visual streak. However, there is
no apparent anatomical reason to regard the
changes in the Nissl-spectra upon passing from
periphery to streak (Fig. 8) as different in prin¬
ciple from those in passing towards the area
centralis (Fig. 6). It is concluded that the pro¬
gressive shift of the /3nm/ynm dip arises because
the /3nm cells progressively reduce in mean di¬
ameter with increasing density, until their
mode merges with the yn mode of relatively
unchanged y cell mean diameter. The conclu¬
sions of this study are summarised in Figure
26, where a simple model is presented of how
the peripheral modes could be changed to gen¬
erate the spectra of central and streak retina.

Retrograde filling from HRP injections into
the superior collieulus (Fig. 19) shows that the
proportion of ynm cells which can be identified

as ganglion cells forms a constant 48% in both
peripheral retina and visual streak. Even near
the centre of the area centralis, the yn mode
contains at least 42% of the local ganglion cell
population (Kelly and Gilbert, '75). The propor¬
tion of ganglion cells in each mode is thus rela¬
tively constant over the majority of the retina,
and the modal density distribution maps for
ganglion cells are thus similar in appearance
(Fig. 17—anm; Fig. 15—/3nm; Fig. 24—ynm),
to the total density map (Fig. 16).

The results of Kelly and Gilbert ('75), the
above results, the data of Cooper and Pettigrew
('79), and of Wassle and Illing ('80) show the
majority of ynm cells to be filled by retrograde
transport from the superior colliculus, and the
majority of /3nm cells from the LGN A laminae.
In streak, area, and periphery, the proportion of
cells in each mode which fill from superior col¬
liculus or LGN is quite constant, so that not
only modal proportions, but also these compo¬
nents of their projection, appear uniform across
the retina.

To the extent that the distinctive modal pro¬
jections represent the predominant proportions
of the a, fi, and y cells which make them up,
they also indicate the relative uniformity of
these gross morphological classes across the
retina. Boycott and Wassle ('74) proposed a cor¬
respondence between the a, fi, and y cells and
certain classes of electrophysiologically en¬
countered ganglion cells. Studies by Cleland
and Levick ('74a, b) and Fukuda and Stone
('74), based on the draft suggestions of Boycott
and Wassle ('74), were in general agreement in
accepting the a, fi, and y cells to correspond to
brisk-transient, brisk-sustained, and the
sluggish/rarely encountered classes, or the Y,
X, and W cells, respectively, It may thus be
concluded that these functional groupings are
also distributed throughout the retina in rela¬
tively similar proportions, which are repre¬
sented by the modal density maps. However, it
must be accepted that some degree of cross
modal "contamination" exists.

Rowe and Stone ('76) came to quite different
conclusions. At the area centralis they accept
Fukuda and Stone's ('74) use of a progressively
smaller criterion diameter for dividing be¬
tween the anatomically defined "X" and "W"
cells as density increases. However, they
employ the same 14-g absolute diameter crite¬
rion on the visual streak that Fukuda and
Stone ('74) used to discriminate between
peripheral "X" nd "W" cells.

It automatically follows that the reduction in
the mean soma diameter on the streak will
result in an increase of the relative proportion
of "small" to "medium" cells. The results above
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Fig. 26. A very simple model for generating the appearance of the area centralis and streak neuronal population
distributions from shifts in the /3nm mean without change in its range. The values are not meant to represent the actual
situation in the retina, but simply the pattern of change. The evidence from the modal projections, mean diameter changes,
and receptive field properties support the suggestion in this figure that the changes in passing to area centralis and to streak
are similar.

are consistent t/this division is accepted. How¬
ever, Rowe and Stone ('76) equate "small" with
W and "medium" with X, and conclude that the
relative proportion of W to X cells increases on
the streak.

Rowe and Stone ('76) do not consider either
the progressive shift of the intermodal dip in
approaching the streak, or Kelly and Gilbert's

('75) HRP-filling studies. They do not demon¬
strate the suitability of their criterion size for
the given retina. In order to justify the division
of modes in a region which is apparently a mor¬
phological extension of the area centralis by a
different means to those employed at the area
centralis, they rely primarily on physiological
evidence. Their anatomical argument for a
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fixed-size criterion is that they observe no re¬
duction in the size of "large" cells on the streak,
and thus the "medium," or "X," cells may also
be unchanged relative to peripheral retina. But
the lack of correlation between ynm and /3nm
diameter changes in passing to the area cen¬
tralis (Boycott and Wassle, '74) indicates the
weakness of this justification.

However, an cells were found to be some 9%
smaller on the visual streak in this study. Now
it has been suggested that, for a given class of
cell, there is a proportional relationship be¬
tween soma diameter, dendritic tree diameter,
and receptive field diameter (Cleland and
Levick, '74a, b; Fukuda and Stone, '74). Rowe
and Stone ('76) report that the W cell receptive
field diameters are similar in periphery and
streak, but that on the streak the receptive
fields of X and Y cells are smaller by 0.7 and
0.77, respectively. If the correlation between
soma diameter and receptive field diameter is
valid, these results are at odds with Rowe and
Stone's ('76) own interpretation but are in
agreement with that advanced here.

The similarity in form of the n, /I, and y
mode maps to the total neurone distribution
contrasts markedly with the suggestion of
Rowe and Stone ('76) that the "medium," X,
cells have an area-centred circular isodensity
distribution, and that "small," W, cells are con¬
centrated in an elliptical distribution in the
visual streak. Rowe and Stone ('76) see the
combination of these two distributions as nec¬

essary to explain the cruciform total density
map, but the "large" cell, Y or alpha, map (Wiis-
sle et al., '75) possesses this form without such a
special basis. In this study the three modal
cruciform distributions are regarded as arising
from common morphogenic determinants.

Encounter rates

Rowe and Stone's ('76) primary argument for
a predominance of small, "W," cells in the vi¬
sual streak is electrophysiological. They com¬
pared the relative frequencies and absolute en¬
counter rates of the different functional classes
for two regions of equivalent density in
peripheral area and visual streak. The W cells
were recorded with greater frequency on the
streak (47.6%) than in the area periphery
(20%). X cells were more commonly recorded in
the peripheral area (51%) than in the visual
streak (36.4%). The absolute encounter of W
cells was higher in streak, and that of X cells,
lower. These interesting results now require
confirmation.

Rowe and Stone ('76) interpret their findings
as indicating W cells to be more common on the

visual streak, but their results are equally con¬
sistent with the possibility that X cells are hard¬
er to record on the streak. This would be true if
they shifted towards the smaller diameter
range suggested above and by their reduced
receptive field diameters (Rowe and Stone, '76).
Their absolute encounter rate and relative per¬
centage might then be expected to fall.

However, no quantitative theory is available
for variations in encounter rate between differ¬
ent regions of retina, or between classes ofcells,
Fukuda and Stone ('74) were unsuccessful in
accounting for their relative central and
peripheral encounter rates with a variety of
models. Electrode impedance has been
suggested to be of systematic importance
(Stone, '73), and this has been denied (Levick
and Cleland '74 ); many factors must contribute,
apart from the obvious one ofcell target area, to
alter the sample proportions. Differences in the
fibre layer overlaying the two sample regions of
Rowe and Stone ('76) may act as mechanical
determinants. No current analysis of the re¬
sults of Rowe and Stone ('76) could be quantita¬
tively profitable. It suffices that their results
are qualitatively compatible with the interpre¬
tation provided in this paper as well as with
their own hypothesis.

Mode and class proportions for
the entire retina

The spectra of classic neurones were inte¬
grated over the retina to obtain 59% ynm, 37%
finm, and 3%' anm; HRP-filling indicates the
modal proportions of identified ganglion cells to
be about 48.5% ynm, 48.5% /3nrn, and 3% anm
for the entire retina. The small size of the area

centralis and similarity between the modal
proportions of streak and peripheral diameter
distributions mean that the overall mode pro¬
portions are similar to those of peripheral ret¬
ina. Rowe and Stone ('76) have made no similar
integration of their analogous, but not corre¬
sponding, groups of "small," "medium," and
"large" cells.

Instead, they derive the proportions of W, X,
and Y units from estimates based on the con¬

tribution of the tj, t,, and t, groups to the optic
nerve compound action potential; they accept
values ranging between 52%W, 44%X, and
4%Y (Rodieck, '73) and 60% W, 39% X, and 5% Y
(attributed to Bishop et al., '69). But the
anatomical W cells (Fukuda and Stone, '74) and
the "small" cells (Rowe and Stone, '76) repre¬
sent only 35-45% of the total in regions outside
the streak, and thus fall short of the minimum
assumed 55% W cell population (Stone, '78).
Rowe and Stone ('76) suggest that the "small"
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cells at the streak peak compensate for the low
peripheral proportion and bring the population
percentage up to the assumed value. Their as¬
sumed population proportions are satis¬
factorily consonant with those of this paper
without any ad hoc hypotheses.

THEORETICAL IMPLICATIONS

The availability of the above a and (i mode
density distributions makes it possible to de¬
termine whether the local array densities of
these classes and the physiological properties of
the corresponding single units are related in
the manner expected from sampling theory.
The results of such a comparison and their im¬
plications with respect to the mechanisms un¬
derlying visual grating acuity have been pre¬
sented elsewhere (Hughes, 1980).
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Abstract. Multimodal soma diameter spectra for neu¬
rones of the cat retinal ganglion cell layer have been
represented by three subpopulations of independent,
normal diameter distribution. Recurrent computation
according to the technique of Vibert and Caille (1978)
has extracted best fit populations for samples from
various regions of central and peripheral retina. The
model subpopulations from all these regions did not
differ significantly in their relative pioportions or
variance. Significant progressive variation between
subpopulations representing different regions of retina
were observed only in the mean diameter of the a and p
mode cells. The parameters of the y mode population
were statistically uniform across the retina. The cat
retina thus appears to be more homogeneously orga¬
nized than has been suggested elsewhere.

Key words: Sta istical model — Cat — Retina —

Ganglion cell layer — Neuronal diameter spectra.

Introduction

The soma diameter spectra of classical neurones in the
cat retinal ganglion cell layer change from trimodal to
bimodal in passing from periphery to the area centralis.
Boycott and Wiissle (1974) have demonstrated in Golgi
preparations that the soma diameter range of y cells
remains relatively constant over the retina but that the
P and a cell somas become smaller as the area centralis
is approached. The changes in the central soma di¬
ameter spectra have thus been interpreted (Rowe and
Stone 1976; Hughes 1980) as resulting from the pro¬
gressive shift of the p cell mean diameter towards the y
cell mean as the area centralis is approached, with the
eventual fusion of the p and y modes. With the possible
exception of the very centre of the area (Hughes 1980),

Send offprint requests to A. Hughes at the above address

the proportions of cells in the p and y modes appears to
be relatively similar in peri-centralis and peripheral
regions; this conclusion is supported by HRP filling
(Kelly and Gilbert 1975).

A similar change from a trimodal to bimodal
diameter spectrum occurs for classic neurones of the
retinal ganglion cell layer in passing from peripheral
retina to the high density region of the visual streak.
However, Golgi material is not available to guide
interpretation. In contrast to the treatment of the area
centralis spectrum (Fukuda and Stone 1974). Rowe and
Stone (1976) divide the streak bimodal distribution into
small, medium and large cell modes by means of the
same criterion diameters which they employ for the
peripheral population. The shift to a population of
smaller mean diameter in the visual streak thus in¬
evitably results in an increase in the proportion of the
small cell population and a reduction in the proportion
of medium diameter cells. They interpret this to in¬
dicate the y cell proportion to increase on the visual
streak and the /? cell proportion to decrease. However,
it will be equally apparent that application of a constant
mean criterion diameter to a spectrum in which the P
mode simply decreased in mean diameter would result
in similar observations on the cell size modes but with
no change in the underlying proportions. In this
situation Rowe and Stone (1976) would classify the
smaller cells of the p mode as additional cells in the y
mode.

Hughes (1980) has presented soma diameter spectra
for classical neurones of the retinal ganglion cell layer in
the form of three series of histograms which run from
area centralis to the superior peripheral retina, from
area centralis along the visual streak, and perpendi¬
cularly through the visual streak from superior to
inferior retina. These spectra permit, the progressive
shift in modal proportions and mean diameters to be
followed. It was concluded, in contrast to Rowc and
Stone (1976), that the unimodal distribution on the

0031-6768/80/0338/0239/S01.00
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Tabic I. Parameters of the model subpopulations

y mode P mode a mode

Mean of 22 subpopulation percentages 49.6 ±6.0 45.9 ±6.3 4.6± 1.7

Mean of 22 subpopulation diameter variances 0.5 ±0.2 1.0 ±0.5 0.8 ±0.4

Track Mean diameter range of computed subpopulation in each set of histograms, p

1. Area to periphery 8.3-9.4 10.0-14.8 14.4-24.9
2. Streak to periphery 9.1-9.6 12.3-14.0 22.6-24.0
3. Area to streak-end 8.8-9.4 9.7-15.4 14.6-22.5

unreliable
because of
small sample

visual streak simply arises from a reduction in the
ji mode mean diameter and consequent fusion of the
/( mode with the relatively stationary y mode in similar
proportions to peripheral samples.

The analysis of the subpopulations in the soma
diameter histograms seemed ideally suited for the
application of Vibert and Caille's (1978) statistical
technique for the identification of subpopulations by
recurrent analysis of multimodal distributions. The
results of such an analysis were statistically consistent
with the interpretation put forward by Hughes (1980).

Methods

The analysis was performed on digitized versions of the 22 histograms
which form Fig. 6, 7 and 8 of Hughes (1980).

During computer analysis the multimodal soma diameter histo¬
grams were treated as composed of three subpopulation, the a, ft and
y modes, which predominantly but not exclusively contain a, /> and y
ganglion cells. The recurrent method of Vibert and Caille (1978) was

employed to reconstruct the population sample of a histogram by
adding computed subpopulations assumed to be independent and
normally distributed. Each subpopulation may thus be uniquely
defined by its mean, variance and relative weight.

Recurrent adjustment ofsubpopulation parameters then enabled
the difference between the synthesized and experimental populations
to be optimally reduced. This difference was evaluated by the
quadratic distance y2 between computed and experimental
populations.

Given the best-fit mean diameter, variance and percentage of the
three subpopulations for each histogram model, it was possible to
determine whether the mean soma diameter for each subpopulation is
significantly diffeient from one site to another. In the same manner
their variance and percentages were compared between sample sites.
Means were compared by Student's /-test, variance by Fisher's Ftest
and relative weights by the percentages comparison test (Sncdecor
and Cochran 1976).

necessary. With the assumption of 3 normally distri¬
buted subpopulations, and without further human
intervention in their extraction by recurrent com¬

putation, it was found that:
1. The differences between subpopulation percen¬

tages for peripheral, area and streak populations were
not statistically significant (> P — 0.05). The mean
percentage of the 22 samples is summarized in Table 1
for each subpopulation.

2. No statistical significance could be attributed
within each subpopulation to the differences between
the diameter variances of samples from peripheral, area
and streak retina (> P = 0.05). The mean diameter
variance of the 22 samples is summarized in Table 1 for
each subpopulation.

3. The only statistically significant differences be¬
tween the computed subpopulations of a given mode
were found to be those of their mean diameters
Table 1.

a) Although differences between the mean diam¬
eters of the y subpopulations from different retinal
regions were significant at the P = 0.05 level, they were
small and not progressive with change of location along
the track of a given sample series.

b) By contrast, when analyzed as first order differ¬
ences from the smallest to the largest mean of each
series, the bigger and more significant (< P = 0.001)
differences between the mean diameters of the /i.
subpopulations were substantially progressive for all
three tracks from periphery to area or streak (Fig. I).

c) The samples from which the a subpopulations
were computed arc loo small for reliance to be placed
on the tabulated means.

Results

Computer analysis of the 22 histograms gave straight¬
forward results; a detailed presentation is un¬

Discussion

The above analysis began by representing the classic
neurone population of the cat retinal ganglion cell layer
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Fig. 1 A—C
Computer analysis of 3 soma diameter
histograms and their reconstruction from 3
subpopulations (y, (1, and a modes). Data are from
area centralis (A), 0.2 mm eccentric (B), and
periphery (C) in fixed and dehydrated
preparations. The mean diameter of the y mode
remains constant while that of the ft mode (dotted
area) and a cells progressively increase from A
to C

10 20

Mean soma diameter in micra

with three independent subpopulations of normal
diameter distribution. The subpopulations of the re¬
sultant best-fit models of soma diameter spectra from
all parts of the retina did not differ significantly in
variance or percentage. Even the mean diameter of the y
mode remained essentially constant; only the a and /1
mode mean diameters showed significant and pro¬
gressive change with location.

The corollary of these results is that the available
data statistically justifies a model of the soma diameter
distributions from all parts of the retina which are
comprised of the same three, independent, normally
distributed diameter subpopulations of fixed propor¬
tion and variance. Matching to a given local sample
would require change of only the mean [S and a mode
diameters; that of the y mode may remain constant.
Although not computed, this model is closely repre¬
sented by the mean values for the measured sub-
populations in Table 1.

Statistical analysis is thus consistent with the con¬
clusion of Hughes (1980), that the three major modes of
the soma diameter spectra for classical neurones of the
cat retinal ganglion cell layer vary little in their
proportion throughout the retina and have similar
forms for their density distribution maps. Rowe and
Stone's (1976) view that the three modal classes have
density distributions of different form and that their
relative proportions differ significantly across the re¬
tina docs not arise as a best-fit outcome of the above

analysis.
In particular, the analysis supports the possibility

that the bimodal distributions of area centralis and
visual streak both arise from a shift, when passing from
the peripheral U imodal distribution to regions of higher

density, in the mean /? mode diameter towards the
constant, but lower, y mode mean diameter. This
interpretation is strongly substantiated by the finding
that the relative proportions of the non a mode
population which projects to the lateral geniculate
nucleus and to superior colliculus is relatively un¬
changed between peripheral and streak retina (Kelly
and Gilbert 1975; Hughes 1980).

Of course, the above analysis only indicates that it is
not statistically justifiable to claim a significant change
in the relative proportions of the a, /i and y modes on the
basis of the measured spectra; further data may
establish the significance of differences in their relative
proportions. More probable is the presence of several
components in the modes treated here as independent
homogeneous subpopulations. Thus, the proportion of
non-ganglion cell classic neurones in the y mode
(Hughes 1980) may vary from region to region. In
addition Rowc and Stone (1976) have pointed out, and
are confirmed by Hughes (1980), that streak /i mode
cells are significantly smaller than those of the area
centralis at the same density. The essence of Rowe and
Stone's (1976) thesis of reduction in the /i cell popu¬
lation on the streak might therefore be retained by
arguing that the number of /( cells in the /i mode is
progressively reduced as the peak density of the streak
is approached but that some large y cells form a small
diameter component of the peripheral />' mode popu¬
lation which symmetrically increases in proportion at
the streak. The reduction in /J mode mean diameter on
the streak would thus be accounted for without loss of
the independent IS mode. However the relative pro¬
portions of the /S and y modes which project to the
lateral geniculate nucleus and superior collieuius re-
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main quite constant between streak, periphery and area
centralis (Kelly and Gilbert 1975; Cooper and
Pettigrew 1979; Hughes 1980) so that this interpre¬
tation seems improbable.
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Coronate Cells: Displaced Amacrines
of the Rabbit Retina?
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ABSTRACT The rabbit retinal ganglion cell layer contains a soma population
which is morphologically distinct from the demonstrated ganglion cells. These
"coronate cells" (Vaney, '80) have many features in common with classical neurons
and are qualitatively different from typical glial cells. Detailed investigation by
specific staining, ribonuclease treatment, and electron microscopy indicates that
coronate cells are microneurons. The coronate cells contain somatic subsurface
cisternae typical of rabbit amacrine cells, and are similar in appearance to some
neurons of the amacrine cell layer. It is suggested thai, they represent, at least in
part, a population of "displaced" amacrine cells.

The discrepancy between a previous estimate
of 394,000 optic nerve fibers (Vaney and
Hughes, '76) and the maximum presumed gan¬
glion cell count of t>4 /,000 cells in the rabbit
retina (Vaney and Hughes, '76) has been as¬
cribed in a preceding paper (Vaney, '80) to the
inclusion in the ganglion cell count of cells
which do not send axons into the optic nerve.
Vaney ('80) identified a morphologically dis¬
tinct subset of these soma which he named
"coronate cells."

In this paper, those features such as cyto¬
plasmic basophilia which led to the coronate
cells being originally classified as ganglion
cells (Hughes, '71) are examined in detail in
order to establish whether this small cell
should be regarded as a neuron or a glial cell.
The findings indicate that coronate cells are
neurons and probably represent, at least in
part, a population of "displaced amacrine" cells
comparable to those described in other mam¬
malian retinas (Cajal, '55).

Current interest in the quantitative topo¬
graphic distribution of retinal ganglion cells in
various species (see Hughes, '77a) has neccessi-
tated reinvestigation of the criteria for distin¬
guishing neurons from glia, and displaced
amacrines from ganglion cells (Bunt et al., '74;
Hughes, '75; Stone, '78). Density maps for the
various cell classes of the ganglion cell layer
can only be obtained fi-om Nissl-stained mate¬
rial in which the soma alone provides cues for
identification. The need for classificatory
criteria applicable to such material is empha¬
sized by the large proportion of coronate cells
and other potential microneurons which are
found in the ganglion cell layer of the rabbit

retina (Vaney and Hughes, '76; Vaney, '80).
METHODS

Retinal whole mounts

Freshly dissected retinas were mounted on
gelatinized slides and fixed in an alcohol/
formalin solution according to a procedure for
minimizing areal shrinkage (Hughes, '75).

Nissl staining
The mounted retinas were brought back to

water and stained either with cresylecht-violet
or a gallocyanin lake. Cresylecht-violet (0.1%)
(10485; Chroma, Stuttgart), unbuffered and
pH-unadjusted, was found to give specific Nissl
body staining although this is possibly aided by
the differentiating procedure (Stenram, '54). If
the pH of the cresylecht-violet was adjusted to
3.5 with acetate buffer the staining became
metachromatic and less specific with glial
nuclei showing residual staining after ribonu¬
clease treatment (Powers and Clark, '55). Enzy-
matically treated retinas and untreated mate¬
rial were stained both metachromatically and
nonmetachromatically with the cresylecht-vio¬
let. The control retinas in the ribonuclease
series were also stained with a gallocyanin lake
(10780; Chroma, Stuttgart) prepared according
to the method of de Boer and Sarnaker as de¬
scribed in Pearse ('61). Although the results
were very similar to those obtained with cre¬
sylecht-violet, there is substantial evidence
that gallocyanin lake, in contrast to cresyl-

D.I. Vaney's present address is Friedrich-Miescher-Laboratorium
der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Spemannstrasse 37 -39, 74 Tubingen,
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echt-violet, also stains non-RNA, Nissl-asso-
ciated material (Terner and Clark, '60; Clark,
'69).

Ribonuclease treatment

The following procedure was employed in
order to establish that RNA is the common

source of basophilia in the Nissl bodies of gan¬
glion cells and in the corresponding cytoplas¬
mic granules of coronate cells. Retinas fixed
with Carnoy's fluid (Pearse, '61) were divided
and the two pieces mounted separately. One
halfwas incubated at 37°C in a solution of0.5%
pancreatic ribonuclease in distilled water ac¬
cording to the method of Pearse ('61). The con¬
trol half was incubated with distilled water
alone to ensure that the disappearance of baso¬
philia in the enzymatically treated material
was ribonuclease-specific.

In vivo, methylene blue staining
The eye of a urethane anesthetized rabbit

was injected with 0.5 ml of 0.05% methylene
blue vital stain (Michrome 418; Gurr, London)
after a relief needle had been inserted at the
opposite pole. The retina was removed 20 min¬
utes later and blued by immersion in 0.5% H202
in saline solution, made permanent by immer¬
sion in cooled 10% ammonium molybdate solu¬
tion for 20 minutes, fixed in an alcohol/formalin
solution on a gelatinized slide, dehydrated,
cleared and mounted in Xam (Gurr, London).

Retrograde axonal transport
Horseradish peroxidase (type VI; Sigma, St.

Louis) was applied to the distal end of an optic
nerve sectioned intraorbitally in a urethane
anesthetized rabbit. The retina was removed
after 24 hours, fixed in a 3.5% formalin solu¬
tion, and developed with diaminobenzidine
diHCl (Sigma, St. Louis) and H202 using the
conventional procedure described by Chan-
Palay ('77).

Cell identification and counting
Material prepared in this study was exam¬

ined with a Zeiss Photomicroscope III at a mag¬
nification of 1250. Regions of the HRP retina
which were well filled with reaction product
were photographed under oil-immersion, each
micrograph covering an area 94 pm by 141 pm.
Every cell in each micrograph was classified
under the microscope and the presence or ab¬
sence of filling with HRP recorded. The equiva¬
lent diameter of each soma was measured by
matching the area of the cell to one of a set of
circles printed on sheet film. Each increment of
1 mm in diameter represented 0.63 pm.

Electron microscopy
The preparation of the block of retina from

which semithin and ultrathin sections of the
coronate cells were cut has been described by
Vaney C79).

RESULTS

Nissl staining

Neuroglia. Certain cells in the ganglion cell
layer of the rabbit retina correspond in their
appearance to classically described micro- or
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Fig. 1 Light micrographs 1-2 illustrate glial nuclei (g) from the vitread surface of the retinal ganglion cell
layer; 3-4 show glial nuclei found among the ganglion cells. The nucleus 4g contains less dense chromatin than
that of3g and is a typical member ofan apparently separate class. The series of illustrations 5-9 shows a range of
ganglion cells which respectively decrease in size. Long arrows point to basophil nuclear invaginations and the
short arrows to basophil Nissl granules lining the nuclear wall at the cytoplasmic pole of the cells. Micrographs
10-18 illustrate coronate cells. The cell of 10 possesses a subnuclear ring of Nissl-staining material (long arrow)
and a conspicuous nucleolus (open arrow); additional Nissl-staining granules are present in the cytoplasm distal to
the nucleus (short arrow). This cell could be an incorrectly classified ganglion cell and lies at the extreme range of
coronate cell appearance. More typical coronate cells are illustrated in frame 11; one (C) shows, like 13C,, a simple
ring ofjuxtanuclear basophil material with short nuclear invaginations arising from it; the other contains a faint
nucleolus (open arrow), pronounced juxtanuclear Nissl staining (long arrow) and some free cytoplasmic Nissl
substance such as is also visible in cell C2 of frame 12 (short arrow). Features similar to those described are visible
in frames 12 and 13, which show the same region at different levels of focus. Frames 14-15 and 16-18 show the
same radially oriented coronate cells at different levels of focus to illustrate the ring of subnuclear basophilia; this
organization is not dissimilar to that in a radially oriented ganglion cell, 19-21, whose cytoplasm is more
extensive. These illustrations are discussed in more detail in the text.
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macroglia. Their nucleoplasm ranged from
light to dark with the procedures employed and
contained intensely staining, granular chro¬
matin, but the cytoplasm of the glial cells re¬
mained unstained so that it was outlined only
by birefringence. The retinal nerve fiber layer
contained interfascicular cells comparable in
appearance to oligodendrocytes (figures 12 and
3;l). Lying among the retinal ganglion cells
were two main types of macroglia. One was
relatively small and oval, the other larger and
less chromatin-dense; both had quite lightly
staining but granular nucleoplasm which often
contained several nucleoli (figures 13, 14). A
distinctive glial class, which forms a regular
array in a sharply defined region at the bound¬
ary between the ganglion cell and inner plexi-
form layers, had an oval to circular nucleus
some 5 /im in diameter which contained consid¬
erable chromatin (figures 1,, 3:l). These nuclei
correspond in form and position to the micro¬
glial (or Hortega cell) nuclei described by Mar-
chessani ('26) in silver-impregnated material.

Classical neurons. The majority of cell bodies
in the ganglion cell layer are neurons of classic
appearance. Vaney ('80) has described the dis¬
tinguishing features of these cells, but certain
aspects of their appearance now require em¬
phasis. The great majority of the cells possessed
an eccentric nucleus. The nucleoplasm stained
very lightly and was often penetrated by long
invaginations of the nuclear wall originating at
the boundary of the cytoplasmic cap. These
processes were filled with basophil material
(long arrows, figure 1.--1,) and appeared in
many cells to point towards the nucleolus, itself
a well-defined organelle. The cytoplasm of the
classical neurons was well provided with baso¬
phil, Nissl granules (figure lr>—1.,). In the
smaller neurons this material packed the jux-
tanuclear zone at the cytoplasmic pole of the
cell (short arrows, figure 1„, 18, 1„).

Quantitative evidence was presented in a
previous paper (Vaney, '80) that the population
of classical neurons is identical to the popula¬
tion of retinal ganglion cells, and further evi¬
dence for this equation will be provided in this
paper.

Coronate cells. Vaney ('80) described a class
of cell body in the ganglion cell layer of the
rabbit retina as coronate cells because many
had the appearance of a head bearing a crown.
Although distinctive in appearance, coronate
cells possess characteristics which are typically
neuronal. For example, the "crown" consists of
a ring of basophil material adjacent to the nu¬
cleus in the cytoplasmic cap, from which baso¬

philic nuclear invaginations arise. Representa¬
tive coronate cells (labelled C) are shown in
figure 1:„ l.o-lis-

The somas of coronate cells are at the lower
end of the neuronal size scale and, therefore, it
is not surprising that they have a high ratio of
nucleoplasm to cytoplasm. Three-dimensional
profiles of the nucleus indicate that the limited
cytoplasm is usually cupped within the nu¬
cleus, sometimes incorporating a central mass
of subnuclear basophil material (figures 18,1,,,
2,). The staining of the small nucleolus varied
from light to intense when it was identifiable
(open arrows, figures 1,0—112,8,5-82n). Coronate
cell nuclei occasionally contained a chromatin
mass but were relatively agranular in appear¬
ance, unlike glial nuclei, and similar to small
ganglion cell nuclei in staining density. In
heavily stained preparations their nucleo¬
plasm was decidedly more chromophilic than
that ofganglion cells, although still agranular.

In addition to the stained subnuclear mate¬
rial and nuclear invaginations which together
form the basophil crown (figures 1,0, 1,,, l,;i),
the cytoplasm often contained small basophil
bodies dissociated from the nucleus and extend¬
ing into the main dendrite of the cell (short
arrows, figure 1,,, 112). Thus, the distinctive
pattern of the basophilia in coronate cells is
qualitatively comparable to the Nissl staining
seen in small ganglion cells. The dendritic
process penetrated the inner plexiform layer
either obliquely (figure 112—113) or, less typi¬
cally, radially (figure 1M-1I5, l,6-ll8). In the
latter case, the subnuclear basophil material
might be followed down to a ring ofvarying size
(figure 1,8). A comparable morphology can be
observed in those ganglion cells whose nucleus
lies above the cytoplasm, except that the sub-
adjacent basophilia is more extensive (figure
1,1 -2,)- Occasionally the perinuclear cyto¬
plasm contains basophil granules which may
be embedded in the outer nuclear wall (figures
1,2,2,).

The essential features of the coronate cell
soma are shown diagrammatically in figure 2,.
The pear-shaped cell body contains a cupped
nucleus and around the border of the nuclear
encapsulated cytoplasm (nc) there is a rim of
Nissl substance punctuated by large pieces of
subnuclear Nissl material (snn). The process of
the major dendrite contains free Nissl material
(fn) and there are some perinuclear Nissl
granules (pnn). Invaginations into the nucleus
from the cytoplasmic cup are packed with baso¬
phil material (ni) and appear to approach the
nucleolus (nl). The major dendritic process (td)
leaves the cell body opposite the nuclear inden¬
tation.
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Fig. 2 1: Light micrographs at sequential focus planes ofa methylene blue-stained coronate cell. The outline of
the dendritic tree is delineated in Id. 2: A schematic drawing of a coronate cell showing the cupped nucleus. The
rim of Nissl substance around the encapsulated cytoplasm (nc) is interspersed with large blocks of subnuclear
Nissl substance (snn). The major dendritic process (td) contains free Nissl material (fn) and a perinuclear Nissl
granule is apparent (pnn). Invaginations into the nucleus from the cytoplasmic cup are packed with basophil
material (ni) and appear to approach the nucleolus (nl). 3: Camera lucida sketches ofcoronate cells stained in vivo
with methylene blue showing the primary branches of the dendritic trees.
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Methylene blue in vivo staining partially
filled the dendritic tree of some coronate cells
but they ware so faint as to preclude adequate
photographic reproduction. In figure 2 the
basal processes have therefore been inked in or
sketched. The main features of the class are

illustrated in figure 2, and 2.,. Arborization ap¬
pears to begin relatively close to the soma: The
longest main dendrite observed is illustrated in
figure 2:)t. The orientation of the nuclear cap
normally indicates the direction of the main
process, which commonly penetrates at a
slightly oblique angle into the inner plexiform
layer where it begins branching well before
reaching the level of the amacrine cells.

In no instance did in vivo methylene blue
staining reveal the presence of an axon hillock
or of an axon leaving a coronate cell, although
in the same retinas axon hillocks and stained
axons could be readily observed to arise from
ganglion cells.

The large group ofcells described as unclassi¬
fied by Vaney ('80) were similar in several ways
to the coronate cells, except that the nucleus
was not cupped around the cytoplasm and sub-
nuclear basophilia was correspondingly re¬
duced.

Ribonuclease treatment

Nissl staining of neurons is established as
reflecting the basophilia of the RNA organized
in the neuronal cytoplasm (Pearse, '61). It has
not been demonstrated that the apparent Nissl
staining of subnuclear and free cytoplasmic
material in coronate cells can be equated with
RNA staining. One half of a retina was subject
to ribonuclease treatment as described in
Methods. The other half was incubated in dis¬
tilled water without the enzyme as a control for
the specificity of the enzyme.

After ribonuclease treatment a nonmeta-
chromatic cresylecht-violet stain found no
binding sites, and the basophil material of
coronate cells was digested as effectively as the
Nissl substance of the ganglion cells (figure 3,).
The outlining of the cells is due almost entirely
to differences in refractive index. A metachro¬
matic stain bound to the nucleoli of cells but
reacted no better with the Nissl bodies (figure
32). This dye did stain the glial nuclei in the
fiber and inner plexiform layers (figure 3:i). By
contrast, the control retina revealed a substan¬
tially normal staining pattern both to the non-
metachromatic cresylecht-violet and to the
gallocyanin lake (figure 34, 3r>).

It is thus confirmed that the basophilia of
cytoplasmic material in coronate cells is due to
RNA, and that there is no reason to distinguish
between the coronate cell basophil pattern and

that of the Nissl staining in the retinal gan¬
glion cells.

Electron microscopy
Semithin sections (1 pm) were serially cut

from a block of glutaraldehyde-fixed retina
(Vaney, '80) until an apparent coronate cell was
encountered. The cell was provisionally clas¬
sified as coronate on the basis of its appearance
in the last semithin cut prior to ultrathin sec¬
tioning: It had a maximum width of 7 pm and
its cytoplasm was restricted beneath the nu¬
cleus which was deeply cupped (shown dia¬
grammatical ly, figure 4:i). An electron micro¬
graph of a proximal ultrathin section is shown
in figure 4,, and already the cell is narrowing
and the cytoplasm becoming restricted indicat¬
ing that the previous sections had not been cut
from one side of a larger ganglion cell. The cell
was wholly contained within 9 "m of section
thickness and, thus, its dimensions were typi¬
cal of coronate cells in glutaraldehyde-fixed
material (Vaney, '80).

The cytoplasm of the coronate cell exhibited
an equivalent intensity of staining to the large
neurons on the same ultrathin sections, and
was certainly not darker. The nucleus was dif¬
fusely filled with chromatin and somewhat
darker than the cytoplasm—a feature common
to smaller neurons such as granule cells
(Chan-Palay, '77). Under electron microscopy,
the nuclei of larger neurons appeared slightly
lighter than their cytoplasm.

All the features of the schematic diagram of
the coronate cell were identifiable in the elec¬
tron microscopy material. The complex form of
the nucleus with multiple invaginations was
also typical of the larger neurons. The invagi¬
nations were filled with granular endoplasmic
reticulum and RNA granules, as was the sub-
nuclear region indicated by the curved arrow in
figure 4,. Patches of this Nissl substance oc¬
curred under the nucleus at various points and
isolated from it as free, stacked endoplasmic
reticulum. The stub leaving to the left of the
soma in figure 4, corresponds with the dendritic
shaft seen by light microscopy in the semithin
section (figure 4:i).

At the point marked with the numbered
arrow (2) in figure 4, and enlarged from an¬
other section in figure 42, there occurs a contact
between a neural process and the cell soma. The
inner wall of the process is darkened and below
the area of contact or embedding there is a
stacked collection of agranular subsurface cis-
ternae. At other specialized regions of contact
between neural processes and the soma, limited
numbers of small vesicular profiles were noted
but the material did not permit identification of
synapses.
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Fig. 3 The appearance of ribonuclease-treated and control retina after RNA-specific staining. The basophil
material of coronate cells is removed by ribonuclease treatment but not by water incubation.
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Fig. 4 Panel 1: Electron micrograph of a longitudinal ultrathin section of a coronate cell; the nucleus is
outlined. Stacked granulated endoplasmic reticulum is apparent in the cytoplasm (broad arrow) and more is
present adjacent to the nucleus at the entrance to the nuclear invagination. At the bottom left of the cell is a
specialized junction (numbered arrow), which is shown in enlargement in Figure 4, panel 2. Beneath the area of
contact is a stack of sublammelar cisternae.
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Fig. 4 Panel 2: Enlargement of specialized junction, area 2 in figure 4, panel 1. Panel 3: Ink drawing of a
semithin section through the same coronate Cell as in Panel 1; the arrows indicate the axis of cutting and
hexagonal hatching the inner plexiform layer. The deeply cupped nucleus is characteristic of coronate cells.

HRP-filled retinas

Ganglion cells in the rabbit retina were filled
with horseradish peroxidase (HRP) by retro¬
grade axonal transport from the distal end of
the cut optic nerve and counterstained with
cresylecht-violet. The standard DAB develop¬
ment process and counterstaining were em¬
ployed as described in Methods. In two retinas
very extensive filling was achieved in regions
of retina below the optic nerve head, with more
than 957i filling of the cells identified as gan¬
glion cells according to the criteria of Vaney
('80). Figure 5 illustrates representative filled
regions of visual streak and peripheral retina,
with the HRP-containing neurons indicated by
dark arrows and two unfilled profiles by hollow
arrows. In all regions of the retina, no soma
identifiable as a coronate cell by other criteria
contained any HRP granules, even though
ganglion cells of similar diameter filled in the
same region (figure 7,, 72).

Soma diameter spectra were constructed for
117 cells sampled within 0.4 mm of the peak of
the visual streak and for 137 cells sampled be¬
tween 5 and 7 mm below the streak. The sam¬

pled regions were almost directly under the
optic nerve head. For comparison with the re¬
sults of Vaney ('80), the cell bodies were clas¬
sified as glia, coronate, and unclassified, as
ganglion cells filled with HRP granules, and as
cells designated as ganglion cells on other
criteria (Vaney, '80) but not filled with HRP

reaction product. Classification was performed
by one of the authors (A H.) independently of
the author responsible for establishing the
criteria. The relative numbers and size dis¬
tributions of the cell groups in visual streak
and peripheral retina are shown in figure 6.

It is evident from comparison of the diameter
histograms with those presented by Vaney ('80:
figure 5) that the cells measured in this study
are more shrunken. For optimal Nissl staining
the HRP retinas were fixed with a formalin/
alcohol mixture as described by Hughes ('75)
and not with the glutaraldehyde fixative em¬
ployed by Vaney ('80). Moreover, Vaney's cells
were measured under microscopic examination
using a camera lucida, whereas in this study
the cells were measured on photographs follow¬
ing individual classification under the micro¬
scope. The size distribution of somas on the
visual streak ranged from 3.5 to 14 /xm com¬
pared with 4-22 /urn in Vaney's material; soma
size in peripheral retina ranged from 3.5 to 17.5
/am compared with 4-31 /am in the glutaralde-
hyde-fixed retina. Cells larger than 25 /am in
diameter in Vaney's ('80) peripheral sample
represent only 0.3571 of all somata and, thus,
the equivalent cells could easily have been
missed in the small sample used in this study.
Although the size of glial nuclei varies little
between the two fixation procedures, ganglion
cells and coronate cells both undergo substan¬
tial shrinkage during alcohol/formalin fixa¬
tion: The ganglion cell mode in the peripheral
sample is reduced from 13 /urn to about 9 /am.
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Fig.5Areasofrabbitretinaonthevisualstreakandintheinferiorperipheryafterapplicationofhorseradish peroxidasetotheseveredopticnerve.RetrogradetransportofHRPhasfilledallganglioncellsmarkedwitha smallarrow.Emptyprofilesareindicatedwithhollowarrows;g,glialcell;c,coronatecell.Nocoronatecellsfilled withHRP.PERIPHERALRETINA
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Fig. 6 Soma diameter distributions for 127 cells within 0.4 mm of the peak visual streak and for 137 cells lying

5-7 mm below the streak in central peripheral retina. The somata were classified under the microscope and the
diameter measured on photographs. The increase in the mean diameters of the coronate and the ganglion cells is
apparent, although not so marked as in the less shrunken material of Vaney ('79).

As described by Hughes ('71) and Vaney ('80),
cell size increases in passing from the visual
streak to peripheral retina. The relative pro¬
portions of the cell groups in both streak and
periphery are similar to those reported by
Vaney ('80), and both sets of data are listed in
Table 1. Of those cells classified in this study as
ganglion cells, using the criteria of Vaney ('80),
only 3% in the streak and 12% in the periphery
failed to fill with HRP in the sampled regions,
which had ofcourse been selected for their high
percentage of filled cells. The coronate and un¬
classified cells did not fill with HRP and formed
a distinct distribution. Unfortunately, the
shrinkage increased the overlap of the coro¬
nate/unclassified group with the smaller gan¬
glion cells, abolishing the separation between
the two groups apparent in Vaney's peripheral

distribution. These results are consistent with
Vaney's ('80) criteria for ganglion cells.

Other observations

In most regions of the retina, whether central
or peripheral (figure 7,, 7L>), the coronate cells
were free of HRP reaction product and only
ganglion cells were filled, usually in the gan¬
glion cell layer but occasionally displaced in the
inner nuclear layer (figure 7.,). In a few patches,
however, coronate cells were observed which at
first sight appeared to contain HRP granules.
More detailed examination showed that the
granules lay on the surface of the cell (figure 7.,)
and did not fill the cupped cytoplasm. In certain
instances, the coronate cell appeared to have
either a dendritic or axonal terminal on its sur¬

face (figure 77). Some of the amacrine^ cells
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TABLE 1. Profile composition

Visual streak Periphery
Hughes and Vaney Hughes and Vaney

Cell type (this article) Vaney ('80) (this article) Vaney (*80)

Glia 5% 8% 15% 19%
Coronate and unclassified 14% 19% 29% 32%
Ganglion cells 81%. 73% 56% 49%

below these patches received similar terminals
or arborizations (figure 7,-„ 7,J. HRP granules on
the surface of coronate cells were sometimes
seen to be arranged in a line which could be
traced back to a branching, HRP-filled process
(figure 78-7,,, 710-7,While it is not possible to
to establish the origin of these processes, the
branching one shown in figure 78 appeared to
arise from and be parallel to the axons in the
nerve fiber layer.

DISCUSSION

Coronate cells are not identifiable as glia
Marchesani ('26) recognized three types of

glial cell in the rabbit retina: Miiller cells
which impregnated with astrocyte staining
procedures, typical microglia revealed by the
silver carbonate process in the ganglion cell
and inner plexiform layers, and the remaining
glia of the ganglion cell layer which Marche¬
sani described as oligodendroglia with a dark
round nucleus and a bright halo of cytoplasm.
No typical astrocytes were identified. Berliner
('31), Lessell and Kuwabara ('63), Blunt et ah,
('65) all reported oligodendrocytes in the my¬
elinated bands but not in other parts of the
retina. Berliner ('31) describes the ganglion ce) 1
layer of the rabbit retina as containing both
astrocytes and microglia. Lessell and Kuwa¬
bara ('63) were unable to demonstrate typical
astrocytes in the retina but, using astroglial
stains, they were able to outline bipolar-shaped
cells in the nerve fiber, ganglion cell, and inner
plexiform layers which they labelled "lemmo-
cytes": a term used by Wolter ('55) to describe a
modified form of astroglia in the fiber layer of
human retina. Recently Ogden ('78) has given a
detailed description of astrocytes in the pri¬
mate nerve fiber layer. Vrabec ('70) found mi¬
croglia distributed throughout all layers.

All of these reports are based on specific
metallic stains; even greater confusion arises if
descriptions based only on Nissl-stained, nu¬
clear morphology are taken into account. The
variety ofoligodendrocyte nuclei and the possi¬
bility of their confusion with microglia has

been described by Smart and Leblond ('61), and
confusion in the identification of glial classes
has been documented by Kuhlenbeck ('70).

In Nissl-stained material we have tenta¬

tively identified both oligodendroglial nuclei
(nerve-fiber layer) and microglia (ganglion cell
and inner plexiform layers). We also find in the
ganglion cell layer a larger, pale glial cell with
a granular nucleus which is round but lacks
the dense chromatin typical ofoligodendroglia.
Macroglial cells in this location have previ¬
ously been identified as either astrocytes or
oligodendrocytes.

The coronate cell cannot be confused with
any of the classical glial classes. The relatively
pale nucleus might suggest an astrocyte but the
basophil cytoplasmic inclusions, granular en¬
doplasmic reticulum, and absence of cytoplas¬
mic fibrils argue against this view. Alterna¬
tively, the basophil cytoplasmic inclusions and
the light nucleus might suggest the cell to be a
light oligodendrocyte (Mori and Leblond, '69).
However, the coronate cell soma is pear-
shaped, which suggests a unipolar rather than
a multipolar cell, a conclusion supported by
methylene blue staining; it does not reveal
granular nuclear chromatin with Nissl stains
and its nuclear form is complex and invagi-
nated in a manner untypical ofoligodendroglia.
Under the electron microscope, the cytoplasm
of the coronate cell is similar in density to that
of larger neurons and appears lighter rather
than darker than the nucleoplasm (Peters et
al., '76; Chan-Palay, '77).

The Nissl material in coronate cells could be
readily visualized using standard procedures of
fixation and staining which typically do not
lead to obvious basophilia in glial cells. The
suggestion that Nissl basophilia is not an un¬
equivocal criterion for identification of a
neuron has been made on the basis that glial
cells possess granulated endoplasmic re¬
ticulum, which might be expected to bind Nissl
stains (Stone, '78). Electron microscopy does
reveal that oligodendrocytes possess a well-
developed granulated endoplasmic reticulum
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but it is only poorly developed in astrocytes
(Peters et al., '76). However, it is well estab¬
lished that neither form of macroglia shows
obvious cytoplasmic basophilia after formalin
or alcohol fixation in contrast to their promi¬
nent nuclear staining. Mori and Leblond ('69)
report that defatted material shows no oligo-
dendroglial cytoplasmic basophilia although
light oligodendrocytes show light basophilia in
Epon sections. Koenig ('61) describes the RNA
ofoligodendrocytes as binding with Nissl stains
only after treatment with both deoxyribonu-
clease and nitrous acid to unmask its baso¬
philia; astrocytes do not even stain after this
treatment. Such heroic procedures are not re¬
quired to elicit coronate cell basophilia.

Following recognition of the neuronal nature
of the granule cells in the cerebellum, a small
but expanding body of literature has been con¬
cerned with the structure and function of mi-
croneurons in the nervous system (Altman,
'67). These studies emphasize that ambiguous
neuron-like cells in nervous tissue may be mi-
croneurons (Altman and Bayer, '77; Kaplan
and Hinds, '77). An open mind should even be
kept with respect to apparent glia: Large popu¬
lations of "oligodendroglia" in frog and toad
dorsal horns have now been identified as mi-
croneurons in spite of their very dense nuclei
and poor basophilia (Ralston, '68; Sasaki, '76).
The coronate cell does not even look like a typi¬
cal glial cell and, with its small Nissl granules
and their associated basophilia, is closer to
classical neurons in appearance.

Coronate cells appear to be neurons

In lightly stained Nissl material the pale nu¬
clei of coronate cells appear similar in density
to those of small ganglion cells; nuclear basi-
philia is apparent in more heavily stained
preparations although the nucleoplasm re¬
mains agranular in appearance. An obvious
nucleolus is often lacking; it is sometimes
rather faint when visible; in many cells it may
be represented by what appears to be a chroma¬
tin mass on the nuclear membrane or at the tip
of a nuclear invagination. Difficulty in recog¬
nizing the nucleolus under light microscopy,
and nuclear basiphilia, are characteristic of
some microneurons such as cerebellar granule
cells (Palay and Chan-Palay, 1974). Both cup¬
ping of the nucleus and the intricate folding of
the nuclear wall to form cytoplasmic invagina¬

tions packed with RNA lead to nuclear mor¬
phology with a complexity characteristic of
neurons rather than glia (Smallwood, '06;
Smallwood and Rogers, '08; Peters et al., '76;
Chan-Palay, '77). The prominent subnuclear
and free cytoplasmic basophil material, iden¬
tified above as RNA and corresponding in posi¬
tion to the stacked granulated endoplasmic
reticulum, is again characteristic. Electron mi¬
crographs ofcoronate cells indicate a somewhat
darker nucleus than is found in adjacent larger
neurons but this is common to other microneu¬
rons. The sublammelar cisternae stacks found
under the somatic contacts are typical of neu¬
rons (Pappas and Waxman, '72; Raviola and
Raviola, '69). The major process leaving the cell
body at the pole bearing the cytoplasmic cap is
similar to that found in ganglion cells of the
same layer. In all of these features the coronate
cell is characteristically neuronal and meets
the necessary light and electron microscopic
criteria (Burri and Schneider, '73; Schneider et
al., '71).

Several specialized junctions between proc¬
esses and the coronate cell soma have been ob¬
served in the limited electron microscopic ma¬
terial so far examined but only a few small,
vesicle-like profiles have been located near the
region of contact; the material did not permit
identification of the junctions as synapses.
These contacts may correspond to those ob¬
served in HRP material (figure 7\-7v, 7,0—7j,).
The similarity between these regions of con¬
tact, with their associated subsurface cister¬
nae, and structures observed in conventional
amacrine cells is taken up subsequently.

Coronate cells are not retinal ganglion cells
From the above evidence we conclude that

the coronate cells of the retinal ganglion cell
layer are neurons. Vaney's ('80) results indi¬
cate that only a fraction ofall the neurons in the
retinal ganglion cell layer can send their axons
into the optic nerve and suggest that the neu¬
rons of classical appearance are the retinal
ganglion cells. Indeed, we find that it is these
cells which are filled when HRP is applied to
the sectioned optic nerve. In select regions up to
95% of the classical neurons filled with HRP
and it is thus not possible that the population of
cells described as coronate and unclassified
could make a significant contribution to the
optic nerve fibre population. The classical neu-

Fig. 7 Micrographs 1 and 2, respectively, illustrate regions of streak and more peripheral retina with good
HRP Filling of the ganglion cells; the typical coronate cells (c) show no Filling. In some areas, granules of reaction
product lie on the surface of coronate cells, frame 4. Ganglion cells displaced in the inner nuclear layer Filled with
HRP, frame 3, and in patches a few amacrines bore HRP-Filled terminals, frames 5 and 6, similar in appearance to
those occurring occasionally on coronate cells, frame 7. A few of these terminals could be seen to originate from
HRP-Filled processes, frames 8- 9 and 10-11 (the second micrograph ofeach pair shows a deeper plane of focus and
the arrows indicate the paths of the processes).
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rons account for nearly all the optic nerve fi¬
bers. The HRP study indicates that the excess
of neurons over optic nerve fibers (547,000
compared with 394,000; Vaney and Hughes,
'76) must consist of coronate and unclassified
cells rather than classic neurons.

Are coronate cells intraretinal association
neurons or displaced arnacrine cells?

It is possible that those neurons which are
not retinal ganglion cells also possess axons
which only project locally within the retina.
Such axons have been described for intrareti¬
nal association neurons (Marenghi cells) in the
ganglion cell layer of human and dog retina
(Marenghi, 1900; Gallego and Cruz, '65). Simi¬
lar association neurons have been identified in
rabbit retina but are described (Davison and
Lieberman, '78) as possessing large somata in
contrast to coronate and unclassified cells. We
have never identified an axon or axon hillock
originating from a coronate or an unclassified
cell in methylene blue or HRP material.

Although the absence of an axon is charac¬
teristic of the amacrine cells of the inner nu¬

clear layer, we depend almost entirely on the
work ofCajal ('55, '59, '73) for evidence that the
ganglion cell layer of vertebrate retinas con¬
tains small neurons which lack an axon and are

similar in appearance to amacrine cells. Such
"displaced amacrines" of the retinal ganglion
cell layer are described by Cajai ('55) as being
"in abundance" or "very numerous" in reptiles,
amphibia, and birds. Several reports have sub¬
sequently confirmed the presence of displaced
amacrines in the chick retina (Castro, '66;
Nishimura et al., '79), not as a rarity, but in
substantial numbers (Galvez et al., '77). Dis¬
placed amacrines were encountered infre¬
quently in the mammalian retina by Cajal ('73)
and were illustrated only for the newborn kit¬
ten (Cajal, '59). Such "displaced" or "inferior"
amacrines are not to be confused with the "in¬
terstitial" amacrines (Cajal, '73) demonstrated
in the mammalian inner plexiform layer.

The coronate cell is quite unlike the multi¬
polar interstitial amacrines of the mammalian
retina. It does not resemble the multiprocessed
amacrine cell demonstrated in the retinal
ganglion cell layer of dog and cat by Gallego
('71). The distinctive somatic form of the coro¬

nate cell is more characteristic of the non-

mammalian displaced amacrine cells (Cajal,
'73). Like them, itappears to send a major basal
process into the inner plexiform layer where it
branches on the vitread side. The terminal

branches of methylene blue-stained cells were
not impregnated, so it is not known whether the
typical delicate tree of Cajal's nonmammalian
displaced amacrines is present.

Very recently, however, evidence has ac¬
cumulated of the presence of a unipolar dis¬
placed amacrine in the mammalian retina
(West, '76; Perry, '79). In rat these cells are
small "with a singleprimary dendrite passing a
short distance into the innerplexiform layer be¬
fore branching on a plane" (Perry, '79). It is
possible that such neurons are typical of those
in the ganglion cell layer of the rat which sur¬
vive optic nerve section (Eayrs, '52; Perry, '79),
do not fill with HRP (Bunt et al., '74), and com¬
prise the excess of retinal ganglion cell layer
neurones over the optic nerve count (Hughes,
'77b). It thus appears very likely that the coro¬
nate cell represents an amacrine-like cell
common to the retinal ganglion cell layer of all
classes of vertebrate. A substantial excess of
ganglion cell layer neurons over optic nerve
fibers has also been reported for the cat
(Hughes and Wassle, '76).

The presence of both pre- and postsynaptic
regions on the processes of the amacrine cells of
the inner nuclear layer (Dowling and Boycott,
'66) is definitive for these cells and provides a
functional explanation for their lack ofan axon.
Such synaptic organization has yet to be dem¬
onstrated in displaced amacrines and the proc¬
esses ofcoronate cells remain to be examined by
electron microscopy.

Little is known about displaced amacrines
but the coronate cells and amacrines of the
inner nuclear layer have many features in
common. The coronate cells are usually siightly
larger than amacrines of the inner nuclear
layer (figure 7r>.,;) but the organization of
their Nissl substance is very similar to that in
some amacrine cells (fig. 8). In primates the
lobulated nucleus has been described as dis¬
tinctive of amacrines (Dowling and Boycott,
1966) but Dubin ('70) has shown that this fea¬
ture varies from species to species and, more¬
over, it is a feature common to neurons in gen¬
eral (Peters et al., '76). However, the similarity
between some human amacrine cells and coro¬

nate cells is quite striking (Hogan et al., '71:
figures 9-62, 9-65, 9-67). Like amacrine cells
of the inner nuclear layer, coronate cells are
rapidly destroyed by low concentrations of
kainic acid (Hughes and Narkiewicz, unpub¬
lished observations).

Of particular significance is the observation
that amacrine cells in man (Missotten, '65),
monkey (Dowling and Boycott, '66) and rabbit
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(Raviola and Raviola, '69) possess subsurface
cisternae which often underlie a junction be¬
tween a process and the cell soma. Subsurface
cisternae are typically associated with nerve
cells (Rosenbluth, '62) and are apparent in the
electron micrograph of the identified coronate
cell (fig. 4). Rabbit amacrine cells possess
cupped nuclei like coronate cells and have
somatic subsurface cistemae said to be rarely
encountered in other classes of rabbit retinal
neurons (Raviola and Raviola, '69). The subsur¬
face cisternae of the coronate cell in figure 4 are
distinctive, like those of rabbit amacrine cells,
in being free of ribosomes on all elements
(Raviola and Raviola, '69). The processes con¬
tacting coronate cell somata contained small
vesicles but our preparation did not permit the
identification of synapses. These contacts were
similar to the axosomatic contacts on ama-

crines as described by Meller and Eschner ('65)
in various species; in none have such junctions
yet been identified as synaptic (Missotten, '65;
Dowling and Boycott, '66).

The available evidence thus suggests that
the coronate cell lacks an axon but, more im¬
portantly, it has several positive features in
common with the amacrines of the inner nu¬

clear layer. We tentatively conclude that it is
an amacrine-like cell, a "displaced-amacrine,"
rather than an association neuron. Proofof this
requires demonstration that the coronate cell
makes synapses and that the same process
bears pre- and postsynaptic sites.

CONCLUSIONS

There can be little doubt that coronate cells
are neurons although their formation of
synapses has yet to be demonstrated. Current
anatomical interpretations of retinal ganglion
cell function take no account of the presence of
either displaced amacrine cells or association
neurones. The results of Vaney ('80) show that
the number ofcoronate cells in the gangl ion cell
layer ofthe rabbit reti™a is substantial and it is
thus worthwhile comparing their density with
the limited data on displaced amacrine cells.

The capricious staining of the Golgi method
cannot provide an accurate indication of the
relative numbers of each cell type but the high
impregnation frequency ofdisplaced amacrines
in the bird peri-fovea "uggests that they are
present in large number (Cajal, '55). This has
been independently substantiated by Binggeli
and Paule ('69), who found that there are 1.8
million neurons in the ganglion cell layer of
the pigeon retina which do not send an axon
into the optic nerve: This is equivalent to a

mean density of 5,400 displaced amacrines
per mm2.

In the rabbit the density of coronate cells is
much lower, ranging from 360/mm2 on the vis¬
ual streak to 180/mm2 some 6 mm below the
peak of the streak (Vaney, '80). The presence of
about 153,000 coronate and unclassified cells in
the ganglion cell layer of the rabbit retina
(Vaney and Hughes, '76; Vaney, '80) indicates
that there are up to 360 neurons/mm2 which do
not project into the optic nerve. Similarly,
Hughes ('77b) has suggested that there is a
substantial population of displaced amacrines
in the rat retina which amounts to some 1,000
cells/mm2. This conclusion is supported by ear¬
lier reports (Eayrs, '52; Bunt et ah, '74), and the
results of Perry ('79) are consistent with the
presence of such cells.

The presence of substantial numbers of dis¬
placed amacrines in the ganglion cell layer of
the mammalian retina, although contrary to
the current conception of its anatomy which is
based on capricious Golgi and methylene blue
staining, would harmonize the organization of
this region of retina with that accepted for
other vertebrate classes in which large popu¬
lations of such cells are commonly accepted to
exist. Moreover, the large numbers ofdisplaced
amacrines indicated by Nissl studies on pigeon,
rat, and rabbit retinas suggest that the retinal
position of these cells is not a morphogenic ac-
uiudm-anu, tnctciuic, UlCIdUCl Ul&plctUtJU limy
be inappropriate. It is difficult to accept the
implication of the discussion by Hinds and
Hinds ('78) that mammalian displaced ama¬
crines accidentally fail to complete their migra¬
tion to the amacrine cell layer; in view of the
situation in reptiles and birds, rather than it
being "puzzling" that displaced amacrines are
present in the mature mammalian retina
(Hinds and Hinds, '78) it should be puzzling if
they were not present.

Cajal ('55) has suggested that no significance
should be attributed to the location of the dis¬
placed amacrine soma because it is the layer of
the inner plexiform 1 ayer at which it synapses
which is functionally important. However, it
has recently been demonstrated that another
"displaced" cell, the displaced ganglion cell of
the pigeon retina, forms a discrete population
which projects specifically into the accessory
optic system (Karten et al., '77). It seems most
probable that the soma location of the displaced
amacrine also reflects a distinctive retinal con¬

nectivity and thus the ubiquitous distribution
ofdisplaced amacrine cells throughout the ver¬
tebrate classes suggests that a unique func¬
tional role should be sought for them.
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Fig.8.Illustrations1-12showselectneuronsoftheamacrinelayerwhichhavefeaturessimilartocoronatecellsoftheganglioncell
layer(Cinframes13-20).ShortarrowsindicatethecharacteristicringofjuxtanuclearNisslsubstance,longarrowsshowRNA-fillednuclearinvaginations,andopenarrowsindicatethelocationofthenucleolusoritsout-of-focusimage.Demonstrationofthesecellsrequiresdelicatestaining;ifachievedintheganglioncelllayerthentheamacrinelayerneuronsshowratherlowcontrast.Cellslookinglikecoronatecellsarerarerintheamacrinelayerthanintheganglioncelllayer.Theyarecommonlyarrangedradially,withthenucleusbelowthe"crown"ofNisslgranuleswhicharethusoftenseeninaseparateplaneoffocus;1,2and3,6showdifferentfocalplanesofthesamecells.Absolutedensitieshavenotbeenestimatedforthesecellsbutitisoftenpossibletoobtaintwoorthreeina100-^isquarewhichmightcontain60otherprofilesinthesamefocalplane.Cellslookinglikecoronatecellsmaythusbefoundintheamacrinelayer.Itispossiblethatthissimplyarisesfromthepresenceofcommonstructuresinsmallneuronsofdifferentfunctionaltypebutitisnotinconsistentwiththesuggestionthatcoronatecellsare"displaced"amacrines.TheselectneuronsoftheamacrinelayerarequiteunliketheclassoflargerneuronswithprominentNisslsubstancewhichhavebeenidentifiedasdisplacedganglioncellsbytheirfillingwithHRPappliedtothesectionedopticnerve(figure73).
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A newly identified population o£
presumptive inicroneurones in
the cat retinal ganglion cell layer

A. Hughes & Elzbieta Wieniawa-Narkiewicz

Department of Physiology, The John Curtin School of Medical
Research, The Australian National University, PO Box 334,
Canberra City, ACT 2601, Australia

A large population of microneurones has recently been dis¬
covered in the rabbit retinal ganglion cell layer1,2. These
'coronate* cells may represent a class of displaced ainacrine
cells1,2. Like conventional ainacrine cells3 they are swiftly and
selectively destroyed4 by low concentrations of kainic acid, a
neurotoxin5. No similar cell has been described in the cat retina,
which is reported to contain 217-260,000 neurones of classical
appearance6. These outnumber the 128-180,000 optic nerve
fibres7,8 but it has been suggested that the excess comprise
Nissl-staining glial cells9. We report here that, using the neuro¬
toxic effects of kainic acid to test and confirm the neuronal
nature of the classic neurone excess, a large additional popu¬
lation of at least 730,000 presumptive microneurones was
revealed. They resemble rabbit coronate cells, do not project
into the optic nerve and have been previously identified as
presumed glia6,10,11. Various lines of evidence for the neuronal
nature of these cells is presented below, but synapses have not
been demonstrated; subsequent reference to microneurones
must therefore be regarded as presumptive.

The vitreous humor of cats anaesthetised with Nembutal was

injected with either 12 or 120 nM of kainic acid in 10 p.1 of
saline. After 3 h the retina was removed, mounted and stained6.

As shown in Fig. 1, near the area centralis, a, (3 and larger y
ganglion cells12 seemed to be normal at the lower dosage but,
apart from one microglial cell, none of the remaining non¬
vascular profiles resembled those of normal retina, and all
showed kainic-induced necrocytosis; the nuclei of many were
pyknotic5. Small y-mode neurones seemed scarce but the
number of necrotic profiles was far in excess of their possible

5755. pp. 468-470. April 3 1980
mats Ltd., /980

Fig. 1 Cells in the ganglion cell layer of the cat retina after an
intraocular injection of 10 nM kainic acid. They are situated near
the 2,500 classic neurones mm" isodensity line some 1.5 mm
temporal of the area centralis, a (a), [3 (b) and the larger y (g)
Nissl-stained somas are apparent in relatively unchanged form.
One y cell near the centre of the figure has begun to degenerate and
shows the characteristic nucleus with clumped chromophilic
material. The large, medium and small arrows indicate profiles in
progressively more advanced stages of degeneration. The final
product is the pyknotic profile designated by the smallest
unlabelled arrows. The open arrow indicates a classic glial cell. The
"degenerating profiles of this region must represent small cells
because the densities of large and medium-sized cells are normal.
The number of kainic-sensitive cells far exceeds the possible
number of degenerate y cells. Alcohol/formalin-fixed material.

Scale bar, 10 p.m.
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Fig. 2 a-ty Cells from the untreated cat ganglion cell layer resembling those which are destroyed by kainic acid and have previously been
presumed to be glia. Small arrows: RNA-specific basophilia in free cytoplasmic granules; medium arrows: similar material at the juxtanuclear
region of the cell's cytoplasmic pole; large arrows: basophilic nuclear invaginations. The nucleolus is obvious in cells of a and e. The subnuclear
ring of basophilia is apparent in </, f and /; in i it was below the nucleus. /', k, Cells of the amacrine layer with features resembling those of
kainic-sensitive profiles in the ganglion cell layer [a-i). /, Two types of glial nucleus from the nerve fibre layer; one shows clumped, the other
dispersed, chromatin. These are from an eye injected with 120 nM of kainic acid and enucleated after 3 h, but their appearance is within the
normal range. Cells such as those in a-k were destroyed by this treatment although they lie deeper within the retina. Alcohol/formalin fixed.

Scale bar 10 jxtn.
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Fig. 3 A lightly Nissl-stained region of normal retina somewhat
more peripheral than that of Fig. 1. The somas of Nissl-stained a
(a), (3 (b) and y (g) mode neurones are apparent. The small arrows
indicate the profiles of cells previously identified as presumed
glia7"12,1 A large number of these cells are present, as would be
expected in a region of normal retina similar to that shown in Fig. 1.
However, no such profiles with relatively clear nuclei and jux-
tanuclear basophilia can be seen in Fig. 1. A quantitative analysis
(see text) shows the majority of the kainic-sensitive profiles to
correspond to the small, pale profiles shown here. These presumed
lilia7-1' are thus sensitive to the influence of a neurotoxic
compound not known to have gliotoxic effects. Alcohol/formalin-

fixed material. Scale bar 10 p.m.

contribution; the surprisingly large population of pyknotic cells
was particularly obvious in the periphery, where ganglion cells
are less common.

A 0.013-mm2 area near that shown in Fig. 1 contained 75
non-vascular profiles. Of these, 2 were classic glia with obvious
nuclear chromatin, 2 were a-mode cells, 15 /3-mode cells and 8
y-mode cells; the remainder were unlike any profiles of normal
retina. Because this region in untreated retina has a y-cell
population equal to the combined a- and /3-mode populations13
it is estimated that nine of the novel profiles represent
degenerate classic neurones of the y mode. Thus, 34 profiles
(45%) represent classic neurones; 2 (3%) were classic glia and
the remaining 39 (52%) represent cells not previously included
in the neurone count but which have been destroyed by a
neurotoxic compound.

In normal retina this area (Fig. 5 A of ref. 6) contains a similar
proportion (43%) of classic neurones, but the remaining 57% of
profiles are presumed to be glia. The most common of these
'presumed glia' lack the conspicuous nuclear chromatin of clas¬
sic glia and often possess a prominent nucleolus6. In kainic-
treated retina only 3% of profiles in the ganglion cell layer were
recognisable as glia; the remaining 54% of presumed glia were
missing. There was instead a corresponding proportion of 52%
residual kainic-damaged profiles which we conclude represents
the necrotic presumed glia of the normal cat retina; their
absolute densities are similar at 2,800 mm-2 and 2,960 mm-2
(ref. 6).

Kainic acid does not seem to be gliotoxic14; early glial
response to kainic acid1516 resembles that to glutamate3,17;18 and
is reported to involve swelling but not necrosis and pyknosis.
The exposed glial cells of the fibre layer and perivascular glia
were unchanged in appearance even at the 10 times higher dose
of kainic acid (Fig. 21), as were glia in the ganglion cell and inner
plexiform layers. Miiller cell bodies and feet seemed normal,
without the damage we observe with DL-aminoadipic acid, a
known gliotoxic compound19. On this basis, we conclude that
the majority of the presumed glia in the normal cat ganglion cell
layer are, in fact, neurones.

Figure 3 shows a lightly stained region of normal cat retina;
the majority of profiles correspond to the presumed glia of
previous reports6,9,11. The pear shape of some cells (Fig. 2), the
juxtanuclear basophilia, basophil nuclear invaginations and
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Fig. 4 The soma diameter spectrum illustrates the size range of non-vitally stained cells in the various classic neurone modes of peripheral cat
retina subject to supravital methylene blue staining and non-vital counterstaining. In addition, the stippled regions represent the presumed
microneurone spectrum previously identified as presumed glia. The location in the soma size spectrum of some supravital methylene blue-stained
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classic neurones have not previously been reported. T heir presence shows that cells in the class labelled 'microneurones' are not too small to be
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cytoplasmic granules, size range and restricted cytoplasm are
similar to those of rabbit coronate cells2. Some possess the
'crown' of juxtanuclear basophilia which led to the term
'coronate' in rabbit (Fig. 2d, f, /'); its basophilia to Gallocyanin-
lake is confirmed to be RNA-spccific in the cat by its elimination
with prior ribonuclease incubation, a result similar to that seen
in the rabbit2. The complex nuclear form20,21, its basophilic
invaginations21 and cytoplasmic RNA basophilia22 are charac¬
teristically neuronal20,21.

These cells are smaller than any neurones previously
described in the cat retinal ganglion cell layer and are different
from reported cat displaced amacrine cells23. Supravital
methylene blue-stained retinas were examined for examples of
their dendritic trees. Figure 4 shows the diameter range of soma
profiles for neurones in such preparations. Dendritic trees are
shown only for cells with very small, 5-7 p.m, somata well
displaced from the y-mode population. None are completely
stained but the variety of form suggests considerable hetero¬
geneity; their vital staining offers additional evidence for their
neuronal nature22. Many possess one main dendrite which
branches close to the soma. No axons or axon-hillocks were

observed and the cells do not fill with horseradish peroxidase.
from the optic nerve13.

In peripheral retina the presumptive microneurones form
75% of the profiles in the retinal ganglion cell layer but their
density is lower, 1,550 mm"2. In a 470-mm2 cat retina6 this
suggests a population of at least 730,000 microneurones.
Adding the 217,000 classic neurones6 we estimate a population
of up to 106 neurones in the cat ganglion cell layer. This is so far
in excess of even the largest optic nerve fibre counts that it
precludes the possibility of a significant proportion of the
microneurones being ganglion cells. That such a large popu¬
lation has remained undiscovered for so long suggests that they
are, like the interplexiform cell25, only rarely impregnated by
the capricious Golgi stain.

Two classes of neurone which do not project into the optic
nerve are recognised in the retinal ganglion cell layer—cells of
Marenghi26,27 and displaced amacrines28. Cells of Marenghi,
unlike the microneurones of cat and rabbit retina, possess an
axon. However, cc.ls similar to microneuroncs do occur in the
amacrine layer (Fig. 2/, k) of both species. Rabbit coronate
cells2, cat microneuroncs and non-displaced amacrines3 are all
sensitive to kainic acid. It is concluded that the microneurones

represent a class of 'displaced' amacrine cell. There are addi¬
tional reasons for assuming this in the rabbit2.

Displaced amacrines are regarded as common in non-mam¬
malian species28 but have only occasionally been identified in
mammals23,28-3". Their large number in the bird retina31,32 has
been well demonstrated33. Now cat, rabbit1,2 and rat3,1 are also
known to possess a large population of neurones in the ganglion
cell layer which are not ganglion cells. No distinctive role has
been postulated for cither displaced amacrines or the micro-
neurone population. The relative uniformity of microneurone
density across the retina suggests that these cells function in
relation to a fixed-size module of inner nuclear layer neurones.
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A stage of Nissl staining has Seen introduced into the routine procedure by which retinal flat mounts
are prepared for electron microscopy. This permits photomicrographic survey of areas which are
subsequently removed, embedded and thin sectioned. The technique is employed to positively identic,
members of a given cell class by light microscopy before detailed analysis of the same cells by electron
microscopy. The method may be applicable to tissue slices.

The retinal ganglion ceil layer of rabbit (Cattaneo, 1922; Vaney and Hughes,
1976; Vaney, 1980; Hughes and Vaney, 1980: Hayden el a!., 1980; Vaney et al.
1981; Hughes and Wieniawa-Narkiewicz, 1982), cat (Hughes and Wieniawa-
Narkiewicz, 1980; Hughes, 1981) and rat (Eayrs, 1952; Hughes, 1977; Perry and
Walker, 1980), has been demonstrated to contain large populations of cells which
appear to be displaced amacrines. The identification of the more equivocal forms as
neurones and the analysis of their connections now requires electron microscopy of
serial sections. However, these new classes have so far been characterized by light
microscopy alone and transfer of their identifying morphological criteria to the
electron microscope is very difficult.

The method of examining glutaraldehyde-fixed, Golgi-impregnated retinas by
light microscopy and then embedding selected cells for serial sectioning and electron
microscopic examination (Stell, 1965; Blackstad, 1968) is potentially very useful
under such circumstances in spite of its technical difficulties (Blaekstad, 1970).
Unfortunately, the majority of the presumptive displaced amacrines do not impreg¬
nate readily which may in part account for their belated discovery. It is alternatively
possible to cut thick and thin sections from unimpregnated material, examining the
former under light microscopy after Nissl staining and the latter with the electron
microscope. However, even the transfer of criteria from whole mounts to the 0.5 jtim
'thick' sections is not straightforward as indicated by the difficulties encountered

0165-O27O/82/0(X)O-OOOO/$O2.75 «.> 1982 Elsevier Biomedical Press
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when using this method to identify the electron microscopic features of microglia
(Vaughn and Peters, 1968). To make this easier some workers (Hollander, 1970;
Grimely, 1965; Cox and Seely, 1974) cut very thick sections, 20-40 p.m, in order to
visualize more of each cell and then re-embed selected areas for thin sectioning.
However, the complexity of the procedure increases and clye penetration into very
thick plastic-embedded sections is poor (Berkowitz et ah, 1968).

Methods

The following is a very simple technique which introduces Nissl staining between
the initial fixation of the retinal whole mount and osmication. A photographic
survey of cells in an area of the retinal ganglion ceil layer can then be made
immediately after staining. Subsequent embedding of blocks of up to 3 m long for
serial sectioning and electron microscopy permits a detailed analysis of each photo¬
graphically identified cell.

Adult rabbits (3-4 kg) were anaesthetized with Nembutal. The posterior chamber
of an eye was injected with 1 ml of a fixative comprising 2% glutaraidehyde, 0.03 M
dextrose and 0.1 M phosphate buffer at pH 7.2. A relief needle was introduced at the
opposite pole of the eye while the fixative was introduced over a 2 min period. The
eye was immediately enucleated and heniiseeted with a cut 2 mm behind the brnbus;
the anterior segment and vitreous were removed. The eyecup was immersed for 1.5 h
in the same fixative at room temperature and the retina subsequently detached either
in saline or fixative, floated onto a gelatinized slide, covered with lint-free filter
paper (Whatman-50) and left to adhere to the slide for 0.5 h under a weighted slide
immersed in fixative.

The retina was rinsed in saline and stained with 0.\% methylene blue in Du'ibeceo's
Modified Eagle's Medium (Flow Labs) or saline. Better results were obtained by this
means that if the dye was added directly to the glutaraldehyde. S he wet mount was
examined under a coverglass by light microscopy until ganglion cells (Vaney. 1980;
Hughes and Vaney, 1980) and coronate cells (Vaney, 1980; Hughes and Vaney,
1980) were well stained. The dye was washed from the tissue with fresh fixative and
the cover glass replaced. A suitable area about 3X5 mm was chosen for photogra¬
phy, tlw coverslip removed and a razor blade used to cut out the form of an irregular
trapezoid for orientation. A small cut on one side provided a landmark for
identification of the first cells during microtomy.

The isolated block of retina was placed in fixative on a fresh slide and covered.
The selected region was photographed at several planes in sequential overlapping
fields at a magnification of X375 on a Zeiss Photomicroscope III. Exposure to a
high light intensity prior to photography bleached the methylene blue background
staining more than that of the cells and improved contrast. The result, with an air
objective and uncleared tissue, was a delicate and detailed staining which revealed
intranuclear folds, invaginations and other important morphological features for cell
identification. In some preparations the Midler cell feet begin to break down during
photography. This is readily detected if thq contrast diaphragm is closed because



Fig.I.A:thisillustratestheganglioncelllayerofanunclearedregionofaretinalflatmount.Thenervecellswerestainedbymethyleneblue.Thecells'g' are ganglioncells,thoselabelled'c' arecoronatecells(Vaney.1980:HughesandVanev.1980).Alineindicatestheplaneofradialthinsectionscutonthe ultramicrotome.B:thislow-powerelectronmicroscopicphotomontageshowsaradialsectionoftheganglioncelllayeralongthelineinA.Thecomparisonof cellsinthe2photographsenablesthistobereadilyconfirmed:beginwiththetwolargeganglioncellsontheleftwhosenucleiarcjustgrazedbytheplaneof sectioninAandappearaspatchesoflighternucleoplasmintheradialsectionsofB.Arrowsindicatecross-sectionsofcoronatecells.Thescalerepresents50
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small bubbles may be observed to form at their margins.
The. tissue was stored in fixative while the adequacy of the film was confirmed. It

was then processed for electron microscopy in the manner described by Hughes and
Vaney (1980). A Reichert microtome was employed to cut several 0.5 /am thick
initial sections, which were stained for light microscopy (Richardson et a!., 1960).
Comparison of these sections with the photographic survey montage made it
possible to identify their position and orientation. When this had been achieved,
silver serial sections were cut with glass or diamond knives, supported on parlodian
and carbon-coated slot grids, stained for 45 s with 0.4% lead citrate (Venable and
Coggeshall, 1965) and finally examined in a Philips 301 electron microscope. By
using 3 mm-long sections, a large number of cells may be examined simultaneously
during serial sectioning and the nature of each identified by reference to the light
microphotographs.

Results

Fig. 1A illustrates an area of methylene blue stained ganglion cell layer in winch a
line indicates the plane of radial sectioning. Fig. IB is a photomontage of low-power
electron microphotographs of a thin section taken along this line. In Fig. 1A the
ganglion t ells are labelled 'g' and the coronate cells 'c'. The thin section cuts through
several ganglion and coronate cells. The arrows in Fig. IB indicate the EM
cross-sections of the coronate cells cut by the section plane shown in A. The cells of
B may readily be identified with those of A. The basophilic nuclear processes of
coronate cell 'c.,' can be seen io be folds of the nuclear membrane in B. In definitive
confirmation of Hughes and Vaney (1980) it is apparent that the cytoplasm of
ganglion cells is darker staining than the nucleoplasm whereas there is little
difference between their intensity in coronate cells. Such criteria accumulate with
observation and subsequently enable confident identification of these and oilier cell
classes without light microscopic identification. The quality of the EM material after
this procedure is satisfactory and it is possible to trace processes into the plexiform
layer and identify synapses for the ultrastructural analysis of connections (Hughes
and Wieniavva-Narkiewicz, 1982).
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Summary. The relationship of brisk transient and
brisk-sustained unit cut-off frequencies to their
respective array cut-off frequencies has been calcu¬
lated by means of sampling theory from the corre¬
sponding a and /5-mode cell densities at various retinal
eccentricities. Interpretation of the results depends
on whether on and off cells of each class are

functionally homogeneous or heterogeneous popula¬
tions. tn agreement with expectations from sampling
theory for a system involved in resolution tasks, it is
found that the brisk-sustained system has less poten¬
tial for undersampling and spurious imagery than the
brisk-transient system, which is thought to play a
different role. The brisk-sustained array could
avoid such aliasing altogether if it is functionally
heterogeneous. The differences between the two
systems are similar to those between insect eyes
respectively optimised for high resolution vision or
the detection of high velocity image motion.

Key words: Retina - Sampling theorem - Brisk, X
and Y, ganglion cells - Cat - Visual acuity

Of some nine classes of ganglion cell encountered in
cat retina, only brisk-sustained, X, units have been
suggested to mediate form recognition and resolution
tasks (Enroth-Cugell and Robson 1966; Cleland et al.
1971; Ikeda and Wright 1972; Stone et al. 1979). The
non-linear behaviour, low peak density and other
properties of brisk-transient, Y, units have rather
suggested their involvement in orientation reflexes or
movement detection (Enroth-Cugell and Robson
1966; Cleland ct al. 1971; Ikeda and Wright 1972;
Stone et al. 1979).

The receptive fields of both brisk classes form two
dimensional arrays which sample the retinal image

and relay some of its information to the brain. The
potential performance of such arrays in resolution
tasks has intrinsic bounds which are defined by
sampling theory. Because of the marked difference
between the roles often attributed to the two brisk

systems in the current consensus, it is interesting to
compare the extent to which they are organised and
perform in accord with sampling theory.

Background to Sampling Theory

Any retinal image can be treated as if composed from the images
of a set of independent sinusoidal gratings with differing frequen¬
cies, phases; and amplitudes; these are its Fourier Components
(Bracewell 1965). Measurement of retina or visual system per¬
formance in terms of the highest frequency of grating which it can
faithfi lly transmit is thus of general importance because it specifies
the highest frequency of Fourier Component available at the
output and thus defines the complexity and quality of image that
can be relayed.

Helmholtz long ago pointed out that at least one relatively
unstimulated element must be interposed between each of those
activated by bright bars if a sampling array is required to resolve a
grating pattern (Helmholtz 1924). In modern parlance, a grating so
matched to a sampling array is said to be at the cut-off frequency,
fc, because it is the highest frequency which the system can
accurately transmit. A grating of lower frequency than this is
oversampled but nevertheless generates a unique set of output
values which define the original stimulus with no loss of informa¬
tion and enable its accurate reconstruction, fc/2 Fig. 1. A grating of
frequency higher than fc, however, is undersamplcd and does not
generate a unique array output. The original stimulus thus cannot
be reconstructed and masquerades as a spurious lower frequency
signal. Loss of information by this means is known as 'aliasing' and
is readily understood in its simplest form by considering a grating
of frequency 3fc sampled by an array at the rate 2fc, Fig. 1. The
array output wrongly suggests the stimulus to be of the critical
frequency fc. Fig. 1, and although its presence is detected, it is not
resolved.

These ideas now have a formal basis in the sampling theorem
(Cauchy 1841; Ciabor 19-16; Shannon and Weaver 1949; Yen
1956). Given an array of n elements per degree, the component of
highest spatial frequency, fc, in a om'-dimcnsional brightness
distribution which can be relayed by the array without loss of
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Undersompling

-^5?- -^5"-
SAMPLING AT 2fc

Aliosing of 3fc os fc

POTENTIAL RECONSTRUCTION

Fig. 1. Three grating patterns of different frequencies are illus¬
trated in cross section to the left of the figure. One, of frequency
fc, is optimally matched to a sampling array symbolised by the row
of arrowheads at frequency 2fc. The two values sampled by the
array in each grating cycle suffice for reconstruction of the original
signal, fc, with no information loss, as demonstrated to the right
hand side. Frequencies which are lower than the critical value fc
defined by sampling theory, such as fc/2, are oversampled but
reconstructable. Frequencies such as 3fc, which arc higher than the
critical value fc, are undersampled and 'alias' as lower frequencies,
fc in this instance, which becomes apparent when the output of the
array is reconstituted

information is n/2 = fc. Given a /wo-dimcnsional array of density
d = n2 then the highest spatial frequency which can be unambigu¬
ously specified in a wo dimensional brightness distribution is,

fc, = v~
4

for a square array or,

fch = 1 d_
3.46

(i)

(2)

for a hexagonal array after Snyder and Miller (1977).
If a sampling array is to be free from spurious imagery then it

must not be presented with a significant signal energy above the
cut-off frequency, fc, determined by its density. In man-made
systems this is commonly achieved by interposing a filter before
the array. Whether, or not, a system is organised to be free from
aliasing may thus be determined by comparing the cut-off fre¬
quency calculated from its array density, fc, with that above which
the output modulation of its individual elements is negligible, fcc,
when presented with a range of spatial frequencies. Only if fc is
equal to, or higher than, fce is the potential for spurious imagery
absent.

Application of Sampling Theory to Brisk Units

The sampling theorem has been applied to the insect
eye (Barlow 1965; Snyder et al. 1977), to the

relationship between human acuity and foveal photo¬
receptor density (Green 1970) and to the estimation
of the upper limit on the behavioural resolution of
sheep (Hughes and Whitteridge 1973) and cat
(Hughes 1975) from the peak density of ganglion
cells in the area centralis. However, the latter
procedure may lead to gross overestimation if several
independent populations are present in unknown
proportions.

Recently, the separate distributions and density
profiles of the a and (3-cell populations of the cat
retina have been estimated (Peichl and Wassle 1979;
Hughes 1981). Brisk transient units have been iden¬
tified as a-cells (Cleland et al. 1975) and brisk
sustained units are considered to correspond to the (3-
cells (Boycott and Wassle 1974; Cleland and Levick
1974; Fukuda and Stone 1974; Levick 1975; Peichl
and Wassle 1979); density distributions are thus
available for each functional class. With increase in

eccentricity from the area centralis, the density of
each cell class decreases, the receptive field diame¬
ters increase and the corresponding cut-off frequen¬
cies are therefore reduced. Now that Cleland et al.
1979) have described the decline in grating cut-off
frequency of brisk-transient and brisk-sustained units
as a function of eccentricity, it is possible to compare
single unit cut-off frequencies with those computed
from the local cell density of the corresponding
morphological cell class over a wide range of
densities.

If brisk-sustained cells really are the substrate of
grating resolution, and if they are organised in accord
with the requirements of sampling theory, then their
local cut-off frequency and density might be expected
to be related by a formula like (1) or (2) above. By
contrast, the brisk transient cells are unlikely to be
involved in high resolution tasks so that there is no
reason to expect their cut-off frequencies and
densities to be related by the above equations.
Indeed, it may be advantageous for movement
detecting cells to pass frequencies above that of the
array cut-off (Snyder 1979).

Comparison ofArray and Element
Cut-off Frequencies Over a Range of Eccentricity

The mean spatial cut-off frequencies of brisk tran¬
sient and sustained units at various midline eccen¬

tricities, Figs. 2A and 3A, respectively, are plotted
after Cleland et al. (1979). The continuous curves
were computed from their fitted relationships and
indicate the element cut-off frequency, fcc, as a
function of eccentricity.

The density distribution of a-cells in the corre¬
sponding regions of retina, Fig. 2C, was obtained by
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Fig. 2. A The physiologically measured cut-off frequencies for cat
brisk-transient units at various vertical midline eccentricities are

denoted by filled circles and fitted by a bold continuous line
(Cleland et al. 1979); vertical lines indicate estimated S.E.M. The
strip of horizontal hatching denotes the range bounded by cut-off
frequencies computed from the P-mode cell density on the assump¬
tion of either a hexagonal array, h, or a square array, s, if the on
and off outputs are employed in a single heterogeneous system.
The vertical hatching and bounding lines indicate similar cut-off
frequencies computed on the assumption that the a-mode cell
population is made up of separate homogeneous on and off
systems. The theoretical and physiological curves are of similar
form but it is apparent that the cell cut-off frequencies exceed
either array cut-off frequency at all eccentricities and that the
potential for aliasing is unavoidable if significant energy is present
in the image above the array cut-off frequency. B a-ccll frequency
derived from the. curve of C. C a-cell density as a function of
vertical midline eccentricity (Hughes 1981). The theoretical curves
were calculated from this data by the use of equations (1) and (2)
above

i i j i i i i_j i—J i
0-2-4-6 -8 -10 -12 -14 -16 -18 -20

Vertical eccentricity (deg)

Fig. 3. A The conventions for this figure are similar to those of Fig.
2A but the physiological cut-off frequencies are those measured by
Cleland et al. (1979) for brisk-sustained cells at various eccen¬
tricities. It is apparent from the theoretical curves that the
heterogeneous hexagonal and square arrays bound a region which
is quite a good fit to the physiological results. This indicates that
the brisk-sustained, p-mode, array can avoid aliasing. If. however,
it functions as separate, homogeneous on and off populations then
the potential for aliasing is inevitable because the physiological
cut-off frequencies of the individual cells would be substantially
above the local array cut-off frequency. B Estimated p-mode cell
frequency derived from the density curve of C. C P-mode cell
density as a function of vertical eccentricity above the area
centralis (Hughes 1981). The discs represent estimates made from
spectral proportions; the squares, an estimate from another retina
obtained by direct identification according to morphological
criteria

Cleland et oL physiologico! results

Computed from cell density;
Hexogonal orray

Square array

Heterogeneous population
On & off separate
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direct mapping (Hughes 1981). The (3-mode density
distribution was determined from the local ganglion
cell densities and the proportion of ganglion cells in
the /3-mode of the local neuronal diameter spectra of
noncentral retina, Fig. 3C discs. A confirmatory
distribution was also obtained by direct identification
according to morphological criteria, Fig. 3C squares.
The peri-central proportion of 60% /3-mode cells was
extrapolated into the central area, where the soma
diameter spectrum is unimodal and precludes direct
assessment of the /3-mode percentage from dips in the
diameter spectrum, to obtain an estimated peak /3-
mode density of some 6,000 cells mm2 compared to
the 6,500 mm2 directly identified by Peichl and
Wassle (1979). The continuous curve is fitted by eye
to the mean of the two sets of results, Fig. 3C, and
provides a basis for calculation of the array cut-off
frequency, fc.

Retinal distances and densities were converted to

angular terms by the use of a retinal magnification
factor of 0.2 mm/deg (Hughes 1976) without correc¬
tion for 1-2% shrinkage (Hughes 1975).

It is well known that brisk units possess either on
or off centre receptive fields. When the retina is
explored systematically these types are encountered
in equal frequency (Cleland and Levick 1974). Corre¬
spondingly, the equivalent morphological classes are
divisible into on and off populations which branch at
different depths in the inner plexiform layer (Nelson
et al. 1978). The a and /3 populations are appropriately
comprised of nearly equal proportions of the two
classes (Wassle et al. 1981; Wassle et al. 1981).

Calculation of array cut-off frequency is thus
complicated by the need to consider two models for
each class. For one it is assumed that the sampling
array is comprised of a mixture of on and off cells
which form a single functional system, a heterogene¬
ous array, and the sampling density is then taken as
equal to the local density of cells in the a or /3-mode.

For the alternate model it is assumed that on and

off cells form two homogeneous but independent
sampling populations of equal density; their sum is
then equal to the density of all cells in the a or |3-
rnode.

The local values of a or fS-mode density, or half
this for the homogeneous model, were substituted at
one degree intervals of vertical eccentricity into
equations (1) and (2) above in order to compute the
theoretical array cut-off frequency for ideal
heterogeneous and homogeneous systems with
square or hexagonal arrays, respectively.

The heterogeneous models - on and off forming
one system - are represented in Figs. 2A and 3A by a
strip of horizontal hatching; the homogeneous mod¬
els - on and off as separate systems - by vertical
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hatching. The continuous curves which define the
upper and lower bounds of each of these strips
indicate the cut-off frequency for hexagonal and
square arrays, respectively. They were fitted by eye
to the calculated points.

It is apparent that the physiological cut-off fre¬
quencies are very similar to those independently
calculated from the anatomical data. The curves for
the physiological results fall-off as a or /3-nrode cell
frequency, Figs. 2B and 3B, rather than density,
Figs. 2C and 3C.

Before treating the implications of these results in detail it
remains necessary to consider their reliability. The cut-off frequen¬
cies predicted by the heterogeneous and homogeneous models
differ by only y/1 and neither physiological curve is more than an
octave displaced from a theoretical curve. Interpretation of the
results would be very sensitive to systematic errors. However,
gross errors in the data are unlikely. Improved fit between the
physiological results and the theoretical models could be obtained
only if the cell densities/deg are underestimated or the cut-off
frequencies overestimated. The small conceivable errors operate
in the opposite direction.

The accuracy of the retinal magnification factor is critical when
converting retinal dimensions and densities to angular terms but its
variation over the entire published range for central retina, from
0.19 njiii/deg to 0.21 mm/deg (Vakkur et al. 1963; Clcland et al.
1975; Hughes 1976), causes only a 4% change in the estimated cut¬
off frequency. If some shrinkage is uncorrected, or there are other
classes of cell in the /3-mode of the diameter spectra, then
correction would only increase the gap between physiological data
and the theoretical models. The use of smaller pupils, increase in
light intensity or improvement in sensitivity of the physiological
cut-off criterion would result in similar effects.

Implications of the Results

For each class of brisk cell the Figs. 2 and 3 show the
ratio between physiological and array cut-off fre¬
quencies to be relatively uniform across the retina.
However, accepting the results to be free from
substantial error, the brisk-transient and brisk-sus¬
tained systems appear to be differently organised:

1. The array cut-off frequency for the brisk-
transient, a-system, cells functioning as either a
heterogeneous or a homogeneous population is at least
an octave below the physiological cut-offfrequency of
its individual elements at all eccentricities examined.
The brisk-transient system must therefore be subject to
aliasing.

2. By contrast, the physiological cut-offfrequency
of the brisk-sustained, /3-system, cells is well matched
to the area bounded by the square and hexagonal
array models on the assumption of a single heterogen¬
ous population of on and off cells. However, if the
population functions as separate homogeneous on and
off arrays then aliasing would be as inevitable as in the
a-system.
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In spite of differences in the region of retina
explored, in the method of stimulus movement, in
the technique of judging cut-off, the use of a 12-fold
lower light intensity and of pooled rather than
localised samples it is found that Peichl and Wiissle's
(1979) physiological and anatomical results are simi¬
lar to those above outside the area centralis. How¬

ever, the situation reverses at the area centralis
where their brisk-sustained cut-off frequencies are
consistent with separate homogeneous systems free
of aliasing. The higher cut-off frequencies of Cleland
et al. (1979) possibly reflect a closer approach to the
centre of the area centralis which is facilitated by
their technique of midline identification and search.
The current diversity of anatomical and physiological
results from the area centralis has led to its de-

emphasis in this study and a greater reliance being
put on comparison of data from a wide range of
eccentricities.

Studies of the insect compound eye have revealed
conspicuous correlations between the tolerance of
potential aliasing and life style (Snyder et al. 1977;
Snyder 1979). These parallel the relationship
between the above results and the working hypo¬
theses put forward earlier. The a-cell array, pos¬
tulated to be involved in movement detection, resem¬
bles the eye of certain diurnal insects (Snyder et al.
1977) which appear to accept significant undersam-
pling, and the potential for aliasing, in order to gain
adequate contrast for dealing with images in motion
at high angular velocities. The presence of aliasing
has actually been demonstrated in Drosophila (Goetz
1965) but is presumably of little significance relative
to the advantage accrued in the natural habitat
(Snyder 1979).

By contrast, the (3-cell array has been suggested to
be involved in visual tasks requiring high resolution.
If it is organised as a heterogenous array then it
resembles the eyes of photopic, hovering insect
predators whose high acuity regions are free from
significant undersampling (Snyder et al. 1977).

However, it is not inevitable that a resolution
system should avoid undersampling and a pair of
homogeneous arrays of p-cells is plausible. In the
normal habitat there may not be significant energy at
high frequencies or the spurious imagery may be
insignificant to the species. A more sophisticated
treatment of the sampling process, which involves
optimising both resolution and contrast in the pre¬
sence of noise to obtain a minimum for the number of

potential 'pictures' transmissable by the array (Sny¬
der ct al. 1977; Snyder 1979), indicates undersampl¬
ing to be optimal under certain conditions of illumi¬
nation. Whether the visual system avoids significant
aliasing in the p-cell system, or accepts it, primarily

A. Hughes: Cat Retina and Sampling Theory

depends upon whether the on and off arrays are
functionally heterogeneous or homogeneous in
acuity tasks.

In principle, this might be determined from
measurements of cat grating resolution. Postulating a
maximum y8-cell density of 7,000 mm2 (Hughes 1981),
then a hexagonal array could attain 9 cyc/° as a
heterogenous system or 6.4 cyc/° as two homogene¬
ous systems. The behavioural results of many earlier
workers indicate cat acuity to be about 6 cyc/° (Smith
1935; Muir and Mitchell 1973; Blake et al. 1974).
However, the use of greater light intensities in more
recent behavioural (Mitchell et al. 1977) and evoked
potential (Harris 1978) experiments indicates a peak
acuity of 8.5-9.5 eye/0, in good correspondence to the
brisk-sustained unit cut-off frequencies of Cleland et
al. (1979). Although the results of Jacobson et al.
(1976) also support the higher value, there are
indications that aliasing may have occured. Confir¬
mation of a 9 cyc/° peak grating resolution would
count against the possibility of homogeneous arrays,
especially if demonstrated in an orientation discrimi¬
nation task which reduces the possibility that aliasing
enables grating detection at frequencies lor which
resolution has failed.

Whatever the outcome, the above results suggest
that, if the two brisk systems are similar in their
functional array organisation, the postulated high
resolution |3-syslem will always be subject to less
potential aliasing than the o-system.

Wassle (1981) has recently described the matrices
of shadow and deep branching /S-cells which are
claime 1 to correspond to the functional on and off
populations (Nelson et al. 1978). They form indepen¬
dent correlated arrays with the nearest neighbour to
each cell almost invariably of the opposite class. Such
organisation is necessary for, and consistent with, a
heterogeneous array but is not inconsistent with
functional independence. The irregularity of the
distributions (Wassle 1981) is not necessarily detri¬
mental to their performance because sampling theory
permits accurate reconstruction from all arbitrary
distributions, albeit with impossible requirements of
accuracy in extreme cases (Yen 1956; French et al.
1977; Hughes 1977).

The Variation of Visual Acuity with Eccentricity

The axons of retinal ganglion cells provide a final
common path from the eye; if central processing does
not further limit performance, then the anatomically
defined variation of (5-celi cut-off frequency with
eccentricity and the corresponding physiological
results of Cleland ct al. (1979) could be regarded as
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independent hypotheses of how behavioural grating
acuity varies along the lower vertical meridian in the
cat visual field. Grating resolution in this animal
would thus be expected to vary with eccentricity as P-
mode cell frequency. This obvious theoretical possi¬
bility is postulated by some (Frisen and Frisen 1976;
Drasdo 1977; Rovamo and Virsu 1979) to pertain
between human total ganglion cell frequency and
acuity.

Elsewhere it has been suggested that human and
monkey acuity vary as cortical magnification factor
(Cowey and Rolls 1974; Daniel and Whitteridge
1961; Cowey and Ellis 1969). Thus, because central
magnification factors have often been described as
varying with ganglion cell density (Rolls and Cowey
1979; Jacobsen 1962; Hughes 1971; Sanderson 1971;
Webb and Kaas 1976) it pragmatically follows that
acuity varies as ganglion cell density (Rolls and
Cowey 1970; Hughes 1977, 1978). In this instance cat
acuity would fall-off as /3-cell or, more approximately
(Hughes 1981), as ganglion cell density.

At present, the data available for man and other
species is of inadequate quality to permit discrimina¬
tion between the two hypotheses. However, the two
models suggest quite different rates of fall-off in
visual acuity as a function of eccentricity. Their
predictions from the above results differ nearly
sixfold at -20° in the cat's visual field. Unfortunately
the peripheral acuity of this species has only been
measured in individuals with diseased retinas (Blake
and Bellhorn 1978). Hopefully this situation will soon
be rectified.
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[.From the Proceedings of the Physiological Society. 13-14 September 1974
Journal of Physiology, 244, 61-63P]

A comparison of retinal ganglion cell topography in the plains and
tree kangaroo
By A. Hughes. Department of Physiology, John Curtin School of 21edical
Research, Australian National University, P.O. Box 334, Canberra•, City,
A.C.T. 2601, Australia

Retinal ganglion cell distribution maps were made from cresyl-violet-
stained Hat mounts of the retinas of (Fig. 1 A) Megalia rufa, the red or
plains kangaroo, and (Fig. 1B) Dendrolagus doriana, Doria's tree kangaroo
from the high-altitude rain forest of the Hew Guinea Western Highlands.

The red kangaroo is seen to possess a visual streak whose peak count lies
at its temporal end in the presumed forward fixation area; above this area
the low-value isodensity lines bulge upwards and serve the image of the
ground in front of the mouth as in sheep (Hughes & Whitteridge, 1973) and
rabbits (Hughes, 1971).

The tree kangaroo retinal ganglion cell distribution is more radially
uniform; the low-value isodensity lines form horizontal ovals like those of
man and monkey but it is curious that the high value isodensity linos
which define the area centralis are vertical ovals.

The visual streak is as well developed in the grey forester, Macropus
giganteus, as in the red kangaroo and yet the former never enters open
country; the streak is thus not an exclusive feature of open-country
species but rather correlates with certain classes of terrestrial as opposed
to arboreal life-style. Although the visual horizon is not overt in forested
country the same gradation of visual texture (Gibson, 1950) which defines
it on the plains is present in the retinal image and it remains invariant in
positional relationship with the retina. Under these conditions uniform
sampling would be redundant and a species in either habitat which required
panoramic surveillance might optimally match its peak retinal ganglion
cell densities to the region of finest texture in the retinal image of the overt,
or implicit, horizon. In the arboreal habitat there is no external feature
which projects in fixed orientation on to the retina and those species which
occupy it most commonly have a high degree of radial symmetry of the
retinal ganglion cell isodensity lines about the fixation point.
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Fig. 1. A. The left retina of a red kangaroo, Megalia rufa. B. The right
retina of a Doria's tree kangaroo, Dendrolagus doriana. The maps are based
on a 1 mm square sampling matrix which was reduced to a 2 mm matrix
for counting the peripheral regions. No blood vessels are visible on the
retinal surface of these marsupials. Glial cells wore readily discriminated
from the neurones in the Xissl stained material. The isodensity lines
indicate retinal ganglion cell density per mm2, usually progressing in steps
of 1000 cells/mm2.
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LETTER TO THE EDITORS

ONE BRUSH TAILED POSSUM CAN BROWSE AS MUCH
PASTURE AS 0.06 SHEEP WHICH MAY INDICATE
WHY THIS "ARBOREAL" ANIMAL HAS A VISUAL

STREAK: SOME COMMENTS ON THE
"TERRAIN" THEORY

(Received 8 September 1980)

The "terrain theory" (Hughes, 1975, 1977) suggests
that a visual streak is correlated with terrestrial, aqua¬
tic and aerial lifestyles in which the image of an
extended terrain, whether open or partially obscured,
is formed in fixed orientation on the retina for even

part of the time; the arboreal species examined did
not possess visual streaks and were attributed with
more radially uniform ganglion cell distributions.
However, the presence of a visual streak in the ar¬
boreal brush tailed possum led Freeman and Tancred
(1978) to conclude that its ganglion cell distribution,
"does not support either of these hypotheses". This
result has recently been cited as demonstrating failure
of the terrain theory (DeBruyn et al. 1980).

Now possums do show arboreal specialisations, but
an old Australian pseudodoxia epidemica is that they
interbreed with rabbits and this arose because pos¬
sums thrive as well in rabbit warrens as in trees

(Wood-Jones, 1923). In Western Australia they are
called "ground possums" because they live in rock
crevices and other terrestrial homes. Even when they
do live in trees, they browse clover and grass (Mason,
1958); pasture forms 30% of their diet in New
Zealand so that 17 possums graze as much as one
sheep (Gilmore, 1965; Harvie, 1973). Winter (1977)
reports that 14% of the time away from the nest is
spent on the ground and that 22% of feeding is terres-
tial. At least 14 nights of the lunar month provide a
moonlit terrain in their open canopy habitats so that
much time is spent under conditions in which a visual
streak vVould be appropriate according to the terrain
theory.

Thus Freeman and Tancred (1978) unfortunately
took no account of the available behavioral data
before casting doubt on the terrain theory. The need
for caution in categorising species as "arboreal", "ter-
restial", "nocturnal" etc, as if these are exclusive quali¬
ties is illustrated by Cartmill (1972) and discussed by
Peterson and Ulinski (1979) in relation to the terrain
theory.

It should be reassuring to the proponent of the
terrain theory that possum retinal organisation is
interpretable in this fashion. But all is not well!

957

Hoko? and Oswaldo-Cruz (1979) describe the South
American opossum as possessing a radial ganglion
cell distribution. Perhaps this'species spends more
time in the trees? But Anthony (1928) writes,
"Although the hind feet, with grasping great toes and
the prehensile tail are arboreal specialisations, the
Opossum is perfectly at home on the ground and may
wander considerable distances in search of food with¬
out taking to the trees". Future theories about retinal
ganglion cell distribution obviously need a basis in
more extensive ecological and behavioural data.

DeBruyn et at (1980) raise two interrelated prob¬
lems by describing the visual streak as a horizontal
specialisation and noting their failure to account for
vertical isocount bulges in terms of some feature of
the image analagous to the horizon. But the terrain
theory does not suggest that the visual streak is
matched to the image of the visual horizon. The
streak, or any other distribution, is rather seen as
minimising redundancy only for a subset of the image,
the information an ay, which contains those elements
significant in the animal's lifestyle.

On an extended terrain the images of objects at
increasing distance from the eye are formed at pro¬
gressively reduced vertical eccentricity. An animal
may thus minimise sampling redundancy by progress¬
ively increasing sampling density in passing from
superior to equatorial retina (Hughes, 1977). Com¬
plete or partial compensation for the effects of the law
of visual angle may then be achieved but the specialis¬
ation is vertical, not horizontal as claimed by
DeBruyn et al. (1980). The horizontal extent of the
streak, as determined by variation in the peak count
and vertical gradients with increasing horizontal
eccentricity, is a function of the weighting given by
the animal to uniform treatment of the entire horizon¬
tal field of view and quite independent of adaptation
to the horizon (compare dog and rabbit; Hughes,
1977).

In all mammalian instances known to me, the peak
density of the vertical isocount bulges lies in the meri¬
dian which contains the central areas and intersects
with the median sagittal plane when the eyes are in

V.R. 216 N
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the primary position (Hughes, 1977). Now, upper and
lower central field is important to all species during
forward locomotion because it deals with the space
through which body and head must pass and raised
sampling densities would minimise excursions of fixa¬
tion from the image of destination point. In grazing
and cursorial species the superior density bulge can
be very conspicious—the anakatabatic area (Hughes,
1977)—to increase information capture over that im¬
portant range of frontal terrain containing the desti¬
nation, the ground to be encountered by the feet and
food to be grazed.

The ganglion cell distribution thus crudely defines a
species' weighting on information from any region of
its potentially spherical visual field. The common
presence of several ganglion ceils classes introduces
the possibility that each may access "information
arrays" of differing form. The a, /? and y cells of the
cat retina are claimed to have different distributions
(Rowe and Stone, 1976) but this has been contested
(Hughes, 1977, 1981; Wassle, 1980).

Department of Physiology A. Hughes
John Curtin School of Medical Research
Institute of Advanced Studies
The Australian National University
Canberra A.C.T. 2601
Australia
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According to the descriptions of Schwalbe (1887), Chievitz (1891) and Zurn (1902) the
sheep and goat have a limited circular or oval area centralis about 10 mm to the temporal
side of the optic nerve head, but have no visual streak. In contrast, Slonaker (1897) and
Johnson (1901) both describe a bandlike region extending across the retina, but not an
area centralis.

As part of a more extensive study of mammalian ganglion cell topography we have
constructed a ganglion cell density map for sheep and goat retinas. We find both groups of
earlier investigators to be correct in their positive findings and that the two species possess
a well developed circular area centralis at the temporal end of an extensive visual streak.

The investigation of retinal unit properties in the goat was undertaken in order to
determine their distribution in different parts of the retina of a species with this mixed
ganglion cell topography. It should be noted that we use the term "area centralis" to refer
to the region of high count at the temporal end of the visual streak because this is conven¬
tional although strictly inappropriate.

METHODS

Preparation - -- - — - _ _

Four goats weighing about 15-20 kg were anaesthetized with a dose of 400 mg of Veterinary Nembutal
(Abbott Laboratories) which was injected into the jugular vein. The animal was immediately fitted with a
tracheal cannula, carotid loops were placed in position and the eyelids were sutured together after treating
the corneas with a 1 c/s silicon fluid (Hopkin & Williams, M.S. 100) to minimize evaporation and wrinkling.
A limb vein was catheterized for the administration of further doses of Nembutal and for the provision of a

drip during the experiment.
The top of the skull was removed and the goat was decerebrated by suction while taking care not to

damage the blood supply to the optic tract and chiasm. Residual bleeding after the tension on the carotid
loops had been removed was controlled by Gelfoam and pressure. The ears were then "buttonholed", all
wounds were treated with Poiybactrin wide band antibiotic spray and dressed. Crystapen benzylpenicillin
(0-6 g) was administered and the animal transferred to a stereotactic frame.

The body temperature was maintained by a homeothermic blanket equipped with a rectal thermometer.
A polythene bag fitted to the nose and mouth collected the copious saliva. Fluid balance was established by
a saline drip at a rate of about 500 cm3/3 hr. Dextran was administered via the drip immediately after
surgery (Macrodex, Pharmacia Ltd.) and then followed by saline or 4% glucose saline as appeared appropriate.
Micturition occurred regularly throughout the ensuing 20-30 hr of the experiment.

The blood clots were removed from the optic tract and chiasm with the help of a Zeiss Ikon dissecting
microscope. In the goat the optic nerves are not exposed within the skull cavity but appear only as
they enter the chiasm. For one experiment the bony covering of the nerve was nibbled away but in the
remainder the recordings were made from the optic tract as it left the chiasm. The dura covering the nerve
was torn open with electrolytically sharpened tungsten wires and the cavity covered with liquid paraffin to
a depth of about 1 cm.

1 Present address: Department of Phsyiology, John Curtin School for Medical Research, Australian
National University, Canberra, Australia.
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Each eyelid was fitted with a weighted thread so that the corneas could be protected from evaporation
when the eye was not in use; further applications of the silicon liquid were made at intervals. The eyes were
not sutured to a ring but two sutures were made in the cornea-scleral margin, one at the nasal and one at
the temporal end, and these were used to anchor the eye to the stereotactic frame. Contact lenses were not
available and no correction for viewing distance was made. The eyes were observed to be almost emmetropic.

Recording
Extracellular spike recordings were made from single fibres of the optic tract with 2-10 MO tungsten

electrodes. Some of the electrodes were coated with four separately baked coats of bakelite varnish; others
were given a single coat of Stoner-Mudge varnish. The electrodes were driven down vertically by a hydraulic
drive which was mounted on a Prior micro-manipulator to allow displacement in the horizontal plane.
Penetrations were made into the right and left optic tracts and these were shifted laterally during the course
of the experiment so that samples of contralateral and ipsilateral units could be obtained.

The signals were recorded through an FET input stage, fed to a Tetronix 122 preamplifier and then to a
Tectronix 565 equipped with two 3A74 amplifiers. The raw data was fed to one channel of a Ferrograph
tape recorder while the other channel was supplied with monitor information from photocells and the
shutter which was recorded by a simple FM system.

Visual stimuli. The goat was placed upon a sturdy rotatable table facing a large steel tangent screen
about 1 m distant upon which sheets of plotting card could be secured by magnets. After obtaining a unit
it was thus possible to rotate the animal carefully, so that its (receptive) field fell on the tangent screen.

The position of each unit was recorded with respect to the saggital plane passing through the eye and
to the horizontal plane by means of a protractor and a thread extending from the eye to the receptive field
plot. The distance of the plot was also recorded. The optic nerve head was observed ophthalmoscopically
and its elevation and angle to the parasaggital plane noted frequently. In the majority of eyes the ascending
blood vessels leaving the optic nerve head were vertical so that the eye was not rotated in the parasag¬
gital plane and the visual streak was horizontal. If this was not the case the appropriate corrections were
made in the subsequent calculations.

When mixing the data from the four experiments the above measurements were used to convert the unit
positions to a cylindrical coordinate system with a correction applied to normalise any changes in the optic
nerve head projection. The four sets of results were then nomographically transformed to bring the optic
nerve heads to a standard position on the horizontal and projecting 50° temporal of the midline. The projec¬
tion of the main ascending blood vessels was kept vertical in all cases.

The tangent screen could be illuminated by a 60W bulb fed from a variac transformer to provide simple
background lighting control. A variety of prepared stimuli on 2 X 2 slides could be projected by a Leitz
Prado slide projector which was fitted with a slide carriage, an iris diaphragm, a neutral density wedge
of 2 log unit range and a shutter which could be remotely controlled. The output of this system passed to a
gimbal-mounted front-surfaced mirror which could be rotated in two planes by hand or in one selected
plane by a sturdy pen motor driven from the oscilloscope time base. The position of the stimuli was monitored
by two photocells equipped with magnets which could be positioned anywhere on the tangent screen.

The iris diaphragm greatly facilitated the demonstration of a surround and the estimation of its magnitude
in the units with a concentric organization. During expansion of the projected spot the increasing area and
moving edge elicit a response from "on" areas, during contraction "off" areas are stimulated. The position
of the beginning and end of firing is easily marked on the record card and overlap indicates the presence
of an "on-off" area. Wands bearing various sizes of card disc and other card stimuli were also used in
the mapping of the receptive fields.

Schematic eye data. The optical data reported subsequently was obtained from the enucleated eyes of
one animal. After enucleation the sclera was cleaned and each eye was in turn connected via a hypodermic
needle in the vitreous to a saline reservoir of adjustable height. The pressure in the eye was set to 30 cm/'H-O.
The eye was centred in a perimeter with the tapetal border horizontal and the ascending blood vessel vertical.
The extent of the visual field in the horizontal was established by noting the point on the perimeter at which
the retinal reflex observed through a hand held ophthalmoscope ceased when passing to the nasal and to
the temporal limits of the field. The angle observed was identical to that at which the transclerically viewed
retinal image of the ophthalmoscope light transferred to the iris outer surface.

The retinal magnification in the normal goat eye was determined by setting two pea bulbs 22 cm apart
at 60 cm from the corneal vertex. The distance between the two transclerraly viewed images of the light
sources was measured by means of a travelling microscope for temporal, central and nasal retina. The
distance on the retina corresponding to 1° in the visual field is then readily calculated.

Retinal flat mount. The ganglion cell counts were carried out on the left and right retinas of one animal.
These were dissected free under saline by gentle brushing with a small piece of cotton wool held in watch¬
makers forceps. The retinas were removed as far as the ora serrata in order to ensure that they represented
the whole organ in horizontal extent. The hemispherical retina was made to lie flat with minimal folding
by means of four radial cuts in the periphery. While the isolated retina was floating in the saline bath a
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previously gelatinised slide was brought up and used to lift it through the surface when it was flattened by
surface tension. The retina was treated with a mixture of 96% absolute alcohol and 4% of 40% formalin,
covered with filter paper topped by another slide and pressed by a weight for twenty minutes in a bath of the
fixing fluid. It was subsequently washed and stained in warm 01 % cresyl violet (Hopkin and Williams),
cleared, dehydrated and mounted in the usual fashion.

Counts of ganglion cell density were made at one mm intervals along lines running from top to bottom
of the retina at 2-5 mm intervals along the horizontal. The sampling interval was increased to 0-25 mm in
the area of the visual streak. Each point was the average of three counting fields and the magnification was
adjusted so that about 60 cells occurred in a field. The counts were adjusted to a density per mm2 but not
corrected for shrinkage.

RESULTS

Concentric units

The receptive fields of the majority of the goat optic tract units were similar in organisa¬
tion to the concentric units described by Kuffler (1953) in the cat retina. A complete
protocol was available for 88 units; 84 of these were concentric types of which 49 possessed
"off" centre and 35 "on" centre fields. The central region of the field was usually circular
but was occasionally slightly elliptical along the horizontal axis. The response to stimula¬
tion of the receptive field periphery varied considerably; a small spot of light was adequate
to elicit an excitatory response from some units whereas an entire annulus did not suffice
in others. In all cases the surround clearly reduced or suppressed the response of the central
area when simultaneously stimulated by a moving edge and no example of the "centre
only" unit was encountered.

Sustained and transient units. A further division was made of the concentric unit receptive
fields similar to the X, Y (Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966), I and II (Fukada, 1971) and
the sustained/transient (Cleland, Dubin and Levick, 1971) classifications of cat retinal
units. In the goat optic tract 31 units were transient and 46 sustained.

The presentation of a flashing light spot or an appropriate target in the receptive field
centre of a sustained unit brings about a great increase in the firing rate which remains
elevated with little decrement until the stimulus is removed or changes contrast. The con¬
tinued presentation of a stimulus in the receptive field of a transient unit resulted only in
a rapid return of the firing rate to the mean level.

The averaged response to the sudden presentation of a small, 1°, black target in the
receptive field centre of a sustained (a), and a transient (b), "off "unit is shown in Fig.:l,for
comparison. The firing frequency of the transient unit can be seen to be higher than that
of the sustained unit in the first 100 msec but by contrast, it has fallen back to a much
lower level within the next 100 msec. The grouping of the initial discharge gives the transient
unit a characteristic squeaky sound when heard over the monitor loudspeaker.

The location of transient units was most readily determined by moving the hand or its
shadow about in the visual field at various speeds and attempting to elicit the characteristic
sound of the grouped discharge. Maintained units were best sought with a large rectangular
piece of black or white card. It was easy to move the card until it intercepted the receptive
field with its vertical edge, either suppressing or enhancing the firing rate, and then to
raise the card until the horizontal border passed out of the receptive field whereupon the
change in firing rate located the receptive field at the corner of the card.

Many of the maintained units, as die searching procedure suggests, did not have powerful
surrounds. To illustrate this, the response of a sustained "on" unit to the presentation
of a small white disc against a black background is shown in Fig. l,(c).Thc response of the
unit is, however, very similar when a large white card is presented instead, Fig. 1, (d).
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A set of responses of a tranisent "off" centre unit with receptive field centre 2° in
diameter is given in Fig. 1 for comparison with the high maintained firing rate of the
previous sustained unit. The response to a small light spot l°in diameter,Fig. l,(e), reveals
the characteristic transient form with an initial burst of firing followed by a much lower

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(e) (f)

(9) (h)

lill!iiHll'|"» < > v v » i V'

(i)

Cj) (k)

Hlllilillllll I'

(I) (m)

(n) (0)

Fig. 1. Some single unit responses from the goat optic nerve (a), sustained "off" unit, (b)
transient "off " unit, (c) and (d), sustained "on" unit, (e)-(j) and (I), transient "off ". (k) and
(m), sustained "on" unit, (n) and (o), directional unit. For details see the text. Time marks at
1 sec. intervals, a, b, c, d on when continuous trace appears. From e onwards, downward

displacement of the monitor trace indicates dimming or cessation of illumination.

frequency of irregular maintained firing at "off" and no response at "on". An "on"
response is revealed, however, when the su,round is included by increasing the diameter of
the light spot to about 8°, Fig. 1, (g) Step decreases and increases in the illumination of a
1°, Fig. 1, (f), and a 20°, Fig. 1, (h), spot of light elicit a burst of firing with each change of
illumination. The grouping is more clearly defined for illumination of the central region
alone. The ability of transient units to follow rapidly moving stimuli is clearly shown in
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Fig. 1, (i) where a burst of firing is obvious for each finger shadow moving over the field and
photocell when the stimulus velocity is well over 100°/sec.

Many of the sustained units did not show high frequencies of firing in their initial dis¬
charge to the presentation of a stimulus, Fig. 1, (k). Averaging confirms this finding. The
rapid movement of a shadow through the field of such an "on" unit, Fig. 1, (m), clearly
induces a transient inhibition of firing at even high velocities of stimulus movement,
100°/sec, but to the ear, the absence of a grouped discharge after the removal of the stimulus
makes 1:1 correspondence between the unit response and the stimulus passages much less
obvious than in the transient units, Figs. 1, (j) and 1, (1). Thus, as in the cat (Cleland et al.,
1971), the ability to follow rapidly moving stimuli with a burst of firing for each passage
under general illumination is present only in the transient units; at lower velocities of
movement (10°/sec) similar responses can be obtained from the sustained units.

Directional units

The remaining four in the sample of 88 units were directional units of the "on-off"
type which have been reported to be present in the retinas of the rabbit (Barlow, Hill
and Levick, 1964) and ground squirrel (Michael, 1968). Firing could be elicited by black
or white stimuli moving in a preferred direction across the receptive field but not when
passing in the reverse, null direction (Fig. 1, n). The angle between the entry radii along
which some firing could be induced was just over 180° in all four cases so that responses
could be obtained for stimulus passage along both entry radii perpendicular to the pre¬
ferred axis, Fig. 1, (o). The angle between the preferred entry radii for the goat directional
units thus lies between the 300° of the rabbit and the 50° of the ground squirrel. Close
examination shows the burst of firing for each passage of the stimulus spot through the
directional unit receptive field to be biphasic, Fig. 1, (o). One part of the response corre¬
sponds to the entry of the spot into "on-off" receptive field and the other is the OFF
response upon its exit. — -

Receptive field sizes
A considerable range of receptive field centre diameter was encountered. One sustained

"off" unit in the region of the area centralis was completely inhibited, against a black
background, by a small white spot subtending an angle of about 0-15° at the eye. The
majority of the receptive fields were in the order of 1° in centre diameter but well away
from the streak rather larger units were to be found. A field situated 45° above the optic
nerve head had a centre 7° in diameter.

The periphery of the receptive field was investigated by the expanding spot test (see
Methods) in which the moving edge of the light spot could usually elicit firing up to 10°
out giving an upper limit for the surround diameter of about 20°

Some goat optics
The techniques outlined in the Methods section were used to make certain measure¬

ments necessary for relating the recorded location of the receptive fields in the goat's visual
space to the specialised areas of its retina.

The total horizontal field of the enucleated eye was found to be 190° (mean of two
eyes). The optic nerve head projected 80° temporal of the nasal limit of the monocular
field (mean of two eyes).
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Measurements on central and peripheral retina gave a mean value of 0-22 mm/degree,
or 4-5°/mm, for the retinal image magnification. This value indicates a posterior nodal
distance of about 12-6 mm for the goat eye.

Pisa (1939) finds the monocular field of the sheep eye, which is very similar to that of
the goat, to overlap the midline by about 30° on the horizontal, thus giving rise to a
binocular field some 60° wide. Given this result and those above it is possible to estimate
the separation of the various features on the retina. During fixation of a distant object the
area centralis is assumed to project into visual space in a parasaggital plane.

If the monocular overlap of the midline is 30° then, because the optic nerve head is
80° from the nasal limit of the monocular field, the area centralis and decussation line will lie
50° nasal of the optic nerve head, which itself lies 110° nasal of the temporal limit of the
field. Using the mean value of 0-22 mm/deg the retinal distances corresponding to the
angles subtended in the visual field are as follows:

Table 1.

Calculated from
optics (mm)

Measured on

retina (mm)

Nasal limit to ONH 110° 24-2 24-3
ONH to middle of area 50° 11-0 9-5
Area c. to temporal limit 30° 6-6 6-3

Total horizontal extent 190° 41-8 40-1

Note: nasal limit of retina corresponds to temporal limit of field.

The results of the calculation from the optics are presented in Table 1 along with the
corresponding measurements made, uncorrected for shrinkage, on the flat mounted retina
displayed in Fig. 3. The difference between the theoretical and actual measurements of the
distance between the optic nerve head (ONH) and the area centralis is probably accounted
for by slight folding evident in the preparation.

The vertical extent of the monocular visual field was not measured optically but can
be estimated from the retinal image magnification and measurements on the flat mounted
retinae. The vertical extent of the retina in the plane of the optic nerve head, see Fig. 3, is
41 mm but of this only i7 mm lie below the optic nerve head and 24 mm above it.

The upper limit of the monocular field, if not determined by the optic adnexa, will thus
be 17/0-22 = 77° above the projection of the optic nerve head. The lower limit of the field
would correspondingly be 24/0-22 = 109° below the optic nerve head. These measurements
would be in a vertical plane set an ungle of 50° to the saggital plane when the eyes are
fixed on infinity.

Now the normal sheep and goat hold the slit shaped pupil horizontal and the ascending
main artery and vein nearly vertical; it follows from the structure of the eye and retina that
the visual streak is horizontal under these conditions. Opthalmoscopic examination indicates
that the optic nerve head is held so as to project onto the horizontal plane as would be
expected if the visual streak, which intersects it, is to accept the image of the animal's visual
horizon.

Under these circumstances there is a 19° overlap of the monocular lower field beyond
the vertical in the plane of projection of the ascending blood vessels and optic nerve head.
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Such an overlap would deal with the ground below the chin and it is worth noting that the
ganglion cell densities in the region bordering the upper retinal limit, 700/mm2, which
deals with the visual field under the chin, are up to 'three times as high as those of the
lower retinal limit, 250/mm2, which deals with the extreme upper visual field.

Normal position of the eyes

Confirmation of the previous conclusions about the normal relationship of the projec¬
tion of the areae centrales can be obtained from mapping the projection of the binocular
visual field onto visual area I of the cortex. The following information is from unpublished
results of such mapping experiments (Hughes, Kahlia, Nash and Whitteridge). The
results are for sheep cortex but the organization of the goat visual system is very similar.

The sheep were set up in a perimeter and the projection of the visual field onto the
cortex was mapped with tungsten electrodes under nitrous oxide anaesthesia. In the binocular
cortex two sets of points were obtained for each electrode insertion; one for the projection
of the left and one for that of the right eye. The results were nomographically ti^nsformed
to bring the projection of the optic nerve heads onto the 0° horizontal parallel and to fuse
the most nasal point of the contralateral field representation with the corresponding point
of the superimposed ipsilateral projection. Their projection was set on the central vertical
meridian. The projections of the more temporal points of the binocular map simultaneously
fused or approached fusion. The angle subtended between the projections of the optic
nerve heads then indicates their normal relationship in an animal looking to infinity. Results
obtained as a byproduct of three mapping experiments are shown in Fig. 2 where they are

mapped onto a spherical coordinate system set so distant from the sheep's head that the
11-5 cm interocular distance may be neglected.

For three animals the mean angle between the optic nerve heads is thus determined
to be 94°. Both areae centrales project onto the saggital plane and the central vertical
meridian so that an angle of 47° is subtended between tiie area centralis and the optic
nerve head. This angle is very close to the 50° predicted from the visual optics.

Retina! ganglion cell density map

Figure 3 is a diagram of a flat mount of the goat retina prepared by the techniques
described in the Methods section. The ganglion cell density isocount lines indicate the
presence of both a visual streak running almost the whole length of the retina and passing
through the optic nerve head as well as the small circular area centralis which lies on the
streak 9-5 mm temporal of the optic nerve head. The major blood vessels of the retina
avoid the regions with a ganglion cell density of more than 2000 cells/mm2.

The dotted 1500 cells/mm2 isocount line is L shaped, a feature missed by its neigh¬
bouring density lines. The horizontal part or streak region would, as explained earlier,
take the image of the visual horizon with the eyes in their primary position; in this case
the area centralis would be directed straight ahead to an infinitely distant fixation point
near to the intersection of the saggital plane with the horizon. The 20 mm upward exten¬
sion of the 1500 cells/mm2 line is directly above the circular centralis region which means
that its projection reaches 90° below the horizontal and extends about 20° on either side
of the central meridian. It includes within its projection only the binocularly viewed region
of visual space determined by Pisa (1939).

The tapetum obviously underlies the whole of the high ganglion cell density region
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Fig. 2. The visual field of a sheep at the centre of a sphere large enough to make the interocular
distance insignificant. The dark line, PC, shows the intersection of the saggital plane with
the sphere to form the central meridian. For three animals, Sj, Sb and S8, arc shown those
points in visual space which gave rise to a response at a single recording site in the left binocular
region of visual area I via left and right eyes. There are thus two circles for each site which is
indicated by a number. The normal relative positions of the two optic nerve head projections
in an animal looking to infinity have been obtained by nomographically transposing the left
and right projection maps for each animal until the optic nerve heads project onto the 0°
parallel with the streak horizontal and then rotating the left and right maps along the parallels
until the most nasal right eye projection for that animal has fused with the projection via the left
eye. The mean angle (3 animals) subtended between the optic nerve heads is then 94° which,
assuming they are symmetrically disposed in both eyes, leads to an angle of 47° as the mean
value for the angle subtended between the optic nerve head and the region of peak count in

the temporal retina.

(Fig. 3) and is of a brilliant greeny-blue colour. The remainder of the retina is backed by
black pigment.

Position of the single unit receptive fields in the goafs visual space

The receptive fields of all the units in the previously described sample have been
plotted in a cylindrical coordinate system in which the optic nerve head projections are
normalized, Fig. 4 (see Methods). The symbols of the accompanying legend designate
the various classes of unit and indicate whether they were ipsilaterally or contralaterally
projecting receptive fields. On the same plot are shown the temporal and nasal limits
of the visual field, the plane of the optic nerve head, as well as the area centralis, visual
streak and the outline of the 2000 g.cell/mm2 isocount line projections.

The majority of the units recorded fall within the bounds of the 2000 g.cell/mm2 iso¬
count line and most of the contralaterally projecting fields are temporal of the area centralis
projection. The ipsilateral fields are concentrated nasal of the line but there is considerable
overlap into the temporal region.
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Fici. 3. Retinal ganglion cell density map of a goat retina that has been flat mounted in the
manner described in the Methods section. The ganglion cell isocount density lines are shown
in black and are intersected by a number which indicates their value in thousands of ganglion
cells per mm2. The area covered by the tapetum is shown in green. Veins are drawn blue and
arteries red. Note the manner in which the large blood vessels avoid the regions of highest

count.
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Fig. 4. The location in the visual field of the right eye of the receptive fields of the goat optic
tract units described in this paper. A flattened cylindrical coordinate system has been used.
The lines indicate the 0° parallel, H, the limits of the monocular field, O.S., the meridian con¬
taining the projection of the optic nerve head at its intersection with the 0° parallel, ONH, and
the meridian containing the projection of the circular high count region of the temporal retina,
PC. The dotted line outlines the projection of the 2000 g.cells/mm2 isocount line into visual
space. The symbols for the different unit classes are shown above and the two large arrows
define the meridia between which the units were placed in the "centralis" class discussed in the

text.

A more detailed breakdown of the positions of the receptive fields is interesting. In the
following Table 2 receptive fields are described as being located in the area centralis when
they lie within the two meridia 30° nasal and 30° temporal of the projection of the peak
count; all other receptive fields are lumped together in the section labelled "remainder".

From Table 2 (a) it can be seen that whereas 68 per cent of the receptive fields located
in the "centralis" region are of the sustained type, this group constitutes only 30 per cent

Table 2.

Category C-ntralis
(%)

Remainder

(%)
Total

(%)

(a) Sustained 35 68 11 30 46 52
Transient 11 22 20 54 31 35
Unclassified 4 8 3 8 7 8
Directional 1 2 3 8 4 5
Total 51 100 37 100 88 100

(b) OFF 27 53 22 59 49 55
ON 23 45 12 33 35 40
Directional 1 2 3 8 4 5
Total 51 100 37 100 88 100

I
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of the "remainder" region. As a corollary, 54 per cent of the "remainder" area units are
of the transient type compared with only 22 per cent of the "centralis" region. The sample
of directional units is too small for conclusions to be drawn.

From Table 2 (b) it is clear that there are nearly equal numbers of "on" and "off" units,
45 per cent compared to 53 per cent in the "centralis" region but nearly twice as many "off "
units in the remaining retina, 59 per cent compared with 33 per cent.

Examination of the original data reveals that the number of "on" and "off"maintained
units in the "centralis" and "remainder" areas is about equal in both cases but whereas
the same applies to the "centralis" transient unit population it does not apply to that
of the "remainder" area where there are three times as many "off" as "on" transient
fields. This excess accounts for the predominance of "off" units in this region.

It is to be noted that the so called "remainder" region contains the visual streak as
well as the peripheral retina and that differences between the "centralis" and "remainder"
areas might be even greater if the sample of units had been large enough to separate the
streak units from the "remainder" group to form a pure "peripheral" sample.

DISCUSSION

The mammalian species that have so far been studied form a continuum with respect
to ihe variety of their retinal ganglion cell receptive fields. At one end of the spectrum are the
squirrel monkey (Hubel and Wiesel, 1960) and rat (Brown and Rojas, 1965; Patridge
and Brown, 1970; Hughes, in preparation) which appear to possess concentric units
alone. Most workers put the"calTnthe same category (Hubel, 1960; Wiesel, 1960; Kuffler,
1953; Rodieck and Stone, 1965; Enroth-Cugell and Robson, 1966; Andrews and
Hammond, 1970; Fukada, 1971) but there are a few reports of non-concentric units in this
species (Stone and Fabian, 1966; Rodieck, 1967; Spinelli, 1967). At the other extreme
are those mammals that possess retinaes containing a large percentage of non-concentric
receptive fields. In the ground squirrel (Michael^ 1968) and the grey-squirrel (Robson and
Cooper, 1966) the non-concentric population is made up of directional units but in the
rabbit there are also at least six other classes of unit (Barlow et al., 1964; Levick, 1967).

The differences in receptive field organisation between the two extreme groups of
mammals is paralleled by differences in their retinal morphology detectable with the electron
microscope (Dowling, 1968; Dubin, 1970). The rabbit and ground squirrel have a much
higher ratio of amacrine to bipolar synapses in the inner plexiform layer than do the
monkey, cat and rat. The higher density of amacrine synapses is possibly the anatomical
basis of the specialized receptive fields of the rabbit and ground squirrel.

Too little is known of the function of non-concentric units for an explanation of these
species differences to be given. It is worth noting, however, that the retinal ganglion cell
isocount lines are disposed with a greater degree of radial symmetry in the species with a

pure concentric population, whereas horizontal ovality is most apparent in those well
provided with non-concentric units. The ovality of the isocount lines and the variety of
receptive fields are most prominent in the rabbit, inevitably suggesting a functional rela¬
tionship between the two; perhaps the non-concentric units carry on an analysis of a kind
specialised to detect movement or change in the image of the visual horizon.

The results from the goat suggest that it falls midway in our continuum of mammalian
species. Non-concentric units form only 5 per cent of the above sample compared with
25 per cent in the ground squirrel and 60 per cent of the rabbit visual streak population.
5 per cent is, however, a very significant proportion in comparison with the value of
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0-001 per cent estimated from the literature for the cat and suffices to place the goat between
the grey squirrel and cat. No E.M. results are available to relate this conclusion to the
retinal histology.

In absolute terms the visual streak of the goat has a ganglion cell density per square
degree of similar magnitude to that of the rabbit, although it is low compared with the
area centralis. It might, therefore, be argued that the goat streak could be expected to
contain a similar variety to the rabbit of non-concentric units for the analysis of its visual
horizon. These specialized receptive fields are difficult to detect because of their limited
spontaneous activity, selectivity and powerful surrounds (Levick, 1967). It seems unlikely
that all of the other non-concentric unit classes should have failed to reveal their presence
in a sample the size of the above, drawn predominently from the region of high ganglion
cell density. Biassed sampling resulting from electrode selectivity for large fibres would be
a possible explanation for the absence of more sophisticated receptive fields but the Woods
metal electrodes are known to record fibres as small as 0-1 p. (Maturana, Lettvin, McCul-
loch and Pitts, 1960) which is v.-11 below the fibre diameter range of 0-8—11 -0 p which
was observed in our E.M. photographs of the goat optic nerve. We provisionally conclude
that the variety of units in the goat is much more limited than in the rabbit. There would
thus appear to be a qualitative distinction between the visual streak of the goat and that
of the rabbit. The morphologically defined visual streak appears to be a relatively common
feature of the mammalian retina (Hughes, in preparation) and is usually secondary to a
circular area centralis. Only in the rabbit is the area centralis peak count itself so elongated
and coupled with such a limited provision of visual neocortex that perhaps precoding,
reflected in the unit variety (Hughes, 1971), is entailed. This might be quite unnecessary in
a large brained animal such as the goat.

The receptive fields of cells in the circular part of the goat area centralis are similar to
those of the cat but the significance of the sustained and transient classes remains to be
determined, in the cat the two groups maintain their individuality after passing through
the lateral geniculate nucleus (Cleland et ah, 1971) and in the rabbit the large field "off"
transient fields pass through the LGN to the cortex (Takahashi, Levick and Oyster,
1969; Hughes, 1971). Clearly, in the cortex, the two classes may form the substrate of
separate movement and maintained contrast detecting systems but evidence of this is
lacking.

Retinal ganglion cell topography in the goat
The visual streak of the goat contains for the greater part of its length a maximum

ganglion cell density of about 100 g.cells/02, which is of a similar order of magnitude to
that of the rabbit peak count of about 170 g.cell/02. The goat streak is remarkable, how¬
ever, for the presence of a superimposed region of high ganglion cell density in the region
dealing with forward vision. In the rabbit there is no corresponding specialization of the
temporal visual streak and the ganglion cell density falls off slightly in this region (Hughes,
1971).

Another feature of the goat ganglion cell topography which contrasts with that of the
rabbit is the presence of the region of "vertical streak" or upward extension of the 1500
g.cell/mm2 isocount line which projects to nearly 90° below the horizontal on the frontal
vertical meridian. This bump in the isocount lines is much less obvious in the rabbit (Hughes,
1971) but in both animals it deals with the ground in front of, and near to, the animal's
mouth which is of considerable interest to grazing forms.
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Given that both species tend to keep the visual streak horizontal, it seems likely that
the difference in the magnitude of the temporal upswing of the isocount lines is related to the
difference in the height of the heads above the ground. For veiwing the ground at a given
distance and resolution the angle subtended between the top of the required isocount bump
and the horizontal plane would increase as a tangent function of the height of the eye.

The peak count in the centre of the area centralis of the goat is about 14,000 g.cells/mm2
uncorrected for shrinkage. In absolute terms this is 14,000 X (0-22)2 = 680 g.cell/deg2. A
1° line on the retina would intersect \/680 = 26 ganglion cell receptive fields. We may thus
estimate the visual acuity of the goat by the application of Shannon's sampling theorem.
According to this the sampling density of a system is at twice the maximum frequency
that the system can transmit. The estimated cut-off frequency is thus 26/2 = 13 cycles/deg2
which corresponds to a grating with a minimum resolvable bar width of 2-3' compared
with 5-5' for the cat; a sampling aperture transmitting this frequency would have to be about
4-6' in diameter which is of the same order of magnitude as the smallest receptive field,
10', recorded from the region of peak count.

Acknowledgements—The apparatus used in this investigation was provided by the M.R.C. to whom A.H.
is also indebted for support.
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Abstract—The receptive fields of 88 single units recorded from the goat optic tract have been
investigated and found to be of three main classes; sustained (52 per cent), transient (35 per
cent) and directional (5 per cent). The retinal ganglion cell density of the goat retina has been
mapped and reveals the presence.of both a circular area centralis and a visual streak. The
positions of the recorded receptive fields in the visual space of the animal have been related to
the retinal ganglion cell topography by means of observations on the optics of the goat eye.
Sustained units were found to be more common than transient units in the neighbourhood of
the area centralis (68%: 22%) but the reverse was true elsewhere (30%: 54%).

Resume—On enregistre les champs recepteur de 88 unites dens le tractus optique de la chevre,
et on obtient trois classes principale: soutenus (52%), transitoires (35%)et directionnels (5%).
On trace la carte de la densite des cellules ganglionnaires dans la retine de chevre; il y a en
meme temps une aire centrale circulaire et une bande visuelle. La position des champs recep-
teurs enregistres dans le champ visuel de l'animal est relice a la topographic des ganglionnaires
rctiniennes par observation de l'optique de l'oeil de la chevre. Les unites sotenues sont plus
abondantes que les transitoires au voisinage de l'aire central (68; 22%)etc'cst le contraire autre
part (30:54%).

Zusammenfassung—Es wurden die rezeptiven Felder von 88 einzeln aus dem Sehnerv des
Ziegenauges abgeleiteten Zellen untersucht. Es fanden sich drei Hauptgruppen: dauerlicht-
(52%), anderungs- (35%)und richtungsempfindliche (5%). Die retinale Ganglienzellendichte
wurde graphisch dargestellt. Es zeigte sich sowohl die Existenz einer runden zentralen Zone als
auch die cines Sehstreifens. Die Lage der abgeleiteten rezeptiven Felder im Sehraum des
Tieres wurde unter Einbeziehung des Opuk des Ziegenauges mit der retinalen Ganglienzellen-
topographie in Zusammenhang gebracht. Man fand, dal3 in der Nahe der zentralen Zone
dauerlichtempfindliche Zellen hiiufiger auftreten als anderungsempfindiiche (68%:22%). Eine
entgegcngesetzte Verteilung (30%:54%) konnte anderswo gefunden werden.
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Directional units in the rat optic nerve
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Single units with directional receptive fields were recorded from the rat optic nerve and thus
revealed, in contrast to earlier reports, the presence of at least one class of non-concentric retinal unit
in this species. In confirmation of prior work, examples of concentric, surround-dominated and cen¬
tre-dominated receptive fields were also encountered. In some respects their properties resembled
those of either brisk cr sluggish classes in the cat retina.

In spite of extensive searching in the rat optic nerve, Brown and Rojas1 encoun¬
tered no single unit receptive fields which possessed other than a central on or offarea
with or without a surround. This led to the rat being grouped with cat and monkey and
these species being contrasted6-7 to rabbit, pigeon and frog in which more complex
receptive fields had been described. Since then nearly all classes of rabbit retinal recep¬
tive field have been reported in cat retina3-16-17. Reinvestigations of monkey5-13 and
rat14 have not so far revealed receptive fields with other than radially symmetric pro¬
perties. It thus seems worthwhile to make a brief report of some directional units en¬
countered in the rat optic nerve during recording for another purpose10.

D.A. Agouti rats of between 115 and 130 days of age were anaesthetized with an

i.p. injection of 1 ml of25 %urethane solution. A tracheal cannula was fitted and the ani¬
mal mounted in a head holder. The skull was opened and anterior forebrain removed
by suction to reveal the optic nerves. Their overlying blood vessels were left intact and
paraffin introduced to prevent dehydration.

The animal was fitted with a rectal thermometer, wrapped in a homeothermic
blanket and arranged facing a 1 m distant screen. The eyelids were retracted and a zero
power contact lens fitted after the eye had been secured, by means of 3 equispaced
sutures, to a ring at the corneo-scleral boundary.

Under the conditions of plotting with a high background intensity and bright
stimulus spot, it was found that the pupil remained about 0.3 mm diameter. Because of
the great depth of field under these conditions10 no attempt was made to correct for
viewing distance.

Single units were recorded with 20-40 MQ NaCl-filled micropipettes driven by
means of a Kopf hydraulic microdrive.
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Fig. 1. Single unit responses recorded from rat optic nerve. The on-offreceptive field of the directional
unit was mapped by means of a small light spot. Responses at on are represented by' + ' and at off by
'•—null response is shown by a circle of the same size as the light spot. The directionality of the unit
is revealed by its responses to movement of the light spot through the receptive field along axes at
intervals of 45°. The lower trace shows the output of a photocell placed at the positions indicated by a
heavy circle on the map. DE denotes the dark edge and LE the light edge of a wide card strip passed up
and down through the field. Both edges elicit firing for upward movement, neither for downward.
Nasal, N, and inferior, I, directions in the visual field are indicated. Several centre-dominated, sym¬
metrical, receptive fields were characterized by the similarity between their sustained or transient
responses to an optimal, centre-sized, spot and to whole field flash. They resembled concentric recep¬
tive fields in demonstrating properties analogous to the brisk or sluggish units of the cat retina. The
centre dominated on unit above was described as brisk-like because of its initial transient to an optimal
flash and the inhibitory pause in maintained firing upon its cessation. The response to whole-filled
illumination is similar. The very low maintained firing rate and unresponsiveness to rapid target move¬
ment of the centre-only, transient off unit was sluggish-like. The absence of an initial transient burst
upon flashing of an optimal light spot and the immediate return to the previous maintained firing rate
upon its cessation led to the sustained on unit also being classed as sluggish-like. The last series of res¬
ponses is from a surround-dominated unit. The off response to an optimal spot flashed in the field
centre is considerably weaker than the on response to an annulus in the surround. Simultaneous il¬
lumination of surround and centre results in reduction of the response.
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Visual stimuli were presented by a modified Keeler ophthalmoscope which pro¬
duced slits or spots of light and a Leitz Prado projector fitted with a diaphragm and
N.D. wedge. Card stimuli were available.

The receptive fields were initially mapped out with a 30 min exploring spot of
intensity 100 cd/sq.m against a background of 10 cd/sq.m.

Three ow/o/fdirectional units with similar properties were encountered in a total
population of 230 roughly classified units. The receptive field illustrated in Fig. 1 lay
100° temporal to the median sagittal plane and near to the 0° horizontal meridian. A
light spot flashing anywhere within the receptive field defined by moving stimuli elici¬
ted on and off responses. The preferred direction of this unit was vertically upward.
Both other directional units preferred horizontal temporal movements. The preferred
direction was the same for black and white discs moved through a 4° receptive field.
Firing could be obtained for entry angles up to 90° from the preferred direction but not
at 135°. There was a clear null direction in which movement maximally suppressed the
limited spontaneous discharge. A wide strip of card moved up and down through the
field elicited a discharge similar to that of a small disc; dark and light edges were
equally effective when moving up through the field and ineffective when moving down.
There was no sign of inhibition from a suppressive surround when large stimuli were
employed. Directionality was retained for all rapid movements (>1007sec) which eli¬
cited firing.

Two-hundred and ten units were recorded with classic centre surround receptive
fields whose responses were sustained or transient and corresponded to an earlier des¬
cription of rapidly or slowly adapting units1. However, it has not previously been re¬
ported that some of these cells showed the initial high frequency burst of impulses
upon excitation of the centre, followed by an inhibitory pause in the maintained firing
rate upon cessation of excitation, which is characteristic of the brisk units of cat reti¬
na2. The maintained firing rate of other units was very low and they evinced the slow
initiation of firing upon centre excitation which is considered characteristic of sluggish
units in the cat. This group contained examples of surround-dominated units1-14.

More unusual, but in confirmation of previous reports1-14, were 17 units with
surrounds which were either very weak or not demonstrable under these conditions of
illumination. Some of them are illustrated in the lower part of Fig. 1 and it is apparent
that their centre dominated responses, like those of classic concentric units, have pro¬
perties which resemble those of cat brisk or sluggish units.

Thus, in contrast to previous reports1-14, it is here concluded that the rat posses¬
ses retinal ganglion cells with non-concentric receptive fields. It is probable that the
on~off directional units of the rat dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus13 receive the input
of the corresponding retinal class.

The presence of a non-directional o/7-q/f class in the lateral geniculate nucleus13
has been confirmed9 and' suppressed by contrast units (uniformity detectors) repor¬
ted9. Neither of these classes was encountered in the optic nerve but their presence in
the lateral geniculate nucleus argues, by analogy with directional units, for the existen¬
ce of the corresponding retinal populations. Non-directional on-off receptive fields
and uniformity detectors have already been described in the retina of both rabbit12 and
cat13-15.
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In confirmation of a previous report1 the concentric units of the rat optic nerve
were found to be of the sustained or transient type. Examination of their responses to
flashing of optimal light spots revealed examples of concentric and centre-only fields
with properties resembling those of the brisk or the sluggish units of the cat retina2.
Examples of rat concentric units have thus been encountered which may be described
as brisk-like or not-brisk-like, sluggish-like or not-sluggish-like but the examination
was not systematic and these dichotomies cannot be concluded to be exclusive in the
rat; the brisk-like/sluggish-like division is thus not established as a dichotomy. In so
far that the brisk/sluggish, sustained/transient properties2 correspond to X, Y or W
properties16 the report of representatives of X, Y and W-like concentric and centre-
only fields in the rat lateral geniculate nucleus9 is in agreement with these findings.

Representative populations of retinal units cannot be expected when recording
from the optic nerve. It is well established that even during direct retinal recording the
encounter rates do not necessarily reflect the true proportion of a given cell type2-7'8
unless systematic exploration of the retina is carried out4. At present this procedure
appears to be precluded in rat because of the tiny vitreal space11. However, the trend
appears to be for the progressive discovery of receptive fields with qualitatively similar
spatial properties in each species of vertebrate retina, although spectral sensitivity,
conduction velocity and axonal projection may differ.

It is improbable that major qualitative distinctions will remain possible between
the variety of receptive field classes in rat, on one hand, and cat, rabbit, pigeon and
frog, on the other. Correlations, such as Dubin attempted6'7, between species grouped
on the basis of retinal anatomy and those grouped on single unit physiology will requi¬
re quantitative rather than qualitative physiological support which must await devel¬
opment of recording techniques appropriate for small eyes.
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SOME COMPARATIVE AND EVOLUTIONARY REFLECTIONS ARISING

OUT OF STUDIES ON RETINAL CODING IN THE WALLABY

A. Hughes and S. Slater, Department of Physiology 3

J.C.S.M.R.j and Department of Behavioural Biology3
R.S.B.S.j Australian National University 3 Canberra
City 3 A.C.T. 2601.

The retinal ganglion cells of cat and rabbit have
some 12 classes of receptive field in common. A study
by means of conventional intraocular recording
techniques in the Tammar wallaby (Maeropus eugenni)
has revealed the presence of the full range of retinal
concentric classes such as on and off, brisk and
sluggish, sustained and transient and linear and non¬
linear as well as the majority of the non-concentric
types including on-off (local edge), orientation
selective (on-off adjacent), and on-off directional
units. Thus, in spite of possessing no mutual
ancestor since the pantotheres, the ma'rsupial and
placental infraclasses have 11 of 13 types of
ganglion cell receptive field in common. This may
not be surprising when it is noted that the pigeon,
a species from a different taxonomic class, shares
the majority of these receptive field types. The
discovery that concentric and non-concentric classes
project to the visual cortex in rabbit and cat has
undermined the thesis that there is a phylogenetically
older non-concentric system associated with tectal
visual analysis and non-deterministic, concentric
system associated with the visual neocortex. Can
it be that this repertoire of vertebrate retinal
unit types comprises a single mechanism handed-on
from the early reptiles and embodying tricks of
coding which have been universally retained ever
since? Some doubt must be cast upon this idea by
the apparent absence of conventional concentric
units in the frog and of non-concentric types in
the monkey retina. On the other hand, the problem
of encounter rates is well known, especially when
intraocular recording has not been employed in
survey studies. The established presence of the
entire range of unit types in hunter and hunted,
land and aerial, placental, marsupial and avian
forms at least argues strongly for a role in
extracting universal and fundamental features of
the retinal image.
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Abstract. Rowe and Stone dispose of descriptive terminologies for retinal units
as 'essentialist' and argue for a 'neutral' multifactorial system redefined from pre¬
vious W, X, Y nomenclatures. It is argued here that descriptive terminology need
not be either essentialist or undesirable and that the W, X, Y terminology is too
confused with, false associations to be satisfactory. The synthetic power of the W, X,
Y nomenclature was "lost with the discovery of concentric W cell receptive fields,
the projection of the W cells to the LGN and the suggestion of overlap between X
and W conduction velocity groups. It was made methodologically unsound by its
employment for the naming of Nissl stained soma classes before the identity of indi¬
vidual somas with the physiological entities can be demonstrated. Although now re¬

defined, the identity of symbols in the several vintages of the W, X, Y system leads
to inevitable confusion. The current tripartite division of a multidimensional quality
space without cluster analysis is not neutral because it emphasises conduction velo¬
city but represses the diversity of W receptive fields. The concise, apt and mem¬
orable descriptive receptive field terminologies are more desirable in that they are

operationally based and approximate the unit's transfer function - the parameter
most significant to the central nervous system in its iniormation processing task;
thus they are more suited for cross species comparison because of a probably boun¬
tiful source of functional hypotheses. The lack of taxonomic neutrality in the W, X,
Y system has recently been emphasised by its failure to adequately classify rabbit
retinal receptive field categories.

Introduction

In their survey of cat retinal ganglion cell classification Rowe and
Stone [1977] have condemned the main alternative [Cleland and Levick,
1974a, b] to the W, X, Y nomenclature, and other descriptive terminolo-
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gies, as 'Bad Things', not because of their lack of pragmatic merit but on
the effectively trumped-up charge of 'essentialism'. Unfortunately, Rowe
and Stone, have not defined their understanding of this muddleheaded
doctrine in spite of it being a cardinal factor in their dismissal of alterna¬
tive terminologies. They do assert that descriptive terminology implies
essence and presumably must, therefore, be regarded as passe, but neither
the assertion nor the implicit conclusion are obligatory. Their facile elimi¬
nation of the competition appears to have inhibited Rowe and Stone from
casting even a mildly jaundiced eye on the history and philosophical inad¬
equacies of the W, X, Y nomenclature. It is suggested below that its con¬
fusion and lack of pragmatic merit should lead to its graceful abandon¬
ment rather than yet another redefinition.

The Meaning of theW,X,Y Terminology Has Been Changed Too Often!

One of the earliest objections to the W, X, Y nomenclature was that
it employed the X and Y symbols of Enroth-Cugell and Robson [1966]
which were linked with the linear/nonlinear terminology. Rowe and Stone
[1977] argue that Enroth-Cugell and Robson established the properties of
their X and Y units by tests other than for linearity and nonlinearity and
think it justifiable for a classification not employing tests for linearity to
be based on the X, Y symbol pair. This is debatable, but what is clear,
and rather ironic, is that Stone and Hojfmann [1972] and other workers
[Cleland et ai, 1969] have equated the X and Y of Enroth-Cugell and
Robson with linear and nonlinear properties. This view is now inherent in
the literature and means that the X, Y terminology is confusing for some
workers. It is to be noted that, subsequent to the report of Enroth-Cugell
and Robson [1966], many who did not employ the nonlinear/linear test
avoided the use of the X and Y terminology even when convinced that it
applied to their own categories; Stone and Hoffmann [1972] chose rather
to imply the identity of their units with those of Enroth-Cugell and Rob¬
son. Indeed, it was the addition of W to the X, Y pair by Stone and Hoff¬
mann [1972] which proscribed the use of the X and Y symbols for linear
and nonlinear properties by expanding the dichotomous classification. It
should be noted that because Enroth-Cugell and Robson [1966] did not
measure conduction velocity, it remains possible that their sample of X
and Y units included some which Stone and Hoffmann [1972] would
have labelled W cells. Stone and Fukuda [1974a] argue against this on
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the basis of electrode selectivity [Stone, 1973], but this has been ques¬
tioned [Levick and Clcland, 1974].

Stone and Hoffmann's [1972] report on W cells differed from that of
Stone and Fukuda [1974a] by describing a tripartite division of unit con¬
duction velocity which was paralleled by a threefold grouping of receptive
field classes. They distinguish the two concentric, X and Y, classes from
the nonconcentric W cell class. In addition, Hoffmann [1973] reported
that W cells project to the superior colliculus, and not to LGN and cortex,
in contrast to the X cells which project to the LGN and not to the super¬
ior colliculus. Stone and Fukuda [1974b] saw the W cells, with their mid¬
brain projections and nonconcentric fields, as functionally akin to the re¬
tinal units of the phylogenetically more 'primitive' rabbit and lower verte¬
brate retinas; the midbrain/cortical dichotomy of destinations also happily
tied in with the current, in-vogue, concept of the 'two visual systems' by
providing each with an independent retinal sampling array. No wonder
the W, X, Y terminology became popular. But, as Huxley wrote, here we
have: 'The great tragedy of Science - the slaying of a beautiful hypothesis
by an ugly fact.'

Up to this point it. had been possible to argue that the W, X, Y no¬
menclature represented some intrinsic feature of neural organisation
which would be clumsy to discuss in terms of parallel descriptive termi¬
nologies dealing with conduction velocity, receptive field type, destination
and so on. The midbrain projecting nonconcentric, W cell system could
be regarded as a conceptual entity in its own right. The reports of Cleland
and Levick [1974a, b] and Stone and Fukuda [1974a] which described
the presence of a large population of concentric units amongst those with
low conduction velocities struck at the roots of the W, X, Y terminology's
usefulness; in the absence of three receptive field classes the tripartite W,
X, Y terminology was brought solidly back to its basis in conduction ve¬
locity grouping. It thus effectively became redundant because the Tx, T2,
T3 conduction velocity terminology of Bishop el al. [1969] could replace
it and was, indeed, argued by Stone and Fukuda [1974a] to parallel their
own nomenclature. A comment by Stone and Fukuda [1974a] which re¬
fers to the W, X, Y grouping of receptive fields obviously suggests some
residual confusion with the earlier nomenclature; the W cells could no

longer be grouped together on the basis of their receptive fields, of which
there were at least five types including concentric forms, but only in terms
of their lower conduction velocities than X and Y cells.

Alas, the W cell population is now understood to project not only to
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the midbrain but also to the visual cortex via the LGN C laminae; X and
Y cells project to both midbrain and cortex. Even the conduction velocity
grouping has been called into question by Cleland and Levick [1974a, b]
who describe an overlap in the conduction velocities of their slower brisk-
sustained units and faster sluggish units thus implying an overlap between
the W and X categories of Stone and Fukuda [1974a].

What now remains as a basis for the elegant tripartite division? Ac¬
cording to Rowe and Stone [1977] simply a long list of properties, often
made forcibly clear-cut in order to fit the three groups. With the loss of its
unifying power over the descriptive categories the W, X, Y classification
developed a striking disadvantage in that its now deceptively simple fa¬
cade became coupled with a variety of abandoned associations, such as
the nonconcentricity of W cells. Rowe and Stone [1977] are not troubled
by these associations; they regard the W, X, Y terminology as possessing
the asset that its meaning may be frequently revised, thus taking advan¬
tage of both its flexibility and the patience of its followers.

W, X, YJ974 Confuses Morphology and Physiology

However, even further potential for confusion lurks in the W, X, Y
terminology. It is disingenuous of Rowe and Stone [1977] to suggest that
the W, X, Y system is physiologically based and that the y, ft, a system is
its morphological correlate. This may be true for the tabulature of their
most recent publication but it is not applicable to the W, X, Y terminolo¬
gy, overtly identical, of Fukuda and Stone [1974]. These authors em¬
ployed Boycott and Wdssle's subsequently published [1974] dimensional
criteria to classify the cat Nissl-stained retinal ganglion cells W, X, Y
rather than as, say, C, B, A cells to parallel the Golgi defined y, fl, a cate¬
gories. Their photographs show W, X and Y labels on cell soma [Fukuda
and Stone, 1974, 1975b], Dye marking experiments with results from 12
cells [Fukuda and Stone, 1974] justify this implied identity but these were
from the peripheral retina where classification is most straightforward.
No worker to date has claimed to reliably distinguish between individual
members the three Golgi-defined morphological cell classes in all parts of
the retina on the basis of Nissl-stained material; indeed, even the peri¬
pheral ganglion cell densities of Hughes [1975] and Wassle et al. [1975]
are considerably higher than those of Stone [1965] or Rowe and Stone
[1976] which indicates a divergence in criteria for the identification of
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neurons let alone their subclassification; it is a further step to equate the
identified neurone with the physiological entity. It was obviously prema¬
ture to employ the same, terminology for a classification based upon histo¬
logical methods as was previously employed for electrophysiological data
when it was beyond the capabilities of the techniques to unequivocally es¬
tablish that identity. In fact, Rowe and Stone [1976], in a recent discus¬
sion of cells in the cat visual streak, appear to appreciate this point and
have reverted to a small, medium, large classification for histological pur¬

poses which parallels the W, X, Y grouping. Even now, Rowe and Stone
[1977] incorporate soma size into their table of otherwise physiological
properties.

Although Rowe and Stone [1977] have now accepted the earlier posi¬
tion of many workers and inform us that it 'seems necessary to re¬
tain two terminologies', i.e. the morphological and physiological 'each
in its appropriate context', we must regard the work of Fulcuda and Stone
[1974, 1975] as part of the current literature. It behooves us, therefore,
to warn the unwary that these papers employ an W, X, Y terminology
(W, X, YJ974?) which applies equally to morphologically and physiolog¬
ically defined entities. Surely such a flexible nomenclature cannot be suit¬
ed to 'those not working in this particular area but interested nevertheless
in following it'. It is difficult enough for those working in the field to keep
up! Indeed, the ready changes of the W, X, Y terminology without overt
redefinition recalls Humpty Dumpty: ' "When I use a word"' said
Humpty Dumpty in rather a scornful tone, "it means just what I
choose it to mean - neither more nor less".'

Other workers [Cleland and Levick, 1974a, b; Cleland et al., 1975]
have retained separate morphological and physiological classifications
without disadvantage relative to the pre-1977 W, X, Y terminologies and
have thus avoided the pitfalls inherent in their premature fusion. Their
terminologies are in this respect similar to that now espoused by Rowe
and Stone [1977] but the nomenclature of Cleland et al., has been dubbed
'essentialist' and we are bid ignore it on that count alone.

Descriptive Terminology Is Not Essentialist

Rowe and Stone [1977] reject descriptive terminology on two counts;
it implies that some limited aspect of the unit's performance is the essence
of its properties and thus, perhaps falsely, more important than others,
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and that the descriptive terminology is a source of confusion between the
description of a neuron and its functional role. But are descriptive termi¬
nologies 'essentialist'? Well, this is an instance where the legal concept of
mens rea applies; such a nomenclature is essentialist if its user believes
that it identifies essence but. purely descriptive if he does not! A descrip¬
tive terminology thus need imply neither essence nor neglect of other fea¬
tures of a unit's behavior.

Numerous descriptions of directionally selective units have been pub¬
lished in which the term 'directional' is employed as a descriptive name
but there is no evidence that their authors have failed to examine other

properties of the units by means of flashed light spots, broad stimuli
which extend into the inhibitory surround and so on. The name does not
restrict the activities of the investigator, it is descriptively apt, economical
and memorable. The latter quality is important; extended neutral termi¬
nologies of the class I, II, III variety rarely pass into common usage be¬
cause few people can remember what is what.

Close examination of papers dealing with the classification of retinal
units in frog, rabbit and cat has not led to the identification of one in
which it would be possible to identify the author's intentions with those of
an 'essentialist' as defined by Rowe and Stone [1977], Several papers
have put forward the 'key-feature' and 'trigger-feature' approach to unit
classification and naming [Barlow, 1961; Barlow et al., 1963; Barlow and
Levick, 1965; Levick, 1967] but it is quite apparent that this is conceived
as an operationally defined manipulation of the receptive field's light dis¬
tribution which brings about the maximal response of the unit. As Levick
[1967] says of the rabbit retinal 'edge-detector': 'One is implying no more
than that the relevant observations of unit behaviour are thereby most
economically described and most meaningfully interpreted.' - 'It is not
claimed that edge-detection is the only good description or even the best.
There is always some doubt that a sophisticated stimulus revealing subtle
behaviour has been missed.'

It is immediately apparent that Levick [1967] is thinking in opera¬
tional terms at the level of stimulus presentation and not in terms of sub¬
sequent processing. It is simplistic and tendentious of Rowe and Stone
[1977] to ignore these clearly nonessentialist statements; the naming tech¬
nique described by Levick [1967] is obviously similar to that in publica¬
tions on the cat retina [Cleland and Levick, 1974a, b]. Rowe and Stone
are thus able to dismiss other classifications by imputing to them what is
clearly not the intention of their authors.
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There have been attempts to identify in the early stages of neural
processing what have been described as 'functional natural invariants'
[Maturana et al., 1960], or 'password stimuli' [Barlow, 1961], which
were regarded as the releasers of specific behavioral responses. A consid¬
erable literature has grown up around these concepts as applied to the
frog [Ingle, 1968]. Although possibly premature [Hughes, 1971] in the
absence of behavioral work, such hypotheses have been a great stimulus
to investigation in the work which tested their predictions [Griisser and
Griisser-Cornehls, 1968; Butenandt and Griisser, 7968] and the field as a
whole has probably benefitted more from their postulation than from a
neutral, descriptive terminology. However, Barlow's [1953] 'fly detector'
or the term 'bug detector' for a class of frog unit were never more than a

hypothesis of a provocative nature, not a formal part of the nomencla¬
ture; Leltvin et al. [1959] simply remarked: 'We have been tempted, for
example, to call the convexity detectors "bug-perceivers"', but it is clear
that they regarded the central interaction of all classes of unit as necessary
before invariants such as prey and enemy could be recognized [Matur¬
ana ei al., I960]. Essentialism is thus not a necessary feature of a descrip¬
tive terminology.

The W, X, Y1977 Terminology Is Not Descriptively Neutral and Fails
Short of Taxonomic Desirability by Emphasising Conduction Velocity
to the Exclusion of W Cell Receptive Field Diversity

Part of the task of Rowe and Stone [1977] has been to clear up some
of the confusion arising from the earlier nomenclatures of Stone and his
co-workers. This has been simply achieved by ignoring them and redefin¬
ing the meaning of W, X, Y terms. The latest W, X, Ym7 terminology
[7?owc and Stone, 1977] claims to provide a three class system, one class
subdivided, which is allegedly neutral or nonessentialist. The three main
groups of this classification are defined in a table listing several quality
dimensions; a typical description of a unit might thus be W,/off centre/
tonic/linear. Rowe and Stone suggest the absence of a one-to-one corre¬

spondence of the main categories with any of the dimensions of classifica¬
tion to be an advantage! But if the units require specification by catalogu¬
ing their properties along these quality dimensions then how does the tri¬
partite division arise? It is quite apparent that an author with different in¬
terests could justifiably claim the presence of more, or fewer, main groups
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depending upon whether he were a 'splitter' or a 'lumper'. Moreover, re¬
member that Cleland and. Levick [1974a, b] even question the separation
of the sluggish and brisk sustained conduction velocity groups.

A truly neutral terminology would have dropped the tripartite classi¬
fication because it gives inordinate emphasis, in the fashion of an essen-
tialist nomenclature, to the conduction velocity division and strongly sup¬

presses the various W cell receptive field categories which Cleland and
Levick [1974a, b] would rank equal in importance to the two classes of
field with fast conducting axons. Instead, either quality cataloguing
would be employed, thus retaining a separate terminology for each quality
dimension in the manner of Cleland and Levick [1974a, b], or the data
would have been subject to full-blown numerical taxonomic analysis.
Thus, if there were N quality dimensions in use, the N-dimensional quan¬
titative description of all members of the sample population would be
subjected to analysis in an N-dimensional quality-hyperspace in order to
objectively determine whether obvious clustering occurs and the dimen¬
sions along which it is most prominent. Unless clustering enables efficient
subdivision of the quality space, it is not justifiable to employ a unified
terminology to replace the straightforward property list. Rowe and Stem
[1977] have imposed, probably for historical reasons related to the devel¬
opment of their terminology, an arbitrary tripartite division on this N-di-
mensional quality hyperspace without in any way justifying it.

It is obvious that the major problems'do not arise in terminology re¬
lating to the X and Y cells; it is the W class which causes difficulty. Hav¬
ing made the major divisions essentially on the basis of conduction veloci¬
ty, Rowe and Stone [1977] have subdivided the W group into those with
tonic or phasic firing patterns and principally, sic., crossed or uncrossed
projections, from the temporal retina. Conduction velocity differences
have been equated with the tonic/phasic division but this is not in agree¬
ment with the results of Kirk et al. [1975] and, in any case the conduction
velocity must be measured for each unit and is not an independent criteri¬
on, as it is for X and Y classes, because there is overlap between classes
of field. The differential distribution of the classes relative to the visual
streak is presumably based on electrophysiological encounter rates which
are too illunderstood and variable between workers to form a satisfactory
basis for classification. Again we find soma size listed as a property dis¬
tinguishing the W1AV2 classes in spite of Rowe and Stone's statement
that a separate morphological classification is best retained. The curious
effect of the W, X, Y1077 classification in dividing up the receptive field
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classes almost suggests indifference to the information processing role of
the retinal units.

Descriptive Nomenclature Based on Unit Receptive Field and Firing
Properties Offers Greatest Usefulness and Functional Relevance

It is the task of the retinal neurophysiologist to give account of the
processing whereby invariant features of the retinal image brightness dis¬
tribution are analyzed and converted into patterns of impulses passing
along numerous channels. The behavior of a single neuron in the normal¬
ly functioning nervous system may be described under specified condi¬
tions, in terms of the transfer function which relates variation of the sti¬
muli in its receptive field to the firing pattern of its axon. The information
processing capability of the cell may thus be established and certain
bounds are irrevocably placed upon the range of tasks in which it might
be hypothesised to be employed. The information processing capabilities
of the cell are unique to it, may be operationally defined and are very
readily classified for units of the visual system by a descriptive terminolo¬
gy based upon quantitative or qualitative investigation of their transfer
function. Evolutionary considerations strongly suggest that the categories
of receptive field so defined may have functional significance but until
such singular roles are verified, or after they have been disproven, the op¬
erational basis of the classification stands. Consideration of the literature

suggests that, for a given species, there is more agreement between workers
on operationally defined classes than for most other parameters of the
neuron.

For given feedback conditions the information transfer capabilities of
a visual cell are independent of its projection in the central nervous sys¬
tem, although to some degree related to its axonal conduction velocity;
both of these factors determine the information processing capabilities of
the next level of processing and partially establish the overall transfer
function of subsequent cells. It seems almost self-evident, however, that
the very feature, the receptive field and its selective properties, which is
employed by the central nervous system in processing visual information
should form the basis of a unit classification rather than secondary fac¬
tors, such as destination and conduction velocity, or factors which under¬
line the mechanism of the receptive field, such as the form of the dendritic
tree, cell soma size, and so on. Naturally enough such descriptive termi-
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nologies have been pragmatically established as the norm amongst those
who have established single unit receptive field nomenclature for a varie¬
ty of sensory systems and species.

Rowe and Stone [1977] suggest that receptive field nomenclature
leads to a great number of small classes which form only a tiny propor¬
tion of the total number of retinal cells. But the cat retina can be com¬

pletely covered by an array of neurons with dendritic trees some 2° dia¬
meter yet forming only about 1.3% of the total ganglion cell population. If
these cells have small soma then the electrophysiological encounter rate
will suggest them to be even rarer yet they can subject the entire uniocu-
lar retinal field to their own distinctive analysis.

The relative agreement between authors on the classification of re¬
ceptive fields is important because it provides a common reference frame
for discussion of the numerous factors upon where there is no agreement.
In the current W, X, Y terminology the differential retinal distribution of
the cell classes is incorporated into the descriptive table and is thus a pa¬
rameter in their discussion. An author who disagrees with the results of
Rowe and Stone [1977] must implicitly challenge their whole terminology
rather than direct himself to a discussion of quality dimension of their
results with which he disagrees. Revision subsequent on Iris success would
of course be readily achieved in their system. The situation hi regard to
the W, X, Y1074 terminology is worse in so far that reference to the
receptive field classes automatically implies the corresponding histological
distributions and identities reported by Fukuda and Stone [1974] and
based on techniques questioned elsewhere [Hughes, 1975].

The \V, X, Y1977 Terminology Cannot Be Applied to the Rabbit Retina
and Thus Fails as a Multispecies Terminology Which Might Embody
Functional or Evolutionary Significance

Subsequent to the writing of the body of this text there have been two
studies of retinal ganglion cell classification in the rabbit retina [Caldwell
and Daw, 1978; Vaney et al., 1978] which agree that the brisk transient
and sustained (Y and X) units cannot be distinguished upon the basis of
conduction latency and that the conduction latency of directional units
falls in the brisk rather than the sluggish (W) range. Caldwell and Daw
[1978] have adopted what they described as a schizophrenic terminology
in which sluggish is opposed to X and Y rather than to sustained and
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transient. It is clear, if conduction latency is ignored, that the cat and
rabbit have at least 9 common receptive field classes with similar tempo¬
ral responses. Had the W, X, Y terminology been truly taxonomical-
ly-neutral then it: could have incorporated these new findings. Its identity
with conduction velocity grouping, already criticized in the cat, is its
downfall in application to the rabbit. Again we see that cross-species uni¬
formity is most obvious in the description of the spatial and temporal
properties of the receptive fields and emphasise the advantages of termi¬
nology based on these features.

Conclusion

There can be no doubt of the extensive experimental contribution of
Stone and his colleagues. The fact that their work was carried out under
the umbrella of the W, X, Y1972, W, X, Y1974, and W, X, Y1977 terminolo¬
gies without even subscripting the symbols suggests that terminology is no

significant barrier to progress, language is much more 'transparent' than.
Rows and Stone would have us believe: 'What's in a name? That which
we call a rose by any other name would smell as sweet.'

Rovr'e and Stone [1977] have handled their discussion more in the
manner of Baconian philosophers than practicing scientists. It is a petty
but amusing irony that their emphasis on words and meaning has much in
common with the position defined by Popper [1976] as essentialisnt! Per¬
haps I, as well as Rowe and Stone [1977] should note his anliessemialist
exhortation against 'the path to intellectual perdition': 'Never let yourself
be goaded into taking seriously problems about words and their meanings.
What must be taken seriously are questions of fact, and assertions about
facts: theories and hypotheses; the problems they solve; and the problems
they raise.'

The real problems in the naming of cat retinal neurones have not ari¬
sen out of the subtle influences of ill-chosen classifications but from

methodological inadequacies and nomenclatures pushed to imply what is
not unequivocally established. Receptive field classification and property
cataloguing keep our feet on the ground; why superpose a premature syn¬
thetic structure? With property cataloguing, the flexibility and revisability
which Rowe and Stone [1977] so emphasise as assets to a terminology
become less important. Although the W, X, Y terminology may continue
to be employed for the cat by some workers it must by now be apparent
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that its reality falls short of the claims made for it by Rcwe and Stone
[1977]. Its potential as a synthetic multispecies terminology is negligible
in view of recent results from the rabbit unless it is to be yet again revised
and become even more confusing.
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ABSTRACT

Rowe and Stone (1979) describe dichotomous

classifications as 'trivial' and incompatible with
a falsificationist methodology. It is pointed out
below that they are in error by distinguishing
between dichotomous and other classifications

because all classifications are reducible to a

dichotomous form. It is argued that the reiterated,
charges of essentialism against the descriptive/
dichotomous terminology are groundless and that it
is compatible with a falsificationist methodology.
Rowe and Stone oversimplify falsificationism in its

practical application and place more emphasis on

accommodating failure of the terminology than on

the need for 'strong' predictive hypotheses which
survive for a significant length of time with a

constant terminology. The underlying structure of
the descriptive/dichotomous system is here
formalised for the first time and suggested to meet
Rowe and Stone's requirements as satisfactorily as

their own system. Its 'down-to-earth', descriptive
and modular terminology is equally compatible with
the needs of the practicising scientist and

philosopher.
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'A person cautious in argument will.... constantly
reaffirm the mo derate and defensible position with
which he started He has stated moderately and
truly that 'some Xs are Y'} but his opponent argues
against the proposition that all Xs are Y. If he
answers his opponents arguments at all3 he can only
do so by defending the proposition 'All Xs are Y'.
Then he has fallen in the trap. ' (Thouless3 19 53)

Rowe and Stone (1979) have rejected my defence

(Hughes, 1979) of the dichotcmous/descriptive

terminology against their criticisms (Rowe and Stone,

1977). Neglecting Thouless1s advice, I will not risk

boring the reader by reaffirming my 'moderate and
defensible position' but will rather take issue with
two aspects of their reply.

Perhaps the most important is their description
and dismissal of dichotomous classifications as

trivial; this is misleading and requires countering.
On a more philosophical note, I must protest at their
continued reliance on stigmatising the position of

Cleland, Levick and myself as essentialist and setting
it in contrast to 'right-thinking?' falsificationism.
I argue that they oversimplify the falsificationist

position position by underemphasising verification.
A descriptive terminology which embodies lasting

predictive theory rather than ad-hoc hypotheses is
more compatible with the falsificationist approach.
It is concluded that Cleland and Levick's (1974a,b)

descriptive nomenclature has a powerful formal basis
which is presented in outline below. It is a

hypothetico-deductive system with an underlying
structure so like that suggested by Rowe and Stone

(1977; 1979) to be advantageous in their own system

that their emphasis on essentialism seems to have
blocked realisation of the similarities. The

potential for formal expression in Cleland and
Levick's system would suggest it to be a more

convenient classification.
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DICHOTOMOUS CLASSIFICATION IS FAR FROM TRIVIAL!

Rowe and Stone (1979) comment: 'Hughes seems to
miss the central point of logic that the dichotomous
classifications ..... although logically rigorous and

easy to fit to new phenomena are, in the final analysis,
trivial.' Unfortunately this 'presupposition' is
logically flawed in drawing a distinction between
dichotomous and other classifications . Ultimately,
any classification may be reduced to a dichotomous
form (Jevonsj 1958). Even if some of the parameters

of classification are finite numerical variables they
may be regarded as implicitly a compacted dichotomous
arrangement.

number
one not one

two not two

and so on.

Thus, if Rowe and Stone's contention is true, all

classifications, including the W,X,Y system must be
trivial. A conclusion clearly at odds with their
thesis. Why do they claim this triviality? Because,

to a falsificationist, dichotomous classifications:
'cannot be tested, i.e. they cannot fail to fit the
observations (either a receptive field is concentric
or it is not). Because they can so easily fit new

observations, the brisk/sustained etc. classification
and terminology are unlikely to lead to any conceptual

development in our understanding of the visual

system... The ready applicability of the terms to a

range of species results from the circumstance that
the classification is trivial rather than from any

heuristic power.'
But the data in a dichotomous classification can

generate falsifiable theories; the presence or

absence of concentric units in the retinas' of various

vertebrate classes led Maturana (1964) to suggest that
the visual systems of non-mammalian vertebrates were
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'determinate', with much retinal pre-processing, and
that mammals had 'indeterminate' systems which

employed only concentric units at the retinal level.
A single-level dichotomous classification leading to
a non-trivial and testable hypothesis! Stone and
Hoffman's (1972) own suggestion that the non-

concentric units of the cat supply only the mid-brain
while the concentric units project to the lateral

geniculate nucleus was the same dichotomous hypothesis
but applied to different regions of one animal rather
than to the same region in different species.

As the number of qualities increases, such
bifurcate classifications become the potential source

of many more hypotheses. If n qualities are considered
then we have 2n combinations (ABCDEfg...;ABcdEfG..).
To find some combinations and not others may be

significant if we are simply exploring single unit
properties and have no reason to expect either their
presence or absence; if we do have expectations then

they may be confirmed or denied. It is possible to
test or establish class divisions by means of
multivariate analysis along a mixture of binary and

continuously variable dimensions.

THE DESCRIPTIVE DICHOTOMOUS CLASSIFICATION EMBODIES A

QUALITY LIST

Implicit within the descriptive/dichotomous
classification is a procedure not yet presented as a

formal classification or identification key.

Misunderstanding arises in Rowe and Stone's (1979)
comments because of this lack. I therefore present

an illustrative model based on the battery of tests

of Cleland and Levick (1974a).

Ten tests have been designated in binary form
for application to the concentric units encountered
at a given eccentricity. An identification letter
is given next to each test's description in figure 1.
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At each level of the tree a plus sign means the

presence of the quality (A) and a minus sign its
absence (a). A circle around the symbol indicates
an empty set for the purpose of this classification.
In practice there might be members for every possible
set. With ten tests there are 1024 possible

categories; such a tree incorporates all of the
results of q given set of tests and places each unit
in a specific category. The entire description of
each unit is available at all times in its quality
list ABCDEfGhij, ABCDefGhij...etc. The system has
the capability of representing an enormous range of
individual or interspecies variation, contrary to

Rowe and Stone's (1979) claim.

Classification may be achieved by downward

division, optimally with theoretical foreknowledge,
but failing that by pragmatic selective testing
followed by upward regrouping of elements according
to similarity, a formal polythetic synthesis. In

practice both procedures are carried out repeatedly
as hypotheses are concerning function generated and
as the selective tests are optimised. The primary
classification tree may thus be a data base with
considerable redundancy but the results of this may

be expressed in a compacted form for the purpose of
formal discussion. The construction of such a formal

tree requires hypothesising the degree of difference
between elements which is to be regarded as

insignificant and the extraction of the most efficient
route for dichotomisation of the population to the

required degree of compression.
Of the 1024 possible elements in the tree of

figure 1, Cleland and Levick (1974a) identified only
12 as a major non-null sets. In the consideration of
upward grouping by similarity, Taxa formation in
Rowe and Stone's (1977; 1979) terminology, they
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chose to identify as one class, the brisk-transient

units, those elements with the descriptions ABCDEfGhij
or ABCDEfghij; i.e. those identical in all factors
other than maintained firing rate (G,g). The tests
less cleanly dichotomise the class which they
identified as brisk-sustained because of the spread in
their optic tract latencies and three elements were

designated acceptable as members of this class.

Qualities which are invariably associated or found to

be irrelevant to the classification may subsequently
be compacted with other properties or dropped.

It will be clear that the complete binary
definition of a class from the property list will have
a form such as,

A and B and (c or C) and (f or G)...

Set theory, Boolean algebra and propositional calculus
are specifically directed to the analysis of such

propositions. By their aid the laws of correlation
between the various properties may be systematically
arrived at. Detailed discussion of these procedures

may be found in Ledley (1960) and of classification
in general in Jevons (1952) and Harvey (1969). The

digital computer is peculiarly suited to handling such

classificatory procedures and the overt usage of formal
category descriptions based on suitable test batteries
could offer considerable advantages.

The distillation (I will not say essence!) of the
downward dichotomous test tree is shown at the bottom

of figure 1 as the regrouping of the elements into
their formal categories. It is this inductive
conflation of the test-tree dichotomies which gives
rise to the published dichotomous categories. It
should be realised, however, that the test tree results

represent the basic data and, contrary to Rowe and
Stone's (1977) claim that it forces - subdivision, may

represent even a quantised continuum. Whether or
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not this appears in the formal terminology depends on

the investigator's proclivities when inductively

generating the working categories. Either way the
test data is not lost.

Cleland and Levick (1974a) have selected the

terms concentric-nonconcentric, brisk-sluggish and
transient-sustained as terminology for the formal

categories derived from the segment of the tree shown
in figure 1. Thus a reference to a brisk-transient
unit, BT, is simply a shorthand description of the
full test profile contained in the binary listing
above.

ROWE AND STONE (1979) IGNORE MULTIDIMENSIONAL

DICIiOTOMIS/triON.

An alternative way of considering the bifurcate
tree is presented to its right in figure 1. Each

quality dimension is represented by a binary value

(1 present; 0 absent) which is fed to an electronic

gate. The description of the acceptable requirements
for a class then,becomes the specification of the
function of the logical gate. The order of bifurcation
in the tree is immaterial to the location of a given
unit in its class; however, if monothetic theoretical
considerations suggest a specific order be given
hierarchical significance then it may be adopted but

equally readily changed at will for another purpose.

Failure to recognise this possibility for
simultaneous dichotomisation of a population along
numerous quality dimensions appears to lead Rowe and
Stone (1979) astray in their assessment of dichotomy.
Thus they say (Rowe and Stone, 1977): 'if it is
insisted that X and Y cells have been all linear

and nonlinear retinal ganglion cells, then arguably
there can be only two categories of retinal ganglion
cell, and the X/Y terminology cannot deal with the

newly recognised cell groups except by regarding them
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as varieties or subtypes of X and Y cells.' Of course,

in a dichotortious system all retinal ganglion cells must
be either 'linear' or 'non-linear' but it does not

follow that new categories of cell can only be

represented as sub groups, of this division. As we have

seen, to the right of figure 1, it is possible to
divide the property space along other dimensions
simultaneously without limit-; brisk/sluggish,
sustained/transient etc. This flexibility has been

simply demonstrated by the addition of the brisk/

sluggish category to the sustained/transient division
established in an earlier paper (Cleland et al., 1971).
With n parameters we have 2n categories of retinal

ganglion cell.
Rowe and Stone (1979) suggest that: 'the

alternative non-essentialist approach is to regard
the linear and non-linear summation properties of
X and Y cells as only one of their properties rather
than as a definition of their separate categories.'
But this is a false distinction because it exactly
defines the approach of the dichotomous classification.

It is important to realise that when the X and Y

terminology is employed to define only linear and
non-linear categories of cell then it is used, not
in the sense of Rowe and Stone (1977, Table II) as

representing the entities defined by their entire
property list but, in what I understand to be the

original sense of Enroth-Cugell and Robson (1966),
before the ability to define dichotomy along one

dimension was abolished by Stone and Hoffman's (1972)
addition of the W category. Only subscripts can

make this apparent.
DESCRIPTIVE TERMINOLOGY IS NATUREL TO DICHOTOMOUS

CLASSIFICATION.

The dichotomous tree of figure 1 is a subset of
an infinitely larger tree; a part of this is outlined
in figure 2. With only a few classificatory steps
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such trees become unwieldly and may be handled to

advantage in the form of several small trees adapted
to whatever aspect of the system we are discussing.

The organisation of an extensive tree can be

relatively 'natural', in figure 2 one portion deals -

with the subset we are considering, another with their
responses to stimuli and the final section with their

projections. Now, if a unit projects to the accessory

optic trace we describe it as such; if, with others,
to the LGN then we class them together as LGN-projecting,
rather than by a numeric designation which must be

redundantly decoded in some way. The cells which we

record have distinguishing and often descriptive
anatomical names, such as 'displaced amacrine'. When

dealing with the receptive field it appears sensible to
continue with such a convenient nomenclature and employ
the stimulus and response properties in naming. But
not all descriptive names enjoy a strong functional
hypothesis. Names like concentric-brisk-transient are

as neutral as 'X' in predicting functions but convey

more information. They can be a mouthfull! But, just
as chemists face greater problems and solve them by

abbreviation, so we may simply use such letter
combinations as BS, BT, SS etc.

In laying out such a tree our attention is drawn
to commonly neglected classes, such as non-encountered

ganglion cells or displaced amacrines. It is often
assumed that 'linearity' and 'sustained' properties
are linked like 'transient' and 'non-linearity';
however we must retain logical space for 'non-linear
sustained' units until a mechanistic explanation is
available which excludes them. Consideration of the

formal categories may thus be helpful in. promotion
of hypotheses. If a strong predictive theory is
available then it may be possible to pre-allocate

logical space for classes not yet encountered or

tested for. This might be done when considering a
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Fourier Analyser model of the retina which required

multiple spatial frequency channels at one location.

Thus, the full dichotomous/descriptive classification
has the potential of doing the very opposite to Rowe
and Stone's (1977; 1979) claim that is suppresses

attention to factors other than those of the

formalised name. A view which seems unrealistic

because the investigator is always aware of the
extensive test-tree on which his classification is

based.

DICHOTOMOUS CLASSIFICATION POSSES MANY CLAIMED

ADVANTAGES OF W,X,Y19?7
Rowe and Stone (1979) contrast the large number

of features upon which their classification is based

with the small number employed by Cleland and Levick
(1974a,b) and imply it to therefore be less arbitrary.
It is apparent that they are comparing their property
list with the formal and compressed dichotomous

terminology rather than with its implicit dichotomous
test-battery. But any practical system can deal only
with an insignificant proportion of all possible
parameters. Their suggestion that an ideal
classification would be based upon alt features of a

cell is profoundly unrealistic. Even so few as 100
O A

dichotomies give rise to 1.27 x 10 categories. Thus,
in general, no classification can be organised to deal
with ail requirements including evolutionary

relationships, homologous systems, naming and
identification. It is essential to be guided by some

hypothesis in selecting a few relevant parameters.
Even Rowe and Stone's property list (1977, table II)
is no exception; cat colour, the anaesthetic used,
the weather, grating response and endless other
parameters are judged irrelevant. Like the test-
battery of Cleland and Levick (1974a,b) both sources

of data are short, selective and theory laden.
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Rowe and Stone (1979) thus ignore the processes

underlying the dichotomous classification when

comparing it with their own system. The test battery
is equivalent to their property list; the stage of

polythetic synthesis provides the opportunity of

defining formal categories according to inductive
generalisations and enables specification of economical

procedures for the identification of the group to which
a cell belongs. The flexibility of the dichotomous
system and its possibility of continual revision have
been indicated above and are entirely compatible with
the description of a desirable system as outlined by
Rowe and Stone.

It seems to me that Rowe and Stone's (1977) ideal

progression would have been to the forrnalisation of
their property list (their table II) in a dichotomous

quality tree with some numerical parameters. Now they

may have cut themselves off from the considerable

representation benefits of a developed dichotomous
classification by disparging its use in the rival to
their nomenclature. In principle, the dichotomous

system has all the power claimed for their own

classification and a more satisfactory potential
formal structure such as is outlined above.

In spite of these underlying similarities Rowe
and Stone would still argue that the selection of

parameters from the test battery for use in the
terminology depends upon asseveration, 'the issuing
of a solemn statement that these properties are

essential.' The suggestion that it seems almost self-
evident that the properties of a unit's receptive
field should be emphasised as a basis for classifying
cells in the visual system (Hughes, 1979) is
identified as such a dogmatic, essentialist
asseveration and said to be without supporting

argument. But the statement is included in the
argument. It is, that the nature of a unit's response
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to visual stimuli may be very relevant to its ultimate
role in the visual system and thus provides a basis
for predictive theory. It does not preclude an

additional stage of classification based upon

projection as an aid in "tracing out function. The
selection of these aspects of the test battery for

naming purposes at the stage of polythetic synthesis
is an hypothesis as to functional significance, is
falsifiabie and is not the enunciation of an

essentialist and unarguable axion.

ESSENTIALISM HAS BEEN A RED-HERRING I

Rowe and Stone (1979) persist in dismissing
Cleland and Levick's (1974a,b) terminology on the
convenient charge of essentialism because of its use

of descriptive terminology to identify key features;
search for essence, they imply, is incompatible with
the hypothetico-deductive falsificationist approach
often considered de rigueur for the fashionable
scientist.

Popper (1963) states that: 'it is false to view
science as stating ultimate explanations, the essences

of things.' The scientist: 'aims at finding a true

theory or description of the w7orld. . .which shall also
be an explanation of the observable facts. Theories
always remain conjectures as opposed to indubitable
knowledge.' The existence of essence is not denied,
Popper only declares the futility of claiming its
identification. The scientist certainly aims at

approximating ultimate explanation.
I have pointed out (Hughes, 1979) that Levick

(1967) explicitly encompasses the possibility that
his descriptive rabbit unit terminology has missed an

important aspect of subtle unit behaviour or that the
results have been misinterpreted; such a disclaimer
is incompatible with belief in the identification of
essence. Rowe and Stone (1979) reply that the
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discussion is centred on cat retina and that Cleland,
Dubin and Levick (1971) are explicitly essentialist
because they use the phrase; 'does not convey the
essential nature.' just as Levick (1967) mentions;
'capturing the essence of a rabbit unit's behaviour.'
But this is trivial. These phrases are not

philosophical jargon but employ the term 'essence' in
its common meaning of the 'reality underlying
;phenomena' (O.U.D.) for which the scientist is

J

justifiably hunting. A scientist ceases to be a

falsificationist not by searching for underlying truth
but by believing that he has found it with absolute

certainty. Even in the cat papers (Cleland and Levick,.
1974b), we find that the authors retain a 'nagging
feeling of uncertainty' whether the unit descriptions
are 'spuriously complex' or 'the physiological
categorisations significant or incidental.'

Rowe and Stone (1979) comment that, in making
these caveats, Levick and Cleland (1974b) are simply
concerned that the 'true' essence of the unit's

behaviour has been missed. This argument is untenable;
if you think that the 'true essence' may not have been
identified and that further work may falsify your

hypothesis then you can only be described as working
within a falsificationist framework.

The charge of essentialism is a red-herring and
has practical significance only via the corollary that
such an approach is incompatible with a

falsificationist procedure. Indeed, it would not be
of consequence if Cleland and Levick secretly believe
that they have identified essence, as long as they and
others continue testing the validity of their beliefs
by experiment.

ROWE AND STONE OVERSIMPLIFY FALSIFICATIONISM.

W,X,Y^g^^ terminology has been presented as
structured in accord with the falsificationist model
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of scientific methodology and able to ride out

inevitable error because of its flexible, non-feature
linked structure. By contrast Rowe and Stone (1979)

equate Cleland and Levick's 'nagging feeling of

uncertainty' with evideh.ee of a kind of weak-kneed
essentialism rather than of adherence to

falsificationism. Why? Perhaps because they assume

that a falsificationist expects to be wrong and will,
in accord with Popper's injunction, joyously welcome
falsification of his theories rather than be worried

about their failure. But Popper's thesis is more

complex than this I
The starting point (Popper, 1958, 1963, 1972) is .

that falsification by one instance has a power equal
to that of endless verifications. But, in practice:

'...disproof of a hypothesis is contingent on the

stability of the theories employed in interpreting
matters of fact, so that the refutation of a supposed
explanation may be no more definitive that its
verification.' (Nagel, 1967). Waddington (1977) and
others also argue that in practical scientific work
the variability of experimental results and human
error make falsification as unreliable as verification -

'Technik ist alles' - and that it as often pays to
set out to 'prove' as to disprove an hypothesis in
the real world.

However, Popper (1963) has overtly stated that,

although the logical power of scientific methodology
ultimately stems from stringent attempts to falsify,
there remain in practice several additional and

important requirements which a new theory must fulfill
in addition to agreeing with the facts better than
its predecessor. For good theories: 'we need not only
successful refutation, but also positive successes'.
The theory should survive for a significant time: 'We
must not see theories as nothing but stepping stones.'
We seek discoveries: 'geniuine guesses about the
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structure of the world.' We should not have the

attitude: 'of merely producing theories so that they
can be superseded.' Popper (1963). Positive
successes mean verifications: 'science would stagnate,
and lose its empirical character, if we should fail
to obtain verifications of new predictions!' Popper

(1963). The verification of prediction (Popper

normally prefers 'corroboration') is thus an important
factor even in the falsificationist approach.

Rowe and Stone (1979) rightly wish to incorporate
modiflability into their terminology but are so

concerned with theories which fail rapidly that they

neglect to consider those which survive for a long
time. Theories should not be expected to incorporate
their predecessor's»fallure only to fail immedidately
themselves when put to the test. If that happens, .

Popper points out that we may be chaining 'weak' ad hoc
theories which lack the power of explanatory insight
into the world possessed by 'strong' predictive theory.

DESCRIPTIVE/DICHOTOMOUS TERMINOLOGY PREDICTIVE AND

W,X,Y AD HOC.

Rowe and Stone (197 7) describe the W,X,Y^,^
terminology as an hypothesis as to the functional
niches of the cell categories and suggest (Rowe and

Stone, 1979) that this grouping has had a far reaching
impact on our understanding of the visual pathways. I,

however, cannot identify impact which is not

encompassed in other nomenclatures. The hypotheses
associated with the W group have been almost

exclusively anatomical. Originally the W cells were

the specialised mid-brain input. Why? Because they
were not concentric and not found to project to the
lateral geniculate nucleus (L.G.N.). However,

negative results are not a sound basis for anatomical
and electrophysiological theories; concentric units
turned up projecting to the mid-brain and W cells were
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encountered in the L.G.N. 1C' laminae. In the updated

theory, the projection via the C laminae is said to

indicate that the W cells are a 'functionally separate

group1 (Rowe ana Stone, 1976). But would the presence

of X and Y in the same laminae necessarily suggest,

therefore, that these classes are not functionally

separate? Apparently not. In the rabbit we find all
the receptive field classes encountered in the cat

retina projecting to an unlaminated LGN. Are these
classes not to be regarded as functionally separate
in this animal? Or should we opt, like Cleland and
Levick (1974a,b) to place more emphasis on the
information processing capability of the receptive
fields in the initial classification.

I find the functional hypotheses offered by the
new W,X,Y^g^ system elusive; even Rowe and Stone
(1977) point out that the roles of Y and W cells are

not satisfactorily defined. Only the X cell has been
attributed with a specific function, a role in

'pat-tern vision' (Fukuda and Stone, 1974). But similar
suggestions have been put forward independent of the
W,X,Y terminology by Enroth-Cugell and Robson (1966),
Ikeda and Wright (1972) and Cleland et al. (1971).
Similarly, the vague conception of Y cells as involved
in 'movement perception' is embodied in many places in
the literature.

The theories which have been associated with the

W,X,Y terminology for the generation of 'functional
groupings' correspond to the 'weak' kind; their origin
is in the month to month trends in the process of

discovery. They are 'working tools' but have little

predictive power in terms of function; and are

frequently falsified; it is natural that Rowe and
Stone should argue that terminology not be centered
on them and opt for continual revision of the

underlying meaning of their symbols (Hughes, 1979).
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But Popper's falsificationism need not be
associated with such an approach (Rowe and Stone,

1977; 1979); he is quite opposed to it. What is

required is that nomenclature be based upon 'strong',

long lasting, predictive theory. In the descriptive/
dichotomous terminology a relatively 'strong' theory

may be propounded by embodying certain aspects of the
filtering operation of a receptive field class as key-
features in the terminology, e.g. local edge detector,
in order to suggest how the output of the units may be
employed centrally. However, the constant change of

meaning associated with the W,X,Y system is avoided
because the neutral, fall-back, form of the nomenclature
is simply descriptive; when theories fail it remains
useful for designatory purposes because it embodies the
outcome of the classificatory testing procedure unlike
certain other descriptive terms such as 'bug-detector'

(Hughes, 1979). It is unsatisfactory for Rowe and
Stone (1979) to claim that it is a circular process to

test whether a local edge detector is really a 'local
edge detector' because the name is operationally
descriptive whether the functional implication is
correct or not.

The basis of descriptive terminology within the
dichotomous system has varied. Concentric units could
be described as 'contrast detectors' to be consistent

with other parts of the nomenclature; instead they are

described by relatively abstract features of their
performance in a test-battery which designate no

functional hypotheses. The terminology of non-

concentric units is richer in functional implication;
the embodied hypotheses are not powerful as theories
go but are testable, long standing and distinctly not
ad hoc. It is curious that Rowe and Stone (1970)

insist on emphasising the advantages of classification
by their nebulous 'functional grouping' in contrast
to the 'physical properties' of the dichotomous
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descriptive system which embodies much more obvious
functional significance in its terminology; although
I do not want to claim too much for it!

I thus advocate the employment of descriptive

terminology for naming the receptive fields at a

given anatomical level in terms of the stimuli which
elicit their best response. A similar receptive field
classific-tion is present in the W,X,Y system and has
remained, like a worm in the bud, relatively unchanged

throughout several alterations in the W,X,Y

terminology. The W,X,Y^g^ system, however, fuses the
data base of the receptive field nomenclature with

projection and other parameters. In my opinion the
outcome is a muddle; the terms are isolated from

reality and associated with vague concepts; the
different orders of theory become confused.

If Hubel and Wiesel (1962; 1965) had adopted a

descriptive/dichotomous classification for their cat
cortical receptive fields by employing such terms as

'edge', 'bar' and 'terminated bar'-selective then
their hierarchical theory could have been more

independent of the unit classification and many current

complications avoided (Henry, 1977). In the manner of
optimal programming, a nomenclature should be kept

highly modular and the dichotomoup/descriptive
terminology is well suited to that end.

CONCLUSION

Philosophy is good at raising questions and
science at answering them but the questions raised
and answered seldom have much in common. The vast

increase in our understanding of the universe which
is directly attributable to the activities of
scientists during the last millenium has come about
in spite of the absence of any rigorous and generally
accepted theory of scientific method. As Medawar
(1969) has said: 'Ask a scientist what he conceives
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the scientific method to be, and he will adopt an

expression that is at once solemn and shifty eyed:

solemn, because he feels that he ought to declare
an opinion; shifty eyed, because he is wondering how
to conceal the fact that he has no opion to delcare.'

In practice a scientist is not committed to a

consistent, watered-down, philosophical theory of
science. He works with the rich reality and can

justifiably employ a variety of approaches, even when

they are mutually incompatible, as with the wave-

particle duality in physics. If a theory works, then
even a falsificationist should hardly be concerned
that its author is essentialist. Philosophical

justifications are of little significance.
So, with steady gaze and avoiding solemnity I

might summarise my reply to Rowe and Stone (1979) in
the phrase 'faisification-schmalsification!' They
draw a 'false dichotomy' between the W,X,Y and the

descriptive/dichotomous systems. Both approaches are

compatible with the hypothetico-deductive method;
whether faisificationism embodies the essence of

scientific method is immaterial. I have suggested

that, once the charges of essentialism and

triviality are cast aside, Rowe and Stone's (1977;
1979) requirements are better met by the implicit
qualities of the rival system. It is a benefit of
this debate that the formal basis of the dichotomous/

descriptive approach has been expounded. But the
issue has probably been decided by practising
scientists unconcerned with philosophical niceties.
Caldwell and Daw (1976) entitled their first

communication 'X,Y and W cells in the rabbit retina'
but by 1978 their nomenclature was 'schizophrenic'
and avoided 'W' (Caldwell and Daw, 1978). Recently
Rodieck (1979) has argued that the diversity of 'W
cells is too great for the term to be profitably
retained.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Each letter on the left hand side of the

figure symbolises an operational test to be applied
to a recorded retinal unit. The set of ten tests

(A ~ J) were chosen from -those employed by Cleland
and Levick (1974a,b) for the construction of a model
test tree. Each test is scored 1 or 0 (yes or no)
and the sequence of binary decisions thus defines the
test tree forming the bulk of the figure. Only non-null
sets are traced through the whole tree and the 'rarely
encountered unit' tree is not developed.

The second stage of the classification is the
formal polythetic synthesis of classes from the non-

null sets at the output of the tree. Cleland and
Levick (1974a,b) group them as brisk transient (BT),
brisk sustained (BS), sluggish transient (ST) and

sluggish sustained (SS).
It is false to think that there is any

necessary order or hierarchy in the test tree, although
it can be introduced if desired, and this is shown to

the right of the diagram. The result of each test is
then fed into a logical gate whose specification is
that of a class and which takes no account of test

order.

The symbolic logical (Aa) and binary (1,0)

representations of all sets making up each class of
the polythetic synthesis are shown. The dotted line
traces the specification of sets accepted by Cleland
and Levick (1974) as forming the brisk transient class.
The diagram is discussed in detail in the text.
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Figure 2. The polythetic synthetic classification (BS,
BT etc), and its implicit and formalisable test tree,

are only a part of an infinite tree, of which a

segment is displayed here. The ease with which

commonly neglected elements of the system are brought
to mind in the rigid dichotomous description will be

apparent after brief consideration. Underlining
indicates a terminated set in the diagram. Such a

tree is best delineated by descriptive terms rather
than an abstract coding. It is equally arguable
and its implicit components, like the test tree of

Fig. 1 should also be presented in a descriptive
terminology.

)
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VERGENCE IN THE CAT

A. Hughes

University Laboratory of Physiology, Parks Road, Oxford

(Received 23 March 1972)

NOMENCLATURE

P interpupiilary distance
M inter-marker distance
S inter-refiex distance
D suffix; indicates distant look
A" and /VC suffix; indicates near iook or near look with vcrgence
p suffix; indicates measurement from photograph rather than absolute value
AP change in P during vergence
Am change in M during vergence
y change in S during vergence
0 vergence angle for one eye. Measured at the intersection of the visual axis with a parasaggital

plane
A distance of apparent pupil plane from corneal vertex in mm
C distance of centre of rotation of eye from cornea! vertex in mm
R distance of centre of corneal cui vature from corneal vertex in mm

O distance between pupii and flash reflex for one eye in mm
L distance between marker and flash reflex for one eye in mm
4>p change in pupil and reflex separation during version
tp±\i change in marker and reflex separation during version
8a version angle for one eye. Measured similarly to 0
s suffix; straight look
a suffix; angle look
r suffix; right
/ suflix; left
aR, aL, L, D. b, AD and AL see Figs. 7 and 8
X see Fig. 2.

INTRODUCTION

Do cats converge? The diversity of recorded opinions suggests that the answer cannot be
obvious to direct inspection. The whole literature on eye vergence in mammals can be
quoted, rather than summarised, within a page because it consists only of passing observa¬
tion devoid of experimental data.

According to Lindsay Johnson (1901),
"Man and the true monkeys, alone have the power of convergence. . . . No other mammal in
the wild state can converge, but 1 have seen domestic cats and dogs which have been taught, by
repeatedly holding food near their eyes, to converge to some extent."

This view is contested by Harris (1904) who records having seen attempts at con¬
vergence on the part of bears and various ungulates but such movements were,

"of course imperfect."

Elsewhere he states that,
1961
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"In man and a few of the higher mammals with binocular stereoscopic vision, the movements of
the eyes are perfectly co-ordinated ... in convergence."

It is clear from the text that he regards the cat and larger felidae as members of this group of
vergers but he does not specifically record the observation of vergence movements in these
animals.

Barters (1929) similarly attributes vergence to a wider group of species than did Johnson.
Man, the apes and cat are said to verge and the ability is claimed to be better developed
amongst the carnivores than the herbivores although present in both groups. The references
given to support these statements deal mainly with the horse.

The discussions of vergence in Vincent (1912); Warden, Jenkins and Warner (1936);
Walls (1942 and 1961) and Walk (1962) all clearly derive from (he sources mentioned
above.

Examination of the recent literature reveals little more. Elul and Marchiafava (1964)
refer to,

"the absence of true convergent, binocular vision in the cat."

and Zernicki and Dretier (1965) who have had the opportunity, like the previous authors,
to observe restrained conscious cats comment

"However, the convergence of the eyes does not appear to play a major roie in the mechanism
of acute vision in the cat, as shown by the presence of rather poor convergence in the intact
cat."

In contrast, Blakemore (1970) has claimed the presence of convergence in cats,
"But careful observation shows that most cats do in fact converge Their eyes upon suddenly
presented, close objects."

The rat and rabbit are the only other mammals to obtain mention in the literature on

vergence. Many authors believed that the rat (Johnson, 1901; Harris, 1904: Vincent, 1912)
and the rabbit (Brecher, 1936) were unable to move the eyes spontaneously and the
question of vergence did not arise. In contrast, Lashley (1932) claims that such eye move¬
ments are common and that vcrgence movements are readily seen in the rat. Spontaneous
eye movements have now been reported in the rabbit (Hughes, 1970) but vergence has not
been observed (Colleweijn, 1970; Hughes, 1971).

The vague state of our knowledge of vergence in mammals in general is summarised by a
footnote in a recent symposium on eye movements (Zuber in Bach-Y-Rjta, Collins and
Hyde, 1971),

"Vergence movements are probably only found among some mammals, and may be restricted
to primates and higher animals."

That some tonic vergence is present in the cat is readily apparent. The visual axes of the
paralysed animal diverge by about 4° (Nikara, Bishop and Pettigrew, 1968). If this were
the case in the conscious animal it would not be possible for both areae centrales to be
brought to bear simultaneously upon any real object. Tonic vergence must at least bring the
visual axes to a parallel condition.

In the monkey, the presence of the neural substrate for the control of vergence move¬
ments is known since such movements may be induced by the stimulation of the frontal eye
fields (Jampel, 1960). Passing comments of similar responses to the stimulation of the cat
cortex (Jampel, 1960) have recently obtained some weak support from studies on the
oculomotor cortex of this animal. Dreher, Zernicki and Santibanez (1970) report,
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"In the frontal area the movements in the vertical plane were occasionally accompanied by
convergence movements."

and Schlag and Schlag-Rey (1970) comment,

"Convergence movements were suspected more than once, but they were never easily
repeatable."

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The basic purpose of this investigation was to determine whether the cat converges when
looking from a distant to a near object. Qualitative investigation was begun with direct
observation rapidly followed by videorecording and stop motion playback, but with neither
method could vergence be detected with confidence. A potential source of error in the
qualitative observation was noted during videorecording in that the pupils of the cat dilate,
as part of its visual orientating reaction (Elul and Marchifava, 1964), when an object is
suddenly presented to it. It is difficult to observe simultaneously both the inner and outer
margins of the pupils in both eyes so that a view of the inner margins of the pupils approach¬
ing one another can lead to the conclusion that vergence has occurred when it has not.

The work reported here thus consists only of the subsequent quantitative photographic
observations whose interpretation requires exrensive theoretical treatment.

If the distance between the centres of the pupils is PD when the cat is looking at a distant
object then the criterion for convergence in looking from it to a near object is a reduction in
the interpupillary distance by an amount to PNC

PNC =PD~ (1)

where PNC is the interpupillary distance for the near look when convergence occurs; in the
absence of convergence the interpupillary distance for the near set would be PN = PD and
no change would be observed (Fig. 1).

Marks painted on the cornea may be employed with greater accuracy than the pupil in a
similar technique in which the criterion for vergence is a reduction in the distance between
the marks from MD to MNC-

Photographic negatives were made which show the cat's eyes when,
(a) looking at a distant object (200 cm)
(b) looking at a near object (25 cm or 10 cm).

The cat was free to move a little back, forth and sideways so that his distance from the
camera, and thus the photographic magnification, varied. It is clear that some standard is
required for normalising the photographic magnification. A scale fastened to the head is not
adequate as it is inevitably not in the same position as the eyes and may undergo translations
with respecl to the camera different from those of the eyes during rotation of the head about
a bitemporal axis. Instead, the distance between the corneal reflections of the electronic
flashgun used in taking the photographs was taken as a standard—although it will be seen
that the use of this is not straightforward.

Thus, if the interpupillary distance of an animal involved in a distant look is PD and at
the same time the distance between the corneal reflections of the flash is SD then the inter¬
pupillary distance on the negative, PDp, will be related to S on the photograph, SDp, in the
following fashion,

Pdp=(PD/SD).SDP (2)

PD/SD is thus the slope of the regression line obtained by plotting PDp v SDp.
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Distent look

Near look

Fig. 1. A diagrammatic representation of photographs of the cats eyes during a distant look
and near looks both with and without vergence. The black bar represents the pupil, the black
circle is the reflection of the electronic flash and the black star is the corneal marker. Ma, Po
and SD change to AfN, P\ and 5V during vergence. The open symbols in the vergence diagram
indicate the positions of the various features during the proceeding distant look. The explana

tion of the symbols is to be found in the text and Nomenclature.

Ifthe cat does not. converge when looking from the distant to the near object then the near
look data set (Pyp, SNp) will lie on the same regression line as the distant look data .set.

If the cat does converge when looking from the distant to the near object on the midline
then each eye will rotate medially through an angle 0V which is the difference between the

Medial
-X--»C

Fig. 2. Diagram of a horizontal section through the right eye of the cat with the optic axis and
cornea shown in two positions; D and d respectively for the distant look and N and n for the
near look. The separation of the centre of curvature of the cornea, R, from the centre of rotation
of the eye, C, means that, during vergence, the image of the distant electronic flash is displaced
laterally from Id to In by the amount y;2 which is smaller than the displacement, AP/2, of the

apparent pupil, A. Other symbols are to be found in the text or Nomenclature.
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vergence associated with the distance look 9D and that associated with the near look 0N
(Fig. 2). Such a rotation will bring the pupils nearer to one another by the amount AP which
is a function of the angle 6V and the distance between the centre of rotation of the eye, C,
and the apparent plane of the pupil, AD and AN, (the pupil, as seen through the cornea,
appears in front of its actual position; the entrance pupil of Vakkur and Bishop, 1963),
where C and A are given as the distance of the centre of rotation and apparent plane of the
pupil from the corneal vertex in mm. AP is thus given by,

AP — 2.sin 0N.(C — AN) — 2.sin 6D (C-A„) (3)

(Fig. 2). The regression line for the near-look-with-convergence data set (PNcP> SNCp) w'll
thus drop below the line for the distant look data set.

Because the centre of curvature of the cornea, R mm from the corneal vertex, is displaced
from the centre of rotation of the eye, (C), the distance between the reflection of the electronic
flash in each eye will be reduced from the distant look value SD, if the animal converges, by
an amount y which is given by

y — 2.sin 9N.(C — R) — 2.sin 0D.(C — R) (4)

= 2. (sin 9n - sin 0D). (C - R) (5)
(Fig- 2).

From equation (1) we may write by analogy a similar equation for photographs of a near
look with convergence in which PD and SD have been reduced by AP and y of equations (3)
and (5) respectively. Thus we have

p _ — SP ^rNCP — — • o,vcp \P)
sD — y

which now defines the regression line for the near look data set. The vertical distance be¬
tween the distant and near look regression lines may now be derived to give an estimate of
the magnitude of the change which the method must detect at any given photographic
magnification. At any given value of S — SD — SNCp the distance between the lines is given
by the difference between PDp and PNCp-

Thus,

p p — Pn t? Po c rrJ Dp rscP — — • o,\Ci> — • o,vc/> \')
Op '/

PD PD Ap c tQ\
— —

• O.VCp foj
-Op io — y _

_ rAP ~ (PD/AD)yl
— — -O.VCp \?)

L Op — y J

because PD!SD — 1 = (AP — y) . NC" . (10)
op — y

The regression line for the near look data set may thus be written in an alternate form to (6)
above,

Pd
IS„

- A,

— y -

AP - (PDl/SD)y
So y
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P.VCp — PDp
(Pd/s0)y

>SCp-
Sd ~~ y

The significance of this equation may be seen in the diagram of Fig. 3.

(ID

Unity magnification

SDp 0nd SNp
Fig. 3. An illustration of the meaning of equation (11). Interpupillary distance, measured
from distant look., PDp, and near look, P.Wp, photographs, is plotted against the corresponding
separation of the corneal light reflex, S.v or SD. The regression lines forPDp and PKC„ are shown.
Inspection reveals that the absolute decrease in interpupillary separation, SP, upon vergence at
unity magnification, .S',v — So — y, is only detectable by this photographic technique as a
smaller separation of the regression lines. A,. — PD!SD y, because of the concomittant reduc¬

tion of SD by the amount y.

At a given value of SNCl> any actual reduction in the interpupillary distance during
vergence, AP, is thus represented by an apparent reduction on the photograph,

Aj-p ~ Pdp Pscp- (12)
From (10) above, when a photograph is at unit magnification and,

Sncp = So — y (13)

APp is given as, &Pp = Ar — y. (14)
Now when the stimuli arc presented near to the midline and 0N is not large we may sub¬
stitute from (3) and (5) into (14) above and simplify considerably by letting AD = AN (the
error is about 1 per cent at the distances used) if 6U <4 0N. We obtain

App = A — ■/ — 2.sin (0N — 6D).(R — AN) (15)
so that at unity magnification the position of the centre of rotation of the eye, C, has dropped
out of the equation (15). .

The apparent vergence, i\Pp, given by AP — y at unit magnification is thus smaller than
A,, by the amount y and is consequently more difficult to detect; the direct result .of using a
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magnification reference standard SD which changes upon vergence of the eyes. We have,
however, avoided the problems of either restraining the cat or of attaching near to its eyes
standards which untrained animals spend a great deal of time attempting to remove.

For photographs at magnification other than unity the apparent reduction in inter-
pupillary distance may be written in full by combination of equations (5), (10) and (15).

_ 2.sin (0N - 0d).(R -As).SyCp
Pp

SD- 2.(sin (6n - dD)).(C - R) l'
(R — an) SNCp , j j.

if y < SD then,

SD/2.{sm8N-eD)-(C-R) ■

S
2.sin {6„ - 0O),(R-An). • (18)

*->/>

Thus, if we have an estimate of tire position of the centre of rotation of the eye we may
use equation (17), if not then (18), to define the position of the theoretical near look regression
line relative to the pragmatically determined distant look regression line by calculating the
vertical separation between them at two well separated values of 5. The lines will not, of
course, be parallel. The pragmatically determined set of near 'took results should lie on the
appropriate near look theoretical regression line of convergence has occurred under the
conditions of the experiment.

The accuracy of the technique will be discussed in the methods section but it should be
noted that the use of the pupil for these measurements introduces several possible sources of
error.

(1) The centre of the pupil is estimated for each eye by taking the mean of the distance
between the inside and outside margins. Symmetry of expansion is thus assumed, ff this does
not occur then any systematic tendency for a larger or smaller pupil during the near or far
look sets alone would lead to spurious indications of vergence.

(2) The distance of the pupil front the corneal apex is not fixed. If it dilates, then it
recedes as its margins ride over the convex anterior lenticular surface away from the apex
of the lens. This effect is small, however, in comparison to the movement of the pupil
towards the corneal apex during the forward movement of the lens surface accompanying
accommodation for near vision. Such changes may not relate to the degree of vergence.

The magnitude of the medial movement of the pupil during rotation of the eye is thus
subject to factors other than the angular deviation of the eye. The justification for the use of
the method is that it is easy and does not render the animals unco-operative. It is moreover
adequate for the detection of vergence, our main aim, if not for the quantitative study of its
magnitude because the worse combination of circumstances would not more than halve the
separation of the lines.

The corneal marker is much more reliable (egg membrane or rapid drying paint on the
anaesthetised cornea) and its use has the added advantage that the mark is further from the
centre of rotation than is the pupil so that the reduction in the intermarker distance is
greater than that in the interpupillary distance for a given vergence.

A set of equations similar to those for the pupil case may be derived for corneal markers
separated by the distance MD. The use of the slightly simplified equations requires that
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Md/Sd must be in the order of 1; Ay is absent and the final equation for the apparent
decrease in intermarker distance A,,/p is given by,

A R.S,y;cp
Mp

SD/[2.sm(dN-eD))- (C- R)
if SD > y then.

- 2(sin 8- 0d)(R) . ^

(19)

(20)

For the reasons mentioned above it is possible to attribute any reduction in the inter¬
marker distance in photographs of the near look set to vergence movements alone and thus
the magnitude of the vergence movements in terms of angle may be derived by solving
equation (19) for 0N when we obtain,

= arcsin

SDI2
R.S

in simplified form from (20),

eN.. arcsm

A.

. Sn

4- (C - R)
+ sin vD i

sin

(21)

(22)
L2. SyCp.R

In the later experiments measurements have been made using pupils and markers in the
same photographs. Equations (21) and (22) as derived for the pupil have the form,

1 )
JsP

— arcsin

So/2

in simplified form.

"i4P — arcsin

(R A N) SNCp
rP;

.SD

(c - R)
-- sin

2 • Sxcp (R ~AN)
r sin

(23)

(24)

The vergence angle predicted by the marker and pupil methods may be compared but in
the latter case they will only be valid if the correct assumptions are made about the state of
accommodation.when setting the theoretical value of AN. Ideally the comparison of the
results from the two methods should enable the state of accommodation of the animal to be
assessed in each photograph as demonstrated in a later section but this is not very reliable
with the present techniques.

A CHECK OF THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS INDEPENDENT OF

WHETHER VERGENCE OCCURS IN THE CAT

The validity of the theoretical development and of the values assumed for the various
parameters used in the calculation of the theoretical near look regression line from equations
(18) and (20) may be tested without obtaining vergence movements. If no vergence move¬
ments are detected then, the following test having been made, it is known that the failure is
due to their absence rather than that they are unexpectedly small as a result of a false
theoretical prediction. The method depends upon inducing the cat to make version move¬
ments which may readily be obtained and controlled.
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Two sets of photographic negatives are required with the animal's head restrained,
(1) the cat looks straight ahead at an object x cm away
(2) the cat looks at an object .v cm distant but placed so as to subtend an angle 6a to the

point of intersection of the line joining the anterior nodal points of the eyes with the
midsagittal plane.

Fig. 4. Diagram of the changes in position of the various features of the left eye during a version
to the right. The black symbols for pupil (bar), marker (star) and corneal reflex (circle) represent
the straight ahead position; the open symbols represent the situation during the version. The

meaning of the symbols is outlined in the text and Nomenclature.

Assume the photographs to be of unit magnification. The distance O between the pupil
centre and the flash reflex spot is measured in the straight look set, 03, and in the angle look
set, Oa, for the left, Os l and Oa_,, and for the right, Os,r and Oa r, eyes. Reference to Fig. 4
will show that the difference <f>Pp

'f>Pp — Oa.i — Osl (25)
is given by the difference between the pupillary movement resulting from the rotation
through the angle 0a,

sin 6a (C - Ax) (26)
and the corneal reflex movement,

sin 0a (C - R) (27)
so that

<£pP = O,i.i - Os., = sin 6a(R — A x). (28)

At other magnifications the apparent version is given by the value at unity magnification
multiplied by the ratio of the apparent photographic inter-reflex distance to the absolute
value under the same conditions, thus (28) becomes

= sin OJR- Ax).'^R (29)SD-y

For vergences up to 10°, y is so small relative to SD that its neglect introduces an error of
only 2 per cent or less; <f>rp is thus effectively independent of any change in standing vergence.

V.R. 12/12—c
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$pp — sin da (R — Ax). . (30)

The similarity of (30) to (18) above is obvious

APp = 2.sin (4V - 6d).(R-As).
■Jj)

Thus for any given vergence we may choose a version-photographed at similar magnifica¬
tion—such that,

sin 0a = 2.sin (0N — 0D) (31)
and

Ax = An. . (32)

with the result that the apparent reduction in the interpupillary distance upon vergence
through the angle (6N — 0D) is equal to the change in the separation of the corneal light
reflex and pupil centre for one eye during a version of twice that angular magnitude if the
stimuli are in both cases presented at the same distance so that accommodation is equal. In
such a case

<!>pp — A Pp (33)

but the amplitude of 6pP during the readily obtained version is independent of whether the
animal verges or not and thus enables testing of the theoretical prediction of the magnitude
of APp to be carried out. The results of the version, or angie look, test may alternatively be
used—as they are in a later section—as a substitute for the theoretical line for APp.6Pp
provides a readily determined pragmatic expectation line for the vergence results which can
be established individually for each cat without the need for assumptions about, or measure¬
ments of. the parameters of equation (18).

It should be noted that a similar set of observations may be made by the use of a corneal
marker so that the angle look data set becomes La l — Lsl or La r — Ls r where L is the
distance between the marker and the corneal flash reflex. In this case only equality (31)
applies for a given value of SNCp; the plane of the entrance pupil is not relevant and the
change in intermarker distance Av/p and the reflex-marker distance 6Mp for vergence of
magnitude (0S — dD) and version of magnitude 2 (0N — 0U) respectively is identical even if
the stimulus is presented at different distances in tne two cases.

=-- Am - Y = 2.sin (0N — 0D) R. ^ (34)

4>Mp = La.i - L*.i = sin 0a. (R). (35)
A;;

METHODS

The cat was seated in a shallow box placed 65 cm in front of a Zenith 35 mm camera fitted with a 55 mm
lens and loaded with Pan F film (Fig. 5). The box was narrow and restricted lateral movement but the animal
was free to turn its head, move back, forward and sideways as well as to reach for the stimuli with its paws.
Attempts to leave the box were frustrated by an attendant but the cat was otherwise left completely un¬
restrained.
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Fig. 5. Arrangement of camera and subject when making photographs for the near look set.

The Megablitz electronic flash used when taking the photographs was placed 22 cm sideways of the
camera in order to prevent an afterimage from being formed on the area centralis. A minimum interval of
30 sec occurred between photographs. The animal showed no sign of distress or avoidance of the flash.
Human subjects placed at the same position reported no discomfort.

When taking the distant look photographs the stimuli were presented to the cat behind and slightly above
the camera at a distance of two metres from the animal. In this case the turning of the cat's eyes and head to
the stimulus was easy to see and the photograph could readily be taken at the appropriate moment.

Two means of stimulus presentation were used for obtaining the near look photographs. Sometimes
objects were brought up from a distance—usually with a wiggling motion—and, when the animal's attention
had been caught, a lateral motion was induced so that head and eye tracking cohid be seen to be occurring
as the object came to the 10 cm marker. If attention was still clearly/held at this point the photograph was
taken. In other cases the object was popped up from behind a screen at the appropriate distance in front of
the cat. Each session lasted from 5—i0 min.

The final position of the stimulus varied but was always near to the midline and usually slightly to the side
away from the flashgun so that the subsequent photograph shows that the eyes and head were directed
towards the stimuius and not to the camera or to the experimenter who stood behind the flash. As a further
test of the direction of gaze the stimuli were presented above or below the level of the eye so that the pupil
could be seen to be appropriately elevated or depressed.

A great variety of stimuli were used to attract attention and these were frequently changed; squeaky
rubber toys, bunches of keys, cotton wool on a string, kittens, guinea pigs, food, a rubber glove and most
successful of all, a pencil, a stick with about i in. of string at the end and a feather duster with the feathers
tied together to limit the visual angle it subtended. The feather duster and pencil were, in agreement with
Marchiafava and Elul (1964), found to be more effective in holding attention than food and other animals.

The conditions and methods used in the production of the angle look photographs were very similar to
those described for the near and distant look sots. The major difference was that the animal's head was
restrained by an assistant and prevented from rotating so that the cat could only move his eyes to look at, an
object not on the visual axis. The stimuli were presented at a distance of 100 or 25 cm either straight ahead
of the animal or displaced 20° sideways so that a conjugate version was required for their inspection. The
stimuli were made to pop up from behind a screen at the appropriate distance from the cat. The photograph
was taken when the version movement had been seen to occur.

For the marked eye set the cornea and conjunctiva were first anaesthetised with methocaine or pro-
paracaine and then a tiny spot of either Benjamin's mixture (1926; gelatin and barium sulphate) or rapid
drying cellulose paint was applied to the cornea away from the visual axis. The remaining procedures were
carried out in a similar fashion as for the animals with unmarked eyes.

Measurements

Measurements of P„, Sr, Mp, <f>M? and were made on the photographic negatives with a travelling
microscope which could be read to ±0-00! mm on a sharp border. The magnification of the cat's head on
the 35 mm negatives was usually such that the distance between the pupil centres was about 3-0 mm so that
the reading error amounted to 0-06 per cent of the distance under measurement. At unit magnification the
distance between the anterior nodal points of the cat's eye is about 36 mm so that the error in measurement
would be ±0-01 mm absolute. This, of course, represents optimum accuracy with sharply defined negatives.

The set of measurements for each photograph was repeated at least twice and consisted of a reading
taken from each of the margins indicated by a latter in Fig. 6. APp was estimated from (AH + BG)!2;
Sp from (CJ + Dl)/2 and Mp from (EL + FK)/2.
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E-^F K ^-L

A 3 G 3

C»D 1*J

Fig. 6. The letters A to L label the margins of the various features of each photographic
negative at which travelling microscope readings were taken. The stars represent the cornea!

.markers, the discs represent the corneal reflex and the bars represent the pupils.

This estimate of the interpupillary distance is satisfactory if the pupils are of constant size in each photo¬
graph of a set or if the medial and lateral pupillary margins move symmetrically. In this experimental series
the pupil dimensions were not constant so that a check of symmetry of dilation was carried out. The average
value of the pupil width at the widest point for the two eyes was plotted against the normalised interpupillary
distance from the distant look data sets of three animals. No correlation was noted between the two over the
range of 1-6-0 mm in pupil width. The small magnitude of the standard deviation of the points in the distant
look sets from the mean regression line is further evidence that any asymmetry of pupillary expansion is srnail
enough to give no spurious indications of vergence or divergence. No similar problem arises in the measure¬
ment of Sp and Mp as the reflex and mark dimensions are fixed.

For the straight and angle look sets

weie recorded. From these readings Oa, O,,, L„ and Li (p. 13) could be calculated for the determination of
and 4>sr, in left and right eyes. The mean of the set was accepted as a final result.

The influence of movements of the animal upon the accuracy of the method
In all of the photographs used the cat deviates little from its standard position at the centre of the nega¬

tive. The movement of the head was seldom more than 2-0 cm sideways and not much more back and forth.
The graphical method for analysing the results automatically allows for the variations in the magnifica¬

tion of the photographs resulting from axial movements of the cat's head but this is based upon the assump¬
tion that So and 5,v are not influenced by other head movements. This assumption must be justified because
the flashgun is not infinitely distant. We must begin by deriving the value of Sa at some fixed vergence; for
convenience we assume the visual axes to be parallel.

Reference to Fig. 7 shows that the angle a, which is made between the parasagittal plane passing through
the centre of rotation of each eye and the axis upon which the image of the flash lies, the line running from
the electronic flash to the centre of the cornea Rc, will be larger for the right than for the left eye because the
flashgun, F, is situated nearer than infinity and is to one side of the midsagittai plane, M.

The displacement of each image from the parasagittal plane will thus be different for the two eyes and the
magnitude of 5 will be less than the distance (36 mm on average) separating the two parasagittal planes
containing the visual axes.

A + B C + D E YF
2 ' 2 ' ~T~

G +
and —vy

H I + S K + L
'

2 ' ' 2

Fig. 7. Plan view and dimensions of the experimental set up used during photography. L is
the distance between the camera on the midsagittai plane and the electronic flash, F. The

origin of the difference in the size of aR and aL is displayed. See text for explanation.
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From Fig. 7 wc have

L + b
aR — arctan —= 19-8°

aL = arctan

D

L - b

D
17-0'"

(36)

(37)

From Fig. 2 it is readily seen that the displacement, X, of each image. Id, of the flash from the parasagiltal
plane containing the visual axis is given by,

X ■-=

R
(38)

where R (mm) = RV of Fig. 2, because the image of the flash is formed at R/2 when D > R. From (36) and
(37) above we have »« and a,, so

R
XR = —- . sin ag = 1-458 /

*
XL = — • sin aL — 1 - 26

XR — XL = 0-2 mm.

(39)

(40)

(41)

If the pupil centres, the corneal centre of curvature and the centre of rotation are assumed to fall on one line
then the value of S„ „ « would thus be given by

= [Fd=* - (XR - XL)] = [36-0 - (0-2)] = 35-8 mm (42)

if Pt)=«> = 36 0 mm. The smaller value for SD actually obtained from the slope of distant look regression
lines may result from the presence of a degree of vergence and the pupils being placed lateral of the visual
axis.

Now when the cat moves his head back, forth and sideways it is the difference between aR and aL and thus
between XR and X,. thai will change so that SD itself will undergo absolute variations quite independent of
the photographic magnification changes in SDp.

For the estimation of the magnitude of this error we have allowed a theoretical movement of the cat
which considerably exceeds that to be found in the photographs used. The range is assumed to be 6 cm

forward, backward, left and right of the standard position. Within this range the largest difference in the
value of S0 would occur between case 1 in which the head is 6 cm in front and 6 cm to the left of the standard
position and case 2 in which the head is 6 cm behind and 6 cm to the right of the standard position. This
worst case for the variation in Sa subsequent to head movement is given by the difference,

E — Sofxj i

The situation is shown in Fig. 8.

So. 2 = (A« - X,_)l - (A"h - Xoh (43)

Fig. S. Geometry upon which is based the estimate of the changes in SD resulting from move¬
ments of the cat's head. The diagram is explained in the text.
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From Figs. 7 and 8 il is seen that the following equalities appiy

R
. r L — AZ1 + 6] R . r /. — AL — 61

XKl - XLl = • sm j^arctan ^ ^ j - j ■ 31:1 [arctan —Q~zr^o~ j (44)

= 0 232 mm

R
. | i + AL + 6] R . f L AL .Aj2 - a;., = j • sm [arctan j ~~ 7 • sin [arctan —K , A „ j t45)+ AD

= 0.172 mm

from equation (43)

£ = (A« - AY), - (AY - XL)i = 0-232 - 0-172 = 0 06 mm. (46)

The variation in SD as a result of even these excessive assumed head movements amounts to only 0-06 mm,
about 0-002 per cent of its value, and the method is seen to be exceedingly insensitive to movements of the
head as was reported by Cowey (1963).

Further consideration of the situation will also reveal that if SD or SNp is measured along the line joining
the images of the flash in the left and right eyes then the method is uninfluenced by the rotation of the head
about its long axis. This assumes that (he cornea is not astigmatic.

Test of the method with a human subject
The accuracy and sensitivity of the technique was examined by the use of a human subject who was

photographed in lite same fashion as the cat while looking at a small marker placed on the midline at various
distances from the eyes.

The results were plotted in the usual fashion as the interpupillary distance, Pp, against the inter-cornea!
reflex distance, Sp; the data for each degree of vergence was fitted with a regression line.

The pragmatically determined regression line for the distant look, 200 cm, was used as a reference and the
drop to each of a set of theoretically determined regression iines, corresponding to each of the vergences in
the experimental series, was calculated by means of equation (il)

Pd, - Ps
f&P - (PD/SD) . y] „

= I s^-T Js'vc'-
The experimental and theoretical lines are shown in Fig. 9.

The values of the various parameters were obtained from Gullstrand's schematic eye (Hu.mholtz, 1925).
Pu for the subject was 6-5 cm. PDiSu = 1-01. R = 7-7 mm and the centre of rotation of the eye, C, was
taken as 13-5 mm (Park and Park, 1933). The pupil was assumed to lie on the front surface of the lens.
According to Fincham (i937) the human lens front surface bulges forward by 0-3 mm during a change of
accommodation from 1 to HI). The position of the iens anterior surface was estimated for each viewing
distance by linear interpolation from this value. The apparent plane 01 the pupil, A, was then calculated by
means of the schedule of Bennet and Francis (in Davson, 1969, Vol. 4). These data enabled and y to be
calculated from equations (3) and (5). It is to be noted that the regression lines were calculated for values
around SNCp of 4-7 mm which corresponds to a magnification of 0 072—approximate value for the head in
the photographic negatives. The theoretical results, plotted in Fig. 9 with the experimental findings, are
shown below in Table !; the angles of vergence are given as changes relative to the vergence required for
viewing at 200 cm (56' vcrgence for one eye's visual axis from the sagittal plane).

Table 1

Distance 200 45 35 25 15 10
Vergence 0° 3°12' 4C23' ' 6°2S' U°15' 17°11'
Pop-Psc, 0 0-0284 0-046 0-071 0-134 0-19 mm

(Sucp = 4-7 mm)

The agreement between the theoretical predictions and the regression lines obtained is very- good; the
method even picked up 1 • 10 of vergence between the 45 and 35 cm iines. The 0-134 mm vertical separation of
the distant and 15 cm regression lines in the human, is similar in magnitude to the theoretical separation of
the distant and 10 cm regression lines the cat at a similar magnification. The separation is readily seen in the
human results of Fig. 9 and should be equally readily detected if present in the cat.
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5-0

Human

Viewing
distance

S,, and S„„, mmDC Np

Fig. 9. Results obtained by the application of the photographic technique to the detection of
vergence in a human subject. Interpupillary distance and inter-reflex distance, measured from
negatives, are plotted for distant look, PDp and SDg, and various near look, Ps, and SSp, data
sets. The black triangles indicate the theoretically calculated position of the adjacent regression

line. The methods section contains further discussion of the results.

RESULTS

Eighteen cats were studied with this photographic technique. The first twelve were
examined without a corneal marker; of these, five showed little or no sign of vergence. The
remaining seven gave unequivocal evidence of vergence.

Unfortunately a group of animals which did not clearly demonstrate vergence came at
the beginning of the series and it was initially concluded, because the vergences were not
appropriate to the stimulus presentation distance, either that the movements observed were
artifacts, perhaps resulting from displacement of the pupil during accommodation, or that
the cat was capable of vergence to a fixation distance little nearer than about 40 cm. The
animal described later as cat "C" was then discovered to reveal vergence of the theoretical
magnitude.

It was shortly after this that the corneal marker method was introduced in order to
provide a more accurate means of examining those animals apparently not verging to the
expected extent.

The results still remained variable. On the one hand there were animals like cat "A" who
showed the expected vergence fairly consistently—but not invariably—while on the other
were animals like cat "B" which showed no sign of vergence even in the results from the
corneal marker data. Of the six cats with marked eyes two revealed vergence of the expected
magnitude, two rather less and two revealed no vergence at all. These individual differences
will he discussed later but in the results section are included examples from each group. The
population of animals with unmarked corneas is also represented below because the
technique, although subject to great limitation, can still demonstrate the presence of
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vergence and, more importantly, does so without the use of local anaesthetics or interference
with the eyes which is an asset in the use of unrestrained cats as voluntarily cooperating
subjects.

CAT "A"

S-Pand SNp> mrT1

Fig. 10. Results of various investigations on cat "A", a good "verger". In this and subsequent
graphs the intermarker and interpupillary distances, measured on photographic negatives, are
plotted against the corresponding inter-reflex distances for distant and near look data sets.
The open circles and the accompanying regression line form the distant look set for the inter-
marker distance, MDp, and the interpupillary distances, PDp. The capital letters indicate the
25 cm near iook measurements—for the marker set when below the marker distant look line
and for the pupil set when below the pupil distant look line. Each letter thus represents both
measurements from one photograph. The same is true for small letters except that they repre¬
sent the 10 cm near look set. The black discs indicate 10 cm near look measurements for which
no corresponding marker reading was available. The distant look lines are accompanied by
regression lines for expected vcrgence, at 25 and 10 cm viewing distances, which were based
upon measurements of the marker set, M25 and A/10, and pupil set, F25 and PI0, during
versions. These lines indicate the position of the near look points from photographs in which
the cat is viewing at the corresponding nominal presentation distance. This cat often achieved
vergences close to the magnitude expected for fixation of the nominal fixation plane. The

variability of the results is taken up in the discussion.

Distance look set

The results of the measurements on the distant look photographs of cat "A" are plotted
as the points in Fig. 10 to which a regression line has been fitted. The various parameters for
the general equation of the line,
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V — c -}- bx

are shown in Table 2 below where Sn and PD are given in mm,"p up c '

Table 2

No. SD, b c PD, + S.E.
Pupil set 36 2-822 0-975! 0-2043 2-956 ± 0-00175

sfr
Mark set 8 2-7979 0-91813 0-6692 3-238 ± 0-001097

Quantitative prediction ofnear look regression lines
The expected drop in Fig. 10 from the distant look regression line to the near look pupil

set is given by the simplified equation (18),

APp - 2 (sin eN - eB). (R - A).

and that for the drop from the distant to the near look mark set is

&Mp = (sin Oj.R. ^
or equation (20).

We thus require numerical values for the above parameters. Pn for this cat was 36 mm
and is assumed to be of this value for the subsequent animals. The various vcrgence angles
required for each fixation distance are thus,

200 cm 6d 31'
25 cm 9S 4°7' 0a 7° 12'
10 cm dN 10" 12' 6a 19°22'.

According to Vakkur and Bishop (1963) the corneal radius of curvature R has an
average value of 8-5 mm. For this cat the curvature was measured with a keratometer as
8-1 mm and the result is used in the calculation.

From the distant set we have PDJSDp — 1 -045; because PD is 36 mm SD must be 34-4 mm.
This leaves only the specification of the apparent pupil plane to be carried out.

The results of Fisher (1971) show that Young's modulas of polar elasticity for the cat
lens is too high for accommodation to be effected by change in the shape of the lens. This
finding confirms the hypothesis of Vakkur and Bishop (1963) that accommodation in the
cat is carried out by forward movement of the lens as a whole. According to the schematic
eye of these workers, a forward movement of 1 mm of the lens produces a 3-577 change in
the power of the eye.

The anterior vertex of the lens is situated, at a point 1, 5-2 mm behind
the corneal vertex in the cat schematic eye at rest and moves forward appropriately
during accommodation (Vakkur and Bishop, 1963); if not more than about 6 mm wide
the pupil may be considered to lie in the same plane.
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The apparent plane of the pupil is, however, determined by the refraction of the cornea
(corneal power, 39D; refractive index of the aqueous humour, 1-336) and is calculated from
1 by the following equation,

(southall, 1964).
In carrying out the theoretical calculations it is necessary to conform to the requirements

of the schematic eye. The results of Vakkur and Bishop indicate the eye to be 1-5Z) hyper¬
metropic. It is thus necessary to assume a forward movement of the lens to bring the animal
to emmetropia whether this seems to be likely in the real animal or not. We thus determine
the following values for A at the various distances required.

When calculating the theoretical lines we must be confined to the known range of
acconunodatory power in the cat. Vakkur, Bishop and Kozak (1963) have considered the
literature on this subject and conclude that the amplitude of accommodation in the cat is
about 4D. Elul and Marchiafava (1964) report a maximum change of refraction for near
objects of about 4-5D using an infra-red technique. Most reports suggest ranges of accom¬
modation less than this and only Morgan, Mahoney and Olmsted (1943) suggest that
accommodation of up to 11 -5D is to be found in the cat. It thus appears possible that the cat
cannot accommodate more than is appropriate to a viewing distance of about 25 cm. The
calculation of APp for 10 cm was thus carried out using the same value for A as for 25 cm..
The results appear to bear out this assumption. It will be remembered from equation (31)
that when

then AP — <j>P and A-W = 6SU at a given value of SMC . Substitution of the above values
for the parameters in equations (18) and (20) thus determines the position of the version or
angle look lines as well as that of the near look lines. At unit magnification calculation gives
AP — 1-7 mm and A,, = 2-7 mm for fixation at 10 cm. Theoretical values of 4>P andrP nip ■ rP ' 1P
for the corresponding 0a are identical and only these are given in the tables below.

Angle look results
The cat was caused to look 20° sideways with the head restrained. Version data from the

pupil and marker positions were obtained for a viewing distance of 25 cm. Another set of
pupil results was obtained with a viewing distance of 100 cm in order to change the state of
accommodation. The reasons for this will become apparent later. The results were consistent
and averaged values are presented below in Table 3 computed as described in the Methods
section.

The actual and theoretical apparent displacements of pupil and corneal markers for a
20° version are thus seen to differ by about 16-20 per cent in cat "A". Considering the
assumptions made this is not an excessive deviation, but no specific source has been assigned.

200 cm 1 -5 + 0-5 = 2D A. 4-0 mm
25 cm 1-5 + 4-0 = 5-5D A. 3-04 mm

10cm 1-5 + 10-0 = 1 \-5D A. 1-5 mm

sin 0a = 2 sin (9N — 0D)
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Table 3

No.
Sncp
(mm)

(fasty Actual
(mm)

(f>Ml Theory
(mm)

Actual

Theory

M set 20° 18 2-735 0-185 0-220 0-84

P set 25 crn 20°
(5-5 D)

18 2-735

tf>Fp Actual
(mm)
0-1166

</>rr Theory
(mm)
0-1375 0-84

P set 100 cm 20°
(2-5 D)

38 2-806 0-0919 0-1185 0-78

Clearly, when considering the near look data, the results should be compared with the
pragmatic expectation of the vergence magnitude, in the form of the results from the
appropriate version,

ea == 2 (eN - eD)

rather than with the theoretical predictions (see page 1968). The results above require con¬
version to values of version appropriate to the specific vergence angles of interest i.e.

for vergence to 25 cm 6a — 7° 12'
for vergence to 10 cm 6a — 19°22'.

The apparent vergence movements of the pupils and marker obtained for 20° of version thus
require reduction in the ratio of the sines of 0a and 20°. We thus obtain,

Table 4

Snct ?rp Actual 4>er Theory Actual

&a (mm) (mm) (mm) Theory

7°12' (5-5D) 2-735 0-04-27 0-0504 0-84
19°22' (5-5D) 2-735 0-112 0-1355 0-83

<I>mp Actual (w, Theory Actual

(mm) (mm) Theory
7° 12' 2-735 0-0675 0-0807 0-84

19°22' 2-735 0-177 0-216 0-83

Near look results

The measurements made or. the near look set of photographs of cat "A" are presented
in Fig. 10 accompanied by the marker and pupil distant look regression lines and the expected
vergence lines which are based upon the angle look data set for the same animal. It is thus
easy to see how near the. value of each point representing PNp or MN approaches that
predicted for the 25 cm or 10 cm viewing distances.
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The variation in the apparent vergence achieved at any given viewing distance is con¬
siderable and an average value did not appear to be appropriate. Variation of such a degree
is not found in the distant look data sets so that the method is apparently free of any gross
random error; the fluctuations in the near look data set are thus assumed to be significant
and to require individual investigation. This is taken up in the next section.

It is clear that catA" is verging to some extent in most of the near look photographs and
in certain cases the vergence appropriate to the viewing distance is achieved. The magnitude at
the vergence movements is generally much greater for the 10 cm than for the 25 cm viewing
distance.

The vergence accommodation relationship
From each near look photograph we obtain an observed value for AMP]. For that

stimulus presentation distance we also have an expected value, AMP2, which is equal in
magnitude to the corresponding angle look prediction, <iMp, when SNCPl — SNCP2 and
2 (sin 0^, — 0D) = sin 0a. The ratio of the observed and expected values is given by,

^mpi _ 2 (sin 0Nl — sin Op) . R . SSCpJSD
4>mp A;Vfo2 2 (sin 4v2 sin 0D) . R . SSCrJSD

Solving equation (47) for the angle of vergence, 0K , associated with the observed value of
Am . we have,ipi

FA
jd£i . (sin eSi — eD) + sin dD

■ 9Mp
(49)

From 0Si we may calculate the fixation distance, F, by elementary trigonometry. No
assumptions about the pupil plane are involved and any constant under or over estimation
of the results by the theoretical equations is irrelevant.

F--= 1-8 cm. (49)
tan 0Nl

For one photograph the ratio between APp and AjM may be written as

AP(, 2 (sin @d)■ (k A).SNCJSD
Amp 2 (sin 6N 6d) . R . S^cJSd

R - A

(50)

151)
R

A — R — R (APp/A.Wp) (52)

from equations (18) and (20). In equation (50) A is the only unknown so that after re¬
arrangement equation (51) provides a means for its determination when APp and AV)p are
available from one photograph.

An equation similar to (51) may be obtained for the angle look set (53). In the original
data for the 20° angle look set (Table 3) we have a value for <f>Pp when the viewing distance
was 100 cm. In this instance the lens will be displaced from its position in emrnetropia by an
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amount necessary to generate only ID of power. Correcting the values in Table 3 to uniform
magnification we have for the position of the lens anterior surface with ID of accom¬
modation,

A = R — R . ^20' Fpl0° cm^ (53)
(^20° Mj>)

g i __ § i (0-09) 4-1 mm behind
(0-1845) corneal vertex (54)

We are now in a position to determine the state of accommodation of cat "A" in each near
look photograph. Equation (51) enables the apparent position of the pupil to be calculated.
Subtraction of this value from the effective resting position, 4-1 mm. gives the forward
movement of the lens; the effect of this on the power of the eye is obtained from VafCkur
and Bishop's figure of 3-5/9 per mm of lens forward displacement (1963).

3

20 25

Fixation distance, cm

Fig. 11. The accommodatory state of cat "A" in each near look photograph for which marker
and pupillary data sets were available is plotted against the calculated distance of the fixation
point for the same photograph. The calculations for deriving these factors are described in
the text. Results obtained when viewing stimuli at 25 cm are indicated by capital letters and
those when examining objects 10 cm distant by small letters. The arrows indicate the two
nominal stimulus presentation distances. Correlation between the accommodatory state and the
fixation distance is poor. This point is dealt with in more detail in the text. The fixation distances
calculated from the results of Fig. 10, however', show a good correlation with the nominal
stimulus presentation distance thus demonstrating the appropriate variation of vergence.

The refractive state of the eyes of the cat in each near look photograph may thus be
related to the fixation distance calculated from equations (48) and (49). The two factors are
plotted against one another in Fig. 11 for each of the alphabetically indexed points of
Fig. 10. It is obvious that the fixation distances fall into two groups which correlate well
with the 25 cm and 10 cm stimulus presentation distances. The maximum accommodation
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achieved for 10 cm fixation is only 5-5D, rather than the expected 10/9, which is in keeping
with the limited accommodatory power believed tobeavaiiabletothecatfp. 1978). That which
is available is exploited more in the viewing of objects at 10 cm than at 25 cm because 50 per
cent of the 10 cm, compared with 25 per cent of the 25 cm, photographs revealed accom¬
modation of more than 2-5 D. The lack of correlation of the accommodation evinced in the

remaining photographs with the animal's fixation distance is in keeping with the variability
of the accommodatory response of the cat as described by Elul and Marchiafava (1964).
The technique is clearly being pushed to its limits but it is worth noting that the pupil plane
for 1D, p. 1981, is very close to that predicted by the cat schematic eye, p. 1978.

CAT "B"

S0>. ond mm

Fig. 12. Cat "B". The near look points, black discs, fall on the corresponding distant look
regression lines for both marker and pupil sets, open circles. There is no suggestion of vergence

in the results.

The results are shown in Fig. 12. Regression lines are plotted for the marker and pupil
distant look data and for the prediction of the 10 cm vergence based upon the 19°22'
version data for the same animal. The parameters of the distant look regression lines are as
follows,
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Table 5

No. (mm) b c

Pop
(mm)

S.E.
(mm)

Market- 18 2-362 1-008 0-305 2-686 0 005

Pupil 18 2-362 1-008 0-076
Mop

2-455 0-004

The mean drop from the distant look regression line to the angle look line is shown below
(Table 6).

Inspection shows that the points of the near look result set fall on the distant look
regression line; indeed, a statistical investigation gives no indication that the two sets of
results'might be from different populations. The largest deviation amongst the points of the
near look set from the marker distant look line corresponds to a fixation point 47 cm from
the eye. It is clear thai cat "B" did not carry out any eye movements that could be accepted as
significant fixation vergences.

Table 6

■5 NCp

(mm)
<f>Mp (actual)

(mm)
<f>.Vp (theory)

(mm)
Actual

Theory <j>Mpp

19°22' 2-340 0-148 0-18 0-82

4>r, (actual) <lrp (theory) Actual 4>P;
100 cm 100 cm Theory 6i>
(mm) (mm)

19°22' 2-340 0-076 0-095 0-80

CATS "C" AND "D" (NO MARKER)

The parameters of the pupillary distant look regression lines of Fig. 13 for cats "C" and
"D" are as follows (Table 7).

Table 7

No. S7P be Pff, S.E.

Cat "C" ! 3 2-8 1-02 0-02 2-88 0-007
Cat "D" 21 3-01 1-056 -0-08 3-096 0-003
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SCp ond SNp, mm

Fig. 13. Measurements on photograph of cats "C" and "D" plotted in the same fashion as
for Fig. 10. For these animals only pupil data sets are available. The open circles represent
measurements in the distant lock set and the black discs form the 10 cm near look set. The
black triangles indicate readings from photographs for which cat "C" was presented with
stimuli 25 cm distant. Clearly cat "C" can fixate with appropriate vergenco both 25 and 10 cm
distant stimuli. The range of vergence of cat "D" appears to be more limited; its greatest

vergence corresponds to a fixation point about 22 cm distant.

The mean drop from the distant look to the angle look line is,

Table 8

S.vcp 100cm

4, (mm) (mm)

Cat "C" 19°22' 2-9 0-085
Cat "D" 19c22' 3-075 0-08

The angle look regression line is for a viewing distance of 100 cm in both cases and thus
indicates the expected position of the near look points corresponding to a vergence of 10 cm
with only 2-5D of accommodation (p. 1978). A larger decrease in interpupiliary distance
would be expected in the case of greater accommodation.
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Inspection of the near look points for cat "C" in Fig. 13 reveals that some actually fall
on the (j>Pia angle look regression line and thus indicate a fixation point at 10 cm if the cat is
accommodating to the same extent as during the angle look determinations. The angle look
set was, however, obtained for a stimulus presentation distance of 100 cm so that more
accommodation is to be expected when viewing objects 10 cm distance in the near look set.
In those near look samples for which this is true the comparison of the result with the cor¬
responding angle look line will indicate a fixation point nearer than is the case and conse¬
quently, an excessive angle of vergence. It is readily established, however, if the schematic
eye has no more than 5-5D of accommodation available (of which 1-5D is used to eliminate
its hypermetropia), that this overestimate cannot be greater than about 20 per cent when
accommodation is maximal and proportionally less when it is not.

The largest vergence indicated in the results from cat "C" thus lies between 9-6c and
8-5°, depending upon the state of accommodation, which corresponds to a fixation distance
of between 10 cm and 12 cm.

In contrast, however, the largest vergence in the results from cat "/)" is between 4-75°
and 3-9° which corresponds to a fixation distance between 22 cm and 26 cm.

A limited number of 25 cm near look results were available for cat "C" and are also

plotted in Fig. 13 as black triangles along with the corresponding version regression line.
The cat clearly achieved the expected vergence.

CAT "E" (NO MARKER)

Fig. 14. Cat "E". These results are plotted in the same fashion as in Fig. 10 but contain only
the pupil data sets. The distant look points are plotted as open circles and the near look points
as black discs. There is no sign of vergence. Possible explanations for these findings are offered

in the Discussion; more quantitative details are given in the results section.

The parameters of the- distant look regression line for cat "E" (Fig. 14) are as follows
(Table 9).

v.r. 12/12—d
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Tabi.e 9

No. So, b c PDp S.E.

Cat "E" 1! 3-155 1-07 -0 07 3-3! ±0-004

The mean drop from the distant look regression line to the angle look line is.

Table 10

SftCp ^fpioocm
0B (mm) (mm)

Cat "E" 19J22 3-02 0-086

In this case the near look set falls on the same regression line as the distant set and statistical
investigation shows that there is no significant difference between the two sets of data. There
was no indication of vergence under the conditions of this experiment in spite of the presence
of all the usual signs of interest in the stimulus.

DISCUSSION

Variability of the results
The results from 11 of the 18 investigated cats unequivocally reveal the presence of

vergence movements. In four of the animals instances of fixation close to the 10 cm stimulus
presentation plane were recorded; seven cats showed apparently inappropriate vergences to
17 cm or further and seven showed little or no sign of vergence change. All the four cats
specifically tested revealed vergences appropriate to the 25 cm stimulus presentation dis¬
tance. The main aim of the experiments was thus achieved in that the ability of the cat to

Fig. 15. A set of photographs of cats carrying out some of the acts of visual fixation described
in this paper. Photographs A and B show distant and near looks respectively for one cat. The
presence of greater vergence in the near look photograph is readily detectable by observing the
relationship between the pupils and the corneal reflection of the electronic flash. In photograph
A the reflection and pupil coincide in the animal's left eye but are well separated in the right
eye, tne reflex being medial of the pupil. In the near look photograph. B, the light reflexes are
almost equidistant from the centre of each pupil. The pupils have thus moved toward one-
another. A similar change in the relationship-of the pupils and the corneal reflex can easily be
seen between the distant, E, and near look, F and G, photographs of a second animal. Examina¬
tion of distant, C, and near look, D, photographs of a non-verging cat reveals no change in
the relative distance between the corneal reflexes and the pupil centres. Photograph H shows
a cat looking straight ahead at an object one meter distant. Photograph I shows the version
resulting when the stimulus is suddenly presented at the same distance but displaced 20° side¬
ways along the horizontal. For one eye the change in the separation of the corneal reflex and
pupil between the straight and angle looks is roughly twice the magnitude to be expected for
a change in midline vergence from infinity to 10 cm. A point worthy of note, which is to be
taken up elsewhere, is that the laterally placed flash produces shadows on the pupil which
bring into relief the subadjacent lens. This may be seen most readiiy in the right eye of the cat
in photographs A and B. The ring of shadowed pupil on photograph A is confined to the apex
of the lens but during accommodation for near vision, in photograph B, the lens protrudes
much more and the shadow circle is doubled in diameter. A similar change can be seen when

comparing photograph E with F and G.
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verge was demonstrated in 11 animals and in at least four animals it was shown that the
magnitude of the vergence varied appropriately with the stimulus presentation distance over
the range from 200 to 10 cm.

Apart from the considerable individual differences in the maximal vergence achieved it
is obvious from inspection of figures 10-14 that in the results from cats revealing vergence
there is great variation in the magnitude of the vergence apparently achieved upon successive
presentations of the stimulus at the same distance. Calculation shows that in these animals
the standard deviation of the marker and pupil near look sets is from three to ten times
greater than that of the corresponding distant look set. There is no reason to assume that
any error of measurement is greater for the near set so that the variation must be taken to
indicate real differences in the intermarker or interpupillary distances.

It is also apparent that the majority of near look photographs of some cats, and all
photographs of others, indicate a vergence smaller than that to be expected if the animals
were fixating the stimulus in the nominal presentation plane.

There is little room to doubt that the results from the cats with marked corneas represent
the true vergences. Failure to reach the expected magnitude might, be regarded as resulting
from an excessive predicted value. The expected vergence is, however, based upon the
amplitude of <f>M or <bp ln a suitably selected angle look carried out by the same cat and is
thus pragmatically founded and not subject to assumptions of parameter values.

Reasons have been given in the methods section for assuming that the cat is actually
looking at the stimulus but the use of the predicted vergence line is based upon the assump¬
tion that the animal is fixating the stimulus in the nominal presentation plane. For some
narrow stimuli this may be a valid assumption but, with the exception of a vertical pencil
and a key ring, most of these stimuli were not successful in arousing the subject's interest.
The roost effective stimuli were larger and extended for at least several centimetres back
from the presentation plane, beyond which they did not protrude. This ambiguity of the
stimulus plane means that there is a range of distances at which the cat may be carrying out
satisfactory fixation of the stimulus. This explanation provides a basis lor the unimodal
distribution of results in Fig. 10 in which nearly all the near look observations are less than
the expected value whether for the 10 or 25 cm presentation distances.

The work of Westheimer and Mitchell (1956) and Yarbus (1957) on the human shows
that, during fixation, version and vergence are carried out simultaneously but that in the
latter stages vergence continues alone. Too precipitate photography may thus produce an
incomplete record of the vergence achieved if the completion of fixation version is used as
an index of the attainment of maximum vergence. This possibility is also compatible with
the persistent apparent underachievement of the expected vergence.

According to Zernicki and Dreyer (1965) and Dreher and Zernicki (1969) the fixation
reflex can be rather variable in the cat. The nature of the stimulus influences its duration
and the reflex habituates rapidly to repeated presentation of stimuli until only abortive
fixations occur. Similarly, the studies of Elul and Marchiafava (1964) shows that the
accommodatory response is also very labile and not in continual 1:1 correspondence with
the stimulus presentation distance. The amplitude of accommodation is reduced upon
repeated stimulus presentation, eventually ceasing, and this habituated state may be trans¬
ferable from one stimulus to another.

Although experimental sessions were kept short in the above series it was clear towards
their end that, in spite of frequent changes of stimuli, habituation of the fixation reflex had
set in. If sessions were carried out on successive days the state of unresponsiveness in the cat
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appeared to become chronic. That habituation of the vergence reflex also occurred was
obvious when the results from a good verger were considered in temporal order. One good
verger was kept as a demonstration animal but became useless for this purpose within a
very short period. It is clear that habituation of vergence is almost certainly a source of
considerable variation in the results.

The variability of the accommodatory response described by Elul and Marchiafava
(1964) will, of course, lead to variations in the apparent vergence demonstrated in the
pupillary sets quite independent of the magnitude of vergence. The expected apparent
vergence is thus subject to the unpredictable influence of up to 4 0 of accommodation on the
apparent pupil piane.

In passing, it is worth noting that the lack of correspondence between the fixation piane
and the accommodatory state of the eye to be seen in the results from cat "A", Fig. 11, is in
keeping with the findings of Elul and Marchiafava (1964).

Some cats gave no evidence of an ability to verge more than about 6° (cat "D" Fig. 13).
The 10-cm presentation distance, which corresponds to about 10= of vergence, was selected

-to produce an easily detectable movement for qualitative investigation. It now appears that
this may be too close for most cats and that 15-20 cm might be more appropriate. It should
be noted that the ability of the animal to attain a given mean change in the value of <f>M or 6P
during an angle look confirms only the values of any parameters used in theoretical predic¬
tion and indicates the size of the apparent movement which will occur if the cat verges. It
does not establish the ability of the animal to verge by that amount. In the human the
maximal vergence may only be about i of the largest version that the same eye can carry out.

The results from the cats showing vergence movements are not unlike those reported for
human beings. Surprisingly large errors, up to 2°, have been described in the position of the
human eyes after vergence (Alpern, 1957; Westhfimer and Mitchell, 1956). The maximum
vergence angle for individual humans varies widely, as in the cat, and in the results of Duane.
(1933) ranges from about 15° to 38° but, of course, there is no physiological equivalent of the
apparent absence of vergence in some cats which is reported here.

Duane's results are particularly interesting because he concludes that maximum vergence
in humans is uninfluenced by age but is subject to improvement by practice. This brings to
mind the observation of Lindsay Johnson (1901), quoted in the introduction, to the effect
that cats and dogs may be trained to verge. Now large vergences which could be directly
observed without measurement are to be seen in only about one-fifth of the laboratory bred
cats used in this study. In marked contrast were the family of Danish farm cats, four adults
and four kittens, which I had the opportunity to examine after the completion of this work.
All of the adults, which are known to be very good hunters, and three of the kittens could
readily be seen to verge. It appears probable that practice may play a part in accounting for
the difference in the readiness of the two groups of animais to verge to very close objects.

So far no explanation has been put forward for the complete absence of vergence move¬
ments from all of the photographs of one animal e.g. cats "B" and "E". For the cats with
marked corneas, e.g. "B", it might be argued that, in spite of the use of a iocal anaesthetic,
some residual irritation suppressed the movements. Magnus (1924, p. 154) reports the
reduction of a reflex eye movement from 99° to 26° as a result of irritation of the cornea in
the rabbit. Such an explanation cannot apply to cat "E" whose eyes were unmarked and in
any case version movements of the eyes were readily apparent in cat "B".

It is unlikely that habituation accounts for the failure to record vergence in seven
animals because the measurements were made only on the results of the first session of
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filming when at least the initial presentations would be expected to produce some indication
of vergence.

The apparent absence of vergence movements in the five cats for which only pupil data
sets were obtained might be suggested to result from the coincidence of the pupil apparent
plane and the centre of rotation of the eye. It was, however, pointed out earlier that, the
method is independent of the position of the centre of rotation and such an explanation
could not be applied to the animals bearing a corneal marker (e.g. cat "B") who also failed
to reveal vergence movements.

The absolute magnitude of the decrease in interpupillary distance which may be directly
observed during a vergence to 25 cm or 10 cm has not so far been discussed because it
requires an estimate of the position of the centre of rotation of the eye. The results of
Richardson and Davis (1960) suggest a centre of rotation 11-7 mm behind the corneal
vertex while Zernicki and Dreher (1965) find it to be 10 mm behind the cornea in the
pretrigeminal cat. The absolute changes in the intermarker or interpupillary distance may be
calculated from equations (20) and (18) respectively if the centre of rotation of the eye is
assumed to be at the average of the two positions reported in the literature. 5-5D of accom¬
modation is assumed and SD — SNCi> i.e. unity magnification. We thus have,

(55)

(56)

(57)

(58)

Stryker and Blakemore (personal communication and in preparation) have recently
carried out a study of saccadic and disjunctive movements of the cat eye. They obtain an
absolute value for the horizontal movement of one pupil during a 20° angle look of 2-2 mm
when 2-5 D of accommodation would be required by the schematic eye (p. 1978). Under these
conditions the theoretical magnitude is given by (26),

(sin 20°). (10-9 - 3-9) = 2-4 mm (59)
and the result is in good agreement with their finding. All three of their cats verged, up to 7°
for one eye, but partial and complete failure of vergence during apparent fixation as weli as
rapid habituation were also noted. Their findings are in good agreement with those reported
here and have the advantage that recording of the eye movements was continuous.

Is vergence less necessary for the cat than for man

It is hard to believe that the cats which showed no vergence are in fact incapable of it but
there are several indications that this animal demonstrates a greater degree of lability in its
vergence movements than does man or the monkey. Even a "good verger" like cat "A" was
not converging during fixation in about 20 per cent of the near look photographs. That this
is simply a sampling error is made unlikely by the occurrence of fixation without vergence on
cine film records, and in. the results of Stryker and Blakemore (in preparation). The
rapidity of vergence habituation suggests a considerable degree of tolerance of the resulting

25 cm Ap2s cm = 2 (sin 3 36'). (10-9 — 3-04) = 1 0 mm.
5-5D"

Pupil
10 cm Ap[0 cm = 2 (sin 9°51').(10-9 - 3-04) = 2-6 mm.

5-5d"
25 cm = 2 (sin 3°36').(10-9) = 1-36 mm.

Marker
10 cm Am caj == 2 (sin 9°51').(10-9) — 3-6 mm.
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fixation disparities on the part of the cat who may continue to show fixation when vergence
is chronically habituated.

The results suggest the invalidity of the assumption (Noda, Creuzfeldt and Freeman,
1971) that conscious cats, restrained in a stereotaxic apparatus during unit investigation, are
verging simply because they show fixation movements.

'The animal followed it. with its eyes, indicating that objects on the screen attracted the cat's
visual attention and that they were perceived and that they could be fixated. It may be assumed
therefore that the eyes were converged on the level of the screen."

These observations naturally lead to the question as to whether there is any physiological
indication of a reason why the cat might need to verge less frequently than the human
subject.

Lindsay Johnson clearly associated the presence of convergence with that of a macula;
the vergence movements being necessitated for near binocular acute vision because of the
limited angle for detailed vision subtended by the macula.

"From the Lemur downwards in all other Mammals, except Simiae, habitual convergence
ceases, and the macula is absent but in its stead we find a larger sensitive area."

The larger sensitive area led him (1901, p. 64) to conclude,
"This leads to the consideration of whether binocular vision is possible without convergence,
even in animals with a great divergence of the optic axes."

The idea that a larger region of more acute vision occurs in the cat. has been put forward
more recently by Dreher and Zernicki (1969) as an explanation of why it. may demonstrate
abortive fixations more frequently than man,

"in man the difference in resolving power between the peripheral retina and the area centralis
is much stronger."

In fact, comparison of the retinal ganglion cell density nasal and temporal of the cat area
centralis (Stone, 1965) with the plot ofacuity in the human eye for the same angular displace¬
ments (Wertheim, 1894) shows that both factors have fallen oft'to about 33 per cent at 5"
and 20 per cent at 10°. The horizontal arm of higher ganglion cell density which is found in
the cat retina deals with the temporal field and is well away from the region involved in
central binocular vision. There is consequently little support for the idea of a more extended
area centralis in the cat. The limited size of the area centralis of the cat has been known
since Chievitz's description in 1891.

The eyes of the cat are, however, set closer together than those of the human being—
36 mm as against 62 mm respectively; a displacement of 1° nasal or temporal of the area
centralis or fovea will consequently be to retina dealing with a region of visual space on the
midline which is, for a given fixation distance, less displaced from the fixation point in the
human than in the cat. A greater depth of the cat's midline visual space is thus dealt with by
retina with a ganglion cell density near to the peak value of the area centralis. The benefit of
this in eliminating the need of vergence for reason of acuity would be very great for a distant
fixation point and small for a near one. The resting fixation distance in the cat has not, how¬
ever, been measured.

Although bringing up the problem of acuity, Lindsay Johnson did not discuss that of
single vision. The separation of the two eyes leads to the generation of visual parallax which
means, in the absence of vergence movements, that the image of objects not in the fixation
plane will fall on non-corresponding regions of retina and that they will, in the absence of
any special provision to the contrary, be seen double.
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The recent discovery of cortical ceils in area 17 of the cat which require binocular stimu¬
lation with stimulus disparities which differ from ceil to cell was originally interpreted as
providing a "plausible basis for binocular depth discrimination and stereopsis" (Barlow,
Blakemorf. and Pettigrew, 1967); the same authors, implying the absence of vergence in
the cat, point out that,

"Possibly the eat, a hunting animal, surveys a wide range of depth at low accuracy, whereas
man, a sophisticated tool maker, surveys a narrow band at high accuracy, varying the position
of the band with his vergence movements."

More recently, the fact that the cat cortical units are for the most part sensitive to
vertical as well as to horizontal disparity has made it difficult to be satisfied with the idea of
the majority of them playing a role in depth discrimination. Instead, Joshua and Bishop
(1970) have suggested that they are employed in the generation of single vision for which
purpose vertical disparity is as important as horizontal. The system may be regarded as
substituting a means of neural fixation for vergence over a range depth. The magnitude of
this range and the acuity change occurring within it would determine the relative need for
vergence movements in different species.

The presence of residual eye movements appears to have led to reports of an excessive
range of stimulus disparities for cells in the cat area 17; the most recent work of Joshua and
Bishop (1970) indicates a standard deviation of only 0-5° for the horizontal disparity of
units within 4° of the area centralis.

If the largest divergent disparity is taken as appropriate for an object ai infinity then it is
readily shown—when the population is assumed to have a range of three S.D. of convergent,
and three S.D. of divergent", disparity—that units would be available for the provision of
single vision for depths from 34 cm to infinity. The fixation point, assuming this to be the
resting state, would be 69 cm in front of the line joining the anterior nodal points of the eyes.

Under these circumstances all objects on the midline from infinity to 34 cm from the cat
would form images on the retina within i -5° of the area centralis. The results of Stone (1965)
show that the ganglion cell density of the retinal region dealing with the most extreme
distances—34 cm and infinity—would have only dropped to 66 per cent of that dealing with
the fixation point. Acuity would thus be fairly uniform within the retinai area giving rise to
single vision.

The region of retina in which an image gives rise to single vision is equivalent to Panum's
fusional area in the human eye. The problem is, as Rodieck (1971) has pointed out, that the
arbitrary , ange of disparity chosen to represent the area is not necessarily equivalent to the
range used by the cat. Joshua and Bishop (1970) have constructed a theoretical horopter for
the cat but assume single vision to obtain' for only one standard deviation of disparity.
Panum's area in the cat would then be only 1° in dia. compared to the 3° assumed above.
Even in this case a fixation distance of 200 cm would give single vision without vergence from
infinity to 100 cm from the cat compared with only 170-260 cm in the human under similar
circumstances.

It is thus arguable that the cat may be relatively lazy about verging for stimuli beyond
30 or 40 cm distant especially because accommodation appears not to be tightly linked with
the degree of vergence (Ei.ul and Marchiafava, 1964). The most generous estimate of the
extent of Panum's area does not, however, explain the absence of vergence in animals look¬
ing at stimuli nearer than 34 cm if the resting fixation distance is 70 cm. Bringing the
assumed resting fixation distance nearer results in large losses in the distant range of single
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vision with only small gains in the near point for single vision. It thus seems likely that cats
which do not verge to near objects, whether chronically (cats "B" and "E") or acutely, are
tolerating diplopia or are perhaps suppressing the image from one eye and using monocular
fixation.

It is worth noting that apart from the total range of disparities of cortical units there are
two other hints that the cat may hold a resting fixation distance of about 70 cm.

(a) Elul and Marchiafava (1964) have found the resting accommodation of the cat to
be about —0-5 to — 1 0D when it is awake. According to Glickstein and Millododt (1970)
a standing error of refraction would make this correspond to a range from —1-0 to — 1-5D
suggesting that in the resting state the eye is focussed for a plane between 100 and 69 cm.

(b) Karl Smith (1936) made the surprising, and as yet unconfirmed, observation that
the visual acuity of the two cats which he investigated was maximal for a stimulus placed at
a viewing distance of 75 cm and that it decreased for stimuli at either 50 or 125 cm. He dis¬
carded variation in illumination as an explanation. Such results would be consistent with
presbyopic myopia but an animal with a resting fixation point at 75 cm who did not bother
to converge or diverge might give similar results if he directed his midsagittai plane towards
the stimulus and depended upon Panum's area and the acuity of the pericentralis retinal
region for carrying out the discrimination.

Do other mammals verge ?
A genera! discussion of the literature on this point has already been given in the intro¬

duction but a few experiments similar to those described above were carried out on dogs and
rats. In both of the examined dogs the eyes appeared to verge when directly observed because
the sclera become visible at the margins but this was found to result from a change in the
position of the head during near viewing and the results of the photographic analysis gave
no indication of vergence in animals clearly investigating the stimuli presented.

Several rats were photographed when examining a shelf below their jumping stand or
objects held out to them at various distances. It was not. possible to confirm the observation
of Lashley (1932) mentioned in the introduction that vergence is readily seen in the rat. In
fact spontaneous eye movements also did not appear to be as plentiful as he records.

Obviously, however, these negative findings cannot be given much weight in view of the
limited sample used and the indications of individual variability observed in the results from
the cat.

It is clear that further work along these lines must be carried out with animals trained to
fixate at known distances during some visually directed task. If a photographic method is
employed it should involve the use of cine film in order that the disadvantages of the
sampling method described above are eliminated.
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Abstract—A photographic technique has demonstrated that 60 per cent of unrestrained cats
are capable of vergence movements during the examination of interesting near objects. The
remaining cats showed no sign of vergence under the conditions of the experiment. Vergence
movements habituate rapidly in those cats that demonstrate them and they do not invariably
appear during fixation. Possible reasons for the apparent lability of vergence in the cat are
discussed.

Some information on the accommodatory state of the eye during vergence and its relation
to the fixation distance was also obtained as a by-product of the techniques used.

Resume—On demontre par une technique photographique que 60 pour cent des chats libres
de leurs mouvements sont capables de mouvements de vergence durant l'examen d'objets
rapproches interessants. Les autres ne montrent pas de signe de vergence dans les conditions
de l'experience. Chez les chats capables de mouvements de veigence, ceux-ci deviennent
rapidement habituels et ils n'apparaissent pas invariablement durant la fixation. On discute les
raisons possibles de cette labilite apparente de la vergence chez le chat.

Comme sous-produit de la technique employee, on obtient aussi des donr.ees sur Petal
d'accomrnodation de l'oeil pendant la vergence et sur sa relation avec la distance de fixation.

Zusammenfassung—Mit Hilfe einer photographischen Technik konnte gezeigt werden, da3
60 Prozcnt der nieht gelahmten Katzen die Fahigkeit zu Vergenzbewegungen beim Fixieren
naher Objekte besitzen. Die Vergenzbewegungen treten bei diesen Katzen unmittelbar auf,
bleiben jedoch wahrend des Fixierens nicht ungeandert. Die restlichen Katzen zeigten unter
den Versuchsbedingungen keine Vergenzbewegungen. Die mogiichsn Griinde fur diese Labiii-
tat der Verganz werden diskutiert. Als Nebenprodukt der verwendeten Versuchstechnik korm-
ten cinige Informationen fiber den Akkommodationszustand der Augen wahrend der Vergenz-
stellung und seine Beziehung zu Fixationsentfernung erhalten werden.

PeiiGMC—C noMomuo tjiOTorpaijinHecKoii TexHHKii rioKa3ano, hto 60% Koinex n cbooohhom
cocTO.TiiuH cnocobHti coBepmaTt BepreHUHOHHbie /iBiDKeHiia npit nccneziOBaiiHH HHTepecy-
khhhx iix 6jih3ko pacnonoaceHHbix oobeKTOB. OcTajibiibie kouikk b yc.iOBiiax 3KcnepnMeHra
npn3naKOB BepreimiiK ne 061-iapyacnBaJiH. BcprenmioHHwe ziBiDxeHiia fiwcTpo craHOBJiTcs
irpiiBbiHUbiMii y Tex koiuck, aoTopwe ux o6napy>KHBaioT, oanaKO ohh ne Bcertia noaBjisuoTca
npii 4'HKcamiH. OocyiKnaioTca BO3M0>KHbie npiiiHHbi BbipaaceHHOii jiaSii.TbiiocTH BepreHimn
y kouick.

B KanecTae noooiHbix peayjibTaTOii npii HcnojibioBaniiii 3toh TexiuiKii 6buia nojiyaena
iieKoropaji HHcbopMamw o coctorhhh aKKOMonamiH rna3a bo BpeMR Beprenmui n ero
cbji3ii C paCCTOHHHCM JIO tjjHKCMpyeMOrO OObCKTa.
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ABSTRACT
A conscious rabbit which crouches in the 'freeze' position has an une¬

quivocal 24° wide binocular field formed by the overlap of the two 12° sectors
of uniocular optical field which extend nasal of its midline. Although this
investigation reveals that the horizontal representation of the uniocular
visual field in cortical visual area 1 extends more nasal than in earlier
reports, it is found to terminate at the midline when the eyes are set in the
standard freeze position. The 12° sectors of uniocular field nasal of the
midline were not represented in spite of being served by retina. The binoc¬
ular field of the rabbit in the freeze posture thus appears to have no binocular
representation in visual area I.

Nevertheless, the presence of a binocular region was confirmed in
rabbit visual area I but the projections to it, via the contralateral and
ipsilateral eyes, deal with the nonoverlapping sectors of monocular field
when the eyes are in the freeze position. The maps ofthe visual field obtained
in one hemisphere via the contralateral and ipsilateral projections were
subject to a horizontal divergent disparity of some 18°. The presence of
binocular single units in these regions was also confirmed but their two
receptive fields were necessarily located in different visual hemispheres and
again subject to an 18° mean horizontal divergent disparity. They could not
he simultaneously stimulated by any localized feature of an object and are
thus precluded from involvement in binocular single vision during the freeze
position.

The systematic, rather than reportedly random, topography of the
ipsilateral projection to visual area I ensured that it could be well fused
with the similarly organized contralateral projection by means of an 18°
vergence of the eyes from the freeze position. The horizontal receptive field
disparity of binocular single units is then brought to a zero mean value
which enables their receptive fields through each eye to be simultaneously
stimulated by the same part of an image. Tested units then evinced response
summation; a minimum requirement for binocular vision. In this equivalent
primary position of the eyes, the entire binocular visual field is completely
represented in visual area one of both hemispheres.

The rabbit thus appears to employ a two-state cortical system for
forward vision. Jn the freeze position the visual field attains a cyclopean
extent of 360° but the receptive fields of cortical binocular units aie widely
divergent. The classic binocular optical field may then project to some other
region of brain which subserves binocular vision. Upon examination of a
frontal object the animal must verge its eyes in order to obtain binocular
single vision in visual area I; it then temporarily surrenders part of its rear
visual field. An explanation in terms of ocular image quality is suggested.

This study lias been reported in preliminary form by Vaney David I. Vaney's present address is Physiological Laboratory,
and Hughes ('79). University of Cambridge, Downing Street, Cambridge CD2 3EG,
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The lateral eyes and narrow binocular field of the rabbit
have often led to the conclusion that it has poor frontal
vision and lacks stereopsis (Harris, '04). In spite of this,
the rabbit preferentially employs its binocular field for
visual discrimination tasks (Van Hof and Lagers-van Has-
elen, '73), the corresponding region of far temporal retina
is differentiated by a specialized ganglion cell distribution
(Hughes, '71; Provis, "79), and the optics serving this area
are corrected so as to be free of oblique astigmatism
(Hughes and Vaney, '78). The rabbit visual cortex contains
a population of single units with binocular receptive fields
(Van Sluyters and Stewart, '74), and it has also been shown
that the rabbit is capable of ocular vergence movements
(Zuidam and Collewijn, '79). These results suggest a po¬
tential for binocular vision similar in its organization to
that of cat and monkey.

Nevertheless, descriptions of the rabbit's binocular sys¬
tem indicate some curious features which require expla¬
nation, if a satisfactory understanding of its functional
organization is to be achieved. For each position in an
array of cortical recording sites, Thompson et al. ('50) lo¬
cated the point in the visual field at which a flashing light
spot elicited a maximal evoked response. The eyes were
set with the optic disc centered in the coronal plane which
included the anterior nodal point of the eye and whose
projection into the visual field defines the 0° meridian.
From these results they constructed maps of the visual
field representation in cortical areas Visual One (V.I) and
Visual Two (V.1I); their maps indicated that the nasal
limit of cortically represented visual field lies on the 70"
meridian. The far nasal sector of each visual hemifield,
from 70° to 90°, was thus not represented in the contra¬
lateral cortex; a vergence of 40° would be required to close
this "gap" and ensure complete cortical representation of
each visual hemifield.

The "gap" may, of course, be an artefact. The rabbit
retina does not possess an ophthalmoscopically definable
fixation area which can be used to align the eyes; exper¬
iments may thus be carried out with them in an abnormal
position. However, a behaviorally defined eye position is
available. When a rabbit is frightened it may attempt to
avoid detection by crouching low to the ground in the
"freeze" posture (Brecher, '36; Hughes, '71). In this con¬
dition the eyes remain stationary after taking up a position
with the retinal visual streak horizontal and the optic
nerve head projecting into the visual field some 9° forward
of the coronal plane (Hughes, '71). However, even after
the results of Thompson et al. ('50) have been converted
to this standard state, a gap remains in the mapped cor¬
tical representation of the frontal field, although it is re¬
duced to some 11° foi each hemifield.

Van Sluyters and Stewart ('74) have examined the or¬
ganization of binocular visual cortex by locating the re¬
ceptive field position of single units. After conversion to
the freeze position, their results show that receptive fields
of binocular units, as mapped through the eye contralat¬
eral to the recording sites, were encountered from 60° to
90° nasal of the lateral 0° meridian. The visual field of the
contralateral eye was thus represented in V.I by single
units right up to the 90° nasal meridian; the two eyes gave
complete coverage of the frontal field. The findings of
Swadlow ('77) are similar. The results of both reports in¬
dicate that there is no gap in the cortical single unit cov¬
erage of the binocular iield.

This curious difference between the evoked potential
and single unit maps has not been investigated. Several
other puzzles remain. Van Sluyters and Stewart ('74) de¬
scribed the receptive field of binocular single units in pri¬
mary visual cortex as possessing divergent disparities of
more than 20° when converted to the freeze position. The
contralateral and ipsilateral receptive field of binocular
single units thus projected into different visual hemifields
and could not be stimulated simultaneously by one object
whatever its distance from the animal; under these con¬
ditions, such cells could not provide a substrate for binoc¬
ular single vision. Van Sluyters and Stewart ('74) also
emphasized unusual receptive fields and a seemingly ran¬
dom topographic organization to support the view that the
rabbit binocular cortex is markedly different from that of
the cat. By contrast, "Choudhury and Ghent ('73) describe
their cortical map of the 25° wide ipsilateral field of the
rabbit as topographically organized, although its angular
position differs from that of Van Sluyters and Stewart
('74).

The present study was undertaken to resolve the above
problems and to determine whether the rabbit might be
capable of binocular vision. The difference between the
evoked potential and single unit maps was verified and
explained by a very compressed cortical representation of
the extreme nasal field. The topography of the maps was
reinvestigated and the divergent disparities of binocular
receptive fields confirmed. A hypothesis is presented to
explain the unusual features of rabbit binocular organi¬
zation and interpret its function in conventional terms.
The results have been presented in preliminary form (Va¬
ney and Hughes, '79). Choudhury ('80) has recently pro¬
posed an unconventional binocular apparatus for the rab¬
bit but does not address the difficulties inherent in
previous observations.

METHODS

Preparation
Recordings were made from the visual cortex of 14 rab¬

bits (2.6-3.3 kg) with agouti fur and brown eyes. Such
animals would be expected to have normal decussation
patterns (Sanderson, '75).

Anesthesia was induced with 2.5% thiamylal sodium
and maintained for surgery with 0.7-1.5% halcthane in
70:30 nitrous oxidexarbogen. Paralysis was subsequently
induced with 20 mg of gallamine triethiodide and main¬
tained by intravenous infusion at 5 mg/kg/hour in a 5%
glucose solution (4 ml/hour). The ventilation rate was 65
strokes/minute with a mmute volume V = 1.3 (97 +
393W) ml, where W is the weight in kg. A setting 30%
greater than for the unanesthetized rabbit (Edwards et
al., '59) precluded distress. Temperature was monitored
subscapularly and maintained at 37.5°C by a bomeoth-
ermic blanket. Penicillin in doses of 250,000 units was
given on each of the 2 or 3 days of the experiment.

The electrocardiogram and occasionally the electroen¬
cephalogram were monitored but no acute changes were
noted and heart rate remained constant when noxious
stimuli were applied. Local anesthetic ("Xylocain") was
infused at intervals around pressure points and the sub¬
scapular probe.
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Topographic mapping
A craniotomy was made over each visual cortex and a

ring was sutured to the scalp to form a well. Dura mater
was reflected and the brain was covered with liquid par¬
affin. A 1-mfl electrode was set vertical; the resulting maps
are thus Horsley-Clarke projections uncorrected for cor¬
tical curvature. Penetrations were attempted every 0.5
mm but large blood vessels were avoided. The region of
visual field corresponding to each penetration was located
by audio monitoring of the electrical activity evoked by
a neon flash or light spot. The margins of this receptive
field were mapped by card stimuli in the same manner as
for single unit receptive fields.

Single unit recording
The procedures employed are described elsewhere (Va-

ney and Hughes, '82). Stable units possessed wave forms
typical of cell bodies (Bishop et ah, '62) and injury dis¬
charges occurred upon electrode advance.

Visual stimulation

Receptive fields were examined on a tangent screen 132
cm from the anterior nodal points of the eyes and plotted
with spots and bars projected from a Keeler "Pantoscope"
(60 candelas (cd)/m2) on a dimly lit background (7 cd/m2).
Cardboard stimuli on a contrasting white (20 cd/m2) or
black (0.6 cd/m2) background were used to determine the
minimum discharge borders for single unit receptive
fields. The disparity of binocular receptive fields was cal¬
culated from the separation of their geometric centers after
correction for the interocular distance.

A computer drove the visual stimulator (Hughes and
Snow, '73), analyzed the single unit responses to moving
stimuli, and presented the results in various forms of his¬
togram (Vaney and Hughes, '82).

Eye positioning
The headholder provided an unobstructed 120° horizon¬

tal field of view and ± 50° in the vertical. A Bausch &
Lomb indirect ophthalmoscope was mounted on a ring con¬
centric with the animal table which permitted it to be
rotated through 360° of azimuth and ± 30° of elevation;
the anterior nodal point of each eye could be centered on
the rotation axis of the table, the ophthalmoscope level
brought into coincidence, and the angular projection of
centered retinal landmarks read directly.

A ring sutured behind the limbus was connected to a
manipulator which permitted each eye to be set in a stand¬
ard position by independent X, Y, and Z translations as
well as roll, pitch, and yaw adjustments about its anterior
nodal point. Zero-power contact lenses of 7.75-mm radius
and 13-mm base diameter were fitted; the natural pupil
was employed. Hughes and Vaney ('78) found the binoc¬
ular field of the rabbit eye to be within ID (1 diopter) of
emmetropia so that no spectacle correction was employed
and the screen distance was neglected. The corneas were
bathed daily with normal saline to prevent clouding and
treated with "Neosporin" ophthalmic solution (Wellcome).

Eye alignment and stability
The rabbit fundus contains no visible fixation area so

that the optic nerve head, myelinated band, and overlying
blood vessels must be used as landmarks for setting the
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eye in a standard position. Their projection has been de¬
termined for the conscious rabbit in the freeze posture by
Hughes ('71). Because of their importance, these obser¬
vations were repeated for the horizontal plane. A camera
was positioned above the rabbit's head and two observers
photographed while simultaneously fixating the left and
right hyaloid artery remnants by means of hand-held
ophthalmoscopes. Measurements on the photographs con¬
firmed that the center of the optic nerve head projects a
mean 9.2-9.5° nasal of the coronal plane.

The adopted coordinate system is thus based on the
freeze position of Hughes ('71). Its origin is defined by the
intersection of the horizontal and coronal planes passing
through the anterior nodal point. The center of the optic
nerve head then projects 9° nasal and 13° inferior in the
visual field. The major blood vessels overlying the nasal
and temporal myelinated bands are horizontal and the
visual streak projects close to the horizon. If considered as
projecting onto a sphere large enough to make the inter¬
ocular distance negligible, then the uniocular optical
fields, each 192° wide, overlap in front of the animal to
define a binocular optical field which is 24° wide (Hughes,
'71, '72).

The eyes were set in the freeze position at the beginning
of an experiment. The projections of three landmarks de¬
fined by blood vessel crossings some 20° nasal, adjacent,
and 20° temporal to the optic disc were monitored at in¬
tervals. It was found that a given landmark remained
within a 1° circle for up to 5 days: This range of movement
was judged acceptable.
Effect of contact lenses on cortical projections

The application of contact lenses has been demonstrated
to change the projection of retinal landmarks into the rab¬
bit visual field (Hughes and Vaney, '81). This increase in
eccentricity is maximal near the nasal 90° meridian and
decreases toward the 0° meridian. The mean shift, AX°, as
a function of temporal eccentricity from the 90° meridian,
X°, is,

AX° = 0.0627X° - 2.42°

for a range of 25°, beyond which it may be neglected
(Hughes and Vaney, '81).

The azimuth coordinate of all single and multiunit re¬
ceptive fields has thus been corrected to compensate for the
mean lateral shift in projection caused by the application
ofa spherical contact lens. The corrected azimuth, Xc, was
calculated from the plotted azimuth, Xp, thus:

(90° - Xc) = (90° - Xp) - 2.42/(1 - 0.0S27)

where (90° - Xp) is the eccentricity of the plotted field
from the midline and (90° - Xc) is the eccentricity of the
corrected coordinate.

Note that the magnitude of a vergence is subsequently
expressed as the combined angular rotation of both eyes.

RESULTS

Representation of the visual field in V.I
Rabbit visual areas I (V.l) and 11 (V.II) are defined elec-

trophvsiologically. Within V.I, encountered receptive field
positions shift systematically toward the midline field as
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the recording electrode is moved laterally across the cor¬
tical surface. A reversal in the direction of this shift and
an increase in receptive field size denotes entry into area
V.II, whose map of the visual field is a mirror image of
that in V.I. Both areas have previously been mapped
(Thompson et al., '50; Choudhury and Whitteridge, '65;
Hughes, '71; Woolsey et al., '74). The border between V.I
and V.II, the "decussation line" of Thompson et al. ('50),
has been equated with the boundary between the histo¬
logically defined areas 17 and 18 (Hughes and Wilson, '69;
Bousfield, '78).

Low-impcdance electrodes were used to map the projec¬
tion of the visual field via the ipsilateral and contralateral
eyes to sites in V.I of both hemispheres. This permitted
confirmation of earlier maps of the nasal visual field, top¬
ographical comparison of the contralateral and ipsilateral
retinal projections, assurance of symmetry in the two hem¬
ispheres, and investigation of eye positions which might
permit fusion of the contralateral and ipsilateral maps on
each hemisphere as a basis for binocular single vision.

The topography of the projection from contralateral ret¬
ina to VJ as defined by multiunit responses. Recording
sites are indicated in Figure 1A for both hemispheres.
Some restrictions were imposed on the placement of elec¬
trodes by the blood vessel pattern, which is illustrated in
Figure IB for the right cortex. Stippling indicates unex¬
posed cortex. The projection of the nasal visual field via
the retina of the contralateral (left) eye onto the right
cortex is mapped in Figure 1C as determined from the
responses at electrode locations in Figure 1A. Figure ID
shows the corresponding projection from the contralateral
(right) eye onto the lateral margin of V.I in the left hem¬
isphere.

The map confirms the earlier finding that the cortical
magnification factor progressively increases in passing
horizontally across the visual field from the temporal rep¬
resentation to the border between V.I and V.II (Thompson
et ah, '50; Choudhury and Whitteridge, '65; Hughes, '71).
The position and orientation of the 0° vertical meridian
resembles that of previous maps (Thompson et ah, '50;
Hughes, '71; Woolsey et al., '74); the central extent of the
horizontal meridian bends more anteriorly than in the
map of Hughes ('71) but less than in that of Woolsey et al.
('74). In this breed of rabbit, the border between V.I and
V.II lay at an angle of 45° to the midline (Woolsey et ah,
'74), rather than parallel to it (Hughes and Wilson, '69;
Choudhury and Ghent, '73).

The topography of binocular VJ as defined by multiunit
responses. Electrode positions for which multiunit re¬
sponses to binocular visual stimulation could be recorded
in V.I are indicated by discs in the inset boxes to the left
of Figure 2; squares represent penetrations in V.II. These
cortical positions correspond to those in Figure 1C. To the
right of Figure 2 are maps of the frontal visual field which
show the 90° nasal meridian and the 0° horizontal. The
points in these plots represent the geometric center of the
area of visual field from which a light spot could elicit a
detectable multiunit response through both eyes at the
cortical recording site with the corresponding number and
symbol; these areas are referred to as multiunit receptive
fields. The points appear as they do when plotted on a
tangent screen in front, of the animal but their coordinates
have been corrected for the finite separation of the eyes
and the influence of contact lenses (Hughes and Vaney,
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'81). The projections to right cortex are shown separately
from those to left cortex; each plot of the visual field dis¬
plays projections via the contralateral and ipsilateral eyes
which are differentiated by connection with bold and light
lines, respectively. It is apparent that the receptive fields
of the projection via the contralateral retina are confined
to the contralateral visual hemifield and those of the pro¬
jection via the ipsilateral retina to the ipsilateral visual
hemifield. The two projections to one cortical hemisphere
thus deal with different visual hemifields when the eyes
are in the freeze position.

These results are typical of several rabbits. At sites in
binocular cortex, the multiunit receptive fields through
the contralateral eye ranged from about. 18° eccentric of
the 90° meridian to the "decussation" line, some 7° eccen¬
tric. The "decussation" lines defined by multiunit re¬
sponses thus project to the 83° meridian. The "decussation"
lines of left and right cortical hemispheres must therefore
diverge by some 14° when projected into the visual field.
In agreement with previous studies, a substantial sector
of the frontal visual field was not represented in the cor¬
tical multiunit responses mapped via the contralateral
eye.

Comparison of the upper and lower maps of the visual
field in Figure 2 clearly shows, for each eye, an overlap
of at least 7° between the sectors of visual field which are

served by retina projecting to ipsilateral and to contra¬
lateral cortex, respectively. This arrangement precludes
a sharp retinal decussation. It also follows that the region
of frontal field not represented in the "gap" in the mul¬
tiunit map of contralateral cortex is nevertheless repre¬
sented in the projection of the same eye to the ipsilateral
cortical hemisphere.

Given that the freeze position occurs naturally in the
conscious rabbit, it is surprising to observe from Figure
2 that the projections via the ipsilateral and contralateral
eyes to a recording site in binocular cortex do not arise
fror. corresponding retinal points. The results from 31
sites in binocular cortex showed a mean divergent hori¬
zontal disparity of 17.7° ± 2.5° between the multiunit
receptive fields of the contralateral and ipsilateral eyes.
The mean vertical disparity was zero. The outcome is that
the projections to ipsilateral and contralateral cortex from
one eye deal with the same hemifield and do not overlap
the median sagittal plane. The mapped projections from
different eyes arriving at one cortical binocular area thus
have no part of the visual field in common and could not
be simultaneously stimulated by an edge at any distance
from the animal.

The topography of binocular VJ defined by single unit
recordings. The extent of the cortical representations
defined by single unit encounters differed from that
mapped by multiunit responses. All the studied receptive

Fig. l.A. The explored regions of the right and left, visual cortex ore
outlined in dorsal view by rectangles within which the sites of electrode
insertions are indicated as points. The area on the right hemisphere is
represented at higher magnification in B to show its blood vessel pattern.
Stippling indicates unrefiected dura, and the area corresponds exactly with
that shown in C which displays a map of the visual field as represented in
the contralateral projection from the left eye to right, cortex. The smaller
explored area of left cortex is reproduced as nn inset, 1), in which the
anterior part of the visual field is represented as projected through the
path from the ipsilateral, left, eye.
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only monocular input are not represented in the visual field maps. The ipsi¬
lateral and contralateral projections to one cortical hemisphere arise from
separate visual hemispheres, are some 18° divergent, and cannot be simul¬
taneously stimulated by a real object. Receptive fields l' and 34' vere
those of units deeper than 7 and 34 but in the same oblique penetrations.
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fields lay within ± 5° of the horizontal and therefore orig¬
inated from cells of the visual streak. No binocular units
were encountered with the receptive field of the contra¬
lateral eye more than 20° temporal of the 90° meridian.
Figure 3 shows the number of single units encountered in
the binocular area of primary visual cortex for each 5° step
of horizontal eccentricity from the 65° to the 120° meridian.

Contralateral receptive fields of binocular units were
encountered from 18° temporal of the 90° meridian to 2°
nasal. The largest number of encounters with monocular
and binocular units, Figure 3A, and the largest percentage
encounter with binocular units, Figure 3B, were found
from 5°-10° temporal of the midline.

Ipsilateral receptive fields of binocular units were also
encountered from 20° temporal of the 90° meridian to 1°
nasal. The ganglion cells projecting to ipsilateral and con¬
tralateral cortex from one eye are again concluded to be

"

intermingled. However, single unit recording shows that
this occurs over some 18° of retina rather than the 7° sug¬
gested by multiunit responses. Single unit responses show
the nasal visual field to be represented in contralateral
primary cortex from the 0° to the 90° meridian and in the
ipsilateral cortex from the 70° to the 90° meridian. Why,
therefore, does a "gap" exist in the representation of the
frontal visual field when mapped by multiunit responses?

An explanation of the presence of a "gap" in the map of
contralateral visual field as mapped by multiunit responses
in VJ. Examination of the multiunit mapping data in¬
dicated that the last penetration of V.I and the first in V.II
were separated by only 0.5 mm in the Horseley-Clarke
horizontal plane. This suggested the possibility of a com¬
pressed representation of the extreme nasal visual field.
Detailed exploration of this region by electrodes inserted
perpendicular to the cortical surface revealed the 81° me¬
ridian of V.I to be separated by about 0.9 mm from the 82°
meridian of V.II. Even if the representation of nasal visual
field in V.II is neglected, this would permit a magnification
in V.l of less than 0.1 mm/degree for the field from the 80°
to the 90° meridian in contrast to that of more than 0.2
mm/degree close to the 80° meridian. In fact, the magni¬
fication factor of the nasal field representation in V.II ap¬
peared to be similar to that of the same area in V.I so that
the mean magnification factor for the 0.9-mm strip sepa¬
rating the 81° meridia in the two areas might be no more
than 0.5 njm/degree. The obvious trend for an increase in
the horizontal cortical magnification factor when passing
from the representation of temporal to nasal field thus
appears to reverse nasal of the 80° meridian. More detailed
exploration was impeded by the presence of large blood
vessels in this region, Figure IB. During relatively coarse
mapping experiments the area is presumably overlooked.

The optical binocular field in the freeze
position

Goniometric studies on the pupil retinoscopic reflex
(Hughes, '71) show that the rabbit possesses an unequi¬
vocal binocular field in the freeze position; the uniocular
optical fields extend 10-12° beyond the 90° meridian and
overlap to create a binocular optical field some 24° wide.
In spite of this, the above results show that cortical rrul-
tiunit or single unit responses were not detected signifi¬
cantly beyond the representation of the 90° meridian in
V.I.

It might be that this region of visual field from which
light could enter both eyes (binocular optical field; Hughes,
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'76, '77) is not served by retina so that its neural repre¬
sentation would be lacking in V.I. The extent of the field
served by retina (binocular retinal field; Hughes, '77) was
therefore determined. With the eyes in the freeze position,
the indirect ophthalmoscope was used to measure the ex¬
tent of the binocuiar optical field in the absence of contact
lenses; it was then set directly ahead of each eye in turn.
A needle was inserted into the rear of the eye so as to
protrude at the projection of the 90° meridian defined by
the ophthalmoscope cross hairs. The position of the eye
was confirmed to be unchanged and it was then enucleated.
One retina was prepared as a flat mount and examined
microscopically; the needle hole was found to be separated
by normal retina from the ora terminalis. The other eye
was frozen with the myelinated band horizontal and sec¬
tioned until the needle hole was reached. It was separated
from the ora terminalis by 1.3 mm of retina. This would
subtend some 8° of visual field beyond the 90° meridian
in the freeze position (retinal magnification factor for this
region is 0.16 mm/degree; Hughes and Vaney, '81). The
binocular retinal field in the freeze position must therefore
be at least 16° wide and serve a major part of the binocular
optical field. The absence of a representation of the latter
in V.I thus does not result from a lack of corresponding
retina. It may be that a few single units represent this
region of field but that its topography is even more com¬
pressed than that of the 80-90° sector.

Our understanding of the projections to area V.I which
deal with rabbit nasal field are summarized in Figure 4
for the left eye in the freeze position with the optic nerve
head projecting 9° nasal of the coronal plane. Oblique
hatching indicates the extent of visual field defined by
multiunit and single unit responses as projecting to cor¬
tical area VI; the extent of field defined by single unit
responses alone is indicated by dots. The multiunit and
single unit components of the field projecting to ipsiiateral
cortex are defined by similar conventions but with the
orientation of the hatching reversed.

The contralateral representation of nasal field in area
V.I ranges from the 0° meridian, which is close to the optic
axis in this position, to about 1° nasal of the 90° meridian.
The ipsilateral projection ranges from about the 70° me¬
ridian to the 90° meridian. Binocular units with a contra¬
lateral field through this eye were encountered only in the
sector designated by an arc corresponding to the region of
bilaterally projecting retina.

The broken line indicates the position of the "decussa¬
tion line" previously defined by multiunit responses and
thought to designate the most nasal region of the visual
field represented in the contralateral projection. According
to single unit criteria this limit now corresponds to the 90°
meridian. The contralateral and ipsilateral projections
arise from a common region of temporal retina and thus
no decussation line can he defined in the classic sense. It
will be apparent that the contralateral projection to area
V.l from one eye and the ipsilateral from the other deal
with separate hemispheres of visual field in this eye po¬
sition and could not provide a substrate for stereoscopic
binocular vision.

The binocular optical field of the animal in the freeze
position arises from the overlap of the two sectors of optical
field from the 90° meridian to the limit of the optical field
some 12° nasal of it. The majority of this optical sector is
served by retina which extends for up to 8° nasal of the
90° meridian. However, no representation of this retinal
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Fig. 4. A summary diagram of the eye and its visual field in the freeze
position. The 0° meridian lies in the coronal plane containing the anterior
nodal point of the eye when the optic nerve head is set to project 9° nasal.
Oblique hatching shows tha horizontal extent of field which projects to
contralateral, or ipsilateral, cortex as determined from multiunit and single
unit responses; dot screen indicates the sectors defined above by single unit
responses alone. A broken line indicates what was previously thought to
be the nasal limit of the field represented in VI; the "decussation line." The
contralateral projection is now understood to deal with nasal field up to
the 90° meridian at the limit of the dot screen. The ipsilaterally projecting
sector is similarly extended at its temporal margin. It is apparent that the
ipsilateral and contralateral projections from one eye deal witli a common
region of visual field and thus must be served by cells in the same area of

retina. No classic decussation line exisfs. The two projections from t given
eye also deal with the same visual hemisphere. It follows that the inputs
to one cortical binocular area from each eye can have no region of visual
field in common and are incapable of providing the binocular vision in this
eye position. In spite of this it is clear from Figure 4 that the optical field
of the eye extends for 10-12° into the contralateral visual hemisphere and
is served by retina over 8° of it3 extent. These sectors of the optical field
of both eyes overlap in the freeze position and define the binocular optical
field of the animal. It is unlikely that this field is employed for cortical
stereoscopic vision. Binocular units were encountered in contralateral cor¬
tex with their fields through the left eye within the range of some 20°
indicated. No contralateral or ipsilateral representation of retina dealing
with field beyond the 90° meridian has been encountered in VI.

field was encountered in V.I and it is unlikely that it is
involved in cortical stereoscopic vision.

Receptive field disparity of binocular units
The receptive field properties of 35 binocular units re¬

corded in rabbit primary visual cortex have been reported
elsewhere (Vaney and Hughes, '82). The horizontal and
vertical disparities between the contralateral and ipsilat¬
eral fields of 21 of these units from four rabbits are plotted

in Figure 5A. The horizontal disparity range of 17° for all
units is about twice that for binocular units of individual
animals. Monocular units with either contralateral or ip¬
silateral receptive fields projected to similar points in vis¬
ual space as the contralateral and ipsilateral receptive
fields of previously, or subsequently, recorded binocular
units at the same site. This is in keeping with the system¬
atic topographic representation of the ipsilateral and con¬

tralateral projections which is clear in Figure 2 and em¬

phasized subsequently.
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The mean horizontal disparity of the 21 well-defined
binocular receptive fields from four rabbits is 17.7° ± 2.5°
and the mean vertical disparity of the same set is 0.13°
± 3.4°. This value is identical to the mean multiunit re¬

ceptive field disparity analyzed above for 31 sites in V.I.
Although the range of horizontal disparity for pooled

binocular units is broad, it is more restricted for binocular
units with contralateral fields at a given eccentricity from
the midline. This is because the magnitude of the hori¬
zontal disparity between the contralateral and ipsilateral
fields of binocular units decreases progressively as the con¬
tralateral field approaches the midline (Fig. 5B). The mean
horizontal disparity for units whose contralateral recep¬
tive field is 15° from the midline exceeds that of units only
5° from the midline by some 5°. The contact lenses did
introduce a differential shift in receptive field projections
which would change disparities by about 0.5° over this
range of eccentricity. However, this small effect has been
corrected for in the results (see Methods) and it is con¬
cluded that the observed variation of disparity with con¬
tralateral receptive field eccentricity is not an artefact.

It is emphasised that the disparities of multiunit and
single unit binocular receptive fields remained divergent
after correction for the prismatic effect of the contact lenses
(Hughes and Vaney, '82). Eye positions were monitored
and shown to be stable for the duration of the experiments
(see Methods) so that the divergent disparities do not arise
because of movements from the freeze position. However,
the simultaneous stimulation of both receptive fields of bi¬
nocular cortical cells by the same region of an object re¬
quires zero or convergent disparities. The substantial di¬
vergent disparities of the single and multiunit binocular
receptive fields thus indicate that the binocular area ofVJ
cannot be employed for binocular single vision in the freeze
position.

Requirements for functional binocular vision. If the
multiunit receptive fields of cortical sites in one hemi¬
sphere as mapped via the contralateral and ipsilateral
eyes, Figure 2, are brought together by a symmetrical
vergence equal in magnitude to their mean 17.7° horizon¬
tal disparity, then a fused field plot, results (Fig. 6). The
similar topography of the ipsilateral and contralateral
projections ensures that they are generally well fused. It
is apparent from the magnitude of the necessary vergence
that the mean horizontal disparity of binocular single unit
receptive fields would also be reduced to zero in this eye
position.

Under these conditions of 18° total vergence beyond the
freeze position, the anterior binocular visual field projects
through the right eye and onto the cortex as shown sche¬
matically in Figure 6. The extents of binocular field served
by a projection through the right eye to the contralateral
and ipsilateral hemispheres are separately indicated in
Figure 7A. The horizontal extent of field known from sin¬
gle unit mapping to be represented in binocular cortex is
indicated by hatching, vertical to the left of the midline
and horizontal to the right. A bold line boxes the compo¬
nent of the projections which is also mapped by multiunit
responses. The scheme for the left eye would be coextensive
but inverted.

A horizontal cross-section shows the right eye, Figure
7B, as appropriately rotated 9° beyond the freeze position.
The sectors of retina which are then served by visual field
to the left or right of the midline are indicated by vertical
and horizontal hatching. Short and long arcs respectively
define the extent of retina which projects to ipsilateral or
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Fig. 5.A. A plot of vertical against horizontal receptive field disparity

for 21 well-studied binocular units recorded from four rabbits with eyes in
the freeze position. B. Horizontal receptive field disparity is plotted against
the azimuth of the contralateral receptive field for binocular cortical units
(solid symbols). The horizontal disparities of four binocular multiunit re¬
ceptive fields recorded from rabbit CS.7 are also shown (open circles). The
horizontal disparity between the contralateral and ipsilateral fields be¬
comes smaller as the eccentricity of the contralateral field reduces.

to contralateral cortex. Solid lines indicate the projection
of retinal sectors defined by both multiunit and single unit
responses; broken lines indicate the projection defined by
single unit encounters alone.

The horizontal extent of the binocular field represented
on left and right visual cortex, as mapped by single unit
responses through the right eye, is shown in Figure 7C.
With the eyes verged 18° from the freeze position, binoc¬
ular single units were encountered in contralateral cortex
with receptive fields ranging from at least 8° right, to 8°
left of the midline; the angular range in ipsilateral cortex
was of the same extent. The mirror symmetry of the two
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Fig. 6. This figure presents the same information as the visual field
map of Figure 2 but after a total vergence of the eyes by some 18° from the
freeze position, an amount equal to the mean single or multiunit receptive
field horizontal disparity. The multiunit receptive fields of ipsilateral and
contralateral projections to the binocular area of each hemisphere fuse

quite well. The arrays for both cortical hemispheres are symmetrical and
a 7° wide strip centered on the visual field midline obtains a binocular
mulliunit representation in both cortical hemispheres. The diagram thus
presents the relationship between the various projections when the eyes
are in the equivalent primary position.

projections from one eye indicates that the coordinates of
the representations projecting via the left eye would be
topographically fused in each hemisphere with those il¬
lustrated for the right eye.

For the eye position of Figure 7 it is apparent that the
whole binocular field is represented on each hemisphere;
it is bilaterally mapped when defined by single unit stud¬
ies. Multiunit responses reveal only part of the binocular

projection so that the bilateral representation appears to
be a strip only 6° wide, Figure 6.

The confluence of vertical and horizontal hatching in
the schematic diagram of Figure 7C defines the position
of the midline in relation to the boundaries of the cortical
map of binocular lield. The representation of the contra¬
lateral binocular hemifield is wider than the ipsilateral
even though the binocular field is divided symmetrically
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Fig. 7. The regions of anterior field dealt with by the ipsilateral and
contralateral projections of the right eye are diagrammed for the visual
field, A, the retina, B, and visual cortex, C, with the eye verged from the
freeze position by 9° to the equivalent primary position. The extent of bi¬
nocular field served by the contralateral and ipsilateral projections from
the right eye are separately diagrammed, 7A. Hatching designates the
horizontal extent of field known from binocular single unit recording, ver¬
tical to the left of the midline and horizontal to the right. A bold line boxes
the component of the projections also mapped by multiunit responses. The
scheme for the left eye would be coextensive but of opposite symmetry.
Some 16° of visual field thus projects to binocular cortex and symmetrically
bridges the midline. 13. A horizontal cross section shows the right eye
appropriately rotated 9° beyond the freeze position. The sectors of retina
served by field to the left or rigiit of the midline are indicated by appropriate
hatching. Short and long arcs define the extent of retina projecting ipsi-

laterally or contralaterally. Solid lines indicate definition by multiunit
response and broken lines by single unit responses. C. The extent of bi¬
nocular field represented in the projections of the right eye to left and right
visual cortex arc shown along the hfcfizontal meridian, IIM. as defined by
single unit responses. As in Figure 7A, binocular single units were en¬
countered in contralateral, left cortex with their fields ranging from 8°
right to 8° left of the midline. The ipsilateral range was the same. The
mirror symmetry of the two projections from the right eye shows that the
projection via the left eye would represent field coordinates topographically
fused in each hemisphere with those illustrated. The striking point is that
the binocular field would be represented in this eye position on both cortical
hemispheres in its entirety. The lateral limit of area VI then does not
coincide with the 90° meridian indicated in Figure 7C by the confluence
of the vertical and horizontal hatching.

about the midline. The boundary between V.I and V.II in
a given hemisphere coincides with the ipsilateral limit of
the binocular representation and not, as in the freeze po¬
sition, with the midline.

The "equivalent primary position" of the eyes
The eye position in which the rabbit optic nerve head

projects 18° forward of the coronal plane containing the

anterior nodal point forms a useful reference state which
we define to be the equivalen t primary position for a species
whose retinal fixation area has not been identified. The
fused ipsilateral and contralateral projections in the cor¬
tical maps of the visual field and the zero receptive-field
mean disparity so obtained resembles the situation in the
cortex of a species having defined fixation areas which
have been so aligned that the eyes are in the primary
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position. The equivalent primary position is also remark¬
able in the rabbit because of the unique symmetry by
which the cortical representations ofbinocular field in both
halves of the brain have their left and right boundaries
at corresponding eccentricities in the visual field.

DISCUSSION

Topographical representation in visual area 1
Thompson et al.'s ('50) report of a "gap" in the cortical

representation of the rabbit anterior visual field was con¬
firmed when multiunit responses were used for mapping
with the eyes in the freeze position. However, the above
results equally support the implication of reports by Van
Sluyters and Stewart ('74), Swadlow ('77), and Bousfield
('78) that contralateral single units are encountered in
binocular cortex with receptive fields located in the "gap."
The compression of the cortical representation of the field
from the 80° to the 90° meridians and its obscuration by
major blood vessels may cause this sector to be overlooked
during exploration by multiunit responses.

According to Thompson et al. C50) the region of retina
which projects to contralateral visual cortex is sharply
bounded from that projecting to ipsilateral cortex; the
boundary between the projections forms the "decussation"
line in their maps. If the eyes were set so that the projec¬
tions of the decussation lines into the visual field were

parallel, then the ipsilateral and contralateral projections
from the left half of the visual field would arrive only at
the right cortex. Their cortical representation is thus en¬
tirely contralateral in terms of the visual field. The de¬
cussation line for the eyes verged some 11° from the freeze
position would then define the nasal limit of the field in
each cortical map, the visual field midline, and the bound¬
ary between areas V.I and V.II.

Although Van Sluyters and Stewart ('74) do not com¬
ment specifically on this matter, their results and those
above indicate that the ipsilateral and contralateral pro¬
jections from one eye to binocular cortex deal with the
same region of visual field and arise from a common area
of retina (Figs. 6, 7). Retina nasal of the 72° meridian
projects contralaterally to V.I, but temporal of that me¬
ridian it projects bilaterally. This description is based on
single unit recording. However, even when multiunit re¬
cording is employed a bilateral projection may be defined
from terrfporal retina. A decussation line as understood by
Thompson et al. ('74) was not confirmed.

The current findings differ from those of Van Sluyters
and Stewart ('74) in that the width of field served by bi¬
nocular units appeared greater in their results; however,
they make no correction for the prismatic influence of the
contact lenses and it is possible that the eye positions may
not have been standardized and stabilized to the extent
they were in this series. More importantly, Van Sluyters
and Stewart ('74) described the ipsilateral projection to V.I
as lacking topographic organization. In sharp contrast, it
is shown above to be ordered in identical fashion to the
contralateral projection and to contain a topographic rep¬
resentation of the binocular visual field. This result in¬
troduces the possibility of achieving binocular single vi¬
sion by the systematic fusion of the entire contralateral
and ipsilateral projections in each hemisphere when an
appropriate vergence of the eyes is made.

If the eyes are verged to the extent claimed by Thompson
et al. ('50) as assuring a cortical representation devoted

to contralateral field, it is instead found that the entire
binocular field is represented in both hemispheres. The
boundary between V.I and V.II then occurs at the limit of
the cortical representation of ipsilateral binocular visual
field and is not, as Thompson et ai. C50) suggest, coincident
with the representation of the visual field midline.

Is binocular single vision possible in the
freeze position?

The encountered ipsilateral and contralateral projec¬
tions to points in binocular cortex, and to binocular single
units, arise in the freeze position of the eyes from retina
dealing with different hemifields and subtending diver¬
gent axes in visual space. Such receptive fields cannot
provide for binocular single vision under these conditions.

Although it does not appear to be served by the binocular
area of V.I, the rabbit in the freeze condition does possess
a 24° binocular optical field which is generated by the 12°
of each uniocular optical field which extends beyond the
midline (Hughes, '71, '72). It has been previously assumed
(Hughes, '72, '77) that this binocular optical field is imaged
on retina which projects to ipsilaterai binocular cortex and
provides a basis for cortical binocular vision but this region
of field does not appear to be served by binocular V.I. It
is confirmed that at least 8° of the uniocular optical field
which extends beyond the midline in the freeze position
is served by retina which contains ganglion cells (Fig. 4).
However, no representation of this region has been found
in V.I at the multiunit or single unit level, although it
does supply the superior colliculus (Vaney et al., '81). Only
such a pathway from extreme temporal retina couldprovide
for binocular single vision or stereopsis when the eyes are
in the freeze position. No other region of retina serves a
binocular field of view. However, if a very compressed or
nontopographic binocular representation of this region of
retina does exist in V.I or some other region of the brain,
it foliows that any associated binocular units would re-
qui-e zero mean disparity in the freeze position and wouid
thi s differ from those encountered in the identified bi¬
nocular cortex.

Can cortical binocular single vision be
achieved in rabbit?

The mean horizontal disparity of encountered binocular
units was 17.7° ± 2.5° (n = 21) in the freeze position. Van
Sluyters and Stewart ('74), who obtained the similar value
of 17°, point out that this mean, divergent horizontal dis¬
parity precludes the same region of an object at any dis¬
tance from simultaneously stimulating both receptive
fields. Although accepting that a 10° vergence for each eye
would fuse, or bring to convergent disparity, some 75% of
their binocular unit population, Van Sluyters and Stewart
C74) are reluctant to accept the possibility of simultaneous
stimulation of binocular receptive fields They emphasize
the "abnormalities" which they encountered: random to¬
pography of the ipsilateral projection, "split" monocular
receptive fields, binocular units with different contralat¬
eral and ipsilateral receptive fields, and a wide range of
relative vertical and horizontal disparities. The wide
range of disparities and random ipsi lateral topography
suggest that uncontrolled eye movements and contact lens
effects may underlie some of their findings.

By contrast, it has been shown above that the ipsilateral
and contralateral maps have a similar topography and are
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capable of fusion when the eyes are in the equivalent pri¬
mary position. The 17.7° vergence required to achieve this
from the freeze position of the eyes is equal to the mean
disparity for a sample of binocular single unit receptive
fields in the freeze position. The achievement of zero mean
horizontal disparity would thus introduce the possibility
of real objects simultaneously stimulating the ipsilateral
and contralateral fields of binocular single units.

In contrast to Van Sluyters and Stewart ('74), Vaney
and Hughes ('82) point out that rabbit binocular units
appear to be organized to take advantage of this possibil¬
ity. Thirty-four out of 35 such units possessed similar ip¬
silateral and contralateral receptive fields. Of equal im¬
portance, the simultaneous stimulation of contralateral
and ipsilateral fields causes obvious summation of the re¬

sponse of investigated units (Vaney and Hughes, '82). Such
a property would be functionally significant under natural
conditions only if the receptive fields actually attain the
zero or convergent disparities which topographic fusion
produces in the equivalent primary position.

When Van Sluyters and Stewart published there was
no evidence for vergence in the rabbit (Hughes, '71; Col-
lewijn, '77) and it is understandable that they decided
against the possibility of binocular fusion. However, more
recently Zuidam and Collewijn ('79) have demonstrated
convergent eye movements in freely moving rabbits. Their
maximum reported convergence of IS' would suffice to
ensure that a majority of the cortical units recorded in this
study possessed horizontal disparities appropriate to some
position in real space.

The identified single units of rabbit primary binocular
cortex are thus organized so as to permit binocular single
vision but it cannot be achieved when the eyes are in the
freeze position. It could occur if the eyes verge a minimum
18° to the equivalent primary position; this implies possible
two-state cortical organization.

Why should the rabbit have two states for
dealing with its frontal binocular optical field?

It is strange that the binocular optical field of a rabbit
in the freeze position is served by retina but apparently
not represented in visual area I. Although the anterior
optics of the rabbit eye are free of oblique astigmatism and
the refractive state of the binocular retina is close to em-

metropia (Hughes and Vaney, '78; but see De Graauw and
Van Hof, '77, '78), it may be that image quality in this
extreme peripheral region remains inadequate for binoc¬
ular fixation tasks (Van Hof and Lagers-van Haselen, '73;
Van Hof and Steele Russell, '77). The quality of the cho¬
roidal image does appear to deteriorate in the far periphery
as judged by ophthalmoscopy (Hughes and Vaney, '78).

The need for a two-state cortical system to deal with the
binocular field is thus arguable. The rabbit has the most
lateral eyes of any mammalian species and it obtains an
image over some 360° of visual horizon. A tonic vergence
with the eyes swung forward so that the binocular field
is imaged by less oblique, better-quality optics would nec¬
essarily reduce the extent of the rear visual field and gen¬
erate a blind area dangerous for an animal relying on
early warning for escape. Increasing the field-of-view of
the eye to eliminate the blind area under such circum¬
stances is probably not possible for conventional dioptrics,
which already provide the rabbit eye with a 192° horizontal
field (Hughes, '72). However, a two-state system might
accept some 18° of divergence between the receptive field
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of binocular cortical units and the temporary loss of bi¬
nocular vision when the animal is in the freeze condition.
This would permit surveillance to the rear while the an¬
imal crouches motionless (Hughes, '71). The projection
from extreme nasal retina to the superior colliculus might
provide some form of binocular vision under these condi¬
tions. If the rabbit moves or binocularly fixates, the eyes
could then converge on approaching targets (Zuidam and
Collewijn, '79) and gain the advantage of superior optics
with only temporary loss of field.to the rear of the head.
The absolute disparity of binocular receptive

fields and the horopter
In the equivalent primary position the mean horizontal

disparity of single units is 0° ± 2.5° S.D. and their mean
vertical disparity is 0° ± 3.4° S.D. Although these are
pooled values, the range of any given eccentricity ap¬
proaches a magnitude suitable for binocular single vision
or stereopsis (Barlow et al., '67; Nikara et al., '68; Joshua
and Bishop, '70), but neither capability has yet been dem¬
onstrated in the rabbit.

Joshua and Bishop ('70) report a slight negative gradient
of binocular single unit disparity with increasing eccen¬
tricity in the cat cortex and this is suggested to define a
horopter concave toward the animal. By contrast, in pass¬
ing from the 90° to the 70° meridian in rabbit we find a
comparatively gross increase of about 10° in the mean di¬
vergent disparities.

If a vergence of magnitude adequate to make all single
unit disparities convergent should occur in rabbit then an
oblique horopter lacking bilateral symmetry would be im¬
plied. The two cortical hemispheres would each map the
entire binocular field but their horopters would be mirror
images which would intersect on the midline to form an
X shape in horizontal cross section. An apparer tlv similar
suggestion has been made by Choudhury ('30). This in¬
teresting possibility requires confirmation.

Bilateral cortical representation of the midline field has
been reported for mouse (20°, Drager, '75), sheep (30°,
Clarke and Whitteridge, '76), and golden hamster (20°,
Tiao end Blakemore, '76). Although substantially wider
than the 1.5° reported for the cat (Leicester, '68; Blake¬
more, '69), these regions of binocular overlap do not rep¬
resent the entire extent of the binocular field as in the
rabbit.

Does the rabbit possess a functional retinal
fixation area?

In cat and monkey the retinal decussation passes close
to the fixation area. By analogy, Hughes (*77) suggests
that the projection of the cortical or retinal decussation
line into visual space might enable the definition of the
behavioral fixation axis as its intersection with the hori¬
zon's representation in a species lacking an obvious fixa¬
tion area. Clearly, however, the complexities associated
with the concept of decussation in the rabbit indicate that
this suggestion is unlikely to have general applicability.

The results from primary visual cortex indicate a region
of total overlap of the ipsilateral and contralateral projec¬
tions rather than a narrow band or clear-cut decussation.
With the eyes in the freeze position the cortical represen¬
tation of the midline visual field is very compressed and
quite unlike what might bo expected in the projection of
a fixation area. In the equivalent primary position of the
eyes, it is retina some 70° nasal of the optic nerve head
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which projects to the midline. Indeed, the largest number
of contralateral units encountered in the binocular cortex
were in this region (Fig. 3), and the horizontal cortical
magnification factor reaches a maximum value here. It is
possible that it contains a functional fixation area whose
center would then lie 2.8 mm along the streak from the
ora serrata; a position similar to that of the large cell node
identified by Provis ('79). Alternatively, the rabbit and
other species may attain relatively uniform horizontal
acuity over some 5-10° of frontal visual field and thus
dispense with the frequent horizontal reorientations of
head and eyes required by species with a delimited area
centralis.
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Summary. The receptive fields of 125 single units
recorded from the binocular region of rabbit primary
visual cortex have been analysed. The population of
43% radially symmetric, 23% directional, and 23%
orientation selective units is similar to that of rabbit
monocular visual cortex. The relative scarcity of
orientation selective units and the absence of orienta¬
tion columns differentiates rabbit from cat primary
visual cortex. However, the majority of binocular
units had similar receptive fields in each eye and very
unconventional receptive fields were not encoun¬
tered. Tested binocular units demonstrated summa¬

tion upon simultaneous stimulation of both receptive
fields. In conjunction with findings reported else¬
where, these results suggest that rabbit and cat
possess a similar provision for binocular vision in
spite of some differences in their cortical organisa¬
tion.

Key words: Rabbit - Binocular cortex - Visual
receptive fields - Single units

The binocular area of rabbit primary visual cortex
has been described in detail only by Van Sluyters and
Stewart (1974). They concluded that a single object
would stimulate few, if any, pairs of binocular
receptive fields because of divergent disparities, the
lack of evidence for vergence, the dissimilar recep¬
tive fields of 50% of binocular units and lack of

topography suggested by the presence of unusual
"split" fields. Their opinion that the rabbit binocular
system is imprecise and must involve a different kind
of processing to that of the cat was supported by
descriptions of random topography in the cortical

1 Present address: Physiological Laboratory, University of Cam¬
bridge, Downing St., Cambridge, CI32 3EG, England

Offprint requests to: A. Hughes, (address see above)..

representation of the ipsilateral visual field, the
absence of columns and a large proportion of indefi¬
nite receptive fields.

By contrast, Hughes and Vaney (1982) find the
visual field to be systematically represented in ipsilat¬
eral and contralateral rabbit primary visual cortex
and conclude that binocular cortex in rabbit and cat

has many features in common. The following is a
brief account of the single unit receptive fields
encountered during the study and is not intended to
be a definitive classification.

Methods

Techniques have been described elsewhere (Hughes and Vaney
1982). Surgery was carried out under 0.5% - 1.5 Halothanc in
70 : 30 nitrous oxide : carbogen. Binocular primary visual cortex
was exposed up to its boundary with visual area two (Hughes 1971;
Hughes and Vaney 1982) at the representation of the horizontal
meridian of the visual field.

Paralysis was induced and maintained by i.v. infusion jf
gallamine triethiodide. The ventilatory minute volume was set
30% greater than recommended for the unanaesthetised animal in
order to preclude distress from C02 accumulation over the 1.5%
level in the gas supplied. Body teiqperature was controlled by a
homeothermic blanket system; the ECG, and occasionally the
EEG were monitored. Xylocain was infused at intervals around
pressure points. No signs of arousal were noted during the 2-3
days of the experiments.

Electrodes were pulled from filament-lined glass capillary
tubing. After filling with 4M NaCl their impedance was 8 Mil at
50 Hz. An electrode was arranged perpendicular to, and just
above, the brain surface. A perspcx well which surrounded the
craniotomy was then almost filled with 3% "Ionagar" (Oxoid) in
normal saline and covered by silicon fluid (DC200, Dow Corning)
to prevent drying. Conventional recording facilities were
employed. Topographic mapping was used to ensure data collec¬
tion from clcctrophysiologically defined area V.I. The majority of
stable binocular and monocular units had waveforms and subse¬
quent injury discharges typical of cell bodies rather than axons
(Bishop et al. 1962).

A tangent screen was positioned 132 cm in front of the
anterior nodal points of the eyes. The eyes were sutured to rings
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Table I. Projection and types of the receptive field classes encountered in rabbit primary binocular cortex and subjected to detailed analysis

Receptive
field

category

Contralateral Ipsilateral Binocular

ON ON/OFF OFF ON ON/OFF OFF ON ON/OFF OFF

Radially
symmetric 17 6 6 3 1 10 1 8 52 41.6

Suppressed 1 1 0.8

Direction
selective 8 2 6 2 • 1 4 1 5 29 23.3

Axial'
orientation 13 3 1

•

17 13.6

Directional'
orientation 8 1 3 12 9.6

Indefinite'
+ unclassified 11 1 2 14 11.2

Total 77 13 35 125 100.0

* These classes were not segregated into ON/OFF types
Preferred direction or axis of directional and orientation selective classes taken together:
0° axis: 38% 90° axis: 36%

45° axis: 17% 135° axis: 9%

and set in the "freeze" position (Hughes 1971). Contact lenses of
zero power were fitted to protect the corneas from drying and did
not change the +2D refraction in the anterior field. This is
believed to represent emmetropia at the outer limiting membrane
(Hughes and Vaney 1978). The 0.76D working distance was not
corrected because of the uncertainties associated with anterior
field refraction in the rabbit. Receptive fields were sought and
plotted using spots and bars projected by a handheld Keeler
"Pantoscopic" (60 cd/m2) on a dimly lit background (7 cd/m2) and
they were qualitatively analysed by handheld cardboard stimuli on
a contrasting white (20 cd/m2) or black (0.6 cd/m2) background.

After a receptive field had been located and defined it was
centred on a 60 cm television monitor situated 115 cm in front of
the anterior nodal points. The background luminance of the screen
was 4.0 cd/m2; superimposed black and white stimuli were respec¬
tively 1 log unit above and below this level. Risely prisms enabled
fusion of the left and right receptive fields of binocular units.
Quantitative receptive field analysis employed a stimulus-pattern
generator (Hughes and Snow 1973). An HP2114B computer
processed both spike data and stimulus position information in
order to generate response profiles for the single units.

Results

Rabbit binocular cortex deals with visual field from
the 72° to the 90° meridian when the eyes are in the
"freeze" position (Hughes and Vaney 1982). In this
area, thirty tracks in six rabbits encountered a mean
of 9 ± 6 units per track. Ninety-five per cent of the
investigated fields were situated within ±5° of the
horizontal meridian so that they lay within the

projection of the visual streak. Two hundred eighty-
two units were encountered but the receptive fields
of 28 of these were not located within 20 min. The

receptive fields of 129 units were located but they
were lost before analysis was complete. Hundred
twenty-five units were held for between 1 and 12 h
which provided adequate time for detailed investiga¬
tion and classification. Of these, 35 possessed binocu¬
lar receptive fields. Some tracks passed through
monocular cortex and the opportunity was taken to
examine the receptive fields.

Receptive Field Classification

Receptive fields were grouped into six categories
(Table 1). Fifty-two of the 125 units were radially
symmetric because of the similarity of their response
to a stimulus entering along any radius. Their ON,
OFF or ON/OFF centre receptive fields could often
be mapped with a flashed light spot; some revealed
an antagonistic, others only an inhibitory, surround
organization (Fig. 1 A). These fields were not divided
into stationary and motion selective groups.

The maintained firing of one unit was inhibited
by a light spot anywhere in its large receptive field.
No stimulus was found to increase the firing rate of
this suppressed-only unit. A similar unit in monocu¬
lar cortex was inhibited by a dark spot. These units
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Fig. 1. A This radially-symmetric unit was the only binocular unit with significantly different receptive fields. The ipsilateral field responded
well only when a flashing light spot turned OFF but the contralateral field also responded at ON. The response profiles are for a dark-edge
tongue moving in the 270° direction and a light-edge tongue in the 90° direction. The responses of the two fields to the dark-edge are similar
but only the contralateral field responds significantly to the light-edge. The response profile for 40 stimulus transits was similar for entry
along all radii. B The hand plots for this directional unit revealed ipsilateral and contralateral receptive fields with dircctionally sensitive
dark-edge centres which did not respond either to light-edges or to stimuli wider than the field. The 270° preferred direction was the same
for both fields. The contralateral field was larger, dominant and tolerated a narrower range of entry angle than the ipsilatcral field. The
response profiles for the two fields were the same when averaged.for 40 passages of a 0.5° by 2.5° black bar back and forth along the
preferred/null axis at 4.57s. C Exploration of this orientation selective unit's contralateral field with a flashing light spot revealed only an
ON area. Light-edges, dark-edges and tongues mapped out a light-edge discharge centre (L) and a dark-edge centre (D) with the axis
through their centres running from 45° to 225°. An extended bar elicited a maximal response when moved through the field along the
457225° axis; movement along axes oriented at more than ±15° to this resulted in no response. This selectivity appeared to be determined
by interaction between the dark and light-edge centres. A narrow (2°) tongue of light entering the light-edge centre perpendicular to the
preferred axis was shown to elicit a strong response. When widened to 6° it simultaneously stimulated the dark-edge centre and inhibited
the response. Along the preferred axis, the response profile averaged for 40 transits of the stimulus shows the dark-edge centre response as
preceding that to a light edge for entry along the 45° axis. The reverse was true for entry on the 225° axis. D These profiles illustrate
binocular-summation between the contralateral and ipsilatcral fields of an on-ccntre radially-symmetric unit. Both receptive fields gave a
moderate response when stimulated separately by a bar of light moving back and forth through the field at 8°/s. The response to 40 transits
of the stimulus was considerably augmented when the fields were superimposed on the screen of the visual stimulator by means of Risley
prisms and simultaneously stimulated. Under natural conditions this would occur if the eyes converged

are reminiscent of the uniformity detectors in the
rabbit retina (L.evick 1967).

Fi(ty-eight units possessed receptive fields which
were not radially symmetric. Twenty-nine direction
selective units (Fig. IB) showed a maximum of
response for stimuli moving in one, the preferred,
direction and little or no response to movement in
the opposite, null, direction. Movement in the null
direction sometimes inhibited their spontaneous dis¬

charge. The stimulus entry angles producing consist¬
ent excitation ranged from ±20° to ±135" of the
preferred direction, mean ±70°. Directional selectiv¬
ity did not arise from the interaction of mapped
excitatory and inhibitory elements of the receptive
fields and was equally apparent to light spots, disc
stimuli and bars or extended edges. Extended stimuli
sometimes indicated the presence of an inhibitory
surround.
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The 29 receptive fields without radial symmetry
were selective for linear stimuli oriented over a

limited angular range. The stimulus selectivity of
eleven such orientation selective units was explicable
in terms of their separate excitatory and inhibitory
regions. Two units had orientation specificity defined
by adjacent, mutually inhibitory, dark and light
discharge regions (Fig. 1C). The orientation selectiv¬
ity of five edge selective units could not be accounted
for. Five orientation selective units responded better
to a bar than to an edge; their central discharge
regions were bordered by inhibitory areas.

At least five of the orientation selective units

responded best to line stimuli of limited length. Such
end-zone inhibition beyond one or both of the lateral
borders of the discharge region is characteristic of
hypercomplex units (Hubel and Wiesel 1965; Flenry
1977).

Of 29 orientation selective units, 17 responded to
movement in either direction along the preferred axis
of motion. The remaining 12 were directional orien¬
tation selective units and responded to movement
along only one direction of the response axis.

Fourteen cells with heterogeneous properties
comprise the indefinite (Van Sluyters and Stewart
1974) and unclassified units. Indefinite units gave
localised but variable responses and failed to respond
to repeated stimulation. Unclassified fields were
located but could not be grouped with other
categories for various reasons.

Receptive Field Size

Receptive field size was expressed as the geometric
mean of the major and minor axes of the hand plot.
The mean field diameter for units with different
classes of receptive field was similar for tracks within
the monocular or binocular representation of the
streak. The mean diameter of 47 radially symmetric
fields was 4.0° ± 5.9° and 2.8° ± 1.9° for 52
directional and orientation selective fields. The con¬

tralateral and ipsilateral fields of binocular units were
not significantly different in size and, in spite of the
great obliquity of the optics, they could be as small as
1° in diameter.

Encounter Proportions

Of 125 units whose receptive fields were localized
within 20° of the midline and analysed, 77 (62%) had
a contralateral field alone, 13 (10%) had an ipsilat¬
eral field alone, and 35 (28%) had binocular recep¬
tive fields. Non-orientation selective units formed

D.I. Vaney and A. Hughes: Rabbit Binocular Cortex

77% of the total sample and comprised 43% radially
symmetric, 23% directional, and 11% indefinite units
(Table 1).

No evidence was obtained for columnar organiza¬
tion with respect to receptive field type, or preferred
orientation, in either monocular or binocular cortex;
signs of clustering were insignificant. However, the
pooled preferred directions, or axes, of directional
and orientation selective units do indicate a prepon¬
derance of vertical and horizontal (74%) over obli¬
que orientations (26%) (Table 1) as has previously
been reported in reuna (Levick 1967; Oyster 1968)
and cortex (Ogawa et al. 1968).

Binocular Receptive-Fields

Of 125 units recorded from binocular cortex, 62%
were stimulated via the contralateral eye alone, 5%
were contralaterally dominated, 18% equally respon¬
sive through each eye, 5% ipsilaterally dominated,
and 10% stimulated via the ipsilateral eye alone.

The properties of the units stimulated through
the ipsilateral eye alone resembled those of the
ipsilateral fields of binocular units. This suggested

■that a corresponding contralateral field had been
overlooked. However, exhaustive search did not
even reveal indefinite or inhibitory "gating" fields
(Bishop 1973; Henry et al. 1969).

Two of 35 binocular units possessed one indefi¬
nite field; no double indefinite fields were encoun¬
tered. Only one binocular unit had dissimilar fields;
both were radially symmetric ON fields but the
contralateral field revealed a slight OFF response as
shown in Fig. 1A. The difference is minor. Preferred
directions and orientations were always the s ime for
both receptive fields of binocular units.

The binocular unit population (Table 1) com¬
prised 54% radially symmetric, 29% directional ,

11% orientation selective and 6% indefinite units.
Binocular summation upon simultaneous stimulation
of both receptive fields was revealed in all six of these
units which were examined in detail (Fig. ID). Such
interaction is strong support for the involvement of
these units in binocular vision.

Discussion

Binocular Organization

The population of units described above differs front
that of Van Sluyters and Stewart (1974). Indefinite
fields were rare, the receptive fields of both eyes
were similar for all binocular units, no split fields
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were encountered, contralateral dominance was Ifcss
obvious, some units possessed only an ipsilatcral field
and a smaller proportion of binocular units, 28%
compared to 79%, were encountered. The lack of
anesthesia during Van Sluyters and Stewart's (1974)
experiments could underlie these differences. How¬
ever, Choudhury (1980) reports only 47% of binocu¬
lar units to possess similar fields in anaesthetised
preparations.

It is not our intention to emphasise or explain the
differences between the two samples. We rather note
that, like the binocular units above, some 50% of
Van Sluyters' and Stewart's (1974) and 47% of
Choudhury's (1980) units did require similar inputs
from each eye. The divergent disparities of these
receptive field pairs led Van Sluyters and Stewart
(1974) to argue against their possible role in binocu¬
lar vision. However, the recent demonstration that
rabbits can verge up to 18° (Zuidam and Collewijn
1979) now provides a means for the conscious animal
to fuse on a single object the binocular receptive
fields found to be divergent in the experimental
situation.

Obviously some unusual features of rabbit
binocular cortex, such as indefinite fields and binocu¬
lar units with different types of ipsi- and contralateral
receptive fields, still require explanation. However,
Hughes and Vaney (1982) differ from Van Sluyters
and Stewart (1974) in that they describe a potentially
functional range of horizontal disparities and a sys¬
tematic representation of the ipsilateral visual field in
rabbit binocular cortex. In addition, it is reported
above that some rabbit binocular units demonstrated
summation when both of their receptive fields were
simultaneously stimulated. This would be a minimum
requiremer. for the employment of such units in a
binocular apparatus for single or depth vision. Taken
together, these results suggest that the organization
of rabbit binocular cortex has much in common with
that of the cat. Stereopsis (Fox and Blake 1971;
Packwood and Gordon 1975), and possibly single
vision (Packwood and Gordon 1975), have now been
demonstrated in cat and it is commonly argued that
the binocular apparatus forms their substrate. It thus
seems likely that the rabbit will be revealed to
possess these capabilities.

Absence of Columns

The lack of orientation columns in rabbit visual
cortex appears to be a genuine difference from the
cat. The above results confirm earlier reports (Arden
et al. 1967; Hughes 1968; Stewart et al. 1971).
Specific search for orientation columns (Bousfield

5

1977; Murphy and Berman 1979) has only revealed
slight clustering.

Single Unit Population and Encounter Rates

The above population of 43% radially symmetric,
23% directional, and 23% orientation selective units
in rabbit primary binocular cortex resembles the 39%
symmetric, stationary, and motion selective units,
9% directional and 15% orientation units of Van

Sluyters and Stewart (1974). Both samples are like
those encountered in monocular cortex (Hughes
1968; Ogawa et al. 1968; Chow et al. 1971).

The proportion of orientation selective units in
rabbit cortex was substantially lower than the 99%
(Murphy and Berman 1979) to 100% (Hubel and
Wiesel 1962) usually encountered in cat primary
visual cortex. Nevertheless, the orientation selective
units of both species have very similar edge, bar and
contrast selectivity, which may be associated with
hypercomplex and directional properties. Murphy
and Berman (1979) came to a similar conclusion
when comparing rabbit monocular cortex receptive
fields with those of cat.

It is, therefore, the non-orientation selective
receptive fields which have no commonly encoun¬
tered equivalent in cat primary visual cortex and
appear to set the rabbit apart. However, there have
been reports of these receptive fields in cat primary
visual cortex (Baumgartner et al. 1965; Denny et al.
1968). Similar rare encounters with non-concentric
units (Stone and Fabian 1966; Rodieck 1967) pre¬
saged the description of a large population in cat
retina (Stone and Hoffmann 1972). Although com¬
monly neglected, non-orientation selective units may
form up to 30% of the encountered population of
some regions of cat primary visual cortex (Joshua and
Bishop 1970). The single unit populations of cat and
rabbit cortex may thus turn out to be less disparate
than is currently accepted.
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TECHNICAL NOTE

A VISUAL STIMULATOR EMPLOYING A T.V. RASTER DISPLAY

A. Hughes1 and G. R. Snow

University Laboratory of Physiology, Parks Road, Oxford

(Received 19 July 1972)

A great variety of visual stimulators for the exploration of the receptive field properties of
single units has been described in the literature. Commonly these consist of slide projectors
coupled with a rotating mirror, or of a mechanical system for moving card stimuli. By these
means reliable repetitive movements at controlled stimulus velocities are obtained. For
qualitative investigation the experimenter falls back on the much more flexible "wand and
card".

The cathode ray tube has been little exploited as a means of presenting stimuli during
experiments on animals. The following device generates a great variety of visual stimuli
on the screen of a standard commercial 625 line TV raster and enables the experimenter
to carry out hand controlled exploration of receptive fields with as great a variety of stimuli
as card can provide, while enjoying the added advantages of continuously variable size,
instant contrast reversal, brightness and contrast control, and immediate transfer to auto¬
matically controlled movement of the stimulus at a pre-set velocity, along a selected path,
at a variable repetition rate.

The disadvantages of the method are the possibility of spurious responses arising from
the presence of the raster lines, responses to flicker resulting from too low a frame repetition
rate (although this should be limited by the use of 2:1 interlaced scan), and the iimitation
on the upper movement velocity set by the appearance of discontinuous movement, which
may be eliminated only by increasing the frame repetition rate.

The circuit consists of two main parts; a stimulus pattern generator and a system for
controlling the position of the pattern on the screen. A block diagram is given in Fig. 1.

The position of the stimulus is controlled by the output of the two voltage controlled
monostables which precede the pattern generator (Fig. 1). One of these is triggered at the
beginning of each line, and when resetting after its determined delay, gives a voltage change
which is used to establish the horizontal position of the stimulus pattern. The other voltage
controlled monostable is triggered by each frame pulse, and thus determines the vertical
position of the stimulus.

The adders which precede the voltage controlled monostables have various inputs. The
simplest of these is a potentiometer determined voltage, one feeding the horizontal and the
other the vertical monostable, which determines the monostable period and thus the stimu¬
lus position. The two potentiometers are mechanically linked to a joy-stick assembly of
the kind used for model aircraft radio control, which provides a means of moving the
stimulus about by hand, with the same degree of convenience normally associated with the
traditional wand and card stimulus.

1 Present address: Dept. Physiology, John Curtin School for Medical Research, Australian Nationa
University, Canberra, A.C.T., Australia. -
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Visual stimulus generator for T.V. raster display

T,+ Trigger
M Monostabte
y Variable control

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the visual stimulus generator. The function of the various com¬
ponents is described in the text.

Provision is made for automatic movement of the stimulus along the horizontal lines
of the raster. Movement at other orientations is provided by rotating the C.R.T. about its
long axis. The movement generator also provides a voltage which is fed into the voltage
controlled monostable to vary its delay and thus provide displacement' of stimuli across
the screen. This voltage is obtained from a ramp generating integrator whose output is
also fed to two triggers; one of these is set to give a pulse at zero volts—the threshold ofthe
other is variable. When the threshold of either of these triggers is exceeded, the output
pulse changes the state of a bistable which provides the input to the integrator. The conse¬
quent inversion of the input voltage to the integrator reverses the direction of the ramp, thus
producing alternate positive and negative slopes, which act on the voltage controlled
monostable so as to move the stimulus back and forth on the screen at a rate determined by
the integrator time constant, and for a distance determined by the setting of the adjustable
trigger threshold voltage; both of the trigger outputs are synchronized to the frame pulses
to stop unwanted flyback and changes of movement direction during a frame scan. A press
switch is provided for resetting the relationship between the bistable and the integrator
output which may be disturbed during switching.

Movement in one direction is obtained by switching the input of the integrator to the
d.c. supply, and the reset to the synchronised adjustable trigger output. In both the single
and double sweeps the length and rate of the movement are controlled independently.
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A hold facility is provided in order to give an adjustable delay between the sweeps. This
consists of a reed relay which open-circuits the integrator input for the delay period, which
is determined by the period of a monostable triggered from the variable threshold trigger.

Provision has been made for up to a ±45° change in the orientation of vertical edges
and bars generated by the pattern unit by increasing or decreasing the width of the hori¬
zontal monostable position pulse from line to line during one frame and resetting it between
frames. This is achieved by feeding another, faster ramp into the adder which precedes the
monostable. The amplitude of the ramp is directly related to the orientation of a vertical
edge on the screen. A second ganged potentiometer is required to provide correction to
ensure rotation of the edge about the centre of the screen. Positive and negative slopes may
be selected.

In the simplest case, the output of the vertical or horizontal monostable may be fed
directly through the pattern generator to provide a single vertical or horizontal edge with
provision for phase change, so that it may be set to be black on the left or right of the
screen or at top or bottom. Horizontal and vertical edges may be simultaneously selected
in various phases to provide a corner which occupies one of four positions on the screen.

A second edge, which is variable in position, may be added to form a vertical or horizon¬
tal bar. All of these stimuli may be combined in various ways; horizontal bar with vertical
edge to make a tongue; horizontal bar with vertical bar to make a vertical rectangle or
square according to the width settings. Finally a third and fourth edge may be added to
make another bar which can be superposed on the first to provide a contrasting band of
variable width and position for the investigation of laterally inhibitory borders of bar
shaped fields. The various permutations of edges provide a great range of stimuli (Fig. 2).
The logic incorporated ensures that at crossing points, the edges are suppressed in such a
manner as to enable terminated bars to be set up. Once established the stimuli may be
centred at any point on the screen.

Fig. 2. A selection of the stimuli obtainable from the unit by combining edges is shown above.
It must be remembered that movement, contrast and shuttering are also under the experi¬

menter's control.
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An alternative source of stimuli is provided by the annulus generator—for simplicity
these annuli are square! The outer and inner boundaries of the annulus are defined by a
large and. small square respectively. The vertical and horizontal separation of the edges of
each of these squares is determined by a pair of monostables whose duration is set by a
single twin ganged potentiometer which thus provides a single size control. Each of the edge
generating monostables is triggered from the appropriate voltage controlled monostable
by an intermediate delay monostable. This arrangement is necessary to ensure that the
squares remain in a fixed position on the screen as they change in size; the delay monostable
and the corresponding edge separation monostable are so connected to the same potentio¬
meter that as the duration of one increases, that of the other decreases. For the square to
remain stationary the delay monostable duration must change by half the amount of the
edge monostable. The arrangement of the monostable connections is clear in Fig. 3g.

A final source of stimuli is provided by a square/sine wave generator consisting of an
oscillator, triggered by the resetting of the voltage controlled monostable during the first line
of each frame; on subsequent lines the output of the monostable provides synchronizing
pulses, and the system is reset at the end of the frame. The oscillator is continuously
variable and has a series of frequencies which give a stable array. The output provides
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Fig. 3 (a-h). The following working drawings are included to minimize design work on the
part of anyone building the circuit. They are not referred to in the text but arc self explanatory
when examined in the context of the block diagram of Fig. 1. No plan for the triggered
oscillator of the grating generator has been provided as the design is straight-forward if

required.
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an array of bars modulated in intensity in a sine or square fashion which is moveable by
the joystick or by automatic control. The pattern logic system enables the bar raster to be
trimmed above and below and mixed with other patterns in a useful way, e.g. an annulus
may be generated with a bar pattern superposed in its illuminated area to test for edge
selective surrounds.

The output of the pattern generators passes through an inhibit gate, operated by the
shuttering oscillator, or by a push button which allows flashing of the stimuli. A syn¬

chronizing system is provided to ensure that the flashes are appropriately related to the
frame pulses and movement generator. The video output signal passes directly, or through
an inverter which enables instantaneous reversal of contrast, to a contrast control. The
direct signal gives a white stimulus on a grey background and the inverted a black stimulus
on a grey background. When the stimulus has been inhibited the whole screen remains grey.

The unit contains its own line and frame pulse generating system.
The system is effective with cortical cells but has not been tried out with retinal units.

It is possible that use of the normal frame presentation rates may produce sufficient flicker
to elicit spurious responses from units of the transient class.

In this preliminary form the T.V. tube was mounted in a ball bearing race, with its
screen vertical, thus enabling rotation through 360°. With appropriate earthing no extensive
screening was found necessary to prevent interference pick up by the microelectrode FET
input system. The animal looks at the image of the screen in a front silvered mirror which
is gimbal mounted. This arrangement enables a unit to be centred fairly rapidly but is only
suited to recording from the cortex and other locations where small shifts of visual projec¬
tion occur between successive units.

Some care must be taken to ensure that the raster line spacing—determined by the choice
of T.V. tube screen size—subtends a visual angle at the selected working distance which is
below the behaviourally determined visual acuity of the viewing animal. This will not,
however, guarantee protection from unit responses to the lines; it is well known that
optokinetic acuity is greater than behavioural acuity in most lower mammalian species.

Acknowledgements—A. Hughes is indebted to the Medical Research Council for support.
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INTRODUCTION

In the cat the right and left halves of the visual field are separately represented
in topographical fashion "on The-respective "contralateral cerebral hemispheres.
Furthermore, each half field is represented three times within a hemisphere upon

adjacent areas of cortex. From medial to lateral these areas are named visual I,
visual II and visual III. The boundary between visual I and visual II is formed by
the cortical representation of the medial edge of the half visual field. Because the
eyes are forward looking in the cat this boundary corresponds to the vertical meridian
which passes through the area for acute vision (area centralis) of each eye3-7.

There is anatomical16 and electrophysiological1-2'4-8 evidence in the cat that
the visual areas of the two hemispheres are interconnected along the boundary between
visual I and visual II by fibres running in the corpus callosum. Points more medial
or more lateral to this boundary, with receptive fields away from the vertical meridian,
have only sparse connections with the other hemisphere.

In contrast to the cat, the rabbit's eyes are laterally placed and it is therefore of.
interest to know whether the callosal fibres are again confined to the boundary between
the right and left halves of the visual field. We have consequently determined the
relationship in the rabbit between the cortical region receiving callosal terminals,
as shown by anatomical degeneration methods, and the electrophysiologically
constructed map of the projection of the visual field onto the cortex. This comparison
is made easier by the absence of the deep sulci which are found in the cat.

* Present address: Department of Ophthalmology, School of Medicine, University of Washington,
Seattle, Wash. 98105, U.S.A.

Brain Research, 12 (1969) 19-25
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EXPERIMENTAL

Anatomy

Three rabbits (weights 4.5, 2.6 and 3.0 kg resp.) were anaesthetized with
Nembutal* and the caudal 18 mm of occipital cortex of one hemisphere was removed
lateral to the splcnial sulcus. This included the visual areas I and II. 5-10 days later
the animals were again anaesthetized with Nembutal and perfused with 10% neutral
formol-saline. The caudal 15 mm of brain was cut in the coronal plane using a freezing
microtome. Sections were cut nominally at 0.03 mm and were stained with cresyl
violet and the Nauta method at approximately 0.6 mm intervals. The position of the
Nauta degeneration on the undamaged cortex was marked directly on the slides using
a fine felt tipped pen. The slides were then projected with a magnification of 3 times
onto paper and the outlines of the sections and the position of the degeneration drawn.
Before the sections were cut the intact hemisphere was penetrated by 2 needles,
approximately 1 cm apart, parallel to each other and to the long axis of the brain.
Later, when the brain was bung reconstructed, sections could be orientated and
related to the midsagittal plane by the position of the holes. The maps were recon¬
structed by measuring the distance of the degeneration from the midline, perpendicular
to the midsagittal plane, i.e. an orthographic projection. Linear shrinkage of less
than 10% occurred during the Nauta procedure but this has not been taken into ac¬
count as it would introduce an error of less than 1 mm in the position of the degener¬
ation.

Fig. 1. The caudal part of a rabbit's left cerebral hemisphere viewed from above. The limits of Nauta
degeneration, after removal of the contralateral visual area, in each of the 3 animals is marked.

HEMISPHERE

* Abbott Laboratories Ltd., Quecnborough, Kent, Great Britain.

Brain Research, 12 (1969) 19 -25
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The pattern of Nauta degeneration seen in the 3 brains was similar; the maps
are reproduced in Fig. 1. The reconstructed dorsal views of the brain show a dense
strip of moderately coarse degenerated fibres running rostrocaudally across the visual
cortex. The degenerated fibres could be seen to extend from the white matter in a

predominantly radial fashion. Only a few fibres could be seen penetrating as far as
the bottom of layer 111. However, after a similar operation in the rat and opossum,

degeneration has been seen to extend as far as layer 1 with the Fink and Hcimer
stain6. Rostral to the region plotted in Fig. 1 the degeneration becomes more extensive
and within another millimetre it was found throughout the whole dorsal surface
of the hemisphere.

Electropliysiology

A map showing the dual projection of the visual field onto the rabbit cortex
was used to determine the topographical relationship between the region receiving
the callosal projections and the visual areas 1 and 11. The map, made for other purposes,
was obtained electrophysiologically by determining the co-ordinates of the point
in the visual field from which a small light spot, flashed on and off, provoked the
maximum response for each of some 80 electrode positions. Tungsten electrodes were
used and the rabbit was anaesthetized with urethane.

Unlike the cat, the rabbit does not have a circular area centralis which can be
used as the centre of a syslem-of-vtsual field co-ordinates. Instead, for-acute vision,
the rabbit has a visual streak which stretches horizontally across the retina. A hori¬
zontal band of myelinated fibres emanating from this region can be seen with the
ophthalmoscope and is used as the basis of the parallels of the visual field co-ordinates.
The zero vertical meridian of the system of co-ordinates is arbitrarily chosen to run

through the optic nerve head. The parallels of thexo-ordinaie system were arranged
to run parallel to the myelinated band, and thus to the visual streak, because these
are normally held horizontal in the conscious rabbit.

The orientation and co-ordinates of the optic nerve head and the myelinated
band of the eye were determined ophthalmoscopically at the beginning and termination
of the experiment, during which the eye remained sewn to a brass ring. The data were
later transformed nomographically to a system of parallels and meridians arranged
so that the projection of the centre of the optic nerve head (which is 20° above the
streak) lay at the intersection of the —20° parallel and the central vertical meridian.
All results were reduced to this standard eye position. The visual field co-ordinates
associated with each electrode insertion on the cortex were marked on a plot of the
stabs and then the arrangement of the meridians and parallels onto the cortex viewed
in dorsal projection was drawn. The skull was not removed up to the posterior pole
so that the upper visual field must be more extensively represented than appears in
the results. The map of visual II will be distorted at its lateral margin because of the
greater obliquity of the brain surface in that region.

Three complete maps of visual 1 and visual II were obtained. One typical result
is shown in Fig. 2. The map will be treated in detail in another publication. The

Brain Research, 12 (1969) 19-25
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D.L.

SPLENIAL
SULCUS

V1

HEMISPHERE

Fig. 2. The same view of the cerebral hemisphere showing the representation of the visual fields.
VI, visual area 1; VII, visual area II. T, temporal and N, nasal to the vertical meridian through
the optic nerve head. D.L., decussation line. The dotted region is the maximum extent of the callosal
terminations in the 3 animals of Fig. 1.

contralateral half visual field is projected upon the rabbit cortex in a topographical
fashion with the vertical meridians running roughly rostrocaudally, parallel to the
midline. The medial boundary of the map, the temporal limit of the visual field,
is always located at the splenial sulcus. The visual field representation in the lateral
part of the cortex is a mirror image of the map on the medial part of the cortex. The
medial area is visual I and the lateral area visual II. The transition between visual I

and visual II is marked with a bold line in Fig. 2 and is the 'decussation line' of
Thompson et a!.13. The decussation line corresponds to a vertical meridian 70-8CF
nasal to the projection of the optic nerve head in space. Because on the retina it
corresponds to the line of division between ganglion cells giving rise to the crossed
and uncrossed optic nerve fibres, it is the meridian at which the two halves of the visual
field, which are projected to the different hemispheres,meet (Fig. 3). The dotted region
in Fig. 2 shows the position of the previously described degenerated callosal fibres
from the contralateral visual area. It is clear that the callosal fibres project to a strip
running astride the boundary between visual I and visual II in the rabbit. It should
also be noted that the greater part of the dorsal projection of the cortical map is
involved in the representation of the visual streak (+10° to —10° parallels).

The callosal fibres are thus less extensive in the rabbit than in the rat but

occupy a similar position10. The relation of the callosal fibres to visual I and visual II
is similar to that in cat1'2'4-8-16.

It is to be noted that the transition between visual I and visual II, the decus¬
sation line, runs more parallel to the midline on Fig. 2 than in the map of Thompson

Brain Research, 12 (1969) 19-25
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N N

Fig. 3. A schematic diagram to summarise the representation of the visual field upon the rabbit
visual cortex and the relation to the callosal connection. Abbreviations as in Fig. 2. For the sake of
simplicity the temporal portion of the retinas and their uncrossed optic fibres which arc responsible
for binocular overlap have not been included in the diagram.

et al.13. Our electrophysiological map, however, correlates well with the arrangement
of the callosal degeneration.

In one mapping experiment, a cut was placed somewhat medial to the electro-
physiologically determined decussation line. In toluidine blue-stained sections of the
brain it was found that the cut lay just medial to the ill-defined transition region
between area 17 and the area occipitalis. It would thus appear that area 17-occi-
pitalis border corresponds to the visual I-visual II junction defined electrophysio-
logically. In support of this is the finding that the position of the transition zones
between area 17 and occipitalis in the diagrams of the smaller rabbit brains studied
by O'Leary and Bishop11 corresponds with the position of the decussation line in the

Brain Research, 12 (1969) 19-25
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map of Fig. 2. It would thus appear that in the rabbit, as in the cat, theelectrophysio-
logically defined visual regions correspond to the cytoarchitectonically determined
cortical fields. The visual cortex of the rabbit as determined by Rose and Malis12 on
the basis of lateral geniculate nucleus projections is much more extensive than visual I
and must embrace the area occipitalis as well. This would suggest that the rabbit
primary and secondary visual areas receive separate innervation from the L.G.N,
such as has been demonstrated in the cat15.

DISCUSSION

In conclusion, our results show that only a narrow band within the visual cortex
is linked through the corpus callosum to the opposite hemisphere. This band lies
along the junction of visual I with visual II and, in terms of visual space, corresponds
to the junction between right and left halves of the visual field. This would suggest
that these fibres may be concerned with linking together the two halves of the visual
field which are represented in different hemispheres. The correspondence of the region
bearing the callosal projections with that representing the binocular portion of the
visual field indicates that the callosal projection may correlate range finding processes
in the two hemispheres.

It is alternatively possible that these fibres may play a role in transferring in¬
formation for pattera-discrimination from one-hemisphere to another as in split
chiasm cats9 and monkeys5. The fibres described above would, however, serve such a
function for only a limited portion of the nasal visual field. Behavioural evidence14
suggests that the rabbit uses its lateral visual field rather than the nasal for detail
vision so that this role for the fibres appears unlikely. The interhemispherical transfer
of information for--the lateral field may occur by means* oi more aiitei ioi~ canosai

fibres arising from some region of the cortex which carries out further processing
of visual information.

SUMMARY

The distribution of the terminals of the corpus callosum within the visual areas
of the rabbit were studied by removing the occipital cortex on one side and
looking for Nauta degeneration in the other hemisphere. The degeneration was found
as a narrow band running rostrocaudally over the occipital cortex.

In other rabbits an electrophysiological map of the visual field was produced
by recording, with tungsten electrodes, the response to a small flash of light. The map
consisted of 2 visual areas which are mirror-images of each other, lying side by side
with visual area I medial to visual area 11.

When these maps of the visual field were compared with the distribution of the
callosal degeneration, it was found that the band of degeneration coincided with the
junction between the 2 visual areas.

The significance of these results is discussed.

Brain Research, 12 (1969) 19-25
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Single Unit Observations in Conflict with Van Hof's
Theory of Orientation Discrimination in the Rabbit

A. Hughes
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Single unit observations are presented which cast doubt on Van Hof's theory
of orientation discrimination in the rabbit. An alternative interpretation of his
behavioral findings is put forward.

introduction

Van Hof (8) has investigated whether the orientation selective units
of the rabbit retina may be considered to be the exclusive intermediaries
of orientation discrimination. He interprets the results of his behavioral
experiments as suggesting that this cannot be the case and that separate
mechanisms are used in the determination of the. orientation of continuous
bars and rows of dots. This interpretation of the results appears to follow
from an assumption stated early in the paper: "Since the output of the
orientation detectors will only give relevant information if a straight
boundary is projected across the receptive field, it seems a plausible infer¬
ence that these detectors do only participate in the discrimination of bars."
And in the summary: "Since straight boundaries are not relevant to the
'dot' mechanism, it seems unlikely that orientation detection is exclusively
performed via the orientation detectors."

Previous experience of rabbit retinal and cortical orientation selective
units (4) suggested that orientation selectivity would be displayed, con¬

trary to Van Hof's assumption, to both continuous and discontinuous bands
centered on the receptive field. During recording from the rat visual cortex,
the opportunity was taken to present the stimuli used by Van Hof (8)
to an orientation selective unit similar to those of the rabbit cortex and
to determine whether orientation selectivity could be demonstrated in the
case of a row of dots.

Methods

Cells were recorded by means of 2-3 megohm glass micropipettes filled
with sodium chloride in area VI of rats' anesthetized with urethane. The
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dura mater was left intact and a'layer of agar (3%) covered the exposed
surface and limited pulsation.

The animals were either fitted with contact lenses or the cornea was

covered with a thin layer of silicon fluid (1 cs) to preserve its optical
quality. The animals were refracted and assumed to be emmetropic when
about 8d of hypermetropia was indicated (2). Stimuli were made up in
various sizes on slides (2X2 inch) and projected onto a tangent screen
at a distance of 0.5 m from the eye of the rat. The refractive error for the
animal would thus be about 2d which is perfectly compatible with the
normal functioning of the orientation selective units (5).

Results

The majority of the orientation selective units to be encountered in the
rat visual cortex have been similar to the orientated edge selective units
of the cat (3) ; flanking regions are not usually present on both sides of
the receptive lield. The field consists of an "on" area and an "off" area
connected in lecipiocally inhibitory fashion. In some cases stimulation of
the "on" area or the "off" area alone failed to elicit an excitatory response
so that the opposing region dominated and a clear preference for black
or white stimuli respectively would be noted.

Once a unit was recorded its identification as orientation selective was

rapidly achieved by the movement of extended black or white bars through
the appropriate region of visual field against a background of the reverse
contrast. When such an extended stimulus is moved perpendicular to its
long axis along various radii through the receptive field then firing is
found to be maximal for one specific axis of movement, the preferred axis,
and absent for movement along the axis perpendicular to it, the null axis.
The selectivity of the response depends entirely upon whether the two
regions of the field, the "on" and the "off" area, are stimulated simul¬
taneously or sequentially. In the former case there is no response, in the
latter there is a response. Firing may thus be elicited even for movement
in the null axis as long as the stimulus does not overlap into the opposing
part of the receptive field. It is thus possible to map out the extent of the
two regions by moving a small stimulus back and forth along the null axis
while slowly approaching the excitatory/inhibitory boundary from the pe¬

riphery with a simultaneous movement along the preferred axis. Firing
will he elicited until the border is overlapped. The same movement repeated
from the opposite side of the border will map out the opposing region of
field if it also gives an excitatory response. The border between the two
regions of the field may be precisely defined by projecting a bar of light
parallel to its long axis, (i.e.) parallel to the null movement axis, and mov¬

ing it slowly towards the border along the preferred axis while flashing it
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on and oft". Firing will be elicited until it just straddles the border when
it will cease although sometimes returning in the opposite phase relation¬
ship to the flash if the movement is continued into the opposite part of the
field. The results obtained with such an analysis for a horizontally selective
unit are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 provides an example of the application of Van Hof's stimuli to
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Fig. 1. An orientated edge selective unit of the rat visual cortex. The diagram sum¬
marizes the analysis described in the text. The receptive field is marked out by an

array ol circles of the same scale size as the spots of light flashed at the equivalent
points in the rat's visual field. + indicates that an "oil" response was obtained. ~ an
"off" response, and O "no" response. The dotted bars indicate the location of pro¬

jected white bar stimuli giving rise to the responses printed to the right.
The set of black stimuli in the lower part of the figure elicit firing when they enter

the "off" area of the field. The bar gives rise to firing for back and forth movement
as indicated by + sign and the two small arrows whereas the extended edge and
circle elicit firing only on entry into the "off" area from below. The large curved
arrow points to a line indicating the range over which firing is obtained for these
stimuli. The reversed contrast stimuli, white on a black background, elicit response
from the "on" area when entering from above. Only the bar is shown.

Stimuli moving along the null axis which extend into the "on" and "off" area,
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an orientation selective unit which responded best to white stimuli—the
reverse contrast to those used by Van Hof but otherwise similar. The
behavioral stimuli were bars 10° wide and rows of rots 10° in diameter

spaced with their centers 15° apart. The stimuli presented to the unit
shown consisted of a bar 11° wide and dots 11° in diameter spaced 20°
apart.

When the row of dots or the bar was projected with the long axis hori¬
zontal and located in the excitatory region of the receptive field without
overlapping into the inhibitory area, then a good response could be obtained
as the stimulus was flashed on and off. In this case the bar or the row of
dots is orientated parallel to the excitatory/inhibitory border.

Flashing of the bar parallel to the preferred movement axis or perpen¬
dicular to the excitatory/inhibitory border elicited no response from the
unit (Fig. 2A) but if the stimulus was cut off at the border and confined
to the "on" area then a pronounced response to its flashing was obtained
(Fig. 2B).

The differential response to the two orientations of the bar clearly results
from the simultaneous activation of the inhibitory and excitatory regions
when the bar is perpendicular to the border between them. A similar orien¬
tation selectivity will be manifested, contrary to Van Hof's assumption,
if the row of dots simultaneously activates the two regions. The receptive
field of this unit was about 15° along its preferred axis so that an extreme
test of the unit's ability to discriminate simultaneous stimulation of its two
regions was provided when two dots, whose centers subtended an angle
of 20°, were disposed symmetrically about the excitatory/inhibitory border
with the axis joining their centers parallel to the preferred axis and per¬
pendicular to the border. When the two dots were flashed simultaneously
there was no response (Fig. 2C) ; when the inhibitory area was stimulated
by flashing one of the spots alone then no "off" response was obtained
(Fig. 2D) but when the "on" area was stimulated alone by flashing the
spot which partially overlapped its field then a powerful response was ob¬
tained (Fig. 2E). It is thus clear that this unit would respond with orien¬
tation selectivity to rows of dots whose centers were separated by up to
20° at least.

Discussion

It is apparent that rows of dots such as were provided by Van Hof as
behavioral stimuli for "rabbits" are adequate to elicit the orientation sclec-

such as the vertical bars to the left, do not give rise to a response as is indicated by
the two small arrows and the — sign. Shorter tongues confined to the "on" or the
"off" area elicit a response if of the appropriate contrast as long as they do not over¬

lap the border between the regions.
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Fig. 2. The insets A to E show the response of a horizontally orientation selective
unit of the rat visual cortex to the flashing of the visual stimuli indicated by the inter¬
rupted lines. The border of the receptive field is indicated by a continuous line and
the boundary between the excitatory and inhibitory regions is shown a: a dotted line.
The upper trace of each insert shows the output of the inicroelectrode; the next
down indicates the flashing of the stimulus—down is on; the bottom trace is a 100
msec time marker. See the text for an explanation.

tivity which "rat" cortical orientation selective units normally demonstrate
to continuous edges or bars.

Similar orientation selective units have been described in the rabbit
retina (5) but, as Van Hot (8) has pointed out, these are too small to
account for the behavioral response to dots whose centers subtend an angle
of 15". These units project to the LGN (7) and to the visual cortex (4)
of the rabbit. Both Hughes (4) and Ogawa, Karita and Tsuchiya (6)
found the orientation selective fields to be usually relatively small (~5°)
but larger versions were encountered and Arden, Ikeda, and Hill illus¬
trate one (1, Fig. IB) which has a preferred axis length of 15°. There
is no reason why the results obtained from the rat units should not he
taken as applying equally to similar units in the rabbit cortex.

It is therefore the case that we may no longer accept Van Hof's infer¬
ence that the orientation selective units can be excluded from participation
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in the discrimination of the orientation of rows of dots. The results of
Van Hof (8) thus remain unexplained. Before attempting an alternative
interpretation it is to be emphasized that the involvement of the orientation
selective units in the behavioral process of orientation discrimination is
being tacitly assumed for the continuation of the discussion but there is
no clear evidence supporting the assumption.

The most important points established by Van Hof (8) which remain
to be explained are therefore: (a) why rabbits trained to discriminate
doted lines (97.2 ± 1.2% score) transfer well to liars (98.9 ± 0.4% score)
but animals trained to discriminate the orientation of bars 196.6 it 1.6%
score) transfer poorly to dots (62.1 ± 2.5% score) ; and (b) why the ac¬
curacy of orientation discrimination for dotted lines (10°) is lower than
for bars (between 5 4 10°) for horizontal, 45° and vertical orientations.
This second point will not be dealt with below; the differences is not very
large and explanations are too dependent upon the nature of the mechanism
underlying the transfer asymmetry (1).

The following explanation of the transfer asymmetry is put forward in
spite of its oversimplification because it coveis the facts at present available.
We limit the discussion to the vertical/horizontal bar discrimination. Tt is
assumed that the ability of the rabbit to carry out the task is based upon
a comparison of the separately summed outputs of the vertically and hori¬
zontally selective unit populations. For each region of the visual field in
which the illumination level is uniform there will be no response from the
corresponding units in either population and no contribution to the summed
output. Along each border of the vertical bar, however, all those vertically
selective units whose two regions are not overlapped by the border will
contribute to the summed vertical output pool. V, but 110 such contribution
will be made by the horizontally selective units to their summing pool, H,
because the vertical border must intersect both regions of each of the con¬
stituent unit's receptive fields. During training to select the vertical bar
the reward will come to be associated with a signal of magnitude X from
the vertical summing pool in the absence of an output from the horizontal
summing pool.

During the training of the corresponding discrimination between a verti¬
cal and horizontal row of dots there will be a different population response.
In the case of the vertical row of dots the gaps between the dots will reduce
the output of the summing pool V from X, as for a bar, to some smaller
value Y either by lowering the number of contributory units or by reducing
the output of each contributory unit if the receptive fields are larger in
relation to the gaps between the dots. It is also apparent that the introduc¬
tion of borders perpendicular to the axis of the dot row may, depending
on the gap to field diameter ratio, introduce some firing into the horizontal
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summing pool but in the absence of the necessary information we must
ignore this possibility.

Thus, because the animal trained to choose the vertical bar associates
a firing level in the vertical pool of magnitude X with the reward it will
fail to transfer the association to a vertical row of dots which give rise to
a smaller pool output, Y.

In contrast, if the training is initially to the vertical row of dots then Y,
the output of the vertical pool, will become the criterion for the reward
and upon the presentation of the continuous vertical bar the output of the
vertical pool, X, will exceed the criterion and transfer of the reward associ¬
ation from the row of dots to the continuous bar will readily occur.

The individual units at retinal and cortical level will fire well to the

flashing of an extended narrow bar projected into the receptive field as
long as it does not overlap the excitatory/inhibitory border. The ready
transfer from continuous to outline bars would thus be explained because
the output of the summing pools would be similar in both cases.

Van Hof (8) has pointed out that bis conclusions are. speculative but
may provide a starting point for electrophysiological experiments. It ap¬
pears appropriate to conclude by "putting the ball back into the behavioral
court." If the above model is valid, then the transfer asymmetry should
be demonstrable in the absence of straight lines or bars. Transfer from
a row of dots with wide spacing to a row of dots with relatively narrower
spacing should be readily achieved but the reverse transfer should fail.
If Van Hot's concept of a dot extrapolating analyzer was valid then asym¬

metry would not be expected in the case of transfer between rows of dots
of different spacing.
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The neural

representation of visual space

Drasdo1, and Lennie2, attribute Rolls
and Cowey3 with the demonstration that
monkey cortical magnification factor. M,
varies as the square root of the ganglion
cell density which deals with the cor¬
responding region of visual field. Lennie's
discussion is based on the development of
this relationship for monkey and man. In
fact, Rolls and Cowey report M to be
proportional to ganglion cell density deg2,
not to its square root, both within and
outside the foveal area.

Such proportionality between retinal
ganglion cell density deg2 and M has also
been described at several stations of the
visual pathways in a variety of species4"1.
It has been a long-standing puzzle as to
why a linear measurement, M, should be
proportional to a retinal cell density.

The outcome of Drasdo's data manipu¬
lations, that human cortical magnification
factor is proportional to the square root of
the ganglion cells serving the correspond¬
ing region of visual field (that is, of his
receptive field density, Dr), is thus not at
all in agreement with the findings of Rolls
and Cowey. If valid, it is the first instance
of such a relationship and implies that the
human visual cortex is organised in a quite
different fashion from that of saimiri or

macaque, or indeed from that of cat and
rabbit.

However, the data on which Drasdo's
conclusions are based are not sound

enough to warrant a belief that the human
cortex deviates so markedly from the
organisation apparently common to a
variety of species. The ganglion cell dis¬
tributions which he pooled8"1" were all
obtained by the unreliable technique of
counting on radial sections not subject to
an Abercrombie correction". Also, there
is no evidence of common criteria for

ganglion cells, shrinkages were not
measured and the distributions plotted
separately can support quite different
interpretations from those of Drasdo. It
perhaps suffices to point out that the
results of Van Buren indicate densities of
from one to more than two orders of
magnitude greater than those of Oppel at
the equivalent eccentricity. Correction for
optical magnification is a nicety in such
circumstances.

Of course, it would be pleasing if
Drasdo's conclusions were valid, because
the recent demonstration12 of propor¬
tionality between human acuity and
cortical magnification factor could then
relate acuity directly to ganglion cell
angular separation. In my opinion the
evidence is against such a relationship in
man13 or cat14 but, as Lennie points out,
knowledge of the distribution of the
specific ganglion cell class involved in
resolution tasks may elucidate the matter.
Note added in proof: Lennie's editorial
remains explicitly misleading. This might
have been avoided had Drasdo
emphasised that he claimed differences
between man and monkey which neces¬
sitated analysis in terms of \ D,, rather
than Dr, and M. However, I remain
unconvinced; the densities of Van Buren
and Oppel differ more than 100-fold at
the same eccentricity in the original data
quite independent of errors introduced by
replotting; similar large discrepancies
occur throughout their data and preclude
pooling.

A. Hughes
Department of Physiology,
John Curtin School of Medical Research,
Australian National University,
PO Box 334, Canberra City,
ACT 2601 Australia
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TOPOGRAPHICAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN THE

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF THE RABBIT

VISUAL SYSTEM

by

A. HUGHES

(Oxford)

introduction

Even, a casual glance at the rabbit head suggests that the visual field of the
animal is unusually large. This point was clearly recognised by the eighteenth
century poet who described the rabbit as possessing;

'Unsleeping eyes, by Nature raised
To take the horizon in '

In fact this description is more appropriate than the author can have imagined
because the major feature of the rabbit retina is now known to be the 'visual
streak', an extended area centralis which receives the image of the animal's
visual horizon.

In the subsequent pages I have brought together a collection of observations
which reveal the extent of the interdependence between the specialised eye of
the rabbit and the organisation of its central nervous system.

The work presented here is thus unified by the theme of the topographical
relationship between the visual field and its representation in the central
nervous system, both in the overt mapping sense and in more subtle ways.

My use of this theme stems from the influence of Professor d. whitteridge

who has emphasised the importance of mapping studies (whitteridge, 1965);
some of the material is a continuation of work begun by whitteridge and his
co-workers (choudhury & whitteridge, 1964; 1965; kerr & seneviratne,

1963). Other components, including most of the single unit studies, were
carried out some years ago under the supervision of Professor whittfridge
at Edinburgh University.

One initial problem faced in carrying out such a topographical study is that

University Laboratory of Physiology, Parks Road, Oxford, England.
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of comparing observations made on different individuals or in different regions
of the same animal. It is thus necessary to adopt some standard state for
relating the observations. The main points to be established are the orientation
of the head, the absolute position and orientation of the eyes in space and their
degree of convergence. The majority of the observations made to establish
these facts have thus been carried out on rabbits in the freeze state in which they
crouch motionless with the nasal bone about 355 away from the vertical. It is
quite possible, that changes occurring in normal behaviour will thus make some

of the results slated below misleading.

visual field

Visual Field 'In Vivo'

Total Visual Field The ophthalmoscopically observed limits of the retinal
light reflex were used to determine the total extent of the monocular and
binocular fields of view of an intact rabbit in the freeze condition with its

eyelids retracted. The results are similar to those of pisa (1939) and are shown
in Fig. 1 as determined in one characteristic animal. The binocular field begins
some 30-40 below the horizontal and extends to 70' beyond the vertical in the
midsaggital plane. The medial intrusion of the monocular field into the opposite
half field is at a maximum of 15° for each eye in a region directly above the
head. The total width of the binocular field is thus not in excess of 30 but

varies with the action of the retractor bulbi and the position of the eyelids.
The visual field of the rabbit was thus found to be almost a complete sphere.

The only totally blind areas are the optic nerve head and the narrow blind
sector under and behind the head. The extent of this region is variable and
depends upon the body and eyelid positions and upon the length of the animal's
fur. The topography of the area is therefore indicated only approximately in
Fig. 1 in which the ears are neglected.

Limit of Field to Rear of Head The rabbit has been described as possessing a

useful binocular field to the rear of the head on the horizontal. There seems

to be no possibility of this being true; statements to the contrary appear to
stem from misinterpretation of pisa's results (pisa, 1939). His theoretical con¬
structs of the rabbit binocular field show a narrow binocular field within 5°
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Fig. 1
The visual field of the rabbit divided into its respective binocular, monocular and blind
regions.

of the horizontal but the above findings are in agreement with his observations
on the intact animal which suggest that the rear limit of the binocular field is
some 30-40"' above the horizontal. As we shall see that the obstruction of view

by extraocular structures forms the main limit to the field of vision at the rear

then convergence alone would be inadequate to generate a binocular area at the
horizontal level. Even when the head and ears are raised above the level of the

body it is not possible to find evidence for the rearward directed binocular
field. In Fig. 2 the camera axis is centred on the middle of the rabbit's head and
parallel to its long axis. It is possible to see only the corneal vertex of one eye

and pupil of neither. As the camera was situated at a distance of three feet

Binocular reflex

Blind area

Optic nerve head & fibres

h
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Fig. 2
Photograph taken at a distance of 3 feet showing the absence of a view of the pupils
when the camera is centred at the middle of the marked black spot. A binocular field of
more than 2' could thus not exist.

from the animal it Is possible to show that both pupils should be visible if there
is a binocular field of more than 2-3° overall. It would have been necessary to
move the camera sideways in order to obtain views of either pupil so that it
appears that the rear limit to the monocular field runs back almost parallel
to the long axis of the body. Ophthalmoscopic observation suggests that it
terminates a degree or two lateral to a line parallel to the long axis. The figures
presented on page (37) bear out this view. If the monocular overlap into the
opposite half field Is 12° on average then it is clear that with an overall mono¬
cular field of 192° the rear limit of the field must extend back parallel to the
long axis of the head as long as there is no change in convergence.
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There is, of course, no doubt as to the existence of a binocular field above
the level of the horizontal to the rear of an animal in the freeze position.

'Blind Spot' The true blind spot of the rabbit is the region of optic nerve entry

through the retina hut the area may be effectively elongated along the hori¬
zontal. The optic nerve fibres fan out nasally and temporally to form a narrow

band which obstructs the access of light to a region of visual field some 140"
long and 8° wide, projecting to the lower half of lateral field some 13-15" below
the horizontal. Although this region is shown in Fig. 1 as being blind like the
optic nerve head projection there are receptors and ganglion cells subadjacent
to it for almost all of its length but the concentration of ganglion cells appears

to be low. The position of the relatively blind area is such as to offer little
impediment to predator detection; an important feature in an animal with
lateral eyes as there is no complementary coverage of the blind area by the
other eye.

The arrangement of the band of nerve fibres passing from the visual streak
to the optic nerve head is clearly visible in the accompanying photograph of an

eye opened under saline, Fig. 4f. In the hare (Fig. 4h) the arrangement is similar
but the fibres arch upwards in the middle of their course towards the optic
nerve head.

Potential Visual Field

Unobscured Monocular Field The monocular field, free of obstruction by
eyelids or body margin, was determined by the technique previously described
for excised eyes inflated to a pressure of 25 cm/FLO. The projections of the
optic nerve head and optic axis were used to nomographically transform the
results so that they represented the potential field of an eye in its normal position
in the animal.

The monocular field of the isolated eye was found to extend for 192° along
the horizontal and 180'' along the vertical. (Average of 6). This difference of
field extent is reflected in the corneal dimensions, quoted by davis (1925), of
15.6 mm along the horizontal and 13.8 mm in the vertical.

Unobscured Whole Field The unobstructed potential binocular field was

determined by reconstruction from the measured monocular field whose limits
were plotted as though viewed on the front and rear surfaces of a sphere centred
on the animal's head. The viewpoint lies on an axis passing from the centre of
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Fig. 3
Measured and constructed potential binocular fields projected onto the surface of a

sphere. See text.
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the sphere through the point of intersection of the midsaggital plane with the
nasal region of the equator. The sphere was assumed to be large enough to

Observed Construct

h
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make the interocular distance negligible. The region of overlap between the
right and left monocular fields defines the potential binocular field and blind
area. The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 3b. The observed results
from the intact animal are displayed in similar fashion in Fig. 3a as obtained
at a distance of 1 m. so that the interocular distance may again be neglected.
The only major difference between the constructed and observed fields is that
the reconstructed binocular field is much more extensive to the rear and extends

almost to the horizontal; the blind area is thus correspondingly less extensive.
This is to be expected as it is in this region that the greatest obscuration of the
field by the body occurs. The correspondence between the potential and ob¬
served visual fields is marked and indicates that almost all of the field of the

eye has been exploited in this much preyed upon animal. This correspondence
between the visual field defined by the organisation of the eye and that defined
by the marginalia of the orbit may be an important factor in the interpretation
of the eye movements of the rabbit and will be taken up again.

The plane of the iris and of the corneo-scleral junction may be seen to be
inclined medially at the upper margin by an angle of about 15° when observed
in an eye 'in situ'. This 15° rotation of the 180' vertical monocular field gener¬

ates the overhead binocular and lower blind areas. The subsequently demon¬
strated 13d inclination of the optic axis above the horizontal confirms this
effective rotation of the field about an antero-posterior axis running through
the anterior nodal point of the eye.

The photographs of the excised rabbit eye shown in Fig. 4 reveal the anato¬
mical basis for the form of the binocular field in an animal with dilated pupils.
Given that the two monocular fields are inclined towards one another by some

15° in the vertical, manifested by the large area of iris in the dorsal view (Fig. 4a)
compared with the ventral view (Fig. 4c), then the lower nasal binocular field
is obtained from the medial extension of the cornea in its lower nasal quadrant.
This extension can be seen in the anterior view of the eye (Fig. 4d) as a medial
retraction of the corneo-scleral boundary below the equator of the globe. The
width of the binocular field in the upper nasal and temporal regions is kept
constant by extensions of the cornea in the upper nasal and temporal quadrants.
These are indicated by arrows in the dorsal view (Fig. 4a). No extension of the
cornea is to be seen in the lower temporal region (Fig. b & c) where the blind
area coincides with the body.

Fig. 4g shows a frontal view of a hare eye which is very similar in organisation
to that of the rabbit.

fi
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Fig. 4
The excised rabbit eye in (a) dorsal; (b) posterior; (c) ventral; (d) anterior; and (e)lateral, views. In (f) the has been opened to reveal the optic nerve head and myelinatedband. Similar views of the hare; (g) anterior view; (h) eye opened.
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Relationship of Retinal Landmarks to the Visual Field

If a neurophysiological basis is to be provided for the interpretation of the
visual behaviour of the rabbit it is essential to be able to relate area of retinal

specialisation to given regions of the animal centred visual space. The area

centralis, or 'visual streak' in the rabbit, is the most important region in this
respect. It is unfortunately not usually possible to determine its position ophthal-
moscopicaliy, though differences in pigmentation may indicate its whereabouts
on occasion, and recourse to indirect location must be made. Previous to

reading oyster's 1968 paper I had assumed that the streak was orientated
parallel to the long axis of the myelinated fibre band and to the horizontal so

that the band and its blood vessels provided an indication of the orientation
of the streak.

oyster (1968) reports that in conscious rabbits the main blood vessels have
their axis inclined to the horizontal at an angle of 10.73 in the region neigh¬
bouring the optic nerve head. The preferred axis of one class of directional
units and the direction of pull of the medial rectus muscle were found to deviate
by a similar extent. It is thus possible that the visual streak is rotated, instead of
being maintained horizontal, so that its long axis corresponds to the direction
of medial and lateral rectus pull. It is alternatively possible that the blood vessels
are tilted but that the streak is held horizontal. If this were the case then the

axis of the visual streak and that of the blood vessels should diverge by some

10° with the greatest separation occurring on the temporal retina. In fact
numerous observations show that the peak ganglion cell count and the mean

line of the blood vessels are separated to the same extent at a distance of 5 mm

to each side of the optic nerve head and that their long axes are parallel (Fig.
5b & c). The implication is thus that if oysters' observations on the blood
vessels apply to this population, the streak should be inclined on overage 10.7°
to the horizontal.

This arrangement would appear teleologically unsatisfactory. If the streak
is horizontal, then the narrow region of peak count is directed close to the
animal's horizon for almost its whole extent. This region of the visual field is
of considerable interest and significance to a hunted species. If the streak is
tilted, then the high resolution regions of the streak w ould intersect apparently
arbitrary parts of the visual field except on the lateral axis. It is thus important
to attempt to determine the orientation of the streak in animals sitting in the
freeze condition.
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C

0 5 mm

visual streak

Fig. 5
A. Fundus photographs showing the blood vessels and optic nerve head of a rabbit in
the freeze position. Note variation in orientation. B & C: Blood vessels and peak gang¬
lion cell count of visual streak appear parallel in unfixed flat mount preparations of the
rabbit retina.

Orientation of The Visual Streak A fundus camera was used to obtain photo¬
graphs of the myelinated band and blood vessels in unrestrained rabbits. The
camera was arranged vertical with a spirit level. In four animals there was no

consistent deviation of the blood vessels from the horizontal. In any one animal
the orientation varied in successive photographs. Fig. 5A, but it is possible
that the obscuration of the field by the camera upset the natural position.
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In an alternate investigation the optic nerve fibres which pass down to the
visual streak from the region adjacent to the hyaloid artery remnant were ob¬
served ophthalmoscopicaliy in a lighted room. These fibres pass down the
retina perpendicular to the visual streak and thus reveal its orientation (Fig. 5).
By means of a slit ophthalmoscope their orientation was found to be 0.6 in a

clockwise direction. (Average of 12 animals) The results ranged from 4 to —5 .

The conclusion is thus that the streak, since it is parallel to the blood vessels
and perpendicular to the fibres, must be nearly horizontal under these condi¬
tions.

In almost all cases of animals sitting on a table in the freeze condition it has
been possible to run the ophthalmoscope along the table edge at constant level
and keep the myelinated band and blood vessels centred in the field of view.
On occasion restless animals have been encountered which show variations in

the blood vessel position but these were not in the freeze position and evinced
search behaviour. The results shown later suggest that variability in the streak
position during activity is to be expected for a variety of reasons.

Fig. 6
Views of the excised rabbit eye showing the positions of the medial and lateral rectus
insertions and their relationship to the myelinated fibre band and the visual streak.
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The photographs of Fig. 6 show an excised eye from anterior, medial and
posterior viewpoints. The arrowed black lines are the remnants of the posterior
ciliary Arteries which penetrate the sclera and roughly overlay the visual streak.
These vessels pass around the globe parallel to the myelinated band of fibres
leaving the optic nerve head. In Fig. 6D the underlying band of fibres has been
marked by cautery after identification of its position by transcleral illumination.
The fibre band and line joining the blood vessels are clearly parallel. The vessels
at front and rear of the eye may be seen through the conjunctiva in conscious
animals. Their position usually suggests that they are running parallel to the
horizontal. This impression was confirmed in one case in which the cornea was

anaesthetised, marked and then subsequently photographed when the animal
was in the freeze position. Comparison of the photographs with others of the
excised eye indicated that the myelinated fibres, posterior ciliary arteries and,
consequently, visual streak were parallel to the horizontal.

The insertions of the medial and lateral rectus muscles may be seen to be
quite broad but, when stretched, the line of pull is parallel to the myelinated
fibre band and hence to the streak. In keeping with the findings of rothfeld

(1912), wessely (1916) and prince (1964) I find the medial rectus to have a

mean insertion slightly above the horizontal and the lateral rectus slightly below.
It is thus clear that because oyster finds the muscle line of pull and the blood

vessels to be parallel, which is confirmed above, then the whole eye must be
rotated by some 10.7° under the conditions of observation used by him. Such
rotation of the eye has been observed in free moving animals (page 89). The
rabbits used by oyster were not in the freeze condition (personal communica¬
tion) and may have been using their binocular field rather than the streak.

Projection of Retina! Landmarks in Visual Field The horizontal extent of the
monocular visual field has already been presented as 1923 on average with the
limit of the binocular field being 102° nasal of a line perpendicular to the long
axis of the head and passing through the anterior nodal point of the eye. The
optic nerve head projects 9 nasal of this line and the optic axis, determined by
the purkinje images, is 2.0' nasal of it. In the horizontal plane the optic nerve

head is at the centre of the eye but the optic axis is somewhat temporal of the
centre. These relationships are indicated in the diagram of Fig. 7B.

The monocular field extends 180 in the vertical (Fig. 7A). The optic axis
was used as a reference when relating the results from different animals and
projects on average 13° above the horizontal. Given the 15" medial tilt of the
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field in the vertical plane it is clear that it is nearly bisected by the optic axis
projection line. The projection of the other retinal landmarks was obtained by

Fig. 7
Projection of retinal landmarks in the visual field of the rabbit in the freeze condition:
A in the vertical plane, B in the horizontal plane. BL, binocular limit; V, veitical; OA,
optic axis; SP, streak peak ganglion cell count; H, horizontal parallel; ONH & BV.
optic nerve head and blood vessels; DL, presumed projection of the decussation line;
P, perpendicular to long axis of head.
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measurements made on photographs of the investigator and an unrestrained
sitting rabbit at the time when the required feature was under ophthalmoscopic
investigation. The upper border of the band of myelinated fibres projects to

—16% the blood vessels leaving the optic nerve head and centre of the nerve

head project to —13 ; the hyaloid artery remnant projects to —0.5 and the
lower border of the myelinated fibre band projects very slightly above the
horizontal (+ I.53).

The projection of the invisible peak of the visual streak ganglion cell count
was obtained by conversion of the linear perpendicular distance between it and
the main blood vessels in 6 flat mounted, unfixed, hydrated and stained retinae,
to an angular separation in the visual field. The average distance was 2.8 mm

(range of 6: 2.7-2.9 mm). Measurement of the distance between the transclerally
viewed images of two distant light sources subtending a known angle to an

inflated, excised, eye was carried out with a travelling microscope and gave a

value of 0.17 mm/" in the region under the optic nerve head (average of 12;
range 0.15-0.19). The peak count of (lie visual streak must therefore project
about 3° above the horizontal.

No schematic eye is available for the rabbit in the literature. The necessary

calculations and observations were carried out but will be published separately
as they are not immediately relevant to this paper. The above observations on

the scale of representation of the visual field image under the optic nerve head
are in agreement with the finding of the schematic eye. The figure of 0.17 mm/°
leads to a posterior nodal distance of 9.75 mm which is in good agreement with
the schematic value of 9.85 mm. It is worth noting that the schematic eye indi¬
cates the state of refraction of the animal to be ID of hypermetropia which is
in agreement with the figures in the literature, chou (1954) and stone & leary

(1957) report emmetropia and 2D of hypermetropia respectively.

retinal organisation

Topographic Distribution of RetinaI Cells

The retinal image of the visual field is of fairly uniform magnification in the
rabbit. In enucleated but inflated eyes the retinal image is compressed by less
than 15% at the temporal and nasal periphery compared with the region under
the optic nerve head.

The various stages in the visual pathways are connected in strict topographi-
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ca! relationship to the retinal receptor mosaic so that the neural activity gener¬

ated by the retinal image of the visual field is organised in such a fashion that
the visual field may be said to have a projection within the CNS. The differential
transformation of the central visual field projection may offer clues as to the
fashion in which the animal uses its visual input. For the moment we are con¬

cerned with the transformation of the image within the retina. The radial
organisation of the retina ensures that the map of the visual field projection
that would be obtained from the photoreceptor layer is identical to that at the
ganglion cell layer. In this organ, therefore, it is more appropriate to consider
the cell densities, which do differ from one region to another. The overall
transformation carried out by the retina is best looked at in the output stage -

the ganglion cells - and we may return to the other layers later.

Ganglion Cell Distribution The area centralis or visual streak of the rabbit was

first described by chievitz (1891). A limited count of the ganglion cell distribu¬
tion was made by seneviratne (1963) from radial sections. The more extensive
map of retinal ganglion cell density in Fig. 8 has been made from a flat mounted
retina which was arranged to be securely adherent to a gelatinised slide, before
staining with cresyl violet, dehydration and mounting, thus ensuring a minimum
of shrinkage. This was not corrected for in making the counts.

The isocount lines define successive areas in which the ganglion cell count
increases in steps of 1,000 g.cell/mm2 from 1,000 g.cell/mm2 to 7,000 g.cell/mm2.
The origin of the term visual streak is apparent from the band of high ganglion
cell count running under the retinal blood vessels for most of the length of the
retina. The peak count of 7,000 g.cells/mm2 is centred on the optic axis in the
region under the optic nerve head. Along the streak the count drops off slowly
to the 5,000 g.cells/mm2 termination at each end but then declines more rapidly
- a little less rapidly in nasal than in temporal retina. Thus, although the decline
in density is most immediately noticeable in running from the streak peak
count to the .etina above or below, such a change also occurs along the length
of the streak itself.

The upward bulges in the 1,000 g.cell/mm2 - 4,000 g.cell/mm2 isocount lines
in the temporal retina occur in the region which normally receives the image of
the nasal field from the horizontal to some 30" below. This region is also, of
course, that which deals with the frontal binocular field. The nasal retina which
deals with the temporal field at the same level bears no such inflections in the
isocount lines.
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Fig. 8
A flat mount of the retina of the right eye of a rabbit. The blood vessels which overlay
the myelinated band spread out from the optic nerve head. Ganglion cell isocount
density lines are drawn in indicating the position of the visual streak. Numbers repre¬
sent the ganglion eel! count in thousands per mm2. Note the area of high count under
the optic nerve head and the upward bulge of the 3,2 and i x 103 isocount lines in the
region of nasal retina which deals with the ground under the animals nose.

It is of great interest to attempt to relate the line of decussation to the isocount
contours. The necessary optic tract section has not been performed so that
indirect, and not unequivocal, means must be used to determine the location
of the line. If it is assumed that the retina has been removed along its full length
then the 30 mm of the preparation represent some 192 of visual field along the
horizontal. 1° in the visual field thus occupies 0.156 mm on this retina. The
average binocular field is 12° so that the decussation line would fall as a vertical
line tangent to the end of the 4,000 g.cell/mm2 isocount. The optic nerve head
would project 15° forward of the perpendicular to the head long axis, which is
within the observed range. The above assumptions give an angular distance
from the optic nerve head to the binocular field limit of 87°. On average this
distance is 92° when observed in the living animal (range 87° - 95° in 12 cases)
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so that the calculated value falls within the observed range and justifies the
assumptions involved. Such a prediction is however based upon the assumption
that the projection of the decussation line is parallel to that of the other eye and
parallel to the long axis of the head and that the binocular field is not changed
by convergence from the magnitude determined in the freeze position.

It is noticeable that the isocount lines are more widely spaced in progressing
from the streak to the inferior retina, which deals with the sky above the horizon
than in passing towards the myelinated fibre band.

Ganglion Cell Diameter Distribution The ganglion cell density map of Fig. 8
shows the arrangement of the specialised area centralis of the rabbit, levick

(1967) has reported that the cells of this region possess rather specialised pro¬

perties when compared with those of the more peripheral areas. The visual
streak appears equipotential along its length in that the density of cells varies
little. It was, however, decided to seek for evidence of differentiation by the
examination of the distribution of ganglion cell diameter in various regions of
streak and peripheral retina.

The diameter of the ganglion cells was measured at a magnification of
X 1,000 on photographs of 0.36 X 0.24 mm areas spaced at regular intervals

on lines perpendicular to the visual streak and at various distances from the
optic nerve head in both nasal and temporal directions. The cells were grouped
into three diameter classes: 6-10 y, 10-14 u and 14-18 fj., without correction for
shrinkage. No ganglion cells were smaller than 6 u and the population larger
than 18 [x was significant only at the limits of the retina and was left off in order
to make the diagrams clearer. The sample populations vary from 40 to over

400 cells.

The results are shown in Fig. 9 for the same retina as that in Fig. 8. The
distance indicated in the top right hand corner of each set of results records
the distance of the sample line from the optic nerve head. The abscissa is a mm

scale indicating distance along the retina and the ordinate indicates the per¬

centage of the sample at each point contributed by each of the three continuous
lines which represent the divisions of the population. The ordinate to the right
of the figure relates to the dotted line which represents the total ganglion cell
density determined from the sample photograph. The arrow under the abscissa
of each section indicates the peak count of the streak as determined from this
curve. In passing from this arrow to the right the results come from progressively
more inferior retina.
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Fig. 9
Ganglion cell diameter populations for points on sampling lines perpendicular to the
visual streak at various distances nasal, N, and temporal, T, of the optic nerve head.
The distance indicated by the figure in the upper right hand corner of each section. An
arrow indicates the peak count of the streak on the abscissa which is marked out in mm.
to indicate the distance of sampling points up or down the retina. The left hand ordinate
gives the percentage of the sample at each point which is contributed by each of the
populations coded by the symbols indicated in the top left hand corner of the diagram.
The ordinate to the right gives the ganglion cell density in thousands/mm2 for each sam¬

pling point on the interrupted lines.
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The pattern of the change in population composition is very similar in cross

sections of the streak running from 11.7 mm temporal to 10 mm nasal. The
6-10 [jt count peaks on the streak while the 10-14 u. + 14-18 u counts arc

symmetrically decreased. Thus in running 4 mm up the retina the population
changes from about 50%, 10-14 u, to 80-90%, 6-10 ;j., on the streak peak. The
central run, 2 mm temporal of the optic nerve head, is continued for some

distance towards the periphery to show the relative uniformity of the population
once the visual streak has been left behind. In the peripheral region the popula¬
tion is about 15%, 14-18 u, 60%, 10-14 p., and 25%, 6-10 p.

The counts along strips running parallel to and on each side of the assumed
decussation line show little difference from the standard pattern (10.7 & 11.5
mm temporal lines).

The anomalous form of the most nasal and temporal counts, in that the
10-14 [x count predominates and the 6-10 p. is considerably reduced, is partly

Fig. 10
Plot of the relationship between ganglion cell density and the percentage of each gang¬
lion cell diameter class present in the population at that density. Points marked by the
symbols shown in the upper left hand corner show the average percentage of each class
of all points sampled at a given density. The line through each point indicates the range
of the samples, which is large in some cases but the clumping was good.
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accounted for by the absolute count of these areas being low like that of the
regions below the streak nearer to the optic nerve head.

The diameter distribution thus confirms the uniformity of organisation of the
streak that is suggested by the ganglion cell density counts. Apart from the
most temporal and nasal limits of the retina, the population appears to be a

relatively simple function of the total cell density at a given point and not a

function of the absolute position on the retina.
To test this hypothesis the values of each component of the population were

averaged over all the readings available from different regions of retina at a

given ganglion cell density. The average value was then plotted for each compo¬
nent as the ordinate of a graph whose abscissa was a scale of ganglion cell
density. The range of the values was indicated by a line drawn to the extreme
values from the average point.The results form Fig. lO.The range is rather large for
some of the values at low ganglion cell densities but the samples clump well and

/mm *
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GANGLION CELLS

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17mm

Distance below point of first count

Fig. 11
Distribution of the absolute count of receptor nuclei inner nuclear layer nuclei (coded
as 'bipolars') and ganglion cells, along a line perpendicular to the visual streak. The
counts start at a point just below the optic nerve head and pass down the retina. Dis¬
tance along the abscissa and density as an ordinate. Note that the visual streak is
represented in all layers.
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only a few points fall at the extreme limits. The average line is quite indicative
of the general validity of the above hypothesis. The population clearly alters
from a predominant 6-10 u. group, (95% in the region of 5,000 g. cell/mm2),
to a 60%, 10-14 p., population in the 500 g.cell/mm2 region. A model of the
diameter distribution based on the simple relation shown in Fig. 10 would
reproduce the basic form of the curves in Fig. 8 satisfactorily. It would be of
interest to know if the diameter uniformity is correlated with functional uni¬
formity along the streak and whether the constitution of the single unit popula¬
tion is a function of the ganglion cell density and not of absolute position.

Inner and Outer Nuclear Layers Cell density in the inner and outer nuclear
layers must be investigated in radial sections rather than in flat mounts. The
region under the optic nerve head was taken as representative of the majority
of the retina. Fig. 11 shows the results of counts of nuclei in the outer and inner
nuclear and ganglion cell layers at various distances below the optic nerve head
in a 6 p. thick vertical radial section of the eye. The counts were subjected to an

abercrombie correction (abercrombif., 1946).
The peaks in the plots of nuclear concentration in the three layers coincide

on the retina and indicate that the visual streak is represented, albeit not so

markedly, in the receptor and inner nuclear layers as well as in the ganglion
cell lamina.

The ratio of the nuclear counts in different layers is illustrated in Fig. 12 in
which the ordinate is a logarithmic scale. The marked parallelism of the receptor
and inner nuclear layer counts is brought out in the ratio plot where the term

'bipolar' is used to stand for the nuclei of the inner layer including those of
amacrine and horizontal cells but excluding muller cells. The receptor/inner
nuclear layer count remains constant along most of the retina at a value of
about 7 although it decreases to 5 on the peak of the streak. The potential
increment in resolution offered by the increased receptor density at the visual
streak may thus not be lost at the bipolar level since the nuclei of the inner
layer show a parallel increase in density. The slight excess of inner layer nuclei
over receptors in the area of the streak may indicate a lesser degree of conver¬

gence in the connections of the receptors. It is equally likely that the amacrine
and/or horizontal cell population is increased in this region.

dowling (1968) has described the rabbit retina as displaying many more

instances of bipolar cells which connect to amacrines alone than are to' be
found in cat or monkey retinae. If this reflects the greater sophistication of the
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retinal units in this animal then these connections might be expected to be most
common in the visual streak where levick (1967) has demonstrated a greater

variety of complex units than are present in the periphery (barlow, hill &

levick, 1964). High density of such contacts may be accompanied by an

increase in the number of amacrine cells which would lead to the lowering of
the receptor/inner nuclear layer nuclei ratio such as is found in this region
(Fig. 12).

Fig. 12
The ratios of the number of cells in the outer nuclear (receptors), inner nuclear layer
('bipolars'), and ganglion cell layers plotted on a logarithmic ordinate scale for sampled
areas on a line perpendicular to the visual streak and passing through the optic nerve
head. Note the relative constancy of the receptor/inner nuclear layer cell ratio compaied
with the inner nuclear layer/ganglion cell ratio.
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The relative uniformity of the ratio of receptors/inner nuclear layer cells
suggests that they are organised into subunits of uniform composition, or of
different composition but uniform distribution, and function throughout the
retina. An analysis of the results of chievitz (1891) reveals that a similar uni¬
formity of the ratio of outer to inner muclear layer counts exists in the cat

retina.

The contrast between the receptor/inner nuclear count ratio and that of the
inner nuclear layer cells/ganglion cells is marked. The latter changes from a

value of 5 at the streak to one of about 95 in the peripheral retina and thus
clearly reflects a different organisation at the area centralis. The overall recep¬

tor/ganglion cell ratio shows a similar form because of the constancy of the
inner nuclear/receptor ratio and changes from about 35:1 at the streak to
700:1 at the periphery. It is clear that much less gross, quantitative EM data is
required to reveal the organisation of the streak in any detail.

Cone Distribution There has been some controversy as to whether the rabbit
possesses cones. In prince's book (prince, 1964) an apology is made because
the presence of cones is denied in one chapter and claimed in another, sjostrand

(prince, 1964) describes two types of receptor; one is a typical rod while the
other - the type II receptor - is characterised by a short outer segment which
is surrounded by dense processes emanating from the pigment cell in which the
end of the receptor is always embedded. The inner segment of the type II
receptor extends half as far again as the rod inner segments towards the pigment
cells, sjostrand assumes these type II outer segments to be associated with
the irregularly conical pedicles to be found adjacent to the outer plexiform
layer. The unique form of the type II receptor caused sjostrand to question
the existence of cones in the rabbit retina.

There are various reasons for assuming that this receptor is functionally a

cone. Apart from the form of the outer segment, its morphology is consistent
with that of a cone. In Fig. 13B we present an illustration of the appearance of
these receptors in a golgi preparation. The outer segments seldom impregnate
but the inner segments are broad. The nucleus is situated in the most sclerad
layer of receptor nuclei and is always connected to a conical pedicle which gives
off fine tendrils from its base. All of these features are associated with cones

in other species.
Fig. 13C shows a most fortunate E.M. section which ran through such a type

II receptor from its insertion in the pigment cell to its pedicle and tendrils. The
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Fig. 13
Cones in the rabbit retina. A Arrows indicate cone nuclei with patchy chromatin lying
at the sclerad boundary of the outer nuclear layer, os: outer sigments; is: inner seg¬

ments; rn: rod and cone nuclei; bn : bipolar, amacrine and horizontal cell nuclei 300.
B Cone from a Golgi preparation of rabbit retina with distorted inner segment. The
outer sigments usually fail to impregnate, n: nucleus; p: conical pedicle; t: terminal
filament. C A fortunate E. M. section along the whole length of a type II receptor

showing the pigment cell lamellae enveloping the outer sigment and its connection to a

pedicle of the cone type with a terminal filament ( 6,000). D The pedicle at higher mag¬
nification showing the thin filament of the leledendron linking the nucleus to a pedicle
with complex synaptic apparatus.
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nucleus is situated in the outer layer of receptor nuclei. The cone foot with
characteristically complex synaptic apparatus is shown in enlargement in the
insert of Fig. 13D which clearly indicates the fine filament which connects the
pedicle to the 'teledendron'. A crude count of Type II receptor density and of
conical pedicles showed them to appear in similar quantity. The above Figs.
13C and D give unequivocal evidence for their association.

The nuclei of the type II receptors are located in a single layer of the receptor
nuclei, the most sclerad, and are mixed with the common rod nuclei. Their
chromatin is, as is the case in the cones of other species, fragmented in contrast
with the two masses characteristic of the rod nuclei. The cone nuclei are indi¬

cated by arrows in Fig. 13A.
The evidence that there are functional cones in the rabbit retina is most

convincing.
a. The eye has separate photopic and scotopic mechanisms (dodt & elenius,

1960) and the latter shows features of a cone system (elenius, 1958).
b. Although the purkinje shift is small in the rabbit (elenius, 1956) there is

electrocorticogram (monnier, vattlr &. roller, 1964) and single unit
evidence (hill, 1962) for differential spectral sensitivity in the later stages
in the visual pathway.

c. nuboer (1965) has demonstrated effective colour vision in the rabbit.
The correspondence of the morphology of the type II receptor with much of
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Fig. 14
Cone density isocount lines for the region of central retina. Note the upward sweep of
the 7.5 X 103/mm2 isocount in the temporal retina dealing with the lower nasal field.
The peak count coincides with the position of the visual streak in the ganglion cell layer
(Fig. 5).
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that of a characteristic cone, along with the evidence for receptors with func¬
tional characteristics of cones, appears to be an adequate basis for ceasing to
withhold the term cone because this is no longer a term descriptive of the outer

segment shape alone but is possessed of many functional connotations.
The single layer of cone nuclei makes it very simple to carry out a count of

cone density on a flat mounted retina which has been arranged with the sclerad
surface upwards. The cone nuclei may readily be distinguished under oil immer¬
sion from those of the rods. A set of cone isocount lines are shown in Fig. 14.
Comparison of these with ganglion cell isocount lines in Fig. 8 reveals that the
cone count is maximal on the visual streak. The increase - from a peripheral
value of about 7,000/mm2 to a count on the streak of about 13,000/mm2 -

follows the overall change in receptor density and no marked change occurs in
the percentage of the total receptor population that is made up by cones (8 %
of total) in descending the retina although in passing up towards the myelinated
band the percentage drops more precipitously.

Histology of the Rabbit Retina

In spite of the differences between the single units of the rabbit and those of cat
and monkey retinae there are no major distinctions to be drawn between the
cellular elements of the different species as observed in methylene blue and
golgi preparations, although differences are apparent in electron microscope
studies (dowling, 1968). Some drawings of impregnated cells from golgi

preparations of the rabbit retina are shown in a montage in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15
Montage of retinal cells observed iri Golgi preparations. Sec text of page (59) for key.
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a. Receptors form two classes only; the rods (c, c' and c") and the atypical
cones (d).

b. The horizontal cells have their nuclei either within the outer plexiform
layer (e) or within the inner nuclear layer (f).

c. Bipolars appear to be the characteristic classic forms, the mop bipolar with
the limited teledendronic spread (g) and the flat bipolar with more diffuse
telodendron (h).

d. The amacrine cells observed in golgi preparations have been few in number
but either spread deeply into the plexiform layer (j) or limit their termina¬
tions to one layer (i). The extent of their terminal tree is quite limited com¬

pared with the cells described in the cat (Leicester & stone, 1967).

e. Ganglion cells (k) have their dendrites confined to a limited region of the
inner plexiform layers in the majority of cases but have not been well pre¬

served in the golgi preparations. %

Amacrine and ganglion cell architecture was more satisfactorily observed in
methylene blue stained, flat mounted retinae. Two major classes of amacrine
cell are apparent in the drawings of such preparations, Fig. 16. One set of cells
has a relatively compact dendritic tree whose terminals are fine but arise from
thickened processes near to the perikaryon. The nuclei of these cells are located
in the inner part of the inner nuclear layer. Some send out several processes

which branch at a fairly uniform depth while others have a single process which
gives off branches as it penetrates deeper into the inner plexiform layer. The
other class of amacrine cells is more rare but its cells possess larger dendritic
trees (300 g.) than the previous group (100 y.) although the processes are much
more sparse and the field oval in form. These amacrines are situated in the
inner plexiform layer while the processes are distributed in a single plane just
adjacent to the inner nuclear layer. The two major classes of amacrine cells
appear to correspond roughly with those described by Leicester & stone (1967)
in the cat.

The ganglion cells stain readily with methylene blue and show an enormous

variety of forms. One to seven branches may come from the perikaryon and
spread deeply or shallowly in the inner plexiform layer. The dendritic tree of
a cell may be up to 2 mm across its greatest diameter. No detailed study of
these ganglion cell fields has been carried out. None of the so-called 'multi-
stratified' ganglion cells has been observed in this animal.
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Fig. 16
Amacrine cells seen from the vitread surface of an 'in vivo' methylene blue stained flat
mount of the rabbit retina. Two classes have been noted; bipolar type with extensive
but sparse dendritic tree lying within one plane of the inner plexiform layer and a class
with a dense circular or oval tree which branches at various depths in the inner plcxi-
form layer. Figures indicate depth of the adjacent dendrite in p.

Fig. 17 shows a specially selected group of ganglion cells from the region
under the optic nerve head. Examination of the shape of their dendritic trees
indicates them to be oval, a feature common to those in this region. The field
is extended along an axis parallel to the streak and at right angles to the line of
approach of the axon. Further along the retina it is to be noted that where the
axon leaves the cell at some angle to the streak then the dendritic tree is elon¬
gated in a direction perpendicular to the axon, the arrangement is indicated in
the insert B. The ovality of the receptive fields of the cells in the rabbit retina
to be seen in the results of barlow, hill & levick (1964) and which is com¬

mented upon by levick (1967) thus has its morphological counterpart in the
arrangement of the ganglion ceil dendritic trees. Oval fields are also found in
the visual cortex, again with the long axis horizontal (ogawa et al. 1968).
A retouched photograph of a large ganglion cell on the visual streak is shown
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Fig. 17
Ganglion cells in the region under the optic nerve head of an 'in vivo' methylene blue
preparation showing the tendency to ovality in the dendritic tree distribution. Inset A
shows an amacrine cell to the same scale. Inset B shows that the orientation of the major
axis of the field remains perpendicular to the incoming axon.

in Fig. 18 to illustrate the relation between the rays of myelinated axons, which
ascend the retina to the band leading to the optic nerve head, and the axis of
elongation of the cell's dendritic tree.

As in the cat (Leicester & stone, 1967), it has not proved possible to stain
the dendritic trees of the smaller cells of the area centralis.

central representation of the visual field

The representation of the visual field in the central nervous system is of par¬

ticular interest at three sites, the superior colliculus, the lateral geniculate
nucleus and the visual cortex. Preliminary maps of the superior coliiculus have
been described by kerr & seneviratne (1963), of the L.G.N, by choudhury &

whitteridge (1965) and an extensive map of the visual cortex has been pre¬
sented by Thompson, woolsey & talbot (1950) and confirmed by choudhury

\
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Fig. 18
Retouched photograph of a large ganglion cell in the rabbit retina just nasal of the optic
nerve head and slightly below the peak of the visual streak: the major axis of the cell is
perpendicular to the axon bundles which pass to the inferior retina and parallel to the
visual streak x 130).

& whitteridge (1964). The maps are in agreement in demonstrating the great

extent of the representation of the visual streak in each of these regions. Quan¬
titative comparison of the maps in the different areas has not been possible
because the upper and lower field representations have not been reported and
standard eye positions were not used.

The maps presented below are selected from the most extensive mapping
experiments and are characteristic for their respective regions. Recording was

carried out with tungsten electrodes of medium impedance which picked up

several units at one time in rabbits anaesthetised with nitrous oxide or urethane.

The region of visual field corresponding to a given recording site was located
on the surface of an "Airmark" perimeter, in which the animal's eye was centred,
by means of a neon Hash, small light spot and card stimuli. The co-ordinates
of the points in the field were then transposed by a nomographic procedure to
the case in which the eye is in the standard position described earlier. The
electrode positions were determined histologically. The map of the L.G.N.
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was defined with 250 points in 60 stabs, that of the visual cortex with 100 and
that of the superior colliculus with SO points in 50 stabs. The raw data and
transposed forms are not included because of limitations of space. The map
of the superior colliculus has been corrected for curvature of the medial and
lateral surfaces by plotting measurements made in a medio-lateral direction,
along the surface of the sectioned organ, in a plane projection so that the area

shown is about twice that to be observed in dorsal view. The cortical map is a

projection onto a horizontal plane with the head rotated 30° contralaterally
about its long axis in order to minimise the compression of the VII map on

the more curved lateral surface.

enh __0

Temporal
Retina

A
D N60° N30° 0° T30° T60° T90«

• ••••Peak fount Inferior Retina

Fig. 19
A Schematic diagram showing the projection of the visual field co-ordinates onto the
flattened retinal strip which includes the visual streak. 8 A theoretically constructed map
of the visual field at some central region of the nervous system based upon the assump¬
tion of uniform convergence of the projection from the retina over the representation of
the whole visual field and a uniform packing density of cells receiving the projections
(page 72).

The conventions in the maps are similar. The CP vertical meridian intersects
the perpendicular to the long axis of the head which passes through the corneal
vertex. The 0° parallel lies in the horizontal plane which intersects the corneal
vertex. The optic nerve head thus projects KP nasal in the field (see Fig. 19A)
and the line drawn through the optic nerve head and parallel to the myelinated
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fibre band projects 13' below the horizontal. The nasal meridia which segment

the visual field into 30' wide lunes are marked N and the temporal, T. The
limit of the representation in the nasal field is marked D and corresponds to
the decussation line. The upper field parallels are given positive elevations and
lower field negative elevations. The coordinate system is the equatorial ortho¬
graphic projection used by Thompson, woolsey & talbot (1950) which is more

appropriate than the usual polar projection for the representation of the map

in an animal with a visual streak.

Superior Colliculus

The most striking feature of this map, Fig. 20, is the great extent of the repre¬

sentation of the area of visual field between the —10' and +20' parallels which
encompass the projection of the visual streak. The representation is markedly
uniform along the length of the parallels although along the meridia it is clear
that the upper and lower fields receive a reduced representation. In the most
anterior part of the colliculus it was occasionally possible to record a hiss
response from the visual field beyond the decussation line of the contralateral
eye. A similar multiunit response was also obtained at the extreme nasal end
of the map when stimuli were presented in the binocular field of the ipsilateral
eye but no single units were recorded.

The correlation with the anatomical findings of giolli & guthrie (1969)
is thus good for they find a very small ipsilateral projection lo the anterolateral
region of the organ. No responses were obtained from the field above the 80'
parallel and consequently no representation of the region giving a binocular
light reflex above the head was observed. No representation of this area in the
projection of the ipsilateral eye to the superior colliculus has been noted in
degeneration experiments (giolli & guthrie, 1969).

The Lateral Geniculate Nucleus

The L.G.N, of the rabbit is small; its dorsal projection is about 3 mm medio-
lateral and 3 mm anteroposterior. Electrodes were inserted along the tracks
indicated in the coronal maps of Fig. 21 on a matrix of 0.5 mm steps. The field
representation was determined at 300 ^ steps during a stab. The results confirm
and extend the observation of choudhury & whitteridge (1965). Fig. 22
shows a dorsal view of the L.G.N, with the projections of the meridia at its
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surface marked in. The black dots adjacent to the scale of anteroposterior
distances indicate the plane of the mediolateral runs of electrode insertions
upon which the maps of the four coronal sections in Fig. 21 are based, in spite
of the reported absence of retinal projections to the a sector (giolli & guthrie,

1969), it has not been possible to distinguish the region when mapping. The
meridia and parallels appear to run through it without alteration. The first of
the coronal sections shows a map (A.P. 11.5) which, in its lower part is within

A

MIDLINE

ANTERIOR

Fig. 20
The projection of the visual field onto the flattened surface of the left superior colliculus
of the rabbit. T he upper visual field is represented along the medial margin and the na¬
sal field at the anterior margin. The meridia run from top to bottom of the map and the
parallels across. In this and later maps the upper field parallels have positive and the
lower field negative co-ordinates. The orientation of the eye during mapping is described
on page (63).
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the sector. These results are in agreement with those of rose & malis (1964)
who find a projection line to be continuous through the a and [3 sectors when
determined anatomically.

r

The series of sections runs in a rostro-caudal direction. The anterior map has

Fig. 21
The projection of the visual field into the lateral geniculate nucleus pars dorsalis and
ventralis shown in coronal sections running rostral (A.P. 10.5) to caudal (A.P. 12.25).
The vertical lines indicate the histologically identified electrode tracks. The decussation
line is shown boldly and separates the medial and incomplete mirror image representa¬
tion of the visual field from te main representation in the body of the dorsal L.G.N. In
the diagram A.P. 11 the map has been extended to include some of the visual represen¬
tation in the pars ventralis which appears to deal mainly with the nasal field.
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a good representation of the upper visual field which does not appear in the
subsequent maps, whose greatest recorded parallel elevation is no more than
about 30°, but otherwise the maps differ little from one another.

A narrow area running along the medial boundary of the L.G.N, contains
a second representation of the nasal half of the visual field, on a smaller scale
than that in the major representation.

The representation along the meridia is similar to that in the superior colli-
culus with the region of the streak obtaining the greatest area. Along the
horizontal, however, the temporal field obtains a markedly lesser representation
than the extreme nasal field.

Binocular responses have been recorded from the appropriate medial region
of the most caudal half of the L.G.N. It is in this region that the most nasal
lune from N60" to the decussation line, D, obtains its greatest representation.
In one experiment, binocular responses were obtained from the second repre¬

sentation as well as from the first and one section of the map from this case is
shown in Fig. 22 where the region of the binocular projection is shown bridging
the decussation line as a hatched area.

The ipsilateral degeneration in the L.G.N, observed by giolli & guthrie

(1969) is most extensive in the rear half of the L.G.N, and its position correlates
with that of the binocular representation in the coronal projection of Fig. 22.

In the coronal section 'A.P. 11.5 in Fig. 21 a part of the visual field representa¬
tion in the ventral nucleus of the L.G.N, was mapped. It is predominantly
concerned with the nasal field. The asterisk marks the position of the ipsilateral
terminal degeneration observed by giolli & guthrie (1969) and this corre¬

sponds well with the electrophysiologicaily determined location of the binocular
field representation.

A consideration of the relationship of the maps to one another indicates
that in the rabbit, as in the rat (montero, brugge & bettel, 1968) and the cat

(bishop, kozak, levick & vakkur, 1962), a given point in the visual field
receives a representation along a line running through the L.G.N, in a rostro-
caudal direction. The orientation of these projection lines is similar to the
columns of lateral geniculate degeneration described by rose & malis (1964)
subsequent to limited cortical lesions. The presence or absence of functional
differences along the length of one projection line remains to be determined.

The second visual area is puzzling. It is possible, since the representation is
very narrow, that the region recorded is extrageniculate. If the projection of
the rabbit L.G.N, is similar to that of the cat then the cortical areas VI and VII
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would both be supplied from the primary representation in the L.G.N, (glick-
stein, miller & king, 1965; wilson & cragg, 1967). The second representation
in the cat, located in the medial interlaminar nucleus, projects to area VI11
(glickstein et al, 1965) which has not yet been observed in the rabbit.

DORSAL

o°

l'mm I

Fig. 22
(Top) Dorsal view of the L.G.N, showing the projection of the vertical meridia on its
surface. The black circles adjacent to the left hand scale represent the positions of each
of the preceding coronal sections. The extent of the [i sector in dorsal projection is shown
and approximately indicated for the coronal sections in the accompanying sketches.
The map of the visual field in the coronal sections appears to be continuous through
the a and (3 sectors.
(Bottom) A coronal map of the visual field projection into the dorsal L.G.N, of another
animal in which the notched region indicates the position of the electrophysiologically
determined binoculai area.

MEDIAL

VENTRAL
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Visual Cortex

The map, Fig. 23, corresponds well with that of Thompson, woolsey & talbot

(1950) and choudhury & whitteridge (1964), but has been extended to

include the representation of the upper visual field in visual area 1. This part
of the map lies on the tentorial aspect of the posterior pole of the cortex and
in order to reach it electrodes were driven down through the upper surface.

The representation of the field is similar in areas VL and VII although in the
latter case the area of cortex is smaller. The streak obtains a considerable part

mm.ATERAl

Fig. 23
Map of the projection of the visual field onto the surface of the rabbit cortex. The pro¬

jection is made on a viewing axis 30 lateral of the vertical in the coronal plane. The
decussation line, which is drawn bold, separates the areas VI and VII. The hatched re¬

gion represents the area from which responses have been recorded from both eyes. The
map has been unfolded along the dotted line; the upper field lies beyond the posterior
pole on the tentorial surface of the brain. The black spots indicate the margin of visually
excitable cortex.
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of the map in both VI and VII. Along the meridia, the representation is similar
to that in the superior colliculus and L.G.N. Along the parallels, however, the
difference in the representation of the nasal and temporal iimits of the field,
already noted in the L.G.N., is more marked. In both VI and VII the most

nasal 30° of the map is considerably expanded relative to the representation of
the lateral field. The representation of the temporal field beyond 60 has not

been obtained in this map as it must have been so compressed as to occur

between subsequent electrode stabs. It is worth noting that the region from
N 60°-D at 0-(—1CP) which deals with regions to the front of and below the
nose, is greatly expanded and corresponds to the bulge in the ganglion cell
isocount lines in the temporal part of the visual streak.

The map shows a binocular representation in the anterior region of the
streak in both VI and VII. Although the field was mapped to an elevation of
100° it was not possible to obtain a binocular response from the area over the
animals head from which a binocular light reflex may be obtained.

Magnification Factors in Superior Col/icnlus, L.C.N, and Visual Cortex

The great variation in density to be observed in the distribution of retinal
ganglion cells is surrendered at all subsequent stages in the visual pathway
where the packing density of the elements is more uniform. The extent of the
representation of any given region of the visual field at some central station
would thus be expected to be determined, at least in part, by density of ganglion
cells in the corresponding region of the retina.

A quantitative investigation of this hypothesis can be carried out with maps

such as those shown in the previous section by comparing the magnification
factor (daniel & whitteridge, 1961), expressed as mm of tissue per degree
in the visual field, with the ganglion cell density in the corresponding regions
of retina. In many species the relationship has been shown to be good. (Monkey
cortex, daniel & whitteridge, 1961; rolls & cowey, 1970; frog tectum,

jacobsen, 1962: baboon colliculus, vejbaesya, 1967).
In Fig. 24 are presented normalised plots of the vertical magnification factor

(Mv) along the CF meridian in maps of the superior coliiculus, L.G.N, and
visual cortex. The peak values were determined from the original data not
from the maps themselves. Each of the curves is based on the results from two

experiments. The correspondence between the set of normalised vertical mag¬
nification factor curves and the normalised ganglion cell count is clear.
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ISO" 160° 100° 0° N30° N60° 0

Fig. 24
(Top) Normalised plots of the vertical magnification factor Mv along the O3 meridian
of maps of the superior colliculus, L. G. N. and visual cortex. The peak values were
obtained from the original data. The normalised ganglion cell count along the corres¬
ponding region of retina is provided for comparison.
(Bottom) Normalised plots of the horizontal magnification factor Mj, along the O'
parallel of superior colliculus, L.G.N, and visual cortex maps compared with the mean
of the ganglion cell count along each sector of the visual streak as marked off below the
abscissa.

The correspondence between the superior colliculus horizontal magnification
factor plot along the 0° parallel, Mh of Fig. 24, and the normalised peak
ganglion cell count is also quite good. The main difference between the curves
lies in the reduction of the cell count in the temporal retinal region receiving
the projection of the N 60-D sector, while Mh remains constant in the corre¬
sponding region.
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The large reduction in the horizontal magnification factor along the 03
parallel of the visual cortex and, to a lesser extent, of the L.G.N. in passing
from nasal to temporal along the map finds no equivalent in the peak ganglion
cell count line and is a deviation far greater than that of the superior colliculus
Mh plot from the normalised peak ganglion cell plot.

All three of the regions considered possess projections from the ipsilateral
retina in the sector containing the binocular area, N 6CP-D, which means that
this region may be expected to contain a correspondingly increased representa¬

tion in the maps. In effect, the peak ganglion cell count projecting to a point
close to the decussation line in, say, visual cortex may be regarded as being
twice that given by the retinal count in the contralateral projecting area since
the count from the corresponding ipsilateral projecting region of the other eye

must be included in the model. Points in the field further away from the decus¬
sation line, but within the binocular field, would be represented at the cortical
level by an effective peak count of lower magnitude since the count on the
ipsilaterally projecting retina falls off rapidly in passing temporally.

The construction of the normalised effective peak count plot including the
ipsilateral retinal counts requires a precise knowledge of the position of the
decussation line which is not available, it cannot, however, lie nearer to the

optic nerve head than at the limit of the 5,000 ganglion cells/mm2 region so

that adjacent to this the effective peak count would be about 10,000 g.cell/mm2
in the uncorrected shrunken preparation, but the value falls off rapidly and is
less than 7,000 g.cell/mm2 within 12°. The normalised version of this curve

thus declines more steeply at the nasal end than does the usual peak count
curve but the temporal count does not decrease as rapidly as is the case in
either L.G.N. or visual cortex and the correspondence with their Mh curves
is poor.

The difference in the extent of the correlation of the horizontal and vertical

magnification factors with the peak ganglion cell density in the L.G.N. and
visual cortex is not the only disparity. The normalisation of the scales masks
the fact that the vertical magnification factors are some 8-10 times greater in
magnitude than the horizontal in the region of the visual streak, even for
ganglion cell counts equivalent in both directions. This is immediately apparent

upon looking at the map if it is remembered that the elements of the field are

30% x 10% rather than 10% x 10%.
It is not known whether there is any functional correlate of the difference

between the vertical and horizontal magnification factor disparities. In the case
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of the superior colliculus it is possible that the difference results simply from
a generalised reduction of the scale along one axis and of its extension along
another without any differential convergence of incoming retinal fibres. The
construct. B, of Fig. 19 shows a pragmatically constructed model map of the
visual field representation at some central area based upon the rearrangement
of the retinal ganglion cells into a sheet of uniform packing density. Vertical
stretching and corresponding horizontal compression would produce a map

similar to that of the superior colliculus. The visual cortex and L.G.N, maps

cannot be explained this way because in these maps the temporal representation
along the horizontal is reduced relative to the lateral field while the vertical
scale is increased very little. The consequent reduction of area in this sector
indicates that actual convergence must have played some part.

If the visual streak is assumed to be represented by the regions bounded by
the 2,000 g.cell/mm- isocount then it is found that the percentage of the total
representation of upper streak and lower retina in terms of area in superior
colliculus and cortex and volume in the L.G.N, corresponds much more closely
to the ganglion cell count for the corresponding regions than to the corre¬

sponding percentage of the visual field. Thus,

%
Superior
colliculus

/o

L.G.N.

0//o

Visual
cortex

%
Visual
field

"//o

Ganglion
cell count

Upper retina 32 37 30 50 31

Stieak retina 41 42 48 17 47

Lower retina 27 21 22 33 22

17% of the visual field thus obtains 40-50% of the central representations and
has its image processed by 47% of the retinal ganglion cells.

Along the horizontal the distinction is not clear cut in this way since the
ganglion cell percentage in each lune is alniost equal to the percentage of visual
field corresponding.

The rabbit L.G.N, and visual cortex thus appear to deviate from the widely
accepted hypothesis of woolsey, Marshall & boyd (1942) which states that
the extent of the cortical representation in a primary projection areas is related
to the peripheral innervation density.
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rabbit eye movements

Introduction

brecher (1936) has pointed out that the lack of aggressive capability in the
rabbit makes it the subject of attacks by various predators against which its
only protection is 'freezing' (Niederdrucken) or flight. The eyes thus play a very

important role as 'Warnorgane' which is aided by their lateral position and by
the powerful optokinetic and labyrinthine reflexes which stabilise the retinal
image and facilitate the detection of movement within the visual field. He
concludes, on the basis of his own work and the earlier literature, that the eye

movements of the rabbit are of the most simple refiex kind and are devoid of a

voluntary component.
brecher's views gain some support from consideration of the role of the

rabbit visual streak (chievitz, 1891; kerr & seneviratne, 1963). In the freeze
condition, the animal obtains a great deal of information from the visual
horizon, and some from nearly every part of the remaining visual field, in spite
of the fact that all body and eye movements which predators are so well adapted
to detect are inhibited in this situation. Even optokinetic nystagmus is inhibited
(brecher, 1936, p. 382).

That the visual streak is used under conditions other than the freeze situation

can hardly be doubted, de kleijn (1921 & 1922) has demonstrated that the neck
and both static and kinetic labyrinthine reflexes arc unusually effective for the
maintainance of the orientation of the eyes in space during change of head
orientation. In the context of our current knowledge of the organisation of the
visual streak, his results (de kleijn, 1921) show that the visual streak remains
parallel to the horizon, and receiving the image of that part of the visual field
during rotations of the head about its long axis by 21" to right or left, rotation
in the horizontal plane of 17' each way and rotation about a bitemporal axis
of 55 up and 45 down from its normal position.

The rabbit appears to be peculiarly dependent upon the vestibular reflexes
for its orientation in space. Thus, in contrast to similarly operated dogs and
cats, bilaterally labyrinthectomised rabbits lack a visual righting reflex. The
eye and head position of blind or sighted, normal or thalamic rabbits is indis¬
tinguishable when they are placed in similar positions (magnus, 1924) but
destruction of the labyrinths results in permanent loss of eye and head stabilisa¬
tion although a small effect of vision on foot symmetry in unilaterally laby-
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rinthectomised rabbits may be demonstrated (magnus, 1924: p. 321, Figs.
152b & 152c).

Prior to the demonstration by ter braak (1936) and brecher (1936), that
more than half of the visual field must move before optokinetic nystagmus

may be demonstrated in the rabbit, it had been concluded by urbantschitsch,

1910, and bartels, 1920, that this animal displayed neither 'look' nystagmus
nor fixation nystagmus. The 'Wilkurliche Fixation' described by fleisch (1922)
was shown to be a special case of optokinetic nystagmus by brecher (1936).
Although able to elicit optokinetic nystagmus, brecher, (1936), ter braak,

(1936) and rademaker & ter braak (1948) have all been unable to demonstrate
fixation nystagmus in the rabbit but it could be induced in dog, cat and monkey.

This failure has been claimed to be a consequence of the absence of an area

centralis in the rabbit retina (brecher, 1936; ter braak, 1936, 1948, 1962;
walls, 1942, 1962). The retina was assumed to be equipotential so that fixation
would be of no value in tracking moving objects. The previous sections show-
that this is not the case even along the length of the visual streak. At the retinal
level the potential resolution at ganglion cell level drops off markedly above
and below the visual streak, the retinal image is of maximum magnification
in the region under the optic nerve head where the visual streak ganglion cell
count is maximal, and although the optical magnification is lower, the binocular
region of the streak may be distinguished by its specialised central connections.
In the consideration of the behaviour of the whole animal it is also necessary

to be concerned with the extent to which the central, as well as peripheral
regions, show equality of representation and as we have seen there is clear
evidence of greater magnification in the cortical representation of nasal and to
a lesser extent of lateral visual streak which might be expected to have a be¬
havioural correlate involving redirection of the eyes by voluntary control under
conditions not dominated by the freeze reaction.

Behavioural evidence for the selective direction of these potential fixation
areas is rare but available. Rabbits involved in van hop's discrimination testing
choose to view the test stimuli with their binocular nasal field, and similar use

of this part of the field may be observed in free moving animals.
On the other hand, washburn & abbott (1913) have observed that free

moving rabbits view test cards monocularly, often with alternate eyes, so that
the image of the card will fall on the region of specialised retina adjacent to the
optic nerve head. They found that, on the majority of occasions, the rabbits
elected to eat food presented to their lateral field rather than that simultaneously
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provided in their nasal field so that the middle of the visual streak may be
regarded as a secondary fixation area analogous to that often found in birds.

The erroneously claimed uniformity of the retinal organisation has often
been used to explain the absence of voluntary or spontaneous eye fixation
movements, as distinct from fixation nystagmus or tracking, in the rabbit. In
fact such movements are present in this animal, as will be shown, but are not so

common as in some other species. It must be made clear, however, that a

voluntary component of eye movement is also involved in those redirections
of the eyes achieved by head movements that are described above. In these
cases it is at least necessary that the vestibular and neck reflexes, which would
maintain the eye orientation fixed in space, should be opposed in order that
the eyes may rotate with the head.

The subsequent observations of rabbit eye and head movements were carried
out by either filming with a 16 mm cine camera or by videorecording and
subsequent playback when 35 mm photographs of single frames of interest
could be taken. The movements of the eye could be observed either by the
relation of the pupil margin, or of marks on the corneal surface, to the corneal
reflection of a light source at some distance from the animal. The quality of the
photographs obtained from the television system was adequate for the purpose

but unsuitable for reproduction and where necessary in the subsequent sections
tracings have been presented instead.

There has always been a degree of confusion in the naming of the direction
of eye movements and the number of terms available, especially in the German
literature, is considerable. In the subsequent sections we shall refer to head or

eye movements as being rotations from the normal position in the horizontal,
vertical or parasaggital plane.

Compensatory Eye Movements in Response to Passive Head Rotation

In order to establish the range of positions that the eye can reach in the head
of the rabbit, and for contrast with the positions attained during voluntary
head rotations, the results of de kleijn (1921) and fi.eisch (1922) have been
reinvestigated, extended and confirmed.

Horizontal Rotation The neck reflexes were found by de kleijn & magnus (mac>-
nus, 1924) to provide static compensation for eye position when the head is
rotated in the horizontal plane over an angle of about 20 to left or right. Such
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Fig. 25
Eye stabilisation during the passive rotation of the whole rabbit about its long axis in a
direction medial or lateral of the examined eye. The deviation of the eye from its normal
orientation in the vertical plane is plotted as ordinate. O , is the normal eye and head
position at the start of the experiment. In this, and the next figure, filled symbols are
used for rotations away from the starting point and open symbols for rotations pro¬

ceeding towards the starting point; a line of 45° slope passing through the starting point
indicates the eye and head positions which would be assumed if the eye maintained
fixed relationship to the head during its rotation: Each reading was made-under static
conditions. L, results of Fleisch (1922) for a blind animal. L + S,, sighted rabbit
rotated with: ■ range of good compensation. L -f- S2, sighted rabbit rotated outside of
range of good compensation. L + S + N, head twisted relative to the stationary body
in a sighted animal thus involving the neck reflexes and extending the range of good
compensation. Note hysteresis in the curves in which the range of good compensation
is exceeded.
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a range was observed but no quantitative examination of movements of passive
nature in this plane were made.

Longitudinal Rotation van de hoeve & de kleijn (1917) show that when
sighted rabbits are rotated about their long axis there is counterolling of the
eyes in the vertical which partially overcomes the applied rotation, flejsch

(1922) found that in blind rabbits the compensation was not perfect and dis¬
appeared entirely outside a range of about 15° rotation in each direction from
the normal position so that the eye rotated along with the head. The results of
fleisch (1922) are shown as Fig. 25 L in which the deviation of the eye from
the normal position in the vertical plane is plotted against the rotation of the
head. The results represent the pure labyrinthine, reflex stabilisation of the eye.

fleisch (1922) claimed that perfect stabilisation under these circumstances
involved visual fixation of a sighted animal (OKN). Rotations were thus carried
out rapidly enough to eliminate this possibility (fleisch, 1922) as it was not
desired to separate the kinetic and static labyrinthine reflexes. In Fig. 25 LT Sx
a sighted rabbit was rotated about its long axis and compensation was found
to be nearly perfect over a range of 20" either side of the normal head position
for several cycles of rotation but outside of this range the eyes rotated with the
head (Fig. 25 L + S2). Upon return of the head from an excursion in either
direction outside of the nearly compensated range it was found that stabilisation
began before the normal position of the eye had been reached so that the curve

shows hysteresis. The stabilisation of these abnormal positions is effective over

a range nearly as great as in the normal position of the eye. If the animal is
startled while the eye is held in an abnormal position then the eye resets to the
normal orientation with a nystagmic flick.

In Fig. 25 L+S+N is an example of the curves obtained when the head is
twisted relative to the body in a sighted animal in order to involve the neck
reflex upon the eyes. The range of stabilisation may be up to 45° in each direc¬
tion, which is nearly double that reported by de kleijn (1922), but is variable
between successive runs and animals. The range is clearly greater than that in the
case dependent upon the labyrinthine reflex alone. Hysteresis could also be indu¬
ced in this case by rotation of the head outside the range of goqd compensation.

Rotation About A Bitemporal Axis In the case of passive rotation of the rabbit
about a bitemporal axis, van de hoeve & de kleijn (1917) and de kleijn &

magnus (magnus, 1924) found that the counterolling dependent upon the
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labyrinthine reflex was inadequate to provide complete stabilisation of the eye.

In Fig. 26 L-t-S a sighted rabbit has been rotated over a range of some 16CF
between points 2 and 3 without complete stabilisation being apparent. This
part of the curve is like that of the above authors. It is noticeable, however, that
in setting out from or returning to the original position there is good stabilisa¬
tion over a range of some 30° or more. In Fig. 26 L+S+Nj the neck reflexes
were introduced by rotation of the head with respect to the trunk within the

UP HEAD ROTATION DOWN

Fig. 26
Eye stabilisation during passive rotation of the head and body about the bitemporal
axis. The nasal bone is in the normal position, 35 before the vertical, at"0 on tl\e ab-
cissa and the nose rotates up or down. The deviation of the visual streak from horizon-
tality upon failure of stabilisation is indicated on the appropriate ordinate scale. L + S,
eye stablisation is poor in the absence of a neck reflex component. L + S -f N,, the
neck reflexes were introduced by rotating the head up and down relative to the body
within the range of good compensation. L 4- S + N,, the range of good compensation
is exceeded and the eve rotates with the head. Note hysteresis.
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range of complete stabilisation so that many reversals of direction have oc¬

curred without deviation of the eye from its normal position. If this range, which
corresponds with that described by de kleijn (1922), is exceeded then the eye

begins to rotate with the head and hysteresis is introduced to the curve upon

reversal of the direction of rotation (Fig. 26 L-f-S+N,).
The line, tilted at an angle of 45°, to be seen in all of the above plots is that

which would be obtained if the eye rotated passively with head. It passes through
the point representing the normal resting condition of the eye in the head which
is with the myelinated band horizontal and the nasal bone 35' away from the
vertical (0", 0 ). Outside the range of compensation the plots tend to follow a

line nearly parallel 'o that of passive rotation but displaced by an amount

proportional to the range of stabilisation.

Voluntary Horizontal Eye Movements

Rotation of Eye and Head Cine film and video-recording reveal that readjust¬
ment of the relationship between the visual world and the retina is usually
effected in the horizontal plane by a combined eye and head movement. Fig.
27 A. Video-recordings indicate that the eye and head movements begin almost
simultaneously but that the movement of the eye is effected more rapidly than
that of the head, whereupon the eye remains locked in its new orientation and
the head rotates around it. The eye movement is complete within one frame
of a 16 frame/sec. film and rarely lasts for more than two 25 m. sec. 312 line
rasters on the video tape. The duration is thus about 50 m. sec. for small
rotations not greater than about 30°. At the end of the movement the eyes

bear same relationship to each other as at the start and are recentred in the
head when simultaneously observed from the front. With this system it would
be possible to detect convergence movements in the order of 4-5° but they
have not been observed.

More satisfactory results have been obtained by the use of two cameras to
view both eyes simultaneously. Half of each picture was blosked off and the
resultant images superimposed before video-recording. The results of such
observations confirm those above. Collewijn (this symposium) has also failed
to record evidence for convergence or divergence of the eyes during elec-
tronystagmography.

Rotation of Eyes Alone On occasion it is possible to record eye movements
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Fig. 27
Spontaneous eye movements in the horizontal plane. Drawings were made from prints
of a 16mm film; no frames omitted. The rotation of the eye may be identified by obser¬
ving the position of the image of a distant light source on the cornea relative to the pupil
margin. Between frames 1 + 2 in the first column, the eye rotates as the head begins a
simultaneous movement. The head movement carries on for three more frames after the

eye has ceased to rotate before the eye is recentrcd.
In the second column is an example of a similar eye movement which was unaccompa¬
nied by a head movement, but in this case the eye rotates temporally.
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in the horizontal plane which are not accompanied by head movements. Fig.
27 b shows a unilateral view of such an eye movement which had been preceded
by an ear rotation to the rear. It was some 15 seconds before the eye returned
to its original position, again without head movement. Animals sitting in cages
with opaque rear and side walls show such eye movements without head
rotation when their nose is directed to the front of the cage so that they must
be redirecting their binocular field.

Right and left view of the head of the same animal obtained with two television cameras
and a mixer unit. It may readily be seen that the right eye rotates towards the nasal field
simultaneous with a rotation of the left eye to the temporal field. The movements are of
similar magnitude and are thus not predominantly for the purpose of convergence. No
head movement was associated.

Unilateral observations of isolated eye movements arc subject to the charge

RIGHT LEFT

Fig. 28
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that they may be convergence movements seen from one side. The two camera

system provides evidence that this is not the case (Fig. 28). Observation of the
amount of sclera visible or the relation between corneal reflex and the pupil
margin shows that both eyes move simultaneously and by the same amount.
If convergence occurred it must have been of very small extent.

Voluntary Rotation of the Eyes in the Vertical

Rotation of Eyes and Head Special arrangements have to be made to induce a

rabbit to display interest in anything well above or below its visual horizon.

Fig. 29
Voluntary rotation of the eyes and head about the long axis when the rabbit examines
something on the lateral fixation axis, which is perpendicular to the long axis of the head.
Note that the relationship between the eyes and head as judged from the plane of the
iris remains unchanged between A, the normal, and ft the rotated position indicating that
the eyes rotate as much as the head.
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Some success has been obtained with mothers looking at their young or with a

'voyeur' buck looking at a doe. The rabbits were placed on a platform so that
they could look down on another animal on the floor below. If jumping was

not attempted the observer rabbit occasionally sat down and brought his
lateral field to bear on the rabbit below by rotation of the head and eyes about
the long axis. Photographs were taken of the animal from the front so that the
relationship between the eye position and the head position could be determined
by observation of the plane of the iris. In the normal head position the iris
appears to be medially inclined by an angle of about 10-15°. In the case of
animals looking down with the lateral field it was observed that the relationship
between the iris and the head remained unchanged but that eyes and head were

together rotated through an angle of up to 45°. Pictures are shown of an animal
in the normal position and with the head and eyes rotated (Fig. 29 A, B). The
rotation of the head and eyes is carried out quickly and the dynamics of the

o
UP 60-i
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Fig. 30
Voluntary rotation of the eyes and head about the long axis of the head showing that
the eyes remain in fixed relationship to the head during rotation in this plane (see Fig.
29). Note the correspondence of the points with the line of 45' slope which shows the
relationship between the eye and head orientation assuming that the eye remains in
fixed relationship to the head. Eye rotation away from the normal orientation in space
in the vertical plane, as judged from the inclination of the iris in frontal photographs, is
plotted as downwaid or upward when the head rotates medially or laterally respectively.
The filled circles relate to head positions which lower the eye and open circles to those
which raise it. The dotted horizontal line shows the relationship between the eye and
head orientation when the labyrinthine and neck reflexes stabilise the eye during passive
rotation of the head about the long axis (Fig. 25).
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process have not been observed. It is not known whether the eyes precede the
head, as in the case of rotations in the horizontal plane. In Fig. 30 the results
so far obtained are plotted as eye and head rotations from the normal position.
It is clear that the eye positions fall on a 45° line during voluntary observation
with the lateral field and that the eyes must at least end up in unchanged
orientation relative to the head. In view of the preceding demonstration of the
magnitude of the range of perfect compensation in animals subjected to passive
rotations when visual, labyrinthine and neck reflexes are operative, it is clear
that these rotations of the head and eyes contain a voluntary component in
that the stabilising reflexes have been prevented from manifesting their effect.
In Fig. 25 L+S+W the stabilisation is perfect over a range of rotation at least
40" in each direction and is totally absent in Fig. 30 for rotations of 30" in
each direction.

Rotation of the Eyes Alone There has been no sign during many hours of
recording of any voluntary eye movement carried out in the vertical plane
independently of the head. Such movements might justifiably been expected
since the peak ganglion cell count on the visual streak is very sharply localised
in the vertical and might be expected to be raised or lowered for the examination
of objects producing images just above or below the peak.

Certain behaviour has been observed which suggests a possible substitute

Fig. 31
Successive stages of head bobbing in the vertical plane; drawn from film of a videore-
cording (see page 86).
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for small vertical eye movements. If a rabbit is placed in a new environment
then it immediately 'freezes'. Its first subsequent movement is usually a bobbing
of the head up and down over a distance of 6-8 inches with the visual streak
held horizontal. This movement permits the vertical scanning of the image of
a cylinder of visual space at the level of the animal to be carried out simulta¬
neously by the visual streak of both eyes. Fig. 31 presents successive frames from
a video-recording of such a movement.

Voluntary Rolling Movements of Eye and Head

Rolling of Eyes and Head In order to study eye rotation in the parasagital

o
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Fig. 32
Voluntary rolling of the head and eyes in the parasaggital plane. Deviations of the eye
from its normal orientation which accompany head rotation in the parasaggital plane
arc plotted as the ordinate. Upward rotation means that the temporal end of the visual
streak is lowered by a rotation about the optic axis in the parasaggital plane, so that the
binocular streak receives the image of a region above the horizon. The head positions
are again derived from the nasal bone orientation and plotted along the abscissa. The
45 line indicates the relationship between eye and head orientation in space if the eye
lelains its normal orientation with respect to the head during their rotation.The hori¬
zontal dotted line indicates the range of good stabilisation of the eye when the head is
passively rotated (see Fig. 26, L r S 4- N2). See text (page 87) for symbols and expla¬
nation of results.
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plane during voluntary head rotation, video-recordings were made of buck
rabbits with marked eyes when the animal was using his binocular field to look
over the edge of a platform of variable height prior to jumping down to join
a doe below.

If the eye were simply stabilised during voluntary examination of the floor
then the horizontal dotted line of Fig. 32 should be obtained when eye deviation
is plotted against head rotation within the fully compensated range. If, on the
other hand, the eye rotates with the head during the voluntary movements
then the points obtained should lie on the broken line with 45° slope in Fig. 32.
The actual results are presented in this illustration. It is clear that the eye is not
stabilised. Some points relating to a head position of 60' up to 90' down fall
near to the 45' line indicating that in this range the eyes can rotate with the
head. Below a voluntary downward head rotation of 30"', although some points
fall on or near the line, it is clear that the head usually rotates more than the
eye. It is possible that this minimises the obscuration of the lower nasal field
by the nose.

A further point arises when the magnitude of the drop facing the animal is
taken into account. The large open squares are from occasions when the animal
is on a platform of height about 15-20 cm; the small open squares relate to a

height of 50 cm; the large black circles and small black circles relate to a height
of 100-130 cm. It is clear that the maximum deviation attained by the eye tends
to increase with the drop facing the animal. The large rotations indicated by
the open circles were, however, obtained at a height of only about 1.5 m but
from a very adventurous rabbit. It is not possible to assume any inevitable
correlation of height and extent of rotation since the animal may look at

regions of floor other than his predicted point of impact. It was impossible to
obtain any voluntary rotation in animals sitting free on a platform above about
1.5 m in height because they 'froze' and would not look over the edge. Only
some of the points in Fig. 32 represent the occasion just before a jump. The
cluster around that representing zero eye deviation in the normal head position
were obtained from records made when the animal was well back from the

edge of the platform.
It is important to note that a given head position can be associated with

different eye positions and thus, when the head is voluntarily rotated 60' down,
the eye may be from 30-60' deviated from the normal position whereas if the
head is forced to this position the eye would remain undeviated as a result of
the operation of the neck and labyrinthine reflexes. The deviation is not,
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however, the inevitable concomitant of the voluntary movement since the eye

remains undeviated in an animal which is washing its feet with its head rotated
some 60° down (indicated by the star in Fig. 32). A voluntary component to
the eye rotation is consequently revealed. The main point of this section is thus
that the eye rotates with the head during a voluntary downward or upward
fixation with the binocular field, but that this is not an inevitable result of head
movement and that the extent of the rotation may be a function of the magni¬
tude of the drop facing the rabbit.

The dynamics of the process remain unexplored. The movement of the head
during the time in which the eye is rotating blurs the iconoscope image and the
relationship between the eye and head positions cannot be determined.

Rolling of the Eyes Alone During these experiments it has been observed that
animals moving off from the freeze position, in which fhe mark on the eye and
the myelinated band were horizontal, occasionally rotate their eyes to raise the
binocular end of the visual streak by 10-20' so that the position described by
oyster is taken up (oyster, 1968). Similar small deviations from the normal
eye orientation may be observed after return to the normal head position
subsequent to forced rotations outside the range of complete compensation.
The voluntary rolling may be eliminated, like the hysteresis error, by startling
the animal with a loud noise or shaking.

If a rabbit with a marked eye in which the visual streak is horizontal is slowly
lifted from the floor by means of a firm grasp of the neck and rump fur then
the eyes may be seen to rotate in steps so as to direct the binocular area to the
floor below. When the rabbit is raised to about 2 m the eye may rotate by about
40' and sometimes returns to normal by steps as the animal is lowered again
to the ground. The phenomenon is variable between rabbits and a quiet alert
animal is required for its demonstration which may be aided by a slight shake
at some stage during the lifting.

This phenomenon might be regarded as a reflex part of the 'Liftreaktionen'
(magnus, 1924) resulting from labyrinthine or retinal stimuli. The conditions
may, however, be changed in the following way. If the rabbit is seated on a
raised platform and lifted until he is just above the surface then the eye will
remain with the streak horizontal. If the animal is then swung, either forward
or sideways, out over the floor about 120 cm below then the eyes usually show
a rotation of rather variable magnitude but not involving a head rotation.
When the animal is swung back over the table then they may flick back to the
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horizontal. In this case streaming of the retinal image or labyrinthine stimula¬
tion must be very different to that in the original situation. It appears clear that
some visual cue, probably stereopsis, is being used to detect the drop. The
ability to detect such drops is clearly present from the progressive reluctance of
adult animals to jump from platforms of increasing height. This ability appears

within about 10 days of visual experience (walk, 1966) and it has been shown
that the rabbit is unique amongst small animals in that visual cliff avoidance is
visually and not contact dominated (schiffman, 1970).

The Mechanism of Voluntary Eye Movements

Observed Eye and Head Positions Requiring Explanation It is clear from the
previous sections that there is a voluntary component available for eye move¬

ments in all three planes. In the case of horizontal and rolling eye movements
the eye may voluntarily move independently of the bead; in the case of the
vertical movements this has not yet been observed. In both planes, the eye

movements manifest without head movements are similar to saccadcs observed

in cats and primates although the rotatory eye movements isolated from head
ro'ation require special circumstances to be elicited.

Some insight into the central organisation for the production of voluntary
eye and head movements may be gained from an examination of the extensive
data on rotation movements. Thus in Fig. 33 A the rabbit is sitting with its
head in the normal position and the visual streak is horizontal. When the head
is rotated downwards to avoid a preferred piece of lettuce, B, or to wash the
feet, C, or when it is forcibly rotated by the experimenter, D, then the streak
remains horizontal. Stabilisation for upward rotation of the head is effective
over only a limited range, E.

When the rabbit is sitting, the eye may be in its normal position, A, have
the slight rotation described earlier, F, or it may show a pronounced rotation
accompanying a downward rotation of the head, H. The eye position is neither
inevitably linked to that of the head, because the head may be considerably
but the eye only slightly rotated, G, nor is the eye position determined by the
neck extension because similar eye deviations are to be seen in Fig. H and I
although the neck is extended in one case and not in the other; moreover,

different eye positions are apparent in Fig. G and I in both of which the neck
is extended. During a voluntary upward look, however, the eye appears to

invariably rotate as much as the head, J, just as is the case during voluntary
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rotation about the long axis.
Although there are quite apparent differences in the characteristics of eye,

or eye with head, movements in the three planes considered it is clear that,
whether the eyes move with the head or precede it, at least four sets of reflexes
operate in a sense which would oppose the voluntary movement. These are the
static and stato-kinetic reflexes of the labyrinth, the neck reflexes and the visual
reflexes which give rise to OKN. As has been previously stated, their effect
must in some way be offset for the voluntary rotation of the eyes to be estab¬
lished.

Optokinetic Nystagmus May Be Ignored In This Context Optokinetic nystag¬
mus has been shown (collewijn, 1969) to have a very limited acceleratory
capacity in the rabbit so that 1° per second is the maximum rate of rotation
that may be fully compensated for within one second. Voluntary head rotations
produce accelerations greatly in excess of this with which only the kinetic
labyrinthine reflexes can cope. The failure of magnus (1924) to observe tempo¬

rary optic compensation of eye or head position during rotation of a bilaterally
labyrinthectomised animal (Fig. 80 and Fig. 109) must be related to the rate
with which the animals were brought to the observed positions. Fleisch rotited
his rabbits very slowly when demonstrating the involvement of OKN in the
compensatory positions of the eyes. We are thus not required to consider the
means by which OKN might be overcome during voluntary rotations since its
frequency response is too iow for it to be effective in this context.

Possible Mechanisms for Voluntary Eye and Head Rotations In view of some

of the unusual features of the rabbit eye movements, and in an attempt to come

to some understanding of the nature of the central mechanisms involved, it
appears incumbent upon us to examine some rather unconvential possibilities
for the generation of the voluntary deviations of eye and head position.

Voluntary Eye Rotations
1. Rotation of the eye with the head is not achieved by the inevitable sltppression

of the stabilisation mechanism during the voluntary rotation of the head. The
stabilisation of the eyes normally observed during passive rotation of the head
can be equally effective during the voluntary rotation of the head in all of the
three planes considered earlier e.g. Fig. 33 b and c and 5 below.

2. Rotation of the eye with the head is not achieved by the voluntary rotation
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Fig. 33
Drawing made from photographs of rabbits with corneal markers parallel to the visual
streak. The variable relationship between the eye and head positions in the parasaggital
plane is discussed on page (89).

of the head into the range of incomplete compensation of eye orientation. In Fig.
30 and 32 it can be seen that voluntary eye and head rotations may be of equal
magnitude although within the range accompanied by perfect eye stabilisation
during passive movements.

3. Voluntary rotation of the eyes with the head is not a passive rotation sub¬
sequent to the suppression of the stabilising system. The eye rotation may precede
that of the head in at least one plane and, because the eyes may move inde¬
pendently of the head in two planes, it must be concluded that a specific motor
command for eye displacement enters the oculomotor pool.

4. The conjunction of I and 3 indicates that the eye and head movement com¬

mands may be activated independently, although the observation of combined
rotations in all three planes indicates that this is not always the case.

5. The eye stabilisation system is operative in at least two planes at the moment

of cessation of a voluntary rotation. During a voluntary rotation of the eye and
head in the horizontal plane, the eye may achieve its final position before the
head and is held in a fixed spatial orientation by the action of the stabilising
reflexes as the head continues to rotate.

In the case of voluntary rotations of the head and eyes in the parasaggital
plane it is possible to forcibly rotate the head of a rabbit which has just volun¬
tarily attained a given eye rotation without disturbing the maintained eye
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HEAD ROTATION DOWN

Fig. 34
Eye rotation in the parasaggital plane plotted against the head orientation in the same
plane during forced cycles of raising and lowering of the nose when, A, the eye is in the
normal position and B, C and D when the eye has undergone a voluntary rotation with
the head and is in that position at the initiation of the forced movement. In all cases the
eye is stabilised during the forced rotations. See page 92 for the significance of this
observation. The numbers indicate the successive sampled positions observed in a video-
recording.

deviation. The eye orientation during such forced head rotation in animals
with the eyes voluntarily deviated to different extents are shown in Fig. 34.
The eyes clearly remain stabilised during several cycles of head rotation, which
was carried out rapidly enough to occlude the manifestation of OKN.
6. Labyrinthine and neck reflexes, rather than either visual fixation or OKN,
are responsible for the stabilisation of eye position during voluntary maintained
deviation of the head and eye from the normal position. Although the presence
of smooth visual tracking has not been demonstrated in the rabbit, it was
decided to eliminate the possibility of its involvement by performing the rota¬
tions of the above experiment, 5, in a room darkened immediately after the
animal had voluntarily rotated its head and eyes. When the lights were switched
on after the forced head rotations had been carried out, the animal was usually
found to have its eye orientation unaltered.
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7. The eye motor command appears to enter a feed-forward motor system. The
feed-forward nature of the vestibulo-ocular reflex arc and the apparent absence
of a stretch reflex in the eye muscles (mcance & adler, 1932; whitteridge,

1960) mean that the superposed O.K.N., joint receptor, vestibular and com¬

mand inputs to the eye may be regarded as feeding the motor pool directly
without entering a position servo-loop.

A simple superposition model is thus completely adequate to account for
these observations on eye movement control. Eye movement is obtained by a

direct command signal. If the head moves passively then the vestibular input
to the summing region fluctuates accordingly and provides compensation in
the same fashion as it does when the eye is in the normal position. If the head
moves during rotation of the eye then the time course of the two displacements
may be dilfcrent but the eventual net rotation of the eye relative to the head
will be a function of the difference between the command and vestibular inputs.
During head rotation unaccompanied by eye rotation, the vestibular and neck
joint receptor input provides stabilisation of the eye.

In such a system the vestibular and neck reflexes acting upon the eyes would
be operative during the kinetic phase of both head and eye movements. There
is no need for 'a powerful and complete blocking of the vestibular ocular
connections' (robinson, 1968) during combined head and eye rotation. In fact
a specific addition to the scheme would have to be made to prevent the operation
of the reflexes during the kinetic phase because stabilisation is automatically
provided by the same labyrinthine and neck reflexes which have been shown
to be operative immediately upon the cessation of the kinetic phase, when the
eye has reached its new position.

The presence of active vestibular stabilisation of the eyes during voluntary
head rotation has not been demonstrated in the rabbit but graham brown has

shown that such stabilisation is operational during head and eye movements
elicited in monkeys by stimulation of their frontal eye fields (1922).

Head Movement Control

Less information is available about the interaction of the head motor and

stabilisation systems. The neck muscles receive the normal a/y motor inf)ut
which provides a feed-forward pathway for head movement.

The head of the rabbit is equally well stabilised against passive displacements
whether it is in the resting, or voluntarily displaced, position. The reflex systems
which stabilise the head must be thus reset in some way so as to accept the new
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orientation as the norm and are not simply suppressed. The mixing of com¬

mand and vestibular inputs to the neck muscles is not, however, another case

of superposition such as has been suggested in'the case of the eye motor system.
The physical link between the head and the vestibular apparatus means that a

servo-loop is present which is made up of the motor path to the head and the
labyrinthine reflexes on the neck muscles. The head movement command
signal must inevitably enter this loop, whose gain is unknown. An error signal
resulting from the combination of the command and vestibular inputs will thus
establish maintained rotation of the head while leaving the vestibular loop
active during and after the kinetic phase of the movement. The central or¬

ganisation of the system is obscure, as has been pointed out by whitteridge

(1960), and doubtless complex since it involves the reciprocal innervation of
antagonist motor pools with command and stabilisation impulses which differ
in organisation for movement in each of the three planes considered.

The predicted head stabilisation against displacements occurring during the
kinetic phase of rotation has not, to my knowledge, been demonstrated although
there is every reason to believe that it would be found.

Fig. 35
block diagram embodying the findings relating to the control of eye and head movement
in the rabbit. See page (95) and argument beginning on page (90).
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The Overall System for Eye and Head Movement in the Rabbit

The results of the previous considerations are summarised in the Fig. 35 which
is consistent with all the findings and can account for
a. Stabilisation of the head and eye during passive rotations of the animal.
b. Stabilisation of the eye during passive rotation of the head.
c. Voluntary rotation of the eye accompanied by stabilisation of the eye and

head during static and kinetic phases of movement.
d. Voluntary rotation of the head accompanied by stabilisation of the eye and

during the static and kinetic phases of movement.

e. Combined voluntary rotation of the eye and head accompanied by their
stabilisation during static and kinetic phases of movement.

f. Interaction of vestibular and optokinetic reflexes on head and eyes.

The diagram is grossly simplified. The separate eye and neck muscles have not
been considered at all and the differences in the relative contributions of

labyrinthine and neck reflexes in stabilisation against rotation in different
planes has been left out. All the interaction of the various pathways has been
shown diagrammatically as established for the rabbit but no implication is
made about their specific circuitry or location in the central nervous system.

General Discussion about Rabbit Eye Movements The command signals
discussed in the above sections are themselves part of complex servo-loops
involving the visual cortex and other regions. In man these give rise to predictive
tracking, smooth tracking and fixation of stationary objects which are scanned
with the fovea by a rapid succession of saccades. In monkey and lower animals
predictive tracking appears to be absent (fuchs, 1967) but in dogs, monkeys
and man smooth tracking can be demonstrated as the slow phase of cortical
fixation nystagmus. Even this response has not been observed in rabbits (rade-
maker & ter braak, 1948). Smooth following of a striped sinusoidally oscil¬
lating drum moving at low frequencies may be carried out by the sub-cortical
OKN system (collewijn, 1969) but this author points out that the system is
a velocity servo and fixation tracking never reveals itself in the experimental
situation. The fast phase of OKN is not related to the position of the stripes on

the drum.

Even in the case of saccadic movements the rabbit differs from the cat,

monkey and man in that the rabbit almost never shows the rapid series of
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saccadic fixations evidenced by these animals. The relatively rare eye move¬

ments reported earlier are all that is observed. In view of the findings of robin-

son & fuchs (1969) it is tempting to relate the poor development of saccadic
movements in the rabbit to the apparent absence of frontal eye fields in the animal.

The earlier pages have shown that the potentiality of the rabbit visuomotor
system is, contrary to previous belief, similar to that of other mammalian
species. The infrequency of voluntary saccadic movement in the rabbit is to
some extent compensated for by the extensive use of combined movements of
the head and eyes. Examination of the information presented on retinal and
visual field organisation in the earlier sections suggests that the low frequency
of voluntary eye movements and the predominance of eye and head movement
is accounted for in two ways:

a. The large size of the visual field and extent of the visual streak.
b. Relative extents of the potential and actual visual field.

In the first case the visual field is so large that many of the orientation move¬

ments and saccades of the less well endowed animals arc not necessary. During
active exploration the second factor comes into play because even quite small
reorientations of eye position unaccompanied by head rotation would inevi¬
tably convert part of the binocular field to monocular field and introduce blind
areas to other regions because the unobscured field of the eyes is so similar in
extent to the actual field measured in the animal. The finding, reported in the
mapping section, that the binocular area of the LGN and cortical maps only
corresponds to the nasal binocular field suggests that, although it may have
been missed, the upper field binocular reflex to be seen in Fig. 2 may not possess
a bilateral central projection but is simply a reserve to minimise the develop¬
ment of blind areas during rotation of the head. It must be remembered that
even in human beings voluntary eye movements of more than about 30' are

usually accompanied by head movement.
There is, however, a different quality in the voluntary fixations of the rabbit

eye or eye and head to those obscrsed in the cat. They last longer. The impres¬
sion is that the eye is brought to a new orientation in space but that no specific
region is closely fixated. The voluntary movements of the eye alone which have
been observed occur in the two pianes in which the binocular area is shifted
usefully, cither up and down or horizontally, as do the majority of combined
eye and head movements. The binocular region of retina is, like other regions,
much more uniform in its organisation along the horizontal than is the case in
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many other species but it is also, in view of the upward bulges in the ganglion
cell isocount lines of temporal retina (Fig. 8), more uniform in the vertical as

well. This may mean that there is not such a powerful stimulus for the precise
reccntering or scanning of objects of interest when the binocular field is in use

as there is in animals with a more limited circular area centralis.

I feel obliged in terminating this discussion to point out that in one circum¬
stance it has been possible to elicit what may be a rapid succession of saccades
of fixation in a rabbit. This has been done by swinging a piece of cabbage in
front of the animal in a horizontal arc. The head will follow the cabbage with
a smooth tracking motion and clear nystagmic flicks can be observed. It has not

yet proved possible to obtain a record of this behaviour so that it is not known
whether the nystagmus is a secondary vestibular form dependent upon the head
movement or whether the eyes are prececding the head in the previously
recorded fashion (Fig. 27) but in a series of rapid fixations.

single units of the rabbit visual system

In the previous sections the rabbit has been shown to possess a specialised eye

whose features are reflected in the topographic organisation of the central
visual stations and in the oculomotor behaviour of the animal. It thus seems

appropriate to round up with a comparison of the single units the rabbit retina
and visual system with those of the other species commonly investigated.

The visual stimuli used in the following experiments were provided either
by the hand movement of card figures mounted on thin wires against a con¬

trasting background or by the hand movement of a projector forming an image
of a selected slide on a sheet of paper in the stimulus plane of the animal. In
some experiments the paper sheet was mounted on the arm of a perimeter and in
others it was fixed to a screen 1 m away from the animal. In later experiments
the visual stimuli could be moved automatically at selected velocities and
directions. The receptive fields were mapped out on the paper and filed. In all
cases the eye was sutured to a brass ring and a contact lens fitted to bring the
image of objects in the stimulus plane into focus.

Single Units of the Retina

The single units of the rabbit retina have been investigated in detail by barlow,
hill & levick: (1964) and those of the visual streak by levick: (1967). These
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workers used direct retinal recording of the ganglion cells but in my work I have
recorded from the optic nerve of decerebrate rabbits with platinum black
tipped Woods' metal electrodes. The demonstration of a surround in units of
concentric organisation has been greatly facilitated by projecting an image of
an iris diaphragm onto the screen; during expansion the increasing area and
moving edge elicit a response from ON areas, during contraction OFF areas are

stimulated and ON-OFF areas'are easily delineated. The majority of the 230
units investigated fell into classes similar to those of barlow et al. (1964) and
levick (1967) but not all those of the latter worker were observed. It was felt
necessary to introduce a little further subdivision but the units so divided were

not novel types. The following is a brief description of the classes found. The
percentage of each class will be observed in Table II.

1. Small Field Concentric with Transient Centre ON or OFF Response

The field centres, mapped by a card disc, are about 0.5-3.0° in diameter. A
small light spot centred on the field elicits a transient ON or OFF response

but the surround can only rarely be induced to generate an excitatory response.

The surrounds are antagonistic to the centre but do not necessarily overcome

its response. The expanding spot test clearly reveals the excitatory response

from the surround to be of the opposite form to that from the field centre. The
test has the further advantage that it permits the extent of the surround to be
estimated without threshold tests and it was discovered to be as large as 10-20°
in many cases.

The surround demonstrated by this test cannot immediately be equated with
that of other tests for the stimulus is of complex form. It is possible that the
expanding circumference of the spot elicits the mcilwain 'Peripheral Effect'
(1964), vvhich is a potentiation of the surround and centre excitatory response.

The moving boundary of a constricting spot is not enough, however, to elicit a

response until the central region of an OFF centre unit is reached. Shadows or

rapidly (50- 100 /sec) moving stimuli do not elicit a response from this class.

2. Rapidly Dark Adapting Units _

A few OFF units with small receptive fields, 0.5-1.0° centre diameter in bright
light (3 ft. L.), showed a rapid increase in field centre diameter as the overall
illumination was decreased. The response was almost immediate and did not
involve the lengthy periods involved in dark adaptation of cat units. The field
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diameter increased by some 5 to, on occasion 10, times the original magnitude.
The change could readily be revealed if a neutral density wedge were inserted
in the beam during the expanding spot test.

3. Concentric ON or OFF Centre With Maintained Firing

The most characteristic of these units, which have receptive fields about 3° in
diameter, will show firing at a maintained rate for as long as 15 minutes after a

spot illuminating the field centre has been turned on or off depending on the
unit type. Others show a degree of adaptation in the firing. Introduction of
illumination into the surround region reduced the firing rate markedly. The
rate of firing saturated rapidly as the light intensity of a centred spot was

increased. Under suitable lighting conditions the maintained units follow, by
grouped firing, the fastest movement that could be generated by hand (3007sec).
The firing could be modulated from the centre or surround. If a unit is respond¬
ing by maintained firing to the presence of a white disc in the centre of its field
then a second white disc (5 ) in diameter will exercise a considerable maintained
inhibitory effect on the firing if placed in the surround up to 10" from the
centre. The surround inhibition could be modulated by rapid movements. If
stimuli were moved in the surround then inhibition of the centre could be ob¬

tained up to 15 away in some cases.

Jf the intensity of illumination of the field centre is changed incrementally or

decrementally then firing is momentarily inhibited or the units fire in bursts
depending on the nature of the unit and the direction of the illumination change.

It is my opinion that these units can be placed in a separate group to the
following for descriptive purposes but they may well be part of one continuum
including group 4.

4. Large field, dimming or shadow sensitive units

These units correspond to the large field OFF units of barlow et al. (1964)
except in that a small number of ON units with similar properties have been
recorded. If a light spot is confined to the centre of an OFF unit then a fairly
smooth decay in the firing frequency occurs when it is turned off but as the spot
is enlarged to take in the surround then the response becomes more thirsty,
giving a characteristic squeaky quality to the unit firing if this is monitored
auditorily.

Centre and surround can both be mapped out with a small light spot when
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the centre region is found to be about 4J in diameter and the surround about 8°
in diameter. The expansion test generates vigorous response from centre and
surround. The centre size determined by this test is the same as that determined
by the exploring spot but the surround can be activated within a 20° of the
centre. Shadows or small objects are more effective than card stimuli in the
stimulus plane for eliciting firing. The firing is not very maintained and will give
a burst for the passage of very rapidly moving stimuli (3007sec). Records have,
however, been obtained of these units firing to the movement of an edge
through the field at speeds as low as 0.1° per second.

The units respond to very small decrements or increments in light intensity
(depending on centre type) of either whole field or centre illumination. The
surround does not powerfully inhibit the centre response which no doubt
accounts for the response to large shadows. 1-2 % changes in illumination
level will each generate a small burst of firing during either dimming or bright¬
ening depending upon the field centre response.

5. Directional Unit of the ON-OFF Centre Type

These units were identical to those described by barlow et al. (1964) and
barlow & levick (1965). The field centres respond at on and off of a small spot
of light. If the spot is enlarged to encompass the surround then the response is
reduced in magnitude. The inhibitory surround so demonstrated was not,

however, powerful enough to eliminate the response to the passage of a projected
grating of 2" bar period and 50° wide swept through the 3° diameter receptive
field centre in the preferred direction. One important point is that firing was

obtained over radii of entry into the field in a sector of some 27CF. No response

was obtained over the remaining 90' unless the velocity was extremely low.
Firing in the preferred direction was present up to 1507sec and down to less
than 0.53/sec. Firing in the null direction did not appear until the rate of less
than 0.57sec was reached.

6. Adjacent ON and OFF Area Unit x

This unit class is equivalent to the orientation detector of levick (1967). These
units were very rare and are the only members of one of the novel classes
described by levick to be found in this series. Responses could be obtained to
the movement of a black disc or bar along either a horizontal axis or vertical
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axis. Firing was not obtained for movement along an axis perpendicular to

that from which the response was obtained unless the card was displaced to one

side or the other of the null axis. In the latter case a centripetal response might
be obtained from one side and a centrifugal from the other. The fields thus
consisted of an ON and an OFF area exercising mutual inhibition. Wide or

properly centred stimuli moving along the null axis stimulate both areas of
receptive field so that no response is obtained; in the perpendicular direction
the two components of the field are stimulated sequentially and a response is
elicited. Appropriate use of card stimuli centred on each region may demon¬
strate the maintained nature of the inhibition reciprocally exerted between them.
After inhibition, the response of an area is potentiated. The fields were about
2° x 4° along their minor and major axis respectively. This feature of selective
respotise to motion in either direction along a certain axis and not to motion
along another axis perpendicular to it appears more likely to be representative
of the natural behaviour of the unit than is the orientation selectivity to static
flashed or moving stimuli illustrated by levick's choice of terminology (levick,
1967).

Single Units of the Superior Collicu/its

These observations were carried out in animals under ether or light urethane
anaesthesia. The records were obtained with tungsten microelectrodes which
were usually inserted into the superior colliculus in the region representing the
central portion of the upper part of the visual streak representation. This
arrangement ensured that the electrode encountered the laminae of the organ

in perpendicular fashion and at equivalent depths in successive insertions thus
enabling comparison of the depths at which unit types were obtained in different
preparations. A diagramatic representation of characteristic collicular receptive
fields is presented in Fig. 36.

Multi-unit Evoked Response The upper 0.6 mm of the superior colliculus gives
a marked multiunit response to the flashing of a small light spot in the appro¬

priate part of the visual field. The off response is particularly noticeabIevbecause
of its oscillatory form and long decay time (6 sec). The movement of smell,
1°, card stimuli produces an equally marked response but larger stimuli, 10'
were much less effective. Large shadows were often effective stimuli although
large card forms with well defined edges would not elicit a response. Detailed
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Fig. 36
Single unit receptive fields of the superior colliculus. 1, very small field off centre unit
from surface. 2, unit similar to large field off unit of the retina. 3, uniform on-off field.
4, directional unit similar to retinal form. On-offcentre and firing over 270' sector. Null
direction indicated by white arrow. 5, large field on-off unit with a non-homogeneous
receptive field. From the stratum opticum downwards are found 6, long field unit which
responds to on and off of flashed light spot but movement is the best stimulus. 7, the
deeper units have varied properties; most do not respond to a light flash but will fire
to movement, some show habituation to repeated stimuli and others have preferred
directions but not true directionality of the retinal kind. 8, in the deepest regions are the
quadrant A, and hemificld, B, units which fire best to small moving objects. The border
of the fields are very sharply defined.
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examination of the multiunit evoked response revealed a well developed lateral
inhibition. Flashes of a 1° spot of light gives rise to a well developed oscillatory
response and a more abruptly terminating on response. When the light spot is
43 in diameter then the off response is reduced and the on response increased.

The multiunit response shows a well developed decremental dimming re¬

sponse and in some cases a less well developed incremental brightening response.
The gross response will synchronise with the rapid movement of small card
stimuli or with flickering shadows in a restricted region of the visual field wit¬
hout habituation. Under unstimulated conditions the region from which the
multiunit response may be recorded remains silent.

The multiunit response is recorded from the stratum griseum superficiale
of the superior colliculus in which there are a variety of cell types as well as the
bushy terminals of the incoming optic tract fibres. The responses of the popula¬
tion recorded in this region were thought to be very similar to those of the
retinal large field off units and an investigation of the units was attempted. Such
large field off units, and directional units, had been observed in the fibres of the
brachium of the superior colliculus in earlier experiments.

Units in the Upper 0.8 mm of the Collictilus
OFF Units. Within about 0.2 mm of the surface of the colliculus it has only
been possible to record off units with very small fields, in the order of 1° with
a well developed inhibitory surround, and the spike shape characteristic of a

fibre. They were difficult to isolate and examine.
Below, and sometimes amongst the above units, it was possible to isolate

some large amplitude spike potentials, a few of which showed prepotentials or

gave an injury discharge which identified them as cells. The fields possessed a

predominantly off centre about 4' in diameter but even a 1/f light spot elicited
a slight on response when flashed. In the transition from a 1° to 10° spot and
then to whole field illumination there is a marked decrease in the duration of

the transient off response and an increase in the amplitude of the on response.

The units gave a good decremental dimming response to the 1° spot which was

reduced but not eliminated under whole field illumination. The firing fell into
synchrony, without habituation, with the rapid movement of small stimuli or

of shadows in ,he receptive field. The properties of the units are similar to the
much more readily recorded multiunit population and to the large field off
units of the optic nerve and retina.
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ON-OFF Units. In the deeper parts of the stratum griseum superficiale the
units are more readily recorded and from about 0.5 to 0.8 mm down they are

predominantly classed as ON-OFF units. The receptive fields varied in size
from about 0.5° to 20° in diameter. Lateral inhibition was noticeable in many

of the units and some 50%- mainly those with fields of less than 5° in diameter
- were noted as being especially sensitive to rapid movements.

A number of the ON-OFF units possessed large, 10-20° diameter, fields in
which the distribution of ON and OFF areas was rather patchy. These units
were clearly identified as cells by their spike shape. The large field ON-OFF
units did not follow rapid movement well and in more than half the cases the
fields showed a marked inhibitory surround.

Directional Units. A number of directional units were recorded to the lower

margin of this region. The fields were 2-3° in diameter and their characteristics
were similar to those of the optic nerve. None were clearly identifiable as cells.

The multiunit evoked response is much reduced as the electrode descends
below about 0.5 mm and is replaced by a fibre hiss at a depth of about 0.8 mm,

when it is concluded that the stratum opticum has been reached. The response

is sharply localised. Units are difficult to isolate in this region but large field
OFF, concentric and directional types have been recorded with fibre charac¬
teristics. As described by hamdi & whitteridge (1953), it is usually found that
slowly moving stimuli in the visual field temporal and nasal of that giving rise
to the main evoked response will elicit fibre activity. This region extends no

more than 5° in the vertical but can be up to 20° long. The response is not
simply of incoming fibres for there is a response from nasal field whose fibres
should have terminated before the central colliculus. It is most likely that the
hiss 'wings' represent the input fibres for the units located in the subadjacent
region.

Units Recorded from 0.8-1.7 mm

Long Field Units. When mapped with a neon flash these units were found to
possess a receptive field in the form of a bar 30°-100° long by,5°-20° high
giving a predominantly off response and separating the two halves of a large
region, up to 100° in diameter, from which a weak on or off response could be
elicited. The larger bars were found in the deeper layers and all the fields were

orientated with the band parallel to the visual streak. Responses are obtained
from the band alone when the field is searched with moving card stimuli. The
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response to flashing of a light at different points along the band is variable in
magnitude or patchy and is of much shorter latency (40-50 m. sec) than that of
the surround (100 m. sec).

The response of the band (which gives rise to the description of long field
units) is similar to whole field or 2° flash and consists of a massive off and more

restricted on component. The maintained activity is usually inhibited after
the transient on response. The flashing of a spot of light 5° in diameter at points
ranging from the band to 30° below shows that the off response decreases with
distance from the band. The response to movement of a card disc falls off much
more rapidly. The response to movement along or across the band is equally
readily elicited. A good decremcntal dimming response is obtained from the
band and firing falls readily into synchrony with fast movement. The units
vary in their readiness to respond to slow movement. Tht majority of the units
show pre-potentials or injury discharge and thus are identified as cells. The
properties of the band region are in many ways reminiscent of those of the
large field off units of the retina.

Units Found Below 1.3 mm

The previously described units fall into this class but have been grouped with
the more superficial of their kind in the above description. Apart from the long
field units it becomes increasingly difficult to study and describe the properties
of the deeper units. The action potentials of the majority were characteristic
of cells. Classification was not readily carried out. More than half of the units
respond to the flashing of a light spot within the receptive field but the response

to moving card stimuli was much better. A few units in the deeper layers would
respond to fast movement but the majority fire only to slowly moving figures
(less than ICC/sec). When mapped by a light spot, or by their movement re¬

sponse, the majority of the fields extend 8 '-40 5 along their major axis. Circular
and oval fields were recorded.

Single units from the lower parts of this region (1.8-2.6 mm) are in general
much more difficult to investigate. The majority will not respond to light spot,
whole field or decrementel dimming stimuli. Slow and, more rarely,.fast move¬

ment will elicit a response but this habituates very rapidly in the majority* of
cells. Some units show greater response to movement in one direction, which is
usually parallel to the horizontal. Detailed examination of the receptive fields is
difficult because regions of the field disappear and return during stimulation.

Between 2.0 and 4.0 mm below the collicular surface some unusual units
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were encounter*! but histological controls were not available and their exact
location is not known. Their action potentials are like those of cells; the re¬

ceptive field consisted of exact quadrants, hemispheres or the whole of the
visual field. The margins of the fields run along the horizontal or the central
vertical meridian and they are bounded by the limits of the visual field. The
responses do not habituate to movement. The response to large stimuli is
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Fig. 37
Lamination of the unit classes in the superior colliculus. The ends of the black bars
indicate the depth at which the most superficial and the deepest example of each unit
class was recorded. An approximate scale relates the depth measurements to the lami¬
nae of the organ. Only electrode insertions perpendicular to the laminae have been
included.
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inferior to that generated by small objects as in the case of cortical hypcr-
complex units. A few of the cells show spontaneous activity but they do not

respond to the flashing of a light spot or to rapid movement.

Lamination. The units of the superior colliculus evidence a marked degree of
functional lamination. This arrangement is revealed by the plot of Fig. 37
where the most superficial and the deepest points at which each class was

recorded set the limits of a line representing the extent of their distribution.

Single Units of the Visual Cortex Area (VI)

Single unit recording from units in the rabbit visual cctex is not easy. Two
phenomena, burst discharge and 'switching off' of cortical activity play havoc
with attempts at systematic analysis.

Ether, and later nitrous oxide, has been found to be the most satisfactory
means of holding the animal at the right anaesthetic level. The recording was

carried out either with Woods' metal filled micropipettes tipped with platinum
black or with tungsten electrodes varnished with bakelite. The cortex was

exposed through a small hole in the skull and covered with a 3% solution of
warm 'Ionagar' to prevent pulsation without obscuring sight of the cortical
blood vessels. In a good preparation the upper layers of cortex are active but
if the animal is too deeply anaesthetised only layers 5 and 6 appear to be func¬
tional. A diagrammatic representation of the various classes of receptive field
encountered in area VI is shown in Fig. 38.

All units with receptive fields characteristic of class 6 possessed action po¬

tentials of a form suggesting that the units were cells; long duration, complex
or multiphasic waveform, large amplitude and in some cases a prolonged
injury discharge at the termination of recording. Similar features indicated
that some units at least, of each of the remaining classes, other than class 1,
were cells.

1. Small Receptive Fields These units were most commonly recorded from
the upper h^If of the cortex and possess fields from 1-3' in diameter when
mapped with the 10' spot of an Airmark perimeter. The fields appear to be
homogeneous in their response, which is most commonly of the ON-OFF
variety although a few ON or OFF types arc encountered. The response to
wide card stimuli is less than that to narrow and thus an inhibitory surround
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Fig. 38
Single units of the visual cortex. I, small field on-off. 2, medium field on-off. 3, corticar
directional unit showing restricted range of entry radii along which stimulus movements
elicit firing. 4, on-off adjacent unit. 5, directionally selective orientated bar sensitive
unit. Spot indicates field location. Black arrow indicates movement and stimulus requi¬
red to elicit firing. 6, very large field on-off unit in which movement produces best
response. Some prefer stimuli smaller than the receptive field.

is assumed to be present although it could not be revealed by spot stimuli.
The response to a flashed light spot is transient and that to rapklly moving
stimuli is not very good. Spike waveforms characteristic of cells were not
obtained.

2. Medium Field Units (5-10 ) These units possess receptive fields of homo¬
geneous ON-OFF type about 5—10~ in diameter. The units respond to the
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movement of small objects or shadows within the receptive field and fire in
response to step like changes in illumination. Their properties are to some

extent reminiscent of the retinal large field type but they respond to both
incremental brightening and decremental dimming. The response to such
stimuli is markedly decreased when the surround is included which suggests

the presence of lateral inhibition. The units will follow movements at rates

up to 50-l0CF/sec.

3. Directional Units Only one half of the recorded cortical population of
directional units would respond to the firing of a spot of light flashed in their
receptive field and all of these were of the ON-OFF type possessing fields
from 3-7° in diameter. The response to card stimuli was good and the preferred
direction rerrrined unchanged after contrast reversal of the stimulus and back¬
ground. Firing could be elicited by the introduction of a small object into the
field along radii forming a sector from 90" to no more than 180' in extent and
thus the cortical fields differed from those of the retinal units which respond to
stimuli entering over a 270° sector. The preferred direction was almost always
at right angles, or parallel, to the visual streak but 20% of the units evinced
other preferred directions. Lateral inhibition is revealed only if very wide edges
are used (2(F-30") when the response is reduced but not eliminated.

4. Adjacent ON and OFF area unit The properties of these units are very

similar to those of the retinal variety and it was occasionally possible to map

adjacent ON and OFF areas, but included in this class are units which behave
as 'axial motion' or 'Orientation' detectors without possessing fields which can
be mapped with a light spot. In the case of units with maintained firing it was

found that a black disc placed in the ON area against a white background will
eliminate firing, just as in the case of the retinal units. A flashed bar twisted
by more than 25" each way from the optimum orientation elicits little response.

Edges entering the field twisted a similar amount away from the optimum
orientation were similarly ineffective. The major axis of the fields is from 6-12°
long and the minor about 4-6". Five fields with a preference for oblique stimuli
were recorded.

5. Oriented Slit or Bar Four units with more sophisticated requirements were
obtained. They fired spontaneously and were difficult to locate. The adequate
stimulus was finally discovered to be a narrow bar or thin wire (1 mm at 3Q cm)
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passed across the field at a certain orientation (in two cases this was 45" to the
vertical). A single edge would not cause firing so that a lateral inhibitory region
must be present on each side of the excitatory area. A slight change in the
orientation of the wire eliminated the response. One of the fields responded
to the motion of the bar in one direction only, the others responded to back
and forth motion. The rarity of these units in the rabbit contrasts markedly
with their abundance in cat and monkey.

6. Very Large Field Units (20-40 ) It is possible to record single units with
very large receptive fields in the region from 0.75 mm to 1.5 mm below the
cortical surface. These units are often present, firing spontaneously, in pre¬

parations whose upper cortex is not at all responsive. The action potentials are

usually of large amplitude and complex waveform. Lesions have been made
when recording from these units which show the electrode tip to have been in
layers V and VI. The majority of the units show a homogeneous ON-OFF field
but a few pure ON types have been recorded. The fields were exceedingly
sensitive to small movements of card stimuli or shadows. Many more spikes
were obtained in the response to moving stimuli than to a light flash. The units
are quite unlike anything recorded in the optic nerve. A few of the units would
not respond to stimuli half the diameter of the receptive field although response

to small stimuli could be elicited all over the field. In this respect they resemble
the hypercomplex units of the cat visual cortex.

7. Unidentified Fields Seventeen units have been held for an adequate length
of time for routine analysis without classification having been made satisfac¬
torily. Response to visual stimuli could be elicited without a field being located
so that units with more sophisticated stimulus requirements are probably
present.

8. Lamination of Visual Cortex Units Most of the unit classes were similar to
one another in the pattern of their depth distribution and were predominantly
located in the upper half of the visual cortex. In Fig. 39 the unhatchcd columns
indicate the total number of units recorded within each cortical lamina 0.25

mm thick. (Total of 203 units). The hatched columns indicate the distribution
in depth of the very large field units which were concentrated in the lower half
of the cortex.
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Fig. 39
Depth histogram showing the number of single units recorded within 0.25 mm thick
laminae of the rabbit visual area I. The hatched columns indicate the very large field
on-offunits which are found only in the lower layers of the cortex. Other classes of units
have been lumped together because they show similar distributions.

9. No Columns Observed in the Rabbit Area VI Electrode insertions perpen¬

dicular to the surface of the cortex encountered single units whose receptive
fields were centred about one point in visual space. During a single electrode
insertion it was always found that successive units differed in receptive field prop¬

erties and did not possess common features like preferred direction or orienta¬
tion sensitivity. In view of this observation and the rarity of the orientated slit
sensitive fields it is clear that the rabbit visual area 1 is organised in different
fashion to that of the cat. Eye dominance columns were not looked for and
may be present.

Single Units of the Visual Cortex Area VII

It has proved very difficult to record the units of this region and only two have
been investigated. They had large fields, in the order of 60' in diameter, which
were directionally selective to the movement of quite large objects (10' edge)
in a naso-temporal direction along lines parallel to the horizontal. Other angles
of entry produced no firing.
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% of units of various categories at stations on the central visual pathways
Optic Nerve Units (230)

Concentric, small field, transient 16%
Maintained 13% ON 33%
Large field shadow sensitive 4%
Concentric small field transient 21 %
Maintained 13%
Dark adapting 4% OFF 56%
Large field shadow sensitive 18%
Directional 9% ON-f-OFF 9%
On/Off adjacent 2% Other 2%

Superior Colliculus (97)

Very Small field off 16%
Large field off 8%
On- off, homogeneous, I surround 10%
Directional on-otf 5%
Long field 23%
On-off habituating or not 18%
Movement + habituating + directional 13%
Quadrant and hemisphere 7%

Visual Cortex (I area, 202)

Small field on off 23 %
Medium field on off 15%
Directional, simple and complex 18%
On/off adjacent, simple and complex 15%
Very large field 19%
Bar not edge 2%
Unclassified 8%

The multiunit response recorded from VII may be elicited from a much more

extensive region of the visual field than is the case of that in area VI. It appears

possible, therefore, that many of the units will eventually be fovind to possess

large receptive fields.
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Comparison of Single Unit Observations with the Literature on Rabbit
Visual Units

The optic nerve of the rabbit has only been studied by Thompson (1953) who
classifies the units in terms of response to the flashing of light spots. The three
groups of units, ON, OFF and ON-OFF were recorded directly from the retina
by grand (1947) but detailed analysis of the retinal units has only been pre¬

sented recently (barlow, hill & levick, 1964: barlow & levick, 1965: levick,

1965 & 1967: barlow & oyster, 1967 and oyster, 1968). None of the results
reported here are in conflict with their more extensivse findings.

It is important to note from the table of percentages that, the results obtained
from the optic nerve correspond more closely to the peripheral units of the
retina (barlow et al. 1964) than to the population obtained by levick (1967)
from the visual streak, in spite of the fact that 50% of the optic nerve fibres
come from the visual streak (defined as a ganglion cell count of more than
2,000 mm-).

An examination of the optic nerve by means of the electron microscope
reveals that of a total count of 276,000 fibres (based on a distributed sample of
6,110 fibres), al! myelinated, the range of diameters is 0.5 p. to 6.5 p with 85%
of the fibres less than 3.0 u and more than 90% greater than 1.0 u in diameter.
The distribution was unimodal with the modal diameter 1.5 p.

Thus in recording from the optic nerve there is a considerable disadvantage
relative to retinal recording in that the largest fibres are only about 6.5 p in
diameter, which is equivalent to the smallest ganglion cell to be encountered
during retinal recording. Most of the fibres from the visual streak region, which
contains the smaller cells, will be in the order of 1.0 to 2.0 p in diameter and
are probably difficult to isolate. The fact that the ganglion cells with the largest
receptive fields, the large field off units, and presumably the largest axons form
4.7% of the streak, and 11 % of the peripheral populations (barlow et al. 1964:
levick, 1967) of ganglion cells but make up 18% of the recorded optic nerve

population supports this interpretation of the results. The absence of the local
edge detectors and uniformity detectors (levick, 1967) from the optic nerve

population may thus be accounted for although other technical factors may
be involved.

The units of the superior colliculus have been neglected in the literature
until recently, hamdi & whitteridge (1953) were the first to describe the change
in shape of the multiunit evoked response field as the electrode passes down
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to the stratum opticum. An early account of the collicular units by horn &

hill (1966) has emphasised the multimodality of many of the cells but this
has not been explored in the previous section. A later report by hill (1966)
contains a more extensive classification which reports the long field units,
directional units and habituating types. The large field off units of the S.G.S.
do not appear to have been observed. A most detailed account is contained in
schaeffer's (1966) paper on units recorded from freely moving animals. The
laminar organisation of collicular units outlined in crude form above is shown
in great detail by schaeffer by means of electrolytic lesions. Smali fields do
not appear to have been observed by him and. because he does not use the
contrast reversal test of directionality, it appears possible that many of his units
that appear to be directionally selective along the horizontal are in fact long
field units.

An early paper by lo.mo & mollica (1962) has reported on the sensory

interaction in cortical units of the rabbit but stimulation was by means of
flashed diffuse light. Similar methods were used by vf.lyka (1965). arden,

ikeda & hill (1967) have published an account of cortical units in the rabbit
which is in essential agreement with the above account (preliminary form,
hughes, 1968). Directional and on-off adjacent units are described. The great

proportion of the units reported by arden et al. appear to have possessed very

large receptive fields unlike those described above. It is possible that the majority
of these units were obtained in the lower regions of the cortex in animals more

deeply anaesthetised than those used in my own series of experiments. My
findings with respect to cortical units are most in accord with the description
of ogavva, karita & tsuchiya (1968); although their nomenclature is different,
it is apparent that they recorded small, discrete, receptive fields whose properties
are very similar to those described in the earlier sections.

Comparative Aspects of RetinaI Units

Some years ago, when it was believed that the mammalian retina has an output

consisting only of concentric units, maturana (1964) suggested that two types
of visual system, related to the presence or absence of a neocortex, are to be
found amongst the vertebrates;

'1. A deterministic system present in the amphibians reptiles and birds, in
which the function of the ganglion cells is highly specialised and unambiguous.
The fundamental elements of form, edges, corners, points colour, movement etc.
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are discerned at the level of the retina and are as such projected to the tectum.
2. An indeterministic system, found in mammals where the output of each

ganglion cell is unspecific and unambiguous the fundamental elements of form
and colour being transferred to the geniculate and cortex as the combination
of the output of a whole neighbourhood of ganglion cells.'
The finding of nonconcentric units in the retinas of the rabbit (barlow ct al.,
1964: levick, 1967), cat (rodieck & stone, 1965: stone & fabian, 1966: spi-

nelli, 1966: spinelli, 1967) and ground squirrel (michael, 1968) necessitated
the abandonment of the hypothesis in its original form. Concentric units alone
have, however, been reported from the rat (brown & rojas, 1965) and monkey
(hubel & wiesel, 1960). Conversely, reinvestigation of the frog retina (keating
& gaze, 1970) reveals that the earlier reports (maturana, mcculloch, lettvin

& pitts, 1960), although occasionally misleading, are supported in their failure
to describe units with the concentric on and off excitatory receptive fields
(grusser, grussur-cornehls & bullock, 1964) originally recorded in the cat
retina by kuffler (1953).

hubel & wiesel (1961) suggested that their failure to record nonconcentric
units in either optic nerve or L.G.N, of the rabbit might be accounted for if
such units passed to the superior colliculus as small axons. The geniculo-
cortical projection would thus contain only concentric units. This hypothesis
provides a means of explaining the presence of concentric and nonconcentric
units within one species and the variations in their proportion between species.
The superior colliculus is regarded as a phylogenetically ancient deterministic
system in which each class of nonconcentric unit might be a 'Key Feature'
detector (barlow, 1961) while the cortical concentric unit projection represents
the more recent indeterministic system.

The presence of such an arrangement might, although not necessarily, be
expected to reveal itself by an increase in the percentage of retinal concentric
units in a series of animals ranked in ascending order of 'encephalisation'. If
we exclude the rat, such is in fact found to be the case when the percentage of
concentric units near the area centralis, averaged from reports in the literature,
is plotted against the ratio of visual cortex/superior colliculus area determined
from published material;

frog rabbit cat monkey rat

0 42 68-76 100 100 % concentric
0 1.5 °.o 30 2.0 Area VC/SC
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The results from the rat may be erroneous but in fact the information on rabbit
cortical units and the results of takahashi, levick & oyster (1969) are in
total contradiction with the attractive hypothesis above.

All six classes of rabbit retinal unit have been described as represented in the
L.G.N, by takahashi et al. (1969); my own observations confirm them with
respect to the large field off, concentric, and directional units. It is also clear
that at least two of the retinal classes, the directional and orientation sensitive
units, reach the cortical level relatively unchanged. The rabbit visual coitex,
at least, thus does not receive the projection of concentric units alone. A similar
situation may exist in the cat because kozak, rodieck & bishop (1964) report
that 4% of the cat L.G.N, units possess directional sensitivity.

As a corollary, it must be noted that not all of the six retinal unit classes have
been described in the superior colliculus of the rabbit. At present only the
large field off, and directional units have been observed - apart from the
ordinary concentric units. The evidence thus indicates that, in the rabbit, the
nonconcentric units project along the geniculo-striate pathway, and to some

extent to the superior colliculus, whereas concentric units project to both
regions.

Phylogenetic and Ecological factors It is a simplification to say that the con¬

centric units decrease in percentage as we ascend the vertebrate series shown
above. In fact the quality of the retinal units changes markedly in passing even

from frog to rabbit. Thus the frog units are never concentric and are universally
'complex' or 'hypercomplex' in their properties. According to dowi.inc (1968)
the difference between frog and monkey retinal units can be accounted for by
the interposition of at least one extra synapse in the pathway between the
receptor and ganglion cell. He finds very few direct bipolar to ganglion cell
contacts in the frog retina whereas in the cat and monkey nearly all ganglion
cells receive direct bipolar inputs. The rabbit and ground squirrel have retinas
intermediate in organisation, dowling concludes; 'the trend towards com¬

plexity of retinal structure correlates with less encephalisation of neural func¬
tion.' Thus, like many workers, he places the emphasis upon phylogenetic
status as the determinant of retinal unit population. It is well, however, to
remember the sophisticated adaptations to specific environments (walls, 1942)
that are to be found in the visual system. Ecological factors appear to be con¬

cerned in the determination of the topographical distribution of retinal ganglion
cells in the ground and arboreal squirrels (hughes & whitteridge, in prepara-
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tion). Changes in the form of this distribution may well be accompanied by
modifications in the properties of the single unit population such that little
evidence of the original phylogenetic ground plan remains.

Sufficient species have not been examined for the relative importance of the
phylogenetic and ecological influences on the retinal unit populations to have
been determined. The results available from the ground squirrel and rat are

consequently important but because the accounts have not been confirmed
their discussion has been delayed until now.

The ground squirrel is often quoted as possessing a retinal unit population
equivalent in complexity to that of the rabbit. An examination of the results of
Michael (1968a, b, c) reveals that, if colour sensitive units are classed as basi¬
cally concentric in organisation, 77% of the retinal units are concentric and
23% are directional on-off directional units. This set is more akin to that of
the cat then to the six classes of the rabbit, michael comments that some units

with more sophisticated requirements are encountered in the optic nerve (1968b)
but they do not feature in his 100% count. Recording was carried out in the
optic nerve and this may result in biased sampling (page 113); sophisticated units
may thus be present in large quantity. The equivalence of structure between
ground squirrel and rabbit retina (dowling, 1968) indicates that a greater

variety of units might be expected but until they are confirmed the position of
the ground squirrel in the series of mammals shown above is not clear.

If a greater variety of unit classes were to be recorded, then the fact that the
ground squirrel, a rodent, is unrelated to the rabbit (mckenna, 1969: van

valen, 1964) could be thought to lend weight to the hypothesis of correlation
between phylogenetic status and retinal unit population. Work carried out
with Professor d. whitteridge (hughes & whitteridge, in preparation) has
shown that this is not the case. The ganglion cell distribution in the antelope
ground squirrel (Citellus leucurus), which is a relative of the Mexican ground
squirrel used by michael, possesses a visual streak. The environmental factors
common to the way of life of the rabbit and ground squirrel, or secondarily,
the common visual streak may have been as important as phylogenetic status
in establishing any functional similarities between the units of the species.

The rat, however, does not possess a well developed visual streak (hughes &

whitteridge, in preparation); in retinal topography and life style it contrasts
with the related ground squirrel and the much more distantly related rabbit
(mckenna, 1969) while all three species enjoy similar phylogenetic status. The
report by brown & rojas (1965) that the rat possesses concentric units alone
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at the retinal level is thus crucial. Although unconfirmed, it stands as an obstacle
to the acceptance of the phylogenctic serial concept of retinal organisation.
Work is in progress to settle the matter. It is worth noting that directional cells
have been recorded in the L.G.N, of the rat by montero, brugge & beitel

(1968).
The question of the significance of the different proportions of concentric

and nonconcentric units projecting in the retino-cortical pathway of different
species and an implicit problem, as to whether the concepts of determinism
and indeterminism may be usefully applied to the understanding of unit func¬
tion within the cortex of one animal, must be deferred. As hubel & wiesel

(1965) have stated: 'a proper understanding of the part played by any cell in a

sensory system must depend on a knowledge of how the information it
conveys is made use of at higher levels.'

Roles of the Superior Colliculus and Visual Cortex

Until recently the superior colliculus has been regarded as little more than a

centre through which the cortical visuomotor regions operated the eye muscles
(holmes, 1938: crosby & Henderson, 1948). The findings of Schneider (1967)
have summarised the indications of many earlier, debatable ablation studies
of localisation of function in the visual system. The total ablation of the superior
colliculi eliminated the ability of the golden hamster to orientate towards a

visual stimulus but left pattern discrimination unaffected. Conversely, ablation
of the striate cortex almost totally eliminated pattern discrimination but left
the visual orientation reflex intact. The complimentary nature of the results
suggests a remarkable division of function between the two regions.

More recent work shows that the residual visual capacity after striate cortex
ablation is attributable in part to the involvement of a tecto-thalamo-cortical
pathway (diamond & hall, 1969) but that the role of this path varies consider¬
ably between species. In the tree shrew (snyder & diamond, 1968) pattern
vision is possible in its absence and must be attributed to collicular function.
In the hedgehog (hall & diamond, 1968) the residuum is more extensively
reduced after removal of the ascending path. Results like those from the
hamster, which at least indicate collicular involvement in orientation to visual
stimuli after the ablation of visual cortex, are available from rat (lashley,
1939), cat (sprague, 1966: fischmann & meiklf., 1965) and monkey (Humphrey &

weiskrantz, 1967). Extensive visual cortex lesions in the rabbit leave orientation
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and object vision relatively intact (ten cate &vanherk, 1933: ten cate, 1935).
Failure of visual orientation after collicular ablation has been observed in

animals other than the hamster e.g. cat (sprague & meikle. 1965) and monkey
(denny-ijrown, 1962). Such ablations are associated with deficits in orientation
towards acoustic, tactile and nociceptive stimuli so that the organ appears to
be involved in more general orientation responses.

The neural substrate of the orientation response, or 'visual grasp reflex'
(hess, hurgi & bucher, 1946), has been revealed as the co-existence of an eye

motor map which corresponds topographically with the retinal projection
within the superior colliculus (apter, 1949, 1950). A similar organisation of
the rabbit superior colliculus has been established by schaeffer (1968) which
reveals appropriate eye, head and ear motor maps which direct these organs to

the region of visual field represented in the corresponding retinotopic projection.
That the superior colliculus plays a role in the detection of visual stimuli is

clear from its contribution to orientation in the destriate animal. In the rabbit,
this role may be reflected by the uniform magnification of the visual field
representation on the organ which contrasts with the cortical emphasis on the
representation of the nasal and, to a lesser estent, lateral fixation areas; the
retinal regions redirected by the orientation response. In the absence of the
orientation response, the visual cortex of a hamster lacking the superior colliculi
reveals its own capacity for stimulus detection by an increased number of
'freeze' responses (schneider, 1967). Whatever the potentiality of the superior
colliculus in the absence of the visual cortex it is essential to remember their

normal co-operation and the presence of extensive neocortical projections
(garey, jones & powell, 1968), whose function is obscure and influence on

the collicular units varies from species to species.

Comparative Aspects of Superior Collicu/us Units

The Role of Rabbit Superior Colliculus Single Units In an earlier section i; has
been pointed out that the upper part of the stratum griseum superficialc in the
rabbit has a conspicuous multiunit response and contains single units which
arc very similar in properties to the large field off units of the retina. The multi-
unit response and the large field off units both;

1. Show evidence of an inhibitory surround.
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OPTIC NERVE LARGE FIELD OFF UNIT. COLLICULAR UNIT SIMILAR TO O.N. LARGE FIELD OFF TYPE

(DEPTH 0.3mm)
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COLLICULUS MULTI-UNIT RESPONSE IN STRATUM GRISEUM

SUPERFICIALE
COLLICULA.R LONG FIFLD UNIT (DEPTH 13 mm)

Fig. 40
Similarities in the responses of an optic nerve large field offunit, collicular large field off
cell, massed discharge of the superficial superior colliculus and a collicuiar long field
unit to: A; off then on of a small spot of light (2-3°) centred in the receptive field; B;
decremental dimming and incremental brightening of a small light spot; C; rapid move¬
ment of a shadow stimulus back and forth through the receptive field of the unit. In the
case of the multiunit discharge, an extra response has been included; B shows the redu¬
ced oil" and increased on response relative to the prominent off response in A when a lar¬
ger spot of light is flashed (10 in diameter), thus demonstrating the presence of lateral
inhibition in the population response. The illustrations C & D thus ocrrcspond to
B & Cm the other cases. Downward movement of the monitor trace indicates a reduc¬
tion in the light intensity falling on the receptive field and upward movement the reverse.
Time 100 msec. For discussion of responses see page (119).
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2. Evince prolonged firing at 'ofT of a small centred light spot but a rather
brief 'on' response.

3. Give a good response to shadows or to very small movements of an object
in the receptive field.

4. Respond to fast movement and repeated movement without habituation.
5. Give a dimming response to step changes in light intensity but not a

brightening response.

In Fig. 40 are off, on, dimming and rapid movement responses for an optic
nerve large field off unit, a single unit from the upper layer of the superior
colliculus and for the multiunit evoked response of the stratum griseum super-

ficiale.

The above evidence suggests that the large field off units pass to the upper

layers of the superior colliculus in such large numbers that they predominate
in the population response. There is normally very little spontaneous activity in
this layer so that a burst of firing is indicative of 'activity' of the kind detected
by the large field off units e.g. rapid movement, shadows + small moving
objects, in the corresponding region of the visual field.

levick (1965) has described the large field off units as 'alarm units'. In view
of the preceeding demonstration of the involvement of the superior colliculus
in orientation to stimuli it appears appropriate that the organ should possess in
its upper layers an 'early warning system' - the large field units constitute the
fast fibre population of the optic tract (lederman & noell, 1968) - fed by
'alarm' units situated all over the retina (hughes, 1968). It is suggested that,
when 'activity' occurs at some point in the visual field, this superficial sheet of
cells activates the subadjacent topographically related column of cells by means
of its descending connections (cajal, 1911) and elicits physiologically the same

orientation response that is obtained by electrical stimulation or strychnine
application under experimental conditions. The absence of cortical projections
to this upper half of the stratum griseum superficiale in the rat (lund, 1966,
1968) suggests that the layer may function normally in the absence of the
striate cortex. The class of stimuli which elicits orientation responses in animals
lacking the visual cortex is very similar to those which excite the large field off
units (sprague, 1966: Schneider, 1967).

The unit properties tend to be laminated within the radial column of deeper
collicular cells. The long field cells have properties reminiscent of the large
field off type (Fig. 40) and may be synthesised from them providing generalisa-
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tion of 'activity' parallel to the long axis of the visual streak.
oyster (1968) has presented evidence for the involvement of on-o(Tdirectional

units in the generation of OKN which is a response mediated by the superior
colliculus. It would thus appear that another of the collicular unit classes, the
directional, may reasonably be attributed with a specific, but not necessarily
sole, function. There is no evidence, however, which would unequivocally
establish the deep collicular directional units involved in the generation of OKN.

In a qualitative sense the responsiveness of the deeper units of the superior
colliculus bears some resemblance to that of the visually guided behaviour
evidenced in destriate animals. In particular, the responsiveness to moving
rather than to stationary stimuli, and habituation to repeated stimuli have
behavioural conterparts. The latter feature would not be provided by the upper

sheet of 'alarm' units - their failure to habituate is one of their most distin¬

guishing features.
The deepest region of the superior colliculus contains the very large quadrant

and hemifield units whose properties are suggestive of involvement in motor

output but there is no apparent correspondence of the visual field division with
eye muscle direction of pull and again we observe extensive spatial generalisa¬
tion for an unknown function.

Tectal Units in other Species In spite of differing investigative techniques there
appears to be a considerable similarity between the units of the superior colli¬
culus in the different species of mammal. In all the vertebrates the superficial
tectal receptive fields are small and the deep fields very large.

The multiunit response of the upper part of the stratum griseum superficiale
appears to lack directional specificity and to respond without habituation to

rapid oscillatory movement of shadow or card stimuli in the rat (Humphrey,
1968), cat (sprague, marchiai ava & rizzolatti, 1968), and rabbit (hughes,
1968). The superficial small units of the monkey tectum do not appear to be
similar to those of the above species (Humphrey, 1968).

Long fields similar to those of the rabbit have been observed in the rat by
Humphrey (1968) but they are not so extensively elongated. They have not
been described in any other species. On the other hand large fields with straight
margins corresponding to the vertical or horizontal have been observed deep in
the tectum of monkey (Humphrey, 1968), cat (mcilwain& buser, 1968), rabbit
and pigeon (unpublished observations) but not in the rat (Humphrey, 1968).

It is a common feature of rat, ground squirrel, rabbit, cat and monkey tectal
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units that the response to stationary light spot stimuli becomes progressively
poorer, so that the units respond to moving stimuli alone, and that the incidence
of habituation to repeated stimuli becomes greater as the deeper layers of the
superior coliiculus are penetrated.

Perhaps the major species difference at the tectal level, if confirmed, is
indicated by the failure of Humphrey (1968) and siminoff, schwassmann &

kruger (1967) to find directional units in the rat tectum and of Humphrey

(1968) to find such units in the monkey tectum. In the rabbit I find two classes
of directional unit, both of which are directional under reversed contrast, an

upper superficial group which have the properties of a retinal directional on •off
type and a deeper group which may be described as possessing a preferred
direction rather than possessing a preferred -null axis. The results differ from
those of schaefer (1966) who finds 70% of the rabbit tectal units to be direc¬
tional and more in keeping with those of hill (1966) who finds the class to form
20% of the total. In both rabbit (schaefer, 1966) and cat (mclwain & buser,
1968: sprague, marchiafava & rizzolati, 1968) it appears that the proportion
of directional units increases as the deeper layers are approached.

The species differences can be correlated to some extent with the apparent

differences described earlier in retinal unit populations. The rat and monkey,
reported to be without retinal directional units, are claimed to possess no such
tectal units. The rabbit and ground squirrel, which possess a large retinal
population of directional units also possess similar units in the superficial layers
of the tectum. The directional units in their deeper layers appear to be similar
to those deep in the cat superior collicuius as described by marchiafava &

pepeu (1966) and sprague et al. (1968). The superficial directional units of the
cat colliculus do not appear to be either optic tract fibres or cells connected to
such fibres because, although their percentage is high (50%) within the colli¬
culus, there is no evidence (sterling & wickelgren, 1969) that the brachium
of the organ is richly supplied with retinal directional units such as are to be
found in the rabbit and ground squirrel.

The observation of wickelgren & sterling (1969) that the directional units
of the cat upper collicular layers disappear after cortical cooling or ablation
suggests an organisation different to that of rabbit and ground squirrel, in
which the retinal afferents alone prevent such an event. The directional units
of the deeper layers of the cat tectum do not disappear upon cortical ablation
(marchiafava & pepeu, 1966). The units of the rabbit (hughes, unpublished
observations) and rat (Humphrey, 1968) appear little changed after cortical
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ablation. These differences suggest the possibility of correlation between
cortical dependence of the collicular units and the retinal unit populations but
the evidence is too sparse for any generalisations to be made.

The tectal units of all species are thus mainly concerned with the detection
of moving stimuli, many of them requiring movement in a specific direction.
Habituation to repeated stimulus presentation is common and there is some

lamination of function correlated with a topographic organisation of the retinal
projection. Many of the fields are large and respond to activity in different
regions equally well. Such fields often respond better to small rather than large
objects and show an inhibitory surround. These have been described as analo¬
gous to the hypercomplex units of the visual cortex by sterling & wickei.gren

(1969). The requirements of the units are in general not so precise as those of
cortical units, are more likely to involve large stimulus movements and to be
less specific about stimulus size and orientation. These similarities of tectal
organisation between species may reflect the similarity of the residual visual
capacity which exists after ablation of the striate cortex in animals as different
as the hamster and monkey (Schneider, 1967: Humphrey & weiskrantz, 1967).

Comparative Aspects of Visual Cortex Units

The major contribution to our knowledge of visual cortex single unit organisa¬
tion has been provided by the work of hubel & wiesel on cat and monkey, two
animals which appear to have many features of their cortical unit populations
in common. The results of hubel & wiesel inevitably provide a standard for the
comparative consideration of the work on the rabbit cortex. No detailed single
unit studies have been carried out on the visual cortex of any mammals other
than cat, rabbit and monkey. At present, the results from cat and monkey
appear to be very different to those from the rabbit. Although generally con¬

firming the work of hubel & wiesel on the cat cortex, certain features revealed
by other workers somewhat reduce the apparent disparity between the de-
criptions of cortical organisation in that animal and the rabbit so that con¬

sideration is given to their findings below.

Cat Visual Area I According to Hubel & Wiesel The cat visual cortex units are

not organised in concentric fashion like those of the retina (hubel & wiesel,

1959: 1962) but are all, whether in areas I, II or 111 (hubel & wiesel, 1965),
especially responsive to the movement of straight line stimuli such as an edge,
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slit or bar at some specific orientation. This is true even if other, more sophisti¬
cated, requirements are superimposed. Most of the cat cortical units respond
best to moving stimuli but amongst those responding to flashed light spots are

two classes. The 'simple' units have elongated receptive fields which may be
mapped out in terms of excitatory and inhibitory regions so that the optimum
bar stimulus may be determined from an examination of the plot; 'complex'
units may respond to the light but cannot be mapped in such a fashion. The
complex and simple units alike arc unaffected by the length of bar stimuli as

long as their orientation is optimal but the complex units require less precise
location and appear to generalise the requirements of the simple unit in space.

Lower and higher order hypcrcomplex units, now found in area VI in the cat

(hubel & wiesel, 1968), have more restricted requirements for stimulation and
it is necessary that a stimulus bar or slit be terminated at one or both ends
before a response may be obtained.

The specific orientation requirements of the edge, bar and slit receptive
fields soon revealed that all of the cells encountered during one electrode insertion
perpendicular to the cortical surface were selective for the same orientation.
Adjacent insertions were discovered to record units with similar orientation
requirements so that a region could be defined ,on the surface of the cortex and
extending through all its layers, in which all the units possessed the same

orientation requirements. This volume of tissue was called a column (1963).
Eye dominance columns have also been described in the cat but these are not

so discreetly organised as orientation columns (hubel & wiesel, 1962). Such
columns are functionally defined. The presence of eye dominance columns has,
however, been demonstrated independently by an ingenious anatomical techni¬
que (hubel & wiesel, 1969).

Some indication of lamination within the depth of the visual cortex has been
obtained in the cat (hubel & wn si i, 1962) and monkey (hubel & wiesel, 1968)
which suggests that complex units are not located in the region of layer 4 but
occur above and below. Since the complex and hypercomplex units of a given
column possess the same orientation selectivity it has been suggested by hubel &
wiesel that the column provides the means for the economical 'wiring up' of
the complex and hypercomplex units from simple units according to the hier¬
archical concept of cortical unit organisation (hubel & wiesel, 1962, 1965).
The arrangement in the monkey appears to be similar but organised in a more
discreet and sophisticated fashion (hubel & wiesel, 1968).
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The Ceil Visual Area I According to Other Workers The orientation sensitivity
of many cortical cells has been confirmed by various investigators (baum-
gartner, brown & schulz, 1964; blakemore, 1970; campbell, cleland,

cooper, enroth-cugell, 1968; campbell, cooper, robson & sachs, 1969;
creuzfeldt & jto, 1968; pett1grew, nikara, bishop, 1968; and spinelli &

barrett, 1968).
The presence of orientation columns has also been confirmed by blakemore

(1970) who divides them into two categories. Constant depth columns contain
orientation specific binocular units whose disparity is similar so that stimuli
within one plane of the visual field, at a given convergence, will activate them.
In a direction column, the disparities vary considerably so that the units are

activated by stimuli at different depths in the field but located along a single
projection axis running from the eye.

Circular and concentric receptive fields associated with cortical units have
been classified as arising from L.G.N, afferents by hubel, & wiesel (1959; 1962).
baUmgartner et al. (1964), spinelli & barrett (1968), and joshua & bishop

(1970) have, however, described many such units with binocular inputs. The
fields recorded by spinelli & barrett (1968) and joshua & bishop (1970) were

influenced neither by the shape of a stimulus nor by its orientation. Circular
fields formed 44% of a sample of 165 cortical cells (spinelli & barrett, 1968).

16% of the circular and 17% of the edge and bar selective fields were de¬
scribed as directionally selective by spinelli & barrett (1968). A similar
emphasis on the presence of units with directional properties has been made
by pettigrew, nikara & bishop (1968) who find 35% of sinipie and 48% of
complex units to have responses so asymmetrical as to form a separate direc¬
tional class. Directionality of response has not been emphasised by hubel &
wiesel as a property of cortical units, it figures in none of their tables, and
when reported is regarded as possibly arising from the symmetry of flanking
areas of the receptive field (hubel & wiesel, 1959).

The single unit populations obtained by the different investigators may mot
be comparable as a result of variations in the anaesthetic used. It is noticeable
that hubel & wiesel work with light nembutal anaesthesia while the other
investigators use either light nitrous oxide anaesthesia or work with conscious
animals. According to burns (1968), the cortical units of the unanaesthetised
preparation are somewhat 'less fussy' about the stimulus required to drive them.
Orientation selectivity of the cells is claimed to be invariant with depth of
anaesthesia (hubel wiesel, 1962).
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Receptive fields tend to be larger as the recording site is moved away from
representation of the area centralis to that of the peripheral retina (hubel &

wiesel, 1962) and the proportion of units lacking orientation sensitivity
increases (joshua & bishop, 1970). In a sample of 85 units obtained 30' from
the area centralis some 30% were not orientation selective. Such contrasts

between the peripheral and central populations cannot, however, be totally
responsible for discrepancies between the observations of hubel & wiesel and
others because the former have recorded units well away from the area cen¬

tralis and most of the latter have recorded units within 15° of the area centralis

alone.

The marked contrast between the totally concentric retina! and totally
linearly selective cortical unit population recorded by hubel & wiesel is thus
reduced by the discovery of concentric and circular fields at the cortical level
by other workers. The contrast is lessened further now that nonconcentric
units have been recorded within the cat retina, hubel & wiesel have neither

recorded nor taken into account the nonconcentric units described by other
investigators. In view of the demonstration of, non-orientation selective,
directional units in the cat retina by rodieck & stone (1965), stone & fabian

(1966), spinelli & weingarten (1966) and in the cat L.G.N, by kozak, rodif.ck

& bishop (1964), as well as of bar and edge shaped fields in the cat retina
(spinelli, 1967), it appears that most of the properlies of retinal units so far
described have been observed at the cortical level but that the converse is

certainly not true.

Comparison of Cat and Rabbit Primary Visual Cortex; The Units

Many of the cortical units of the rabbit possess properties similar to those of
units recorded in the retina just as has recently been found to be the case in
the cat. Certain differences have, however, been observed between the cortical
and retinal representatives of overtly similar unit classes. In my own series of
experiments it is apparent that on-off fields are mucn more common than
concentric types in the cortex and that not many of this group possess the
directional or local edge sensitivity which is invariably ascribed to them in the
retina. The cortical directional and orientation sensitive units are more respon¬

sive to moving stimuli than to flashed light spots, to which only 50% will fire.
The firing sector of directional units is reduced relative to the retina so that a

stimulus with a component of movement in the null direction will not induce
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a response. Many orientation selective units require an extended edge for the
response to be dependable and the necessity of using a bar or slit as a stimulus
is much more often apparent than appears to be the case in the retina.

Some of these features of unit behaviour appear in the L.G.N, units (taka-
hashi et al., 1969). It is possible, therefore, that units with properties in common

with the retinal classes were afferent fibres from the L.G.N. The units of my

own experimental series were recorded from the monocular field representation
so that the binocularity criterion for cortical neurons was not available as is
the case in the cat. The most convincing argument that these units represent

cortical cells is that their action potential shapes were similar to those of visual
units with properties which have not been reported in the retina or L.G.N, and
which are thus assumed to be of cortical origin.

The small, medium and very large field homogeneous on-off units formed a

large proportion of the units with receptive fields appearing only at the cortical
level in the rabbit. The most interesting of the purely cortical units are members
of the orientation selective class. The directionally selective orientated bar
sensitive unit has not previously been reported at other levels and suggests
class convergence. Of greater significance, however, is the observation that
several of the orientated edge and bar selective units were selective for oblique
orientation, so far only observed for 45" inclination to the horizontal, which
has not been observed at the retinal level by levick (1967) or oyster (1968).

It thus appears that both rabbit and cat cortex possess concentric, circular
and directional receptive fields which do not require orientated bar or slit
stimuli. Edge, bar and slit sensitive fields are also common to the two species
although in the rabbit they are much less numerous and do not possess either the
selectivity for, or variety of, orientation observed in the units of thecal cortex.

The apparent readiness of many of the rabbit cortical units to respond to
either stationary or moving light spofs does not differentiate them from those
recorded in the unanaesthetised cat (spinelli, 1967). Even complex orientation
sensitive units will map well to a moving spot in that animal but the map is
different to that obtained with a bar.

None of the classes of cortical field other than the orientated edge and bar
units have been found to show any degree of selectivity for straight edges or
stimulus orientation. The units respond with velocity selectivity to stationary
or moving spots, discs, squares, rectangles etc. Some respond exclusively to
black stimuli on a white background and not to the reverse contrast. Although
the small field and medium field on-off units reveal an inhibitory surround of
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straight forward kind, it is to be noted that the very large fields show evidence
of something akin to hypercomplex properties in that, as stimulus size increases,
their response may decrease before an extension equal to the receptive field
diameter is reached.

The hierarchical organisation of the visual cortex

The hierarchical theory of cortical organisation put forward by hubel awiesel

(1962: 1965: 1968) for the cat and monkey was based upon the need to account
for the formation of orientation selective units from an L.G.N, population
consisting only of concentric neurons.

In the rabbit, however, the full hierarchical system of orientation selective unit
generation is an unessential hypothesis on the basis of the available evidence
because;

a. 11 % of the retinal ganglion cells in the visual streak are selective for vertical
or horizontal orientation.

b. 80% of the cortical orientation selective units have properties explicable by
the convergence of the output of the above cells after its passage through
the L.G.N.

c. No higher order cells of the hypercomplex class, with properties explicable
only in terms of the convergence of orientation selective units of parallel or

orthogonal selectivity, have been identified.

The 20% of the cortical orientation selective units which respond to oblique
line stimuli, also observed by ogawa et al. (1968), may be representative of an

undetected retinal population or they may be generated 'de novo'. Their
proper ties are akin to those of the cat simple units and require similar explana¬
tion in terms of the convergence of L.G.N, afferents in the event of their being
synthesised in the cortex.

In view of the limited population of orientated edge, bar and slit selective
units in the rabbit area 17 it is convenient that certain features of the hierar¬

chical concept of hubel & wiesel may stand in isolation from the property of
orientation selectivity and be sought as common factors in the organisation
of the visual cortex of other species. The operations carried out in the cat visual
cortex arc divided by hubel & wiesel into two general processes; the stages of
simple and lower order hypercomplex unit formation are regarded as processes

for the increase of selectivity while the interdigitating stages of complex and
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higher order hypercomplex unit formation are seen as processes for the generali¬
sation of selectivity in visual space.

Increase in selectivity of the rabbit visual cortex units relative to those of the
retina has been indicated to be of limited extent in the previous section (p. 127)
and some of the change must be attributed to intra-class convergence in the
L.G.N, (takahashi et al., 1969). At present cross-class convergence is only
required to explain the synthesis of the directional orientated bar selective unit
from orientation and directionally selective L.G.N, afferents in the manner

suggested for the equivalent class in the cat (pettigrew et al., 1968). Amongst
the more bizarre units of arden et al. (1967, Fig. ID) or ogawa et al. (1968,
Fig. 7, 8) are to be found no features which the simple convergence of L.G.N,
afferents to the cortex cannot account for. The great variety of units apparent
at the retinal level in the rabbit is thus not accompanied by the development
of a proportionately larger variety of sophisticated units at the cortical level.

In contrast, although no spatial generalisation appears to occur in the rabbit
L.G.N, (levick et al., 1969) there is plenty of evidence for it at the cortical level.
The medium and large field ON-OFF units and the occasional large field
directional and orientation selective units (e.g. arden et al., 1967, Fig. IB)
require explanation in terms of convergence of L.G.N, afferents representing
adjacent but different regions of visual space. Again intra-class convergence

suffices. Even the so called hypercomplex features of the very large field units
suggest the concatenation of a number of smaller receptive fields with surround
inhibition.

No rabbit cortical receptive fields have been discovered to possess any kind
of selectivity which necessitates the postulatior. of convergence of first, or

second order cortical cell outputs such as is required for the explanation of
complex and hypercomplex unit properties in the cat. This is a marked distinc¬
tion between the species but it refers only to the minimum theoretical require¬
ments for the 'wiring up' of the units. In the cat there is some evidence that the
complex units really do have inputs remote from the cortical afferents (derney,
baumgartner & aderjani, 1968) but no similar study has been made on the
rabbit. The size of the receptive fields of the compound units recorded by
arden et al. (1967) and ogawa et al. (1968) suggest that they may be formed by
the convergence of first order cortical cells but this is not a necessary condition.
In general, therefore, the results from the rabbit thus fail to indicate the nature

of the units, which must exist, of the same order ofconnection as the complex and
hypercomplex units of the cat. It is unlikely that such units have not been
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recorded so that it appears that either they possess properties similar to the
first order units or that their optimum trigger features have not yet been estab¬
lished.

A 'tidy dichotomy', cannot be drawn between the cat and rabbit on the basis
of their simple orientation selective units. At present these must be regarded
as being both synthesised in the cortex and relayed from the retina, spinell.i's
report of elongated receptive fields with inhibitory flanks in the cat retina
indicates, in view of blakemore's observation that such units appear to arrive
at the cortex (personal communication), that they may play some part in
accounting for the orientation selective properties of the cortical cells; they
are not regarded as imperilling the hierarchical concept because of their rarity.
Conversely the cortical synthesis, as well as relaying, of orientation selectivity
appears to be a possibility in the case of the oblique orientation units in the
rabbit. The small percentage of orientation selective units in the rabbit, 15-1"' %,
compared with cat, 70%, is again an unsatisfactory basis for a distinction. The
difference between the two species is thus, at present, best summed up in the
general statement that the observed processes ofselectivity increase and generali¬
sation at the cortical level in the rabbit may be entirely accounted for, without an

hierarchical organisation, in terms of cross class and intra class convergence of
no more than a few incoming L.G.N, fibres at one stage.

This conclusion is similar to that of ogawa et al. (1968) who wrote that, in
the rabbit, 'Cortical neurons do not effect further analytical processing on the
visual information conveyed along the specific afferent fibres, but rather exert
some integrative action on it.' It is thus of interest to note that the very large
field on-off units of the rabbit may be representative of part of the output of its
cortex. Their large amplitude, long duration, action potentials and location
in layer V and VI suggests that they represent the pyramidal cells of this region
which are known to give rise to the cortical efferents (gioi.li & guthrie, 1967:
globus & scheibel, 1967). The relatively uncomplicated receptive field pro¬

perties of the units is in keeping with the above statements on the nature of
processing in lhe rabbit area visual 1 but the sampled efferents are not neces¬

sarily the most sophisticated products of the cortical processing, hubel &
wiesel (1967) have pointed out that simple, complex and hypercomplex units
are all to be found in the callosum of the cat.

In conclusion it is to be noted that the classification of receptive fields into
simple, complex and hypercomplex categories cannot be transferred to the
rabbit accompanied by the implications of hierarchical cortical synthesis which
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has been acquired in the case of the cat and monkey. This restriction is addi¬
tionally necessary because, at the retinal level alone, cue directional, local edge
and uniformity detectors must be regarded as at learst complex units. The
contrast sensitivity of the surrounds of local edge uniits (levick, 1967), the
selective suppression of directionality from the surround of the directional on

unit (oyster, 1968) and the total inhibition of the response to extended stimuli
which is effected by the inhibitory receptive field of tniany of the units even

merit the description of 'hypercomplex' for their receptive fields as has been
suggested in the case of certain frog retinal units ( ciubel & wiesel, 1965).

Columnar organisation

The statement by arden, ikeda & hill (1967), to the eilisct that the columnar
arrangement of cortical cells in the rabbit is the same as- ihat already described
for. the cat, is misleading. It is based upon the observation that the cells en¬

countered within a single electrode insertion have their receptive fields located
in roughly the same region of visual space. The cciuimn as understood by
mountcastle (1957) or hubel & wiesel (1963) requires common topographic
and subntodality specificity in its constituent units, "topographic representation
docs not by itself constitute a columnar system fa) the retinotopic projec¬
tion the representation is continuous; there are no suueien jumps as the surface
is traversed.' hubel & wiesel (1968). The columnar system is superimposed
on the relinotopic projection as an arrangement of functionally defined cell
aggregations occupying cortical volumes whose boun.oji.ries divide the cortical
surface into mosaic form. Columns have been described in somatic cortex

(powfll & mountcastle, 1959), auditory cortex (abeiles & Goldstein, 1970),
motor cortex (welt, aschoff, kameda & brooks, 196~i and, of course, in the
cat and monkey visual cortex.

The presence of columns is characteristically reveri-ied when an electrode
encounters a long series of cells arranged in depth im the cortex with some

feature common to their stimulus requirements. In Che cat visual area I the
orientation selectivity of the cells is the same. \o lumg series of orientation
selective units have beet: encountered during penetrar.ions of the rabbit visual
cortex. In fact, other than a common location in the visual field, no feature
common to all or even the majority of units encounnsrcd during an electrode
insertion has been noted in the rabbit.

The fact that units with different properties are eincountered during one
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electrode penetration is not of itself adequate evidence for the absence of the
columnar organisation. Units with a variety of characteristics are routinely
encountered during an electrode penetration in the cat because there appears

to be no columnar organisation with respect to bar, slit, edge or directional
properties, although in the monkey there appear to be hints of 'nests' of these
classes superimposed on the orientation columns. Furthermore, the recent

reports of nonorientation selective circular and directional receptive fields in
the cat cortex indicate that these units must appear within orientation columns
(confirmed by blakemore, personal communication) so that at least a few of
the cells encountered will be without the common orientational selectivity of
the columns in which they are recorded. In the cat, however, such cells are

rare; in the rabbit it is the cells with common features that are rare.

The rabbit visual cortex may readily be seen to possess the radial fibre
fasciculi and cell columns which have been suggested as the possible anatomical
basis of the functional columns (hubel & wiesel, 1963: 1968). The work of
globus & scheibel (1967) on the rabbit cortex has shown that the histological
features of goi.gi preparations are organised vertically into a modular structure
such as has been observed in the cat cortex by sholl (1956) and colonnier

(1966). Cortical histology thus indicates the potentiality for interaction between
cells possessing a physiologically defined community of receptive field location
in visual space. It is hard to imagine that this is not accompanied by some

physiological indication of organisation related to the interaction, even if it is
not so overt as the common orientation selectivity found in the cat.

ogawa et al. (1968), while denying the presence of columns in the rabbit
cortex, have claimed that if more than one orientation selective unit happens
to be recorded within an electrode insertion then the receptive field axes are

parallel or perpendicular. This arrangement is similar to that reported in the
dual orientation columns of the cat area VIII (hubel & wiesel, 1965) but in
the rabbit it may usually be accounted for by the limited variety of orientation
selectivity available. No common preferred directions were noted for the
directional units.

The number of units obtained during an electrode 'stab' in the rabbit is much
more limited than in the case of hubel & wiesel's recordings from the cat.
In view of the larger variety of properties found in the rabbit cortex perhaps
only two in ten units encountered during a good electrode insertion will be of
similar class. The features common within a class of the units of an anatomical

column will thus be harder to detect, blakemore (1970) has, however, esfab-
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lislied the presence of two classes of column in the cat on the basis of smaller
samples of units than used by hubf.l & wiesel.

ogawa et al. (1968) have described the cortical units from the region of
visual streak under the optic nerve head as possessing oval receptive fields in
which the major axis runs parallel to the streak. This ovality appears to be
similar to that evidenced in the retina (page 60) and is independent of the
functionally defined receptive field axis. It must not be construed as a feature
indicating columnar organisation when encounterd in successive neurons.

Some Speculations

Is Visual Cortex Organisation Uniform in the Rabbit? All of the currently
available reports on rabbit cortical units are concerned with the properties of
the region receiving the representation of the lateral visual field. It is natural
to wonder whether the apparent absence of the hierarchical and columnar
organisation characteristic of the cat and monkey visual cortex is peculiar to
the representation of the lateral field in the rabbit or whether it extends through¬
out the whole visual cortex and is indicative of a marked species difference.

The lateral field of the rabbit is overtly equivalent to the 'temporal crescent'
of the cat but the corresponding retinal regions are not organised in similar
fashion. The- extension of the rabbit area centralis to form the visual streak

means that, whereas in the cat a twelve fold decrease in ganglion cell density
accompanies a movement of 30° peripheral from the decussation line, in the
rabbit an excursion of up to 90" lateral along the retinal equator reveals an

increase in density.
Similarly, the single units recorded from the central visual streak have much

more in common with those of the area centralis of the cat than with those of

the corresponding retinal region; the receptive field centres are small, the
surrounds are more powerful than those of the peripheral units and the density
of nonconcentric units is highest in both species.

There is good behavioural evidence which confirms the above indications
that the central region of the visual streak is adapted as a fixation area similar
to the temporal region adjacent to the decussation line - or the area centralis
of the cat. A rabbit will rotate its head about the long axis and in the horizontal
plane to bring images of interest to the region of enhanced resolution in the
central visual streak under conditions not involving either forward locomotion
or depth perception; if the latter are involved then the nasal field is used.
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In the retina there is no indication that differences should be expected be¬
tween the single unit properties of the central and temporal visual streak. The
ganglion cell density does not differ greatly in the two regions and the cell
diameter population is very similar.

On the other hand, an element of the lateral field representation in the rabbit
cortex receives only one third of the area that is devoted to an equivalent region
of the nasal field. This difference might be regarded as a basis for not accepting
the unit population of the cortical representation of the lateral field as poten¬

tially similar to that of the nasal region. In the cat, however, there is a one

hundred and twenty fold reduction in the cortical area representing a square

degree of visual field when passing from the projection of the area centralis to
that of a region 30° peripheral to it. In spite of this, orientation selective units
(joshua & bishop, 1970: whitteridge, personal communication) predominate,
arranged in columns (blakemore, personal communication), within at least
503 of the area centralis projection. The main features of cat cortical organisa¬
tion thus appear to be uninfluenced by a change in areal magnification which
is 40 times greater than the disparity noted between the nasal and lateral field
representations in the rabbit cortex. It is thus improbable that this factor would
be the basis of a difference in the organisation of the two regions which would
make the units of the lateral field representation untypical of the cortex dealing
with the nasal field.

The apparent interchangeability of the lateral and nasal fixation areas during
visual behaviour not involving binocular vision has not been investigated by
psychological techniques in the rabbit. In view of the above findings it appears

that the lateral and nasal field are both capable of detailed form vision in spite
of the absence of the hierarchical and orientation column system in the cortex

corresponding to the lateral field and its probable absence from that of the
nasal field. The organisation and potentality of the cortex dealing with the
two fixation areas must of course differ as a result of the ipsilateral projections
to the binocular area.

Is the Absence of Both the Orientation Columns and Hierarchy in the Rabbit
Related to their Functional Association ? Every variety of column which has
been found in the visual cortex of either cat (blakemore, 1970: hubel & wiesel,

1962, 1965) or monkey (hubel & wiesel, 1968) is organised with respect to the
receptive field orientation. The reported column varieties depend upon the
connections of the ipsilateral eye which superimpose second order features
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such as eye dominance, disparity and direction upon the orientation columns.
Orientation selectivity is also common to the units in the tentative columns
or 'nests' organised around such features as bar, slit or directional selectivity
(hijb'el & wiesel, 1962, 1968). In view of hubel & wiesel's hypothesis that
the orientation columns are the means of assembling the hierarchical series of
cortical receptive fields it appears significant that, although orientation selective
units are present, both the orientation selective hierarchy and the orientation
selective columns are absent or poorly developed in the case of the rabbit. The
possibility of other more subtle organisational features within an anatomical
column of the rabbit cortex has already been discussed and there is no indica¬
tion that binocular columns will be absent.

The superimposed binocular characteristics of columns in the cat cortex have
been argued by blakemore (1970) to play a part in the control of eye movement;

specifically he relates the direction columns to conjugate, and the depth columns
to both depth perception and disjunctive eye movements. It has been shown in
a previous section that at least the conjugate vuluntary eye movements are

present in the rabbit, contrary to current opinion (e.g. collewijn, 1970), but
vergence movements have not been observed. Depth perception has, however,
been demonstrated in this animal. The binocular area of the rabbit cortex may

thus be revealed to possess both eye dominance and more sophisticated varieties
of binocular column. The probable presence of eye dominance columns in the
primitive unit population of the American opossum has been noted by chris-

tensen & hill (1970) in the absence of any sign of orientation selectivity.

Quantitative Indications of Species Difference In a discussion about neurolo¬
gical characteristics relating to behavioural capacity, lashley (1949) has said,
'We must seek the clue to behavioural evolution in the number and inter¬

connections of the nerve cells , not in their gross structural arrangement.'
The increase from 7.5 to 1,330 mm2 in striate cortex area which accompanies
the striking improvement of visual discrimination and generalisation between
the rat and monkey (Table III) is a crude indication of species difference which
takes no account of the disparity in the cortical representation of the central
and peripheral field, or of species differences in cortical thickness, neuron

density, and size of visual field. Information now available in the literature
enables calculation of the neuronal density per square degree of the visual field
in the cortex at the projection of the visual axis. An index of cortical provision
for a region, of common function in different species, is thus obtained which is
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suitable for interspecies comparison and relates to the area whose performance
is that usually expressed in behavioural and physiological data.

The results of the calculation, which are given in Table 111, indicate that in
the representation Of the square degree of visual field about the fixation axis
the monkey possesses 23 times as many cortical neurones as the cat but exceeds
the provision in the rabbit by some 880-2,700 times, depending upon whether
the nasal or lateral fixation area of the latter is selected for comparison. The
cortical provision for the central field in the cat is thus closer to that of the
monkey than to that of the rabbit whose cortical neurone density per square

degree it surpasses by a factor of 38-115.
The cortical neuronal density per square degree of visual field may be

regarded as the product of two useful components; the retinal ganglion density
per square degree and the number of cortical neurones available for each retinal
ganglion cell. Although these factors are probably not totally independent,
they do appear to correlate with separate behavioural features.

The visual acuity of a species appears to be in closer relationship to retinal
than to cortical cell density. The receptor mosaic is of similar density in cat,
rabbit and monkey and is relatively uniform across the retina of one species.
Within the region of central vision, however, the degree of convergence from
receptors to ganglion cells varies considerably between species and may be
seen to parallel the differences in their behaviourally determined acuity. Thus
between the rat and macaque convergence varies 30 fold and acuity 37 fold
(Table 111). The retinal ganglion cell density per square degree on the visual
axis consequently also varies with the visual acuity. The presently available
information on the rat does not indicate such a close relationship as is found
in the case of the monkey, cat and rabbit. A similar association has been
suggested to be present in a series of nocturnal and diurnal primates (ordy &

samorajsky, 1968).
The ratio of cortical cells to retinal ganglion cells dealing with the same

element of the central visual field appears to provide an anatomical index
which correlates well with the physiological organisation of the visual cortex
in different species. In view of the tendency for the tectal connections to de¬
crease in importance upon ascending the phylogenetic scries, an interspecies
comparison of the index might give misleading results if considerably different
proportions of retinal ganglion cells fail to supply the L.G.N. In the rabbit,
the small medial division of the optic tract passes directly to the superior
colliculus but the majority of the tectal input is derived from the fibres of the
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table iii

Total Area

Code of Area Superior Ratio of Cortex Area 17 Area 17

17 mm2 Colliculus Areas of Magnifica¬ Thickness Cortical

Animal Area mm2 VI/S. Coll. tion mm. Neurone

mm2/sq.deg. Density
No./mm3

Monkey (maccaca)
Peak centralis (M) 1,320 43 31 : 1 30 2 113.103

Peak 30° peripheral 0.1

Cat
Peak centralis (C) 340 33 10 : 1 4.0 1.8 42.103

Peak 30° peripheral 0.03

Rabbit Nasal RN 80 40 2 : 1 0.1 1.8 44.103
Lateral RL 0.035 1.8
T30-60 RT 0.02 1.5

Rat

Nasal Rt 7.5 4.0 1.8 : 1 0.002 1.5 45.103

Data for quantitative indications of species difference
The information included in this table for the rabbit is mainly derived from material
presented elsewhere in the text. Information for other species has been taken from figu¬
res quoted in the text or measured from diagrams in the following works. In many cases
the information is unreliable or based on too few instances but is included in order to

enable some estimates of the ordei of magnitude of species differences to be carried out
at this time.

Area of Striate Cortex

(M) daniel & whitteridge, 1961: (C) bilge, bingle, seneviratne & whitteridge,
1967: (Rt) adams & forrester, 1968.

Area of Superior Collicii/us
(M) bl1nkov & glezer, 1968: (C) vejbaesya, 1967: forrester & lal, 1967.
Cortical Magnification mm^/sq. deg.
(M) daniel & whitteridge, 1961 : rolls & cowey, 1970: (C) bilge, bingle, senevirat-
ne & whitteridge, 1967; measurements made along horizontal of this map were extra¬
polated into central field by fitting curve to the ganglion cell count of stone, 1965, and
L.G.N. Magnification factor of senf.viratne, 1963, to give 2 mm/0 for 0-1° or 2.3 mm/0
on basis of g.cell count and cortical area for 0-5°; lower value accepted. Direct measu¬
rement 2 mm/0, mandl (burns, 1962). (Rt) adams & Forrester, 1968.
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table iii

Cortical Cortical Ganglion Ratio Acuity Ratio No. Recept./ Cortical Ratio of

Neurones/ Neurones/ Cell Count/ Monkey/ Monkey Ganglion Neurones/ Cortical

sq.dcg. sq. deg Ratio sq .deg. Animal Animal Cell Ganglion Neurones/

r Cell Ganglion
Cell

7,000.000 M/C 23 : 1 3,250 1 : 1 0.67' 1 : 1 1 : 1 2,100 M/C 2 : 1

M/RN 880 : 1 M/RN 32 : 1
M/RL 2,700 : 1 M/RL 140 : 1
M/Rt 50,000 : 1 M/Rt 350:1

22,000 100 220

300,000 C/RN 38 : 1 300 11:1 5.5' 8 : 1 9.6 :1 1,000 C/RN 15:1
C/RL 115:1 C/RL 67 : 1
C/Rt 2,100 : 1 C/RT 167 : 1

2,300 24 100

8,000 RN/Rt 57 : 1 125 26 : 1 17' 26 : 1 65 RN/Rt li : 1
2,600 RL/Rt 19:1 175 18 :1 35 :1 15 RL/Rt 3 : 1
1,300 RT/Rt 9 : 1 150 22 : 1 9 RT/Rt 2 : 1

140 24 130 : 1 25' 37 : 1 30 : 1 6

Area 17 Thickness

(M) hubel ft wiesel, 1968; (C) hubel & wiesel, 1965. Measured from their drawings
which are corrected for shrinkage. (Rt) adams & Forrester, 1968.

Neurone Density in Area 17
(M), (C), (R) & (Rt) Cragg, 1967. Absolute values corrected for shrinkage.

Ganglion Cell Count Isq. deg.
(M) rolls & cowey, 1967. In this paper it is demonstrated to be a reasonable hypothesis
that there is one ganglion cell for each cone, at least. The included cone count data was
therefore used to derive an estimate of the effective ganglion cell density for the foveal
region. (C), stone, 1965: (Rt) hughes & whitteridge, (in preparation) & brown, 1965
for mm/0 on retina.

Acuity

(M) rolls & cowey, 1970: (C) smith, 1938: (R) van hoe, 1967 Av. of 4: (Rt) Herman,
1956 Av. of 3 for 80% criterion.

Receptors/Ganglion Cell
(M) rolls & cowey, 1970: (C) chievitz, 1891: (Rt) lashley, 1939.
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superior quadrigeminal brachium which branch to innervate the L.G.N.
(giolli & guthrie, 1969); a similar arrangement obtains in the cat (barris,
Ingram & ransom, 1935). There is also electrophysiological evidence that the
majority of the input to the superior colliculus is in the form of collaterals of
both fast and slow fibres in the rabbit (ledkrman & noell, 1968) and cat

(hayashi, Sumitomo & iwama, 1967). It is thus probable that similar proportions
of retinal ganglion cells project to the L.G.N, in the monkey, rabbit & cat and
that the functional implications of the index may be of significance.

Table III shows that between the cat and monkey the cortical provision for
each retinal ganglion cell on the visual axis increases only twofold whereas the
retinal ganglion cell concentration is increased tenfold. Conversely, between
the rabbit and the cat the retinal ganglion cell density increases twofold whereas
the cortical provision for each retinal ganglion cell is increased 15-67 fold.
The similarity of cortical unit organisation in the cat and monkey and the pre¬

viously demonstrated difference between their organisation in the cat and rabbit
is therefore accompanied by a corresponding similarity and difference in the
respective cortical provision of neurones for each retina! ganglion cell on the
visual axis. It is understandable that the synthesis of units for some IS classes of
orientation column in each element of visual field should lead to a much greater

provision of cortical neurones per retina! ganglion cell in the cat and monkey
cortex than is the case in the rabbit where extensive multiplication of cortical
representation does not occur.

It should be noted that the cortical provision for each ganglion cell on the
visual axis of the rat is only 1/11 of that for a cell in the corresponding part of
the rabbit temporal retina in spite of the lower retinal ganglion cell density per

square degree in the rat. The presence of a purely concentric unit population
in the retina of the rat (brown & rojas, 1965; partridge & brown, 1970;
hughes, unpublished observations) might lead to the conclusion that its cortical
unit organisation would be like that of the monkey or cat. If the predominantly
orientation selective cortex which is characteristic of the cat and monkey
requires a large cortical provision of neurones for the synthesis of orientation
selective units in at least fifteen varieties of orientation column then it appears

unlikely that the rat cortex, with only 1/167 of the cortical provision in the cat,
will be similarly organised. It is possible that the rat cortex will be organised
in the unsophisticated manner of the American opossum (christensen & hill,
1970).
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Series/Parallel Information Processing Information transfer in the visual
system is carried out in a fashion which combines the features of serial and
parallel processing. A parallel system is able to handle information in numerous

separate channels simultaneously and because of this it is many times faster
than a serial system. The high speed of the parallel system is, however, gained
at the 'cost' of a greatly increased number of components. On the other hand
the economy of components which is effected by serial sampling of an input
matrix is accompanied by both the risk of missing "events occuring during the
dead time between sampling and a lower rate of information transfer.

The primate fovea attains an ideal parallel organisation in that the individual
channels of the receptor mosaic appear to be retained from the receptors to the
optic nerve. In the area centralis of other species, and in the periphery of all,
the extensive parallel processing of visual information at the receptor level is
not continued at later stages; instead, a considerable economy in the number
of central components required for the analysis of the incoming data is effected
by the convergence of the input to successive stages. In all species so far exam¬

ined there is a gradient of convergence from the central retina, where parallel
processing and detail vision are optimal for the species, to the peripheral areas

in which convergence is most prominent and sensitivity to movement and
light is greatest. The reduced resolution of parallel processing in the peripheral
retina introduces the need for serial sampling in detail vision so that objects of
interest in the peripheral visual field may be brought onto the visual axis for
examination. If a blind area is present to the rear of the head then serial sam¬

pling is also required for peripheral vision. The time required for the necessary

eye and head movements reduces the speed of information acquisition in the
fashion characteristic for the replacement of a parallel by a serial process.

The balance between serial and parallel processing varies considerably from
one species to another. The extensive blind area and the restricted area centralis
in cat andmonkey mean that peripheral and central vision are organised in a

predominantly serial fashion. It has been established at some length in an

earlier section that the use of the binocular and lateral fixation areas in the

rabbit also necessitate serial analysis of the visual environment by means of
eye and head movements. It was pointed out, hovewer, that such movements
occur less frequently than in cat and monkey and that in the freeze condition
they are totally abolished. It is in this state that the potential for parallel
processing in the rabbit visual system is fully exploited in a manner under¬
standable in terms of the animal's way of life. The large monocular field elimi-
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nates the risk of missing events occuring during the sampling dead time which
is present if serial scanning is required to give all-round peripheral vision.
Delay in detection of predators resulting from such a sampling error could be
disastrous in the case of an animal depending upon running away for its survival.
The remarkable emphasis on parallel processing in the rabbit visual system is
best revealed, however, by the horizontal extension of the area centralis to
enable a detailed simultaneous analysis of 360" of visual horizon at the retinal
level without the giveaway eye and head movements which feature so markedly
in animals depending upon serial sampling of their visual environment for
detail vision.

A square degree of visual field in the representation of the visual streak on

the rabbit cortical map occupies an area varying not much more than fivefold
from the decussation line to the T 60" meridian. For comparison, the represen¬

tation of a square degree in the cat area 17 is reduced about 120 times in area

for a passage of only 30" peripheral of the area centralis. The relative uniformity
of the rabbit visual streak representation demonstrates that, except for the
extreme temporal field, the emphasis on parallel processing obtaining in the
retina is not surrendered by differential convergence or expansion in the retino-
cortical pathway. It is the retention of an extensive field of parallel processing
at the cortical level, in conjunction with the small area of the visual cortex,

which brings about the limited cortical provision for each retinal ganglion celi
that was demonstrated for the rabbit in the previous section.

Only massive convergence of almost the whole output of the visual streak
would enable adequate provision to be made within the limited visual cortex
of the rabbit for the representation of even a portion of the visual streak on

the same scale as that of the cat area centralis. As an alternative to the abandon¬

ment of parallel processing at the cortical level, let us imagine that the rabbit
cortex be expanded to fulfil our requirements. If the area centralis is defined
for both rabbit and cat as the area in which the retinal ganglion cell density
exceeds 2,000/mm'2 then it contains 5% of the total count of retina! ganglion
cells in the cat and 50% of the total in the rabbit. In absolute terms this is 5,000
cells in the cat but 150.000 in the rabbit - 30 times as many. If similar propor¬

tions of these fibres project to the L.G.N, in the two species then the area of the
rabbit visual area I would have to be increased some 25 times for an analysis of
the output of the visual streak to be performed by cortical tissue organised in
similar fashion to that which deals with the output of the cat area centralis.
The 80 mm2 of the rabbit area 17 already represents 20 %of the neocortex or
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TABLE IV

Area as % of 17 + 18 + 19

Visual Cortex mm2 17 18 + 19

Lepus 107 75 25
Felis 388 67 33

Cercopithecus 2,268 41 59
Man 10,490 25 75

10% of the total available cortex (blinkov & glezer, 1968).
Area 17 is not the only region of cortex predominantly devoted to visual

functions. Table IV contains information derived from solnitzky & harmon

(1946) concerning the relative extent of the striate and extrastriate regions in
certain selected mammals.

Conflict with data in Table III results from the use of different sources. It

appears from this table that the tendency for increase in the absolute area of
area 17 upon ascending the phylogenetic scale is associated with an increase in
relative area of the summed extrastriate visual cortex (areas 18 & 19). This
tendency increases the disparity in cortical provision for an element of visual
field between the rabbit, with one extrastriate area, and the higher mammals
if the corresponding extrastriate regions are included in the estimate. The
disparity would be even greater if the presence of the clare-bishop area (hubel
& vviesel, 1969) and the inferotemporal area (gross, bender & rocha-miranda,

1969) were to be taken into account in the cat and monkey respectively.
The possession of limited extrastriate cortex might be thought to be neces¬

sarily linked with phylogenetic status from an examination of the above table.
Recent evidence suggests, however, that ecological factors may play an im¬
portant part in the determination of the relative development of the striate and
extrastriate regions. According to diamond & hall (1969), the grey squirrel
possesses a cortical organisation akin to that of the phylogenetically distant
but similarly arboreal tree shrew. The clearly laminated L.G.N, projects to
the striate area alone while the adjacent lateroposterior nucleus projects to a

relatively enormous area of temporal cortex which has been electrophysiologi-
cally defined as visual. This region includes VII which is quite small. An
examination of the evoked potential maps of the rabbit cortex (v/oolsey, 1958),
or of the hedgehog (diamond & hall, 1969), reveals that the border of VII
abuts the auditory cortex in a fashion quite unlike that of the grey squirrel
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where a considerable distance intervenes between the two areas. There is no

space in the rabbit and hedgehog for a projection of the lateroposterior nucleus
to a yisual area outside of VII.

These findings may go some way in accounting for the apparent discrepancies
in single unit organisation between the ground squirrel and rabbit which are

indicated by the work of michael (1967). The ground squirrel appears to
resemble the cat and monkey in that the retinal projection to the L.G.N,
consists almost entirely of concentric units while the deeper collicular units, of
imputed extrastriate cortical origin, show orientation selectivity in their central
and flanking areas. The grey squirrel does not possess a visual streak but the
uniformity of its ganglion cells distribution in horizontal and vertical is suffi¬
cient for the animal to be regarded as carrying out a predominantly parallel
analysis like the ground squirrel. This feature and the retention of some arboreal
habits by the ground squirrel suggest that the visual cortex of this animal may

be organised in similar fashion to that of the grey squirrel. If this is the case,

then the large temporal area of extrastriate visual cortex may facilitate a

cortical unit organisation more akin to that of the cat than to that of the rabbit
in spite of the emphasis on parallel processing in the retina and the small size of
the primary visual cortex.

The extrastriate visual areas may no longer be thought of as a set of ascending
stations linked in serial order to one another as appeared to be the case for
cat VI, VII and VIII (hubel & wiesel, 1965). in the cat, VII and VIII both
receive projections from VI (hubel & wiesel, 1965) but each subdivision
obtains a separate thalamic input so that they must all be regarded as operating
to some extent in parallel. An increase in the extrastriate representation, as

seen in the grey squirrel, does not necessarily mean that the tasks carried out

by area 17 will be lightened because behavioural capacity in addition to that
present in an animal with a restricted representation may be introduced. In the
case of the tree shrew and squirrel, however, it docs appear from behavioural
investigation of visual discrimination following discrete lesions that the ex¬

tensive temporal visual area confers discriminative powers on the destriate
animal that are lacking in a similarly treated hedgehog (diamond & hall, 1969)
so that we must countenance the possibility that the properties of the rabbit
cortical unit organisation are related to the poor development of the extra¬
striate regions as well as to the limited extent of the primary visual cortex.

The apparent absence of the orientation selective hierarchy and orientation
columns, as well as the limited variety of orientation selective units in the
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cortical representation of the lateral field have been suggested on previous
pages to be interrelated with and ultimately attributable to the small ratio of
cortical to retinal ganglion cells. The large population of units with varied
selectivity at the retinal level in the rabbit may be regarded as possibly 'easing
the burden' on the limited cortical system by leaving generalisation as its main
task. The above indication that the paucity of cortical provision for retinal
ganglion cells in the fixation areas arises in the rabbit as a result of the stress

on parallel analysis links these special features of the single unit organisation to
the same factor. It is found, therefore, that many characteristics of the rabbit
single unit population, cortical organisation, and eye and head movement

pattern may be interpreted as forming part and parcel of the adaptation to

parallel processing which has been revealed by the topographical analysis of
anatomical organisation at the various levels of the animal's visual system.
As barlow (1961) has said:

'it is foolish to investigate sensory mechanisms blindly - one must also look
at the ways in which animals make use of their senses. It would be surprising
if the use to which they are put was not reflected in the design of the sense

organs and their nervous pathways - as surprising as it would be for a bird's
wing to be like a horse's hoof.'

Conclusion On the basis of his studies of visual discrimination in the octopus,
rat and other vertebrates, Sutherland (1968) has concluded that,

'Although the similarities in the way in which visual discrimination operates
are much more striking than the differences, detailed investigation has
revealed some differences which suggest that we are dealing with
small variations in some common basic mechanism.'

arden (1963) has based a similar suggestion on physiological data,
'It may be that similar functional organisation occurs in the visual system of
all vertebrates, but the less encephalised the animal, the lower the level in the
chain of sensory neurones at which sophisticated analyses of the incoming
information are made.'

Certain aspects of visual processing are clearly carried out in a fundamentally
similar fashion in all species so far examined. The selectivity of the retinal and
cortical units reveals that information in the visual image is subjected to a

process of filtering in its passage through the visual pathways and even in the
monkey eye the function of the retina is not to 'transmit information about
the point to point distribution of light and dark in the image'. In mathematical
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terms, the process of filtering is equivalent to the convolution of the visual
signal with a weighting function which is physically represented by a class of
retinal or cortical unit. The variation in the unit population between species is
evolutionary determined so that the selectivity of the filtering process is
presumably matched to the requirements of the animal and the nature of its
environment according to similar principles to those which govern the choice
of one specific set of the large class of orthogonal functions rather than another
when the maximum separation of certain components of a specific class of
signal is required by means of convolution.

The lack of insight into the functioning of the cat or monkey visual cortex

means that when comparing its unit properties with those of the rabbit we have
no basis for recognising which differences are triviaI and which are not. The
situation is analogous to one in which we have been presented with two sets of
coefficients and asked their significance; unless we know that one set indicates
the magnitude of a series of sine and cosine waves and the other the magnitude
of a set of Tchebychev polynomials, we have no chance of recognising that the
coefficients represent the same signal analysed by similar processes into different
sets of orthogonal components. Whether the variation in retinal and cortical
unit properties between species is sufficient, of itself, to establish corresponding
variations in their behavioural capacity thus remains to be seen. It seems

probable, however, that the growing body of comparative work on visual
discrimination will demonstrate this to be the case, as has already been estab¬
lished with respect to visual acuity and spectral sensitivity.

The extent to which the optimal stimulus for a given unit class corresponds
with some specific feature of the visual environment has been an important
problem in retina and cortex. A common assumption concerning the organisa¬
tion of sensory filters has been described by barlow as the 'password' or

'key-feature' hypothesis (1961),
'Specific classes of stimuli act as 'releasers' and evoke specific responses;
these classes of stimuli arc thought of as 'passwords' which have to be
distinguished from all other stimuli, and it is suggested that their detection
may be the important function of sensory relays.'

The decision as to whether a given class of units abstracts a 'key-feature", or

'password', at a given stage of processing must be based upon a detailed
knowledge of the optimal stimulus for the unit and for the behavioural 're¬
leaser'. Ambiguity in the response of the unit requires careful consideration of
whether it would be apparent in the natural visual environment. Without close
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matching of the behavioural and unit properties, however, the identification
of key-features is as premature as maturana's attempt to classify visual systems
into determinate and indeterminate forms (1964) on the basis of the properties
of the retinal units alone.

The concept of 'key-features' or 'functional natural invariants' perhaps
originated with barlow's suggestion that certain units of the frog retina act
as fly-detectors (1953) but is better known in its application to all the unit
classes of the frog retina by maturana, letvin, mcculloch & pitts (1960).
The fate of the concept of invariants in relation to the visual system of the
frog illustrates well the problems arising in its application to the mammalian
visual cortex. In their stimulating paper, maturana et al. (1960) begin by
asking,

'Does the retina perform an analysis and abstract the meaningful parameters
that will permit the recognition of the universals or is this analysis performed
only later in the visual centres? Any mechanism that permits the recognition
of prey and enemy in as direct a manner as possible is of great advantage in
survival.'

Their conclusions are somewhat ambiguous. On the one hand, lettvin et al.
(1959) remark that the single unit,

'operations have much more the flavour of perception than of sensation
We have been tempted, for example, to call the convexity detectors

'bug-perceivers'.'
While, on the other hand, they clearly indicate appreciation of the need for
further processing in the tectum (maturana et al., 1960) by the interaction
of the four classes of retinal unit before invariants can be formed,

'In a system like this, a unique combination of the four qualitative contexts
in a certain spatial relation may define a class of objects Obviously,
this is a way in which the universals 'prey' and 'enemy' can be recognised . . . '

The recent work of grusser & grusser-cornehls (1966) (see also butenandt

& grusser, 1968) has shown that the prey catching of the frog reveals dis¬
criminatory features which require further processing of the retinal unit output
for the explanation of its properties, ingle (1968) has confirmed this finding
and also reports that the orientation response is elicited by stimuli which
generate only weak firing from class II, bugdetector, retinal units. Thus he
concludes,

'frogs possess such abilities as 'constancies' and 'gestalt processes', which
cannot be predicted on the basis of known retinal electrophysiology.'
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The ambiguity of response of the frog retinal units has led grusser, finkel-

stein & grusser-cornehls (1968) to go further than this; thus they point out
that all four classes of frog retinal unit will respond to a 3 black spot moving
at 5°/sec. and conclude,

'It is evident that in the different classes of retinal neurones no 'functional

natural invariants' are formed out of the set of possible natural stimuli as

was assumed by maturana, letvin et al.'
In the case of cortical cells the use of the concept of invariants has not been
overt. hubel & wiesel have been very cautious about attributing specific
perceptual roles to cortical units but their working hypothesis has been sum¬
marised (1968) for the cat and monkey,

'It is clear that any small region of the striate cortex analyses some small
part of the visual field in terms of the direction light-dark contours
a detection of the movement of the contours, a registration of the type of
the contour (light against dark, edge, and the like), and, at the hypercomplex
level, a detection of any change in direction (curvature) of the contours.'

Certain properties of the cortical units in the cat have led srinelli & Barrett

(1969) to question this conception of the role of simple and complex units,
'The crucial question, then, centres on whether units with line shaped re¬

ceptive fields are to be considered 'detectors of lines' and nothing else, i.e.
nonlinear elements; or as operators with a more or less linear transfer
characteristic capable of responding to a greater variety of stimuli in different
ways.'

They conclude that the cortical units cannot be thought of as purely detectors
of lines because out of 165 all could be stimulated by a small moving spot of
light, creuzfeldt & no (1968) have pointed out that in their experiments the
majority of cortical neurones cannot distinguish a dark spot or bar in one part
of their field from a spot or bar of light in another. They question the possibility
of applying the concept of well defined functional selectivity to classes of such
units; the optimal stimulus requirements are regarded as arising fortuitously.

On this basis the applicability of the concept of invariants has been ques¬
tioned in at least the primary stages of cortical visual processing (creuzfeldt &

sakmann, 1969),
'No convincing correlations have yet been found between certain optimal
stimuli of higher order neurones and correspondent 'units of perception'.
Therefore the question arises as to whether the hypothesis is .correct that
different stimulus aspects ('invariants') are processed in separate channels
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This hypothesis is often not stated clearly and is only implicit in the
methods of investigation and presentation of data.'

It is the case, however, that the majority of visual stimuli are extended in visual
space and are not small spots of light so that their contours may be effective
as stimuli without the ambiguity revealed onder experimental conditions by
the above authors, creuzfeldt & ito (1968) also fail to take into account the
specificity indicated in the columnar organisation of orientation selectivity
which must arise by organised 'wiring up' during development because it is
present before the eyes open in the kitten (hubel & wiesel, 1963).

The orientation selectivity and enhancement of contour evinced in the cat
and monkey cortical units does not necessarily mean that the cortex must be
regarded as extracting a cartoon-like representation of the visual environment
in the firing hyperspace of the neuronal population. The discovery of the
spatial frequency selectivity of cat cortical cells (campbell, cooper & enroth-

cugell, 1969) and of similar characteristics in the human visual system (blake-
more & campbell, 1968) provides an alternative concept. The latter authors
have tentatively suggested that the visual input is recoded in terms of its com¬

ponent spatial frequencies in each orientation dimension in order to provide
a compact and potentially size independent code for the analysis and store of
visual information. In such a system the separate channels for processing
different stimulus aspects remain but are related in a more abstract fashion to
the components of the retinal image than has previously been envisaged in
theories of 'natural functional invariants'. A number of objections to this
theory readily spring to mind but it will have played an important role if it
stimulates the application of concepts from the rapidly expanding field of visual
information processing to the analysis of visual cortex function.

Momentarily neglecting the abo\e considerations, we might hazard the guess

that the small percentage of orientation and bar selective units and their relative
simplicity of organisation in the rabbit suggest that, relative to the cat and
monkey, movement rather than contour extraction may play the major role in
separating figure from ground. The 'hypercomplex' properties of some of the
very large field ON-OFF units in the rabbit cortex ensure that they signal the
presence of moving stimuli only within a specific angular size range and a given
region of visual space. It is, however, clear from the material presented in this
symposium that a sharp distinction cannot be drawn between the monkey, cat
and rabbit, on the basis of either their cortical units or their performance in
elementary form discrimination. In this context it is important to note that'the
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greatest specialisation of the retinal units is confined to the visual streak. The
majority of concentric, directional and local edge units in this area possess very

powerful surrounds and respond only to stimuli subtending angles of no more

than lc and moving at less than 4 /sec. These units analyse the image of the
visual horizon and by their size and velocity selectivity are appropriately
suited to the sole detection of the images of distant objects e.g. another rabbit
at 20 m and moving at 4 m.p.h. produces an image just small enough and slow
enough to fire a streak concentric unit. It will be clear that any improved
behavioural capability of the rabbit relative to the cat and monkey which
results from the specialisation of the visual cortex io deal with this kind of
information will not be observed in behavioural experiments emphasising
classic form analysis. In this respect rabbit behaviour remains unexplored.
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